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Ukrainians urgef.d to oo to sscmcjj
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In Chicaigo there are twenty-five eyening high schools • One may study in
these schools without any obligation whatsoever. Everything that is

tau^t in the daily city hi^ schools is bein^ tau^t therein.

Those who would like to obtain some more knowledge may enroll in these
schools, ^n completing the five years of study one will receive a diploma
of the same value as is given in the day schools.

In these schools 53.493 piipils have enrolled from the age of 17 to 73 jyears.

One can rest assured that among those thousands of graduates, there is
probably not one Ukrainian and if there are some, then one co\ild count tl^

on one's fingers*

That is why we are so much oppressed; why we struggle so much both here and
there and continue to pull the yoke of hardships with us, because we do not
appreciate the value of education and culture sufficiently enough*
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A VJORD TO TEE CHILDRlilN

Go to school, to the higher schools, for there is nothing better than
school. V/hen on the threshold of this school say firmly to yourself:

*»I must finish this school, no matter how difficult it may bel'* Decide
on it in that way, and see it through. There is nothing worse than a
school career not completed. People say justly, "A student who did not
complete his studies is worse than a blockhead." It is better to go to
school and complete it than to shorten your life in some factory or in
washing some Chinaman's dishes, jivery worker is important, but the in-
sulting blockhead always creates rottenness, and is an abomination. They
regret that they have squandered their young lives; that is why they are
always insulting and throw mud on everything. Therefore, if you begin
school, complete it! Do not begin that school with the idea that you
want to become a master because a person who does so never learns anjrthing.
Gro to school with the idea of acquiring higher knowledge, not only for
yourself but also for those who stay in the factories at hard work. They
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will provide everything needed in life, and you should prepare yourself
to repay that debt by telling them the truth and caring for them. While
you are attending school do not lose your faith—the faith of your mother
and father—for when you lose that, even though you have completed your
studies, you will not bring anyone any good because internally you will
be burnt to ashes and your mind will be vacuous! V/ithout the faith which
your people have, you will be a wicked noisemaker and a ruined and poisoned
fruit in a white collar, and with an overturned head. In this head will only
be madness and contempt for the aching hand of the workingman who is pro-
viding your bread and butter. This is the greatest experience of true
education, and whoever tells you otherwise is a blockhead, no matter how
well he tries to fool you by showing you educational books.

The beautiful and sweet fruit of knowledge teaches us to acknowledge laws,
humane work and, above all, faith in the Supreme Power on which every-
thing^ rests. Gro to school, higher school. Begin it, stay in it and com-
plete it with a firm determination that you will serve your people with
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truth and not domineer over them. Then you will not be a stupid and
wicked destroyer, but a real leader. Go, and do not forget this, for
every v;ord written here is the truth. Some day you will be convinced
of the truth of this study.
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ATTE.ITICN, UKRADIIAN YOUTH OF CHICAGO AMD SUBURBS I

On Sunday, September 5, at 2:30 o'clock, in Eokhart Park Hall, Chicago
Avenue and Noble Street, there will be a speech given to inform the
Ukrainian youth vAio are planning to enroll in the day or night courses

V^ . with the new school semester.

Countrymen, the war is already ended, and novr begins the reconstruction
which is needed mostly by Ukrainia. All the nations are preparing for
this work but alasl we Ukrainians vn.ll add nothing to our Fatherland.
Shall it not be a shame for us when other nations v/ill occupy the high
positions all over the world and even in Ukrainia? 77111 we not be ashamed
of ourselves v/hen we return to Europe vri.thout any profession or trade?

e In order to meet the situation the Ulzrainian Circle of Self-Education
obligated itself by informing the Ukrainian youth of the technical, edu-
cational and business courses. VYe invite all Ukrainians to this meeting,
both men and women ivho are interested in education.
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DR. JOHN D. PRINCE

It is a source of delight and joy to all Ukrainian people that their language
has been recognized as one of the great languages of the world. Their literature
is being studied and translated into English by great American scholars, and the
teaching of their language and literature has fo\md its way to one of the ^
greatest universities of the world - Columbian University of New York, N. Y. 5
The man who made a Ukrainian course at Columbia Unive*i:*sity possible is Hon. <::-

John D, Prince, founder and present head of the Department of Eastern Ikiropean r-

languages. The work and efforts of Prof. Clarence A. Manning, Dr. Arthur P. ^
Coleman and many Ukrainians i? recognized and appreciated also, but it was the o
final "yes" or "no" of Hon. Jfhn D. Prince, on which the introduction of the ^
Ukrainian course depended. Dr. John D. Prince said "yes", and the Ukrainian ^
course is well on its way, accompanied by "Evenings of Ukrainian Literature", "^

of great interest to many American Ukrainian students and rejoiced in by all

Ukrainian people here and abroad.

It is only natijrral that we should like to know our great friend Dr. John D,

Prince, a little more than by mere acquaintance with his name. Indeed his life

is most interesting:
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The anonymous author of Not To he Repeated - A Merry-Go-Roiind of Europe, (Ray-

Long and Richard R, Smith, Inc., New York, 1932) when discussing the activities
and abilities of members of American diplomatic corps serving in capitals of
European states, observes that the ablest of American representatives are
situated at the least important capitals. One of the best American represent-
atives, he finds in the capital of Jugoslavia, and this American minister in

Belgrade, is none other than our friend. Dr. John D. Prince.

Let us quote from that book now and meet Dr. Prince in Belgrade in 1932,
before he came back to Columbia University 'and founded the Department of ^
Eastern Languages. ^

"Jugoslavia in general and Belgrade in particular has one unfailing source of 2
relief from murder and terrorism - amusement at the antics of the Hon. John i^

Dynely Prince - American minister. ^

•fie is an estimable gentleman, this Dr. Prince, a good host and a well-informed

student, but it is the misfortune of his life that he knows between sixty and
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seventy languages, perhaps even more.

"He was professor of philosophy at Columbia before he got his first diplomatic
post to the legation in Copenhagen. Here he dumbfoiinded the royal circle by
talking in Danish that was just a bit more classically perfect than the king's
own.

••Similarly in Jugoslavia today he converses with King Alexander in purest Serbian,
adthou^ the king knows French perfectly well, as does Dr. Prince. They tell a
story in Belgrade, probably a bit exaggerated, of Dr. Princess early days there. ^
An informal gentleman, given to bright ties and not too fond of protocol, he c5

sauntered along to the royal palace and entered. He was stopped by one of the ^
royal sentries - those tou^-looklng babies in white pants who pace stiffly o
from morning to night guarding the portals. o-

"My man," Dr. Prince is reported to have said, "permit me to pass, I am the ^
new American minister". He said it in Serbian. S^
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"Now the sentry knew perfectly well that no American minister had ever been
known to speak the Serbian language, and so Dr. Prince then and there was pinched
and off. to the guard house. He was extricated later only after some difficulty.

••Conversation with Dr. Prince is a bit trying. At every third word uttered by
a visitor the minister interrupts with a passing description of the pronounciation
of the equivalent of that word in Bantu, Choctaw or South Malayan. He talks to

one of his secretaries only in Russian. His researches into the various south
Slav dialects - Croatian, Slovenian, Montenegrin, Bulgarian and so on, have
made him famous in Jugoslavia.

It is the great regret of Dr. Prince's life that he has not a perfect command
of Albanian, the only European language he does not thoroughly know. It embarrasses
him not to be. able to converse xriLth each member of the local diplomatic corps
in his own tongue. But he solves this problem neatly by talking to the Albanian
minister in Turkish. One Albanian minister, astounded and indignant, protested
to his colleagues of the insolence of American government to hire Turks for its
diplomatic corps. •• (pp. 485 - 486).
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It is indeed a pleasure that the Ukrainian course was introduced in Columbia
University by a man like Dr* John D. Price. May his knowledge of so many

-languages be an inspiration to all Ukrainian, American and Canadian youth;
may he be an example for them and may Ukrainian language and literature
flourish on American and Canadian soil»
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I E AMERICAN LIBRARIES

No country in Europe cares for its libraries as is done here in the United
States. Besides, many individuals endow these libraries with large s\ms of

money* The system in these libraries is the same in all and is taught to
the librarian in special schools.

Libraries here usually have three departments: the Reference Department,
from which one cannot take out the books; the Circulation Department, and
the Children's Department. The last named employs people who are specially
prepared to woric among children. In addition, the larger libraries have
a fourth department--for newspapers and periodicals. The newspapers cannot
be taken out,but the periodicals can. In the Reference Department there
are special sections for law, medicine, etc.

Almost every large library has separate collections of foreign books. The
public libraries here have books in the Ukrainian language, but only the
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I E large ones where Ukrainians saw to it that the library purchased them*
Usually books in the foreign languages are there uselessly, because

it is very seldom that anypne asks for them. The reason for this is that
our people do not know that public libraries have Ukrainian literature and
that if they demanded it, more would be purchased. The directors of these
libraries say that they would employ workers who know foreign languages if

the public wished to profit from these collections. Yery seldom does any-
one ask for these books because, for the past ten years, the few organs of
oxir press occupied their time and space with bickerings and slander which
turned the people to disputation instead of education.

These libraries also have directories of all the important cities of the
United States, not only the latest but the older ones as well. From these
directories one can find all the addresses of friends and relatives of whom
sight has been lost; addresses of night schools where many practical trades
are taught free of charge; addresses and infonnation pertaining to various
factories and businesses where one might be able to secure a job or to study
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special trade.

The libraries also have newspapers, both old and new, of other cities,
filed in yearly volumes. Whenever a workingman wishes to move to another
city where he does not have any friends, he can use these newspapers,and,
by looking through the **Help Wanted *• column, secure all the information
he desires, which often a friend residing in that city could not supply

•

It frequently occurs that the workingman has forgotten the name of the
ship on which he arrived, and the exact date of its arrival. This in-
foimation is needed when applying for citizenship papers. In the main
libraries one can find many volumes of old daily newspapers theit publish
the movements of all the ships at the time in question. One should not
hesitate because he does not know hov/ to look up what he wants in the

library. That is \(rtiy they have librarians there: to direct him and to
show him where to find it and how to find it.

Whoever might care to, may quickly be convinced that libraries here are
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I E not only places where one can read ccxnfortably and quietly, but are
also places where one can obtain practical information which is very

important to life and the future on this earth of the workingman and his
children*

That is why we say to our workingraen, 'lltilize the long evenings of your
young lives in a useful way! Gk) to the libraries, seek there and read
Ukrainian booksl Take yo\ir children to the public libraries so that they
may beccane accustomed to the use of the sources of knowledge, v/hich will
be to their advantage*

"Do not lose valuable time by listening to bolshevik agitators or to other
critics, for they will not teach you anything. They often do not know
anything in any sphere of knowledge. Loud speaking and chiding others
do not produce knowledge •*•

I W.PA
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A WORD TO FATHERS AND LiOTMSRS

Autxmin is approaching. Millions of golden ripe products will fall from the
trees to the ground to serve as the seed of the future trees. Millions of
birds will get their offspring ready for the long journey to the south.

Fathers and mothers I Your golden fruit, your children, have also matured
to the extent of having gone to school to prepare themselves for their long
journey into life. Dumb animals can teach their offspring only that which
they themselves know; Human beings can educate their children to a higher
level than the one on which they find themselves. That is why you should
not say to your children, '^GrO to work, and bring me five dollars a dayl I

worked hard; you do the samel" This is only done by the dumb wild beasts of

the woods. But the beasts are not responsible for what they are doing,

because they cannot achieve progress.

Progress is the accomplishment of hioman beings alone. Do not be an enemy
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to your child! Do not let your children be driven in the factories

like oxen. Brighten your fruitful blood for the benefit of yourself and
your peoplel Enroll your children in the hir:her schools. Let it be in the
future that when the green rrrass ^.tovjs over your bones, your child v;ill

remember you as a pood feather and mother, end not as covetous ones who for
five dollars stunted their blossoms in a factor^;'. Perhaps some of you have
children in the old country, boys or girls. Help them also to go to school.
It may be difficult for you; but in any case it will be easier for you to
keev them, in school over there than for them to do so unaided.

„t.-"
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-•>?- I1T5LUEHCE 0? FAREinS CK IIUHA.IT LIFE AS A V.^OLE

llo noiT thought or idea rrill be accepted by the nation unless it first
finds its roots in the fajriily life of tiie eople*

llo refcniiation vriLll spread itself in the nation if it is opposed to

the faraily.

. ITo religion v;ill exist that is against the faiaily»

llo special education vrould do us any gocd if the fsiaily be not able
to acquire it.

The first main bond of the political and econonical sphere' is the
' family life.

. A nation is more or less an artificially complicated product. The

V ;,... :„
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state is the c-^'oation of the brain. The family is a natural creation
of the human life# It is based on instincts or hurian nature. This •

is v/hy fanily life is eternal.

It takes its start before all other institutions, before the states,
churches and nations. They can fall or transform themselves, but
the faLiily life mil remain.

Disharmonious living, of the fanily £^ives rise to prostitution, drunken-
ness, vnrongs, generally speaking. A profound, good living in the fanily
keeps the husband at home; gives him satisfaction; makes hira a good
v/orkingman, energetic and sci'upulous.

The family consists of father, nother and children.

The father provides for the home; tlie mother directs the hone and
rears the children.

AJL
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Only this nan, v/ho cares for his home, can bo considered as a good

husband and father.

Only this woman, vho thoughtfully directs the home and rears the
children in a painstaking v/ay can be called a good wife, and has
the right to be a mother

•

Cnly such a child, "vvho v.^illingly learns everj^i^hing that is good, is

coTipetent to becone a good neiriber of the community and the nation
in the future

•

If you want to raise your nation and comi.iunity, start your work
with the family, v^hich is the only way to cro7/n your v/ork v/ith

success. V/hen the life of the family is blissful then the whole
community must be blissful.

The mothe'r is the foundation of the family.
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It is indeed a -oleasure that the Ukrainian course was introduced in Columbia
University by a man like Dr. John D* Price. May his knowledge of so many
languages be an inspiration to all Ukrainian, American and Canadian youth;
may he be an example for them and may Ukrainian language and literature
flourish on American and Canadian soil.

in
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GRADUATIOK AW COI,L\E^CEL'IE])JT

Junel Month of graduation and commencement I Graduation from the accus-
tomed routine to the commencement of new life. This month is custom-
arily dedicated to the graduation from an institute of education or
learning. Probably you are one of these graduates, or most assuredly
a friend or an acquaintance of yours is experiencing this exciting
ceremony which is due to every human being. It may be from elementary
school, junior and senior high schools, college, university, technical K?

or training establishments that you are departing* You may be graduating &
from the elementary grades and will commence to decide your future -»,

vocation in high school; you may be finishing high school to further £?

develop your character, mind, and body in a higher institute in order ^
that you may fulfill your calling to the best of your abilities; or zi
having covered the educational field you are turning your back upon ^
schooling that you may start the greatest of many events, that of ^
earning your own livelihood by means of your own skills, training and
ideas. You are leaving an old familiar path, leaving old joys and
sorrows, old hopes and disillusionments, old methods and mistakes;
and with expectancy entrusting yourselves to a course which is
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unfamiliar.

All in all you are graduating in order to cominence.

This month also ought to be a month of graduation and commencement for
every Ukrainian boy and girl* It is time that we cast aside our intole-
rances toward each other; time that we refrain from entangling ourselves
in petty antagonisms against groups that are not of us; time that we
help and cooperate with those that are capaHe of leading - we,a leader-
less people. Be tolerant toward othersl We always hear this, many of us
stress it, but very few practice that virtue. With us it is always
necessary to unjustly criticize and wreck the person or group whose
opinions are not similar to ours. It is absolutely impervious that we
knock down the groups or organizations that are striving to do faith-
ful work even if they may have objects parallel to our own. We ask
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for cooperation, yet we never have any to spare for others; not even
charity. We forget that orgeinizations are a means of strength and
"unity: two powers which Ukrainians need and lack. We are constantly
bewailing the fact that we possess no capable leaders; yet we never
fail to ruin their reputations and even lives by freely and thought-
lessly and enviously slandering them.

It does seem strange and even ridiculous that we who most need tole-
rance, broad-mindedness, cooperation and leaders, mock and destroy
these necessities, ibid stranger yet, we realize that these are ^
necessities but do not strive to sincerely obtain them. 9^

Let us, then, during this month of graduation and commencement experience
graduation and commencement for ourselves. Let us graduate from harmful
habit and influences and commence acquiring desirable characteristics
and outlooks •

'H

^
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THE aiLZITDAH

Various attempts /;ere made b^ tho ancients to reconcile the month, which orig-
inally depended upon the changes or the moon, with the tropical year; however,
a sat isfactor"- solution was not possible, cind the calendars ot civilized na-
tions nov; disregard the noon entirely.

The Julian calendar, v/hich was established 45 B. C. /circa7 by Julius Caesar,
disregarded all consideration of the moon and adopted 365^ days as the true
length of the year. Caesar decreed that every fourth year should contain
366 days, and transferred the beginnin.^ of the :;^ar from March 1 to January 1.

i*

The Iv'.ohammedan nations, however, still use a lunar calendar with a year of ^
twelve lunar nonths, which alternately contain 355 and 356 days. According -o

to their methods of reckoning, the same month falls in different seasons, and o
their calendar gains one year on ours every thirty-three years. oj>
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The Julian calendar is still used generally in Russia and by the Greek /Crtho-

dq^ church.

Another kind of calendar is the Gregorian calendar. The true length of the
tropical year is not 365j days, but 365 days, 5 hours, 48 minutes, and 45.5
seconds—a difference of U minutes, 14.5 seconds by which the Julian year
is too long. This aTiounts to a little more than three days in four hundred
years, and consequently the date of the vernal equinox in Pope Gregory's
time had fallen back to March 11 instead of occurring on March 21 as it did
at the Council of Nice in the year 325 A. D. The pope, therefore, decreed
the calendar should be corrected by dropping ten days, so that the day fol-
lowing October 4, 1582 should be called October 15 instead of October 5 and,
also, that in the future only the century years should be leap years because
they were divisible by 400. Thus 1700, 1800, 1900, etc. are not leap jrears,

while 1600, 2000, 2400, etc. are. The change was made in every country ex-
cept Russia and the ITcraine..

. -3
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Prom the information ^^iven 7''ou can determine the origin of both the Julian
and Gregorian calendars. Read it throu^-h carefully and tr3'' to understand
who originated and later adopted the Gregorian calendar and viAien it v/as dis-
covered that the Julian calendar v/as not accurate.

3>
rlhy is it that the Ukrainians have to be one of the two nations which
use this inaccurate calendar? Think of a student coming to school three and
four weeks after iJaster and asking if he may have the follov/ing ^.londay off
to go to church, because his faster is the following Sunday, Monday and Tues-
day. No student is proud to say that, but it happens quite often. Our par-
ants have given up hope of ever seeing the Ukraine put on an equal cultural
level with other countries by our adoption of the calendar that is used the S
world over. Let us show thorn that our hope .^s not fciiled, and that v/e are
striving to have the Ukrainians adopt the calendar that is being used in all
countries.
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AMY V<1TH HIDilOUS COIiMJNISM

by a Ukranian Chicagoein

Attention of the Ukrainians in Chicago and Abroad

Through the channels of the Red Cross Committee in Great Ukrainia, now
occupied by the Communists, the following proclamation was sent from
Chicago to the whole Ukrainian Nation:

"It is known all over the Vtorld that when the flower of the Red army
perished in the jungles of Poland, the Communistic government of Leon
Trotzky, under pressure from the Polish government, was supposed to
recognize mcranian independence*

"And we all, tillers of the soil and laborers of the broken and starving
XJkrainia, silenced, with peace at heart, awaited that sacred day, when
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the Russo-Jewish tramps and the Chinese barefooted vagrants would be
cleared away from our unfortunate and blood-soalced land.

••The time flies*

"Where is this independence of ours? Where is our freedom? V/here is
the equality? Vftiere is that peace? V/here?

••Nowhere I

••Through cities and villages even to the present day, a pack of rabid,
savage Communists are running wild* They pillage and plunder, castigate,
burn and shoot down, and otherwise maltreat the peaceful peasants,
throwing them into dimgeons and prisons. In one way or another they are
trying to get rid of the God-fearing inhabitants. These plundering
tramps, want to leave nobody in their way while they are ruthlessly pillaging
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anything and everything in the Ukrainian land* The whole Soviet
government consists only of robbers and banditsl We all, even oxir

children, know this well

I

"But, did they depose Czar Nicholas II to give way to Leon Trotsky-
Bronsteinl V/ho is ruling us now?

"Before the police ruled with clubs, and novx Communism niles with its
secret police.

"Enough suffering! iilnough crime perpetrated upon usl Are we
defenseless children?

"Sven a child of four learns how to speak his mind.
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"Let us ask once more and for the last tine, that so-called
"government'', how long will they drain and drink our Christian blood?
How long will they continue to burn our villages and pillage our \
liard earned possessions? How long will our fields be filled with (^ "^VPi o'\

their Asiatic hordes? \^^ ' V"/

"V/hy does the Red array not go back to their homes and caves?/

^^ .y

"Vihy do they not try to save their own possessions from bandits similar
to themselves? Is it not time for them to sober up and do something
intelligent and honest?

"Let us demand a quick and clear answer to the questions above! Let
us demand from them a speedy clearance from Ukrainia of foreign
bands, soldiers and ComnunismI 3ho\ild they not listen to our demand
this time, then v;e know what to do: let us all join the counter-
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revolutionary ariny! To arms I For freedom!

"Vi/e have got rid of the Czar; we have driven out the pro-German
hetman; v/e have annihilated the bandit Denikin and God will also
help us to make avjay with hideous Coromunism,
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III H By Mr* Paul Novodvorsky, A Ukrainian-Chicagoan
I G
I J A great injxistice is being perpetrated upon the Ukrainian nation;
17 injustice that cries out to heaven for vengeance I

During the V/orld War, we honorably and honestly fulfilled our duties toward
our American Cxovernment.

We gave the American Grcvernment everything we could to help America win in
the 7/orld 7/ar.

We spent large sums of money, which we earned by the sweat of our brow, in
purchasing the American Liberty Bonds.

At the call to the colors by the American Government, thousands of Ukrainians
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joined the United States Army, and shoulder-to-shoulder we fought and shed
our blood, helping America to gain victory, glory, and power.

And IThat an Irony of Life I

The ex-President, Mr* V/oodrow Wilson, in the name of the Allies and of the

American Government, solemnly declared that we should go beyond the sea to
destroy the aggressive robbers and imperialistic militarism, and win
independence for all subjected nations.'

Ex-President 7/ilson, in the name of the American Government, in the name of
the American Nation, solemnly declared before the whole world that we would
fight for justice, and that all the subjected nations will get their freedom
and independence.

We sincerely believed that ex-President Wilson meant what he said and would
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show himself actually a great and just man. '."e trusted that when he spoke in
the name of the whole American People, that he would fulfill all his promises
to the letter.

We trusted that at the Peace Conference in Paris, the then President ?Jilson

would defend the rights of the Ukrainian subjected territory in Eastern
Gkaicia.

But Mr. V/ilson shamelessly did not keep his promise to us. For our honest-
to-goodness loyalty and our graat sacrifices, given during the V/orld .7ar, in
the name of and for justice, he paid us back with terrible injustice. In an
understanding wit>i the illlies, he, in the name of the American Government,
agreed that the bloody charlatan Haller, the Polish count, who is at the head
of the Polish legions which were organized in America, could go and murder
the Ukrainians; our fathers and mothers, brothers and sisters in Eastern
Galicia.
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This shamefully horrible act to which Mr# V/ilson agreed is being perpetrated
even to the present day.

Although Ur. Vifilson and the Allies promised justice and independence for all
subjected nations, Mr. ^Vilson was the first one who ruthlessly stepped upon
and penaitted the savage Polish bandits to murder the Ukrainian people, and
pillage and plunder our Ukrainian land to the very utmost.

We cannot keep silent I V/e cannot plead any longer I

V/e, American-Ukrainians, have a full right not to ask, but to demand that
the AmeriC€Ui Government right this wrong I .

Our hearts are cruelly wounded and bleeding, because of the injustice done
us by ex-President V/ilson.
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And we believe that our present Americem Government with that worthy and just

Chief Executive President V/arren G* Harding, will turn greater attention
toward oxir just cause, and see to it we are treated on the level with other
Nations.

Siege fellow-members I I, as a veteran of the American army, and your present
Siege leader, call upon you: Let us be loyal to the United States of America
as well as to our present American Government.

I together with you feel a terrible heartiache for the injustice perpetrated
upon the Ukrainian nation, and it is our sacred duty to mourn and sympathize
with our people. and our dear subjected Mother-Ukrainia.

I, froiVi the very bottom of my heart, call upon you, and with a thundering
voice command you: Jake upl Attentionl Forward Ilarchl
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All the Siege branches, as soon as possible should arrange conferences and
meetings, and pass resolutions against the occupation of our :^astern Galicia
by the Poles.

Every Siege branch, without delay, must send a firm protest demanding the
withdrawal of the Polish Pillaging soldiers and armed bandit police from
Eastern Galicia, restoring her independence.

Send your protest to President Harding, to the Senate, and the. House of
Representatives.

We believe that the present American Government, with President Harding at
its head will consider our cause just; they will understand their reciprocal
obligation, their indebtedness toward us has yet to be paid us—the indebtedness
to us that was incurred by the former government during the World War.
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Otherwise our place is there, beyond the sea, where we must sacrifice our
very lives for the cause of freedom and independence for Ukrainian
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HEPi; lis KO POLAIID, YOU F0Lrt.C3CS, 5UT T:I; UI.'IxED SZ^-iDS 0? AI^IEIdCii.

The "Sie^e" movcnient which spread ainonfj the Llrrainians in Chicago, llexT

York, and throu'chout the United States throu'.'h natural irresistible
force, restlessly excites the hot-headed x^oles. jortiinately, this is

not Poland here, but a free denocratio country* Here they cannot
establish and rive a free hand zo noards of rootless i-olish state
detectives; they cannot establish the Polish "culture" of arson,
gibbets and dun[;,eons* But the Polish black hand is present even
here. 7/here it is ir.possible for tlien to carry on their savage v/ork

Tvith bayonet and dagger there tliey fight b;/^ spyin-;;; and misinforraation.

The United States federal authorities in Hev; York raided the Siege
locale in search for v/eapons and inciting literature - of course,
they did not find anything of the sort, because the Siege members '

are not onarchists, but Ukrainian patriots v/ho want Ikrainia to be
an independent republic, established not on coimiunism, but on a

democratic foundation.
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The Ulcrainians in the United States are grateful to the federal govern-

nent for the freedom iv^iich they use to good ad^/antage, and the best

sign of their gratefulness is the fact that thousands of our boys
fought in the .7orld .Var under the Stars and Stripes of Uncle Sara*

The federal agent v^-as shov/ing translsitions from our xiev/spapers Ukraina,
Siege Yievis, and other Ulrrainian nev/spapers, v;hich the Folacks purposely
mistranslated in order to denounce us» Of course, in those reports
the lolish translators tv/isted around many statements. It is a >nov/n

fact that tiie Polack could not live v/ithout lying.

The federal agent visited Ulcraina and inquired about the Siege movement
among us. Both- in Chicago and in i.'evr York he obtained the same answer,
namely, that the Ukrainian movement is a national independence move-
ment, and that "Sieges" are Ulcrainian ixitional athletic associations.
He asked vjhether \re drill vdth v/eapcns. To this v;e reolied that v/e

do not have any permission for it, but that we shall aipply for one.
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Vt'ithout permission v;e do not have any r/eapon drill, because it is

a[:ainst the lav/, and the "Sieges" vrere, ore, and v.lll be loyal and
lavz-abidinf!* citizens of the United States.

Up to the present tLnc inquiries ended, .yet v;e are sure that it is

the Polish black tend v/iriich vn.ll be restless and v;ill invent sor.ie-

thing ne\r in order to check the spread of the Sio;^'e moveLient.

This should only strengthen our T.^or:: in that direction. It is evident
that the Poles are afraid of the oieges, since they v;ant to stop this
movenent. Let, therefore, every enli htened Ukrainian, nan and v.t:inan,

join our ranks. L^t all the Ulcrainians of y.e\7 York and Chicago and of
the v;hcle United States join the Sief';e association.

There should be nothin;^: more advanta^^eous to us than public liti^-ation,

if it only Vv'ould coiae to pass. By the liti[:. tion the i^ierican public
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would fiiid out v;hc is ri?.derev;ski and his bouiv eois - clerical clique

v/hich noxT rales loland. The /unericans v/culd find out about all the

savageries of the Hallcr*s (polish) anay, about the atrocities and
barbarisn of the Huns of the present a^e. There v;ould come to true

light the fake "!aii[;'hthood" o:* the Polish bandits, 7;ho horribly ra[;;ed

at the defenseless Ulcrainian inhabitants of the Eastern Galicia. The
bandit stamp v/ould be attached to the ioles once for all, and their
so-called "culture" ivould shovr itself nothing: more than ordinary
savage aninal brutality.

Therefore, to v;orl:. Siege -members I ^o not be afraid of the Polish
tlireats in ilraerica. The y^r.ericans , and :iot the Poles, rule this
country. Our mpveiaent v;hen advertised vrill bring us sympathy from
the freedom-lovinr^ Yankees.

The i\meric-:;ns vmrred for the ideal of -freedom.
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The Ar.ieric5.ns vj-ent to the ;Yorld '.Tar in order to free tlie ?/hole world.

^iVhen the Anericans learn about the fact that so many disadvantages
came upon Ulcrainia, how much the enemies press from all sides against
Ukrainia, in order to enslave us, the iijiericans vri.ll be the first
ones to say to our national enemies: "Get out of Ulcrainial Ilemds off
from the Ukrainian possessions I"

Let our enemies rage in their po'verless ivrath.

Yfith faith in our proper right to demand v.'hat is our ovm, let us stand
under the Siege banner, under the flag of one undivided and independent
Ukrainial

N, Burlaka*
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BQSINESS

Let us take note of ourselves. Let us learn to appreciate giroup work. Let
us learn to work together, so that we may be noticed by eveiyone. One per-
son alone cannot accomplish much, for every task requires a collection of
strength. Y/e do not know how to work in groups, and therefore lack the
strength to accomplish anything useful. The Americans work only with gath-
ered strength, a fact which explains why they make such great progress.

Business is the vital force of a people. A businessman does not work for
himself alone, but iii5>roves the position of everyone. We do not, as a group,
appreciate the value of the merchant and the businessman. We envy a person
when he undertakes some kind of business. We look on a businessman or manu-
facturer as a sponger, who is trying to avoid physical work. Instead of
using all our energy to support him, we hate him and say, '^Lookl He wants
to live without effort."

%n.
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We forget that business requires more trouble and care than factory work.
In the factoiry the worker puts in his hours, returns home untroubled, and
sleeps peacefully with no worry about anything. Altogether different is

the position of a business man. He is not free from worry day or night, but
must ponder over how to make ends meet in his business, especially now dur-
ing the depression.

The people who start businesses in our coimnunities have usually worked hard
before they became businessmen, and have learned to value money. A business-
man is a servant to the community, and deserves its support. In successful
communities, where business flourishes, businessmen are held In high esteem.
When in need of some help, no matter what it may be, where do we go if not
to our businessmen? Therefore, ws should help our businessmen all we can,

so that they may help us.

We have a society of business and professional men in Chicago. Under the
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present management it has been lethargic. It should Twake up, it should ar-
range more meetings and lectures on business. It is vK>rth while to gather
and talk over business matters; all the members will profit, and the organ-
ization will take its rightful place in our community.

V/e must show a little more interest in business activities if we wish to be
recognized and respected by the community at large. V/e should take these
matters under consideration at our meetings.

With these things in mind, our paper, as a start, has gathered and listed the
addresses of all our most valuable business and professional men, so that the
community at large, and our own people in particular, may realize the business
strength of our society.

V?
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UKRAINnN BUSINESS IN CHIC.xGO GROVE

The Siege memcers, Messrs. Ryza, Motluk, and Company, 1957 W. Chicago
Avenue, Chicago, opened a wholesale haberdashery for men, v/omen;and
children. They done^te five per cent of their proceeds to charitable
institutions in Chicago.
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PURE EAHI.: P.^ODUJTo oa^ppim

The only Ukrainian dairy in Ghicaco, 1942-44 './est Aucusta Street.
Tel. "Jrunsv/ick 1410.

You V7ill alv/ays :et Trash and v/holes me nilk, sv/eet and sour cream,
cheese, and butter from us.

si



Sichovl Visty (Sie-e News), Jan. 25, 1924.

The only Ukrainian Restaurant under the name of

SUPRS3.S LUITOTIROOIJ AI-iD RESTAUHAl^TT

1955 7/, Chicago Avenue, Ohicaso
Telephone V/est* 2131

Three Ukrainian proprietors: I. Danylyshyn, VJ, Pankiw, and N. Lluchayir^
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DHUCJGIST FRCM UKRAINIA
Michael Shvets, R. Fh.

2009 W. Chicago Ave., Chicago.

Prescriptions prepared with great accuracy; prices moderate.

Large selection of various perfumes, creams, toilet soaps. Pay your gas and
electric bills here. Variety of cigars and cigarettes.

Uj
KJ
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HELP THE ENEMPLQYED UKRAINIANS

The unemployment in the United States has been a burden on the poor people, among
them many Ukrainians. A great deal of our people live through this taxing situation
now.

On the other hand, it is well known that the more energetic and capable people of
our nationality hold offices in dignified enterprises and factories, positions such
as foremen, bosses and managers*

To such as these we turn with the following proposition--to let us know kindly when
and where work could be found whereby we could place some of the unemployed
Ukrainians, that ask us to help them.

Please inform the "Jkralfnla" when and where people are needed for work; let us
know as soon as some help is required—by telephone—Brunswick 3937f and we shall
-at once send thither people that ask our aid.

>

VXe shall thus do a good turn reciprocally and profitable for the good of our colony
in our city»

Please bear this in mindl
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III G PRACTICAL SOCIAL 2C0N0MT FOR
I H THE UKRAINIAN WORKITTaiiAN

by
Dr. 0. Nazaruk

How does social economy appear in theory and in practice? Social or
national economy is the study of the aspects and conduct of the domestic
life of a nation, or of all nations. This study describes these facts,
explains them, and arranges them systematically. On the basis of all
this, thinking people come to many important theoretical and practical
conclusions that serve the economic and political life of all the people
of a nation and country. These results also have great meaning for the
domestic life of many individual families, as we shall see later on
from practical examples. There are many interpretations of social
economy, because it is clear that the capitalist interests himself
In this study from one point of view, while the worklngman will interest
himself in it from another. Actually they are all concerned with this
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II A 2
III G study because it binds them together; but every class , and
I H every person in every class, looks at the problems in it from

different angles and from different points of vievr»

Social economy is a great subject resting on two basic principles of
capitalistic theory; personal liberty, and private ownership of property

•

The first principle implies that it is forbidden to put anyone to work
by force; the second means that every person is forbidden to take that
which does not belong to him, '-'-hat is hew it appears in theory, but
in practice both principles appear differently. Aithou^ it is for-
bidden to force anybody to do a particular kind of work, people are often
forced to do menial tasks because of poverty, which means that other work
is not available to them as it is to those peoj^e who are prosperous*
This shows that the second principle also exists for the poorer people
only to a limited extent, because frequently a person who does not enjoy
personal liberty must, for the sake of the money he will receive,
offer his work where he did not wish to give it#
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III G Wopklngmen of all nations of the world endure somewhat
I H similar living and working conditions. Only similar, but

not identical, because the labor of people who do not live
in their own country is done under circumstances far worse than that of
those people who live in their own country. The workingman of the
suppressed nation is fettered with a double chain: the economic
conditions in which he lives, and authority of the country which suppresses
his nation. Therefore, such people need twice as much education in
order that they might profit a little from the means of modern living which
social economy offers them.

What sort of an outlook is this? Present-day social economy offers the
two principles which we have previously considered, and it also has attached
to it two more concepts without which it could not exist or else
would be altogether different. VVhat are these concepts? They are
division of labor, and co-operation. Vie shall explain the second of
these in our ••practical social economy column" which will deal with
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First we must give you the meaning of "co-operation'*.

Co-operation is the bond of the v/orklngman to his work, and at the
same time to his domestic life. What else does it mean? It m^ans
that the workingnan is united to the factory or shop where he is

employed, xmited to the country in which he resides. By what means
is he thus united? By contracts, by laws or regulations, by custom,
by taxes, by organizations, by costs of living, and by many other
strings which for the most part he does not realize exist.

In the study of economy, unity is called freedom, but in practice it

turns out differently. There are two kinds of causes that change this
\inity to one without freedom. One of these causes can be changed for
the better rather quickly, which means that the workingman will at
once receive more freedom of contract when he is able to understand it.
\¥hat eve they? The economic position of the country in which he is
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III G living, and its working conditions. That is what we want to
I H do in our work. It is important that this be done for the

Ukrainian workingman. V/hat does this work rest on? On a
siniple but very important foundation: true information about the living
conditions and the working conditions in the various cities within the
boundaries of Northern America (United States and Canada), including
both general and particular trades

•

The trains are now crowded with men who are seeking work. Many people
are coming to the United States from Canada because of the economic
crisis there, many Ukrainians among them. It may continue like this
for some time yet before the crisis is over. All of this requires that
the entire Ukrainian press, both here and in Canada, turn its full
attention upon the economic situation instead of always writing about
politics. ^Te want to initiate this needed change, by writing about the
domestic needs of one of the largest cities of the world, Chicago. I

have written these facts on the basis of stories told me by the Ukrainian
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UKRAINIAN

workingmen who attended the banquet given in my honor by
Company Fifteen of the Sitch Organization. I will write
further about the tailors' trade of this city, in which over

three hundred Ukrainian people earn their livelihood. I shall write about
this trade and about other trades and professions with the following
motive: that every Ukrainian workingman came here from his fatherland
as a homeless immigrant. Many of them came here, struggling at first

—

perhaps even hungry for a while—but they had to have some clothing
on their backs. That is why we will describe the tailors' trade first.
And at the behest of the Sitch Centre, we shall give you a thorough
view of the living conditions in this city.

Uj

WM
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I G THE RESOLUTION OF HIE RUSSIAN-UKRaI1«-AI.' MASS-LSlETniG.

against the new people *s governnient and for the restoration of monarchy in
Russia. 8) The confiscation in favor of the people all the property re-
ceived, as a reward for service to the foruer tsars. 9) Russia should be
a democratic republic. 10) Tlie full prohibition of the sale of liquors.
11) The introduction of obligatory general peoples education. 12) The
expression of deep thanks to the American Republic, who has taken under
its protection all Russians, who suffered from the former tsaristic regime.
The present resolution was worked out after a grand manifestation in honor
of liberty and unanimously accepted by the Russian-Ukrainian mass-meeting,
and it was resolved to send it immediately to the Russian State Duma.

Note: Hiis resolution is an expression of the public opinion of the

progressive part of the Russian colony in Chicag09 which was hostile to

the tsaristic regime. In general one could safely say that almost the whole
Russian colony at that time was supporting the provisional government of
Kerensky, with the exception of a small number of persons, who belonged to

different political movements more to the left, than the government of
Kerensky. This resolution reflects the frame of mind of the great majority
of Russians in Chicago. N. K.

)
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VOTE YES FOR THE NEW TRACTION ORDINANCE, JULY Ist.

For weeks, we have endeavored to bring to the attention of our readers, the vital
importance of the proposed, new, unified traction ordinance, which will be submit-
ted to the voters of Chicago for ratification on July Ist,

The ordinance provides, among many valuable, and constructive provisions, for a
unified, and rapid traction system, with a free transfer from any elevated, street
car, or bus line to the other, for one fare. It provides for many extensions, and
new lines of elevated roads, street cars, and feeder buses, with a subway, which
will make rapid transit possible, and eliminate the present loop congestion, and
slow transportation.

It will enable a passenger to traverse the entire city for one fare, whereas now,
it takes two, and three fares to reach a given destination.

The most interesting, and advantageous side of the great question is, the fact
that it will give the people an adequate, and rapid modern transportation for which
they have been hoping, and dreaming for the past thirty years, at a lower cost
than what they are paying now. It will increase real estate values throughout the
city, and suburbs.

The immediate improvements, and new construction, will furnish work for the
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thousands of unemployed. It will restore coniidence in finaneialy industrial^ and
labor circles, and prosperity is bound to be re-established, and to stay with us

for many years to come.

After having made a comprehensive study of this ordinance, and having carefully
considered this important public question, from various angles, taking into
consideration, the disadvantages under ^ich the transportation lines hav^ operated
in the past, and the advantages that the new ordinance offers to the people of

Chicago, we believe, that it will serve the best interest of the community, to
vote for the approval of the ordinance, and mark your ballot. Yes, on July Ist.
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Ukraina ^ Vol. Ill, No. 41, mv. 15, 1919t
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' THE Eir/OY O'lP T.Z UKTLfilNIAi; REIUBLIC, DR. JULIAX^

BACHYIMSKY, ARRF/ED AT CHIOAGO

Sunday, Nov. 15, at 2 P. II., there vrill be a big; meeting in the church
hall, at Oakley and Rice St,, where all the Ukrainian delegates of
Chica^:© and the vicinity will gather to decide the following business:

1. To give help to the native land at Ishis time:

(a) Political
(b) Material ~ Red Cross

'V-,;.'^it-;'i

2. The business' of the Ulcrainian newspaper IBrraina in Chicago.

3. The business of establishing the Ukrainian Technical School in
Chicago • '

On special invitation by the Ukrainian soci®"ti^s in Chicago, the Ukrainian
envoy of the Ukrainian National Republic to the United States, Dr. Julian;.••- --i - " '

.wvi^-
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Bachynsky^ promised to cone to Chicc.go on that day, Ilovenber 16, to get
acquainted ivith the local Ukrainian colony.
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MEETING OP THE UKRAINIAN RED CROSS IN CICERO, ILL

(Summary)

On the 26th of October a meeting of the Ukrainian Red Cross was called*
There and then they elected local officers, and at that time they
collected (^35*95 for the Red Cross*

:^>'l;
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UNCLE SAM HAS TO AID TTAR RUINED EUROPE.

Wheat and meat, clothing? and briilding material will iiave to "be sent very coon
to Europe in large q-uantities*

America is alvzays in position to carry out this vrork, "because the United States
Is the richest coimtry in the vTorld. At any rate, America cannot further its

help prolDlems, when you will not aic! her.

You know that a large part of the past loan from the Svohoda went for the

noTirishmont of needy nations. Now come*5 a bigger demand to help the rar ruined
people in the form of giving thc"i a loan - for the Durpoeo of feeding the bjmgry
and "bringing the chattered rations to peace and prosperity.

In what way can Uncle Sair think of feeding, clothing, and in other rrays helping
Eixrope in her fearful situation repulting from the war? This help is to "be given
from the Li'berty Loan.

If every one of us will loan a small amoiont. Uncle Sam will be able to give more.

-J
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VThat's more, it will speed up the eeciiring cf the Liberty Loan and profsperi'ty

will "be here» Wsiges ^rill ^o w» ^e will he ahle to heir oursclv^?-.

We, Ukrainians, shonld not neglect the call of Uncle Sam. "Be know that if we
loan him money, it will he returned to us dollar for dollar, and after four years
there will he an interest of M^ per cent.

By the government plan the Liberty Loan can he paid out in six installments, the

last paj^ment being on November 11th, 1919.

Buy now, todayl Let the badge on your chest show that you completed your
obligation.
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TO TEE UmAIHlAK 770^331 AlID 5IHLS lU CHICA'^0 AJID SUBUE3S.

The enemy is destroying our native laiKl. Our fathers, our husbands and our
brothers are dying from bullets, fire, and in Jails, and our mothers and our
Bisters are dying from starvation, and disease. Do we, Ukrainian romen and girls
have to sit still and only by crying soothe our ^rounded hearts.

No I Once again nol

It is the duty of our tender women to help our native country in its misfortunec.

This we have to do with combined strength of all the women in America - then our

help will be useful and effective in the?e times of needs.

Let us tafee other nations into considerat ion^ how their women work and help their
native land and its nation.

We see everywhere, the Czech, Slovak, Polish, womens' organizations in America.
Have they not taken practically all the burdens of their "native country upon
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themselves and done it very sincerely and eagerly?

The same should be done by the Ukrainian women In America for our Ukrainia.

Our second obligation - which already is f^.owing from our TTomens' soul and brains -

is, that irith their might they strive to raise women in the eyes of civilization, so

that wonien receive the same rights as men in their private community, and political
life* When the women of all nations become experienced, educated, and Tiill take the
same part in community and political life, then surely there will be no wars, there
will be none of these misfortunes and destruction, which wars bring upon us*

7-

A woman, educated, and with the same rights endowed, will ennoble the commonalty and
lead it to a real human progress.

He want to lead Ukrainia to true progress.

JIn order that the Ukrainian ^rvomen may fulfill these two obligations, they have to
join the somen's organizations and societies.
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One i)orson alone seldom did reach or found anything big in the world. In organization
there is strength, iThich can surmount most difficulties in doing big things.

In our immigration in the United State??, there is one woncns* organization, namely,
"Union of the Ukrainian Women."

The women's union decided in the very beginning to be profitable to everybody, in

the form of a benefit organization, therefore the greatest possible number of our
Ulrrainian women. In the whole territory of the United States, T7hBre our immigrants
live, should \mite oinrier its banner.

Besides its clean human program - giving moral and material aid to its members in
times of misfortxane and grief,- "The Union of Ukrainian Women in America" resolved
itself to carry out chief ideal undertakings:
(a) To spread education among the Ukrainian women and girlsj

• (b) To educate our women as to their cbligBtions in their social and community rights.

The task of the women's society is to put Ukrainian women and girls in America in
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a position wherein she can carry out every phase of the national woifc.

•

Dear Sisters

I

"Organize and -unite yourselves for the big cause! " Organize ?7omens' societies
and join in throngs the "Union of Ukrainian Women in America."

The opportune time has come when the women cannot sit any lon^^er afraid, with their
hands crossed, but rnust act as a live and worthy hiijne.n being that wants to take part
in the broader life of this wide vxivld.

m

A big and honorable reward for all the women's efforts, so also for you, Ukrainian
sisters, will be this strong center, to which all the true Ukrainian women and girls
in America will add their strength to the mass work of the "Union of Ukrainian
Women in America".
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E£PRESSIOi\lS FROM THE UKRAIXJIAXJ M^IFESTATION II^ CHICAGO

Preparation. Meeting place. Order. Farade, Public Meeting place. American
Press.

After a long and exciting discussion, finally a day was appointed for
the Ukrainian manifestation. Two long, depressing, unbearable days,
preceded the 30th day of May, On the outside was a continuous heavy
rain. The horizon was covered with leaden clouds. A heavy oppressive
fog began to spread from the lake on all sides. If only for a moment
the blue sky would brighten, but no, everything remained as if it

were concreted.

Nature appeared obstinate and as if bent on aggravating the hope for a
successful Ukrainian manifestation. Everyone was prepared for a bitter
disappointment.

The 30th of May also came cloudy, all swaddled with clouds* About ten
o'clock that morning, the clouds became thin and the fog began to
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disappear • The sun began to shine in ihe sky.

From all sides of the city and suburbs the societies accompanied by
music, American and Ukrainian banners, began to move into the appointed
places*

Even though there were two meeting places, both were intended for the
same cause*

At one o'clock the signal was given at Oakley Boulevard to march on.
The national march was played and all the lodges moved by fours along
Chicago Avenue*

At Hoyne Avenue the independent societies, already ^vaiting in disciplined
order, began to fall into one strong, unbroken phalanx* They began to
flow into one big family just as the waters of the Dnieper-Slavuta flow
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quietly into the great depths of the Ukrainian Black Sea« A yielding

peace and dignity'' began to show themselves on the cheeks of the people

marching and in the eyes of the multitudes an unextinguished fire

appeared in a stubborn determination, as if they were answering to

their brothers, over the sea, asking for help in the midst of the fire

and blood*

The parade alone was a huge one. One had to wait for half an hour until

the thirty societies that numbered nearly five thousand people passed*

In the front rode men on two horses, and after them followed men bear-

ing thirty or more flags, the flags being mostly American. Only four

Ukrainian azure and gold flags were in the parade, belonging to a

society which had the true national tendency* We felt the lack of oixt

national colors*

After the flags, our women followed proudly in Ukrainian costumes* This
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is oiir glory, our hope, boosting our national costunes everywhere.

After the women came a decorated wagon, carrying a troop of girls in
Red Cross uniforms, and among them the "Svoboda," (Liberty) and
''Ukrainia" with chains on their hands, an allegoric picture of our father-
land that in a hard and bloody way gained its liberty and lost it abruptly

<

After this wagon there came in different formations, lodges of male so-
cieties, clubs and the sitch > After them came five allegorical emblems
representing the United States, France, England, Italy and Belgium.
These assured the world that the only rescue for Ukrainia is in being
united with the Allies.

After them follov/ed long raiks of our men, both old and young, preceded
by orchestras that played the national marches and hymns almost without
stopping* Every society carried a banner with an inscription invoking
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the Allies and Genaans to "Let live tiie true democracyl" Let live the
libertyl" ''Down with the Kaiser and his regimel" smd many such others.

The thorough, dignified, saintly feeling, the sound c "" the national
melodies and hymns; the display of Americeui and Ukrainian colors under
the blissful sun, all this added power and chaim to the national mani-
festation.

Thousands of people looked on from the buildings, through windows and
from balconies.

The parade came to Pulaski Park. The big hall was filled with three
thousand people. Half remained in the park courtyard.

Public Meeting. In the hall everyone was very calm. The band played
the American national anthem. Dr. Vladimir Siemenovich greets the

assembled with the words, "Gloryl Gloryl Glory T' He speaks with youth-
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ful zest about the significance of this moment and protests against the
breach of Germany* s agreement with Ukrainia at Brest-Litovsk. In sharp
words he begs the gathering to protest against the violence of Germany
toward Ukrainia.

The second speaker on the platform was Father Nicholas Hutynsky* He
spoke with great enthusiasm, pointing to the gains of the French and
American revolution, pointing out that our future lies in the lot of
truly democratic states of the world and in the loyalty of the
Ukrainians to the United States.

The third speaker was Dr. Stephen Hryniewiecky, whom the public greeted
with great applause.

He spoke in a dignified manner and vA th well chosen words, joining his
address in thought to those of tiie previous speakers., assuring us that
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notwithstanding all the adverse powers, our nation remains still in
its harmonious strength, in its national consciousness and solidarity.

Every speech was alternated with singing by the choruses of M, Sysenko,
Boyan and Bandurysk. They impressed the listeners with beautiful native
and foreign songs. All the choruses sang wonderfully, feeling the im-
portance of the time and place. Above all the Boyan chorus was at
its zenith under the capable direction of Madam Hryniewiecky, with its
strength, fairness and symphony.

Then followed speakers from other Slavic nationalities according to the
program. Mr, I. Smolinsky greeted the Ukrainian assembly from the Poles.
He wished freedom to the Ukrainians, Poles and all the Slavic peoples.

The greatest enthusiasm was shown when the American congressman, Mr.
McCormick, appeared. With a strong voice he won the souls of the

listeners very effectively. He spoke on the meaning of today* s war.
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pointing out the facts about the Allies, saying that in the United
States is found the only bulwark of real democracy, and the mainstay
of the Allies* strength. This in the end will put down the brutal
German militarism. He bade the Ukrainians join the Allies.

After him followed Mr. Stepina, who spoke for the Czechs, pointing out
that Austria and Germany are the greatest enemies of all the Slavs.

Dr, A# Biankini, for the Croatians, wished for the Ukrainians their
freedom, stating that the future hope of the Slavs lies in the federation
of all the Slavs.

%

Mr. J. Palandech spoke for the Serbs. He said that the Serbs and the
Montenegrins sacrificed their lives in the World War for their liberty
and that of all the Slavs.

Mr. I. Zuzek spoke for the Slovenes and assiired the Ukrainians of the
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sympathy and the attacshment of the Slovenian people to the Ukrainians •

Father H. i'akalnis, on the part of the Lithuanians, shortly related the
history of the union of Ukrainia with Lithuania, and talked on the
Polish nobility as the mutual enen^r of both Lithuania emd Ukrainian

Among other Ukrainian speakers that deserve credit are Mr. P. Ikach,
'Who spoke for the Ukrainian Feder^^tion of the Socialist Party in America.
Ke protested against Germany's abolishing the Ukrainian Central Rada
(coimcil) and against the self-styled hetman Skoropadsky*

Then followed Father H.Homitsky who fervently pointed out the rrorress
of tiie struggle for the national liberty of the Ukrainians in Austria
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and begged them to Join all the other Slavic nations against Germany
and Austria*

Every speaker was greeted with great applause, and everyone went home
filled with enthusiasm*

After the meeting followed a reception in the Hotel La Salle, in which
practically all the speakers took part*

On the following morning news of the Ukrainian manifestation appeared
in almost all the local American newspapers*

The fullest account appeared in the Daily JMews , the Trib\me , and the
Morning Heralds

Yet these news articles were all very short in spite of the fact that
there were two American correspondents at the gathering who were given
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ample and exhaustive information. The article printed in the above
mentioned newspapers were beneficial mostly to the Slavonic League,
whose existence we do not even know, let alone how this league favors
the Ukrainian cause. In them, likewise, were registered personal am-
bitions of some of our leaders, who are infected with the mania for
greatness, and who want to obtain the biggest credit and glory for
themselves. They would surely take all the credit to themselves if
they could, for planning this manifestation, especially those that
probably did not use €Lny effort at all. It would be well if the
leaders who are better informed about this Slavonic League would
convey to us what positions they hold in the above mentioned League.

In the end we can proudly state that the Ukrainian colony in Chicago
acquired great moral benefit from this manifestation.

The people saw for themselves how strength is created when they unite
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solidly in the national cause.

We expected, however, that the arrangers of the maii^festation would know
how to interest American political circles in the Ukrainian cause on a
broader scale. In this direction the manifestation brought little or
absolutely no gainl For this great failure on the part of those who
arranged the Ukrainian manifestation there awaits a reckoning before
our people, who underwent so much trouble and who made such heavy
expenditures.
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THE POLITICAL ASPECT OF THE UKRAINIANS IN AltERICA

The mi s\mderstanding between the "benefit associations and the political or-
ganizations has no perceptible effect upon the attitude of the Ukrainian
immigrants. Why? Because the national spirit is too powerful to be touched
by these disagreements. It is noteworthy that the great body of Ukrainians
is really in accord with the political organizations, as well as, with the

benefit associations. This is true because of the strong bond of national
unity. Little misunderstandings, unnoticeable friction, in the realm of
politics is not only not harmful, but is on the contrary, unavoidable, very
beneficial, and necessary to the life of the organizations. The one main
ideal is never lont sight of, viz: Freedom for their own nation. These mis-
understandings are due to the fact that some do not have sufficient knowled-ge

and understanding of national questions. The shortcoming of this paper
Workman could suitably be its chaos.

In our opinion this newspaper has neither moral nor social influence upon
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national affairs. The Canadian Ranok is a Presbyterian newspaper. We must
admit that in the United States of America we have the Ukrainian-American
orkmah , a socicl-relie':ious nev/spaper, whose "knowledge" and revealed truth

are supposed to be grounded on revelation, miracles, and, as the National
Freedom sarcastically states, on fortune telling.

The political policy of all our benevolent society organs, is one: against
C^ermanj'', against Austria, and sympathy nith the Allies end the Ukrainian
nation.. We do not intend to repeat the strong arguments of our ^^^orthy news-
papers vrtiich have so thoroughly discussed this question, '.'/e believe there
is not a single Ukrainian in the United States or Canada Tvho would have a
different attitude; tha.t is, vrho would not take sides with the Allies, and
the Ukrainians, against Germany and Austria.

It is a fact that there was no special agitation ajnong the Ukrainians for

any one political set-up. Again, the orientations as before so now, is not
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an artificial outcome of a certain political or benefit association. Slight
differences in our orientation have occurred as if by means of some unseen
force durin;^ the last four ye^rs. These truths can not ,be denied by anyone.
These are facts and need no further proofs. Yet it v/ould be interesting to

explain them.

First: \7hy are benefit associations which are somewhat hostile as far as
business is concerned, yet, are all bound in a wise, one-front, all-national
understanding?

Secondly: Why do our political national organizations, such as the Federa-
tion of the Ukrainiajis in the United States, and The Ukrainian Council, in

Philadelphia, which are mutually rrreat enemies, so opposed to each other
just like fire and water, why do they have, we ask, this one ^nd the same

beautif\il aim, the establishment of national unity ajnong Ukrainians? From

our investigation we cast out the socialistic federation party in the United

,4
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Sta,tes and which ne do not acknowledge as an orga-nization at all, and which
is, according to our views, a foolishly childish burlesque of socialisiii*,.'- » -

The ajiswer to the first as well as to the second ouestion is one. It is the
national spirit which, by the law of nature, must evolve. Once its evolution
is be^run no counter force, no enemy can suppress it.

Nations are made .up of individuals, and they have the same right to freedom
as each individual has; therefore, a nation must have a full ric^ht to inde-
pendent freedom and must not be impeded in its evolution.

Ba?^ Can our nation live in freedom \inder the control of German iron-clad mili-
tarism, when in our ov/n home not v^e, but a foreign element, shall be the boss?
The answer is self-evident. Tliis was the cause to waJce up our energetic na-
tion politically with the slogan: "Away with the militarism of the Central
Powers I Away with the control of our nation I Let freedom of the free nations
live I"

;-.-^

.-5f
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The spirit of this slogan swayed all our newspapers abroad. This attitude
of the Ukrainians in the United States is not the result of any agitation,
"but is Just merely the natixral outcome of a healthy national spirit.

*«: '.,

The Ukrainian colony in the city of Chicago displayed its energetic national
spirit in the preparation of the Ukrainian manifestation, held on May 11,
1918. In the executive committee all the Ukrainian local societies were
represented, with the exception of the small group of the socialist party.

The majiifestation of thousands of Ukrainians proved to be a grand success.

^-K
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UKRAINIANS TAKE PART IN RECEPTION POR JOPPRE AND VIVIANI

.
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' Another •important event for us Chicagoans was the invitation of Ukrainians to the
committee which was to take care of the reception for the French Oeneral Joffre
and the Minister Viviani, in which we were represented by Dr« Vladimir Siemeno-
vich, with the aid of the following delegates: Father Nicholas Strutynsky, Dr*
Eilyk and Father G. Popel. The Ukrainian girls and women clad in national costume,

^ greeted the French dignitaries with American and Ukrainian flags.

,^ ..-•-
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UKRAINIAN WOMAN AS A FULL-FLEDG3D
MSMBSR OF A GCMMUNITT

Women, whom we often think of as the weaker sex, are endowed by nature
with more virtue than the male. Is not woman—as a mother, the procrea-
tor of mankind—the firm foundation on which is built the whole family,
the group, and even the nation? The woman is weak in body and in spirit--
that is the way they usuctLly speak among us of women.

When being reared as children, future members of conmunitles are in the
hands of women. Taking this into consideration, what do we find? We
find women lacking sleep while they care for small children, working
hard to carry out their obligations in rearing them. Do not women partici-
I>ate in that which makes the coomiunity finer and more intelligent? It
is sufficient that only one woman appear at any meeting for the men to
become more discreet and courteous in their speech. No one can deny this.
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Is not the schoolteacher one of the important workers in the conmunity?
Always, wherever a woman appears, whether as schoolteacher oT as procreator
of children, these children—especially the small ones—accumulate more
knowledge. They learn how to become calm and more agreeable than they
woiild be if the woman* s place were occupied by a man. Why? Because a
woman knows how to approach a child easily and gently.

It is a known fact that when a man becomes a widower his small children
perish like bronzed-colored mice; but when a poor defenseless woman becomes
a widow, she manages to put the half-orphaned children on the right road
in the world. It is no wonder that our Ukrainian people composed the prov-
erb^ 'Hffith a mother and no father, the child is one and one-half; but with-
out a mother and with a father, the child is Just an orphcui.** Therefore,
we women should not hide that with which nature has endowed us so generooslyj
It is necessary that we glII stand for our rights, especicULly because our
obligations are far more Important than those of the men!

m.K
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There was a tine v;hen education was unattainable for the woman, and as a

result she v/andered about in iterance, pi*ofiting only fron her natural
endovjirients. ihat tiir.e has passed, iJov; every v;oi7ian uas to scoop in by
handfuls that which not so Ion/? ago v;as like a drea^i to her. Every wonan and
girl should belong to some society, thereby taking, part in the national
work. V*'e want our Ukrainian people to be cultured and free, so let there
be no woirian v;ho feels unconcerned about her obligations. ..ial:e it corae about
that in the struggles of our oppressed nation, every Ukrainian woman v;ill

work together with our men in the national interest.
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Raima Zorya (Morning Star), July, 1919.

IVaKN'S AFFAIRS

In many states of the United States, the women have become equal \\rith the
men in politics. However, this change in politics has caught many of them
unprepared for this work.

Many women do not profit by their citizenship rights. It is a pity!
The women could add much to the welfare of the community with their votes

•

Every person must go hand-in-feand v/ith modern thoughts and living, without
looking back to see if he or she like it or not. One who does not wish
the masses to cross his path in his daily life,^ust go ahead with it. The
wives and mothers must, sooner or later, come out of the kitchen from which
they seldom emerge.

C

They must come out into the wide world*
V
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They must take an interest in community affairs.

They must view for themselves the ill fate and sufferings of the great
masses.

They must be able to distinguish the good from the bad of community life.

They must sacrifice part of their lives working for their families, and
part for their community and nation.

The women, in time, will have to become friends of their husBands, as well
as friends of their community and nation. The mother must know thoroughly
the life and needs of the community, and its good and bad points, so as
tb uplift one and remedy the other. In viexv of the radical changes in the
lives of the v/omen in these extraordinary times, they must be acquainted
with a wide range of thoughts. In our large communities our women do not

if^

cry

o
a.

£
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•

fully appreciate this important phase of life.

At our public meetings, our elections, and our lectures one observes that
few Ukrainian women attend. The presence of more women at these public
gatherings abaald be the first step for them to take to become acquainted
with the work they must do. A woman who dan but does not care to become
acquainted v^ith affairs in the comiuunity, is a hindrance to the development
of the nation*

The women of other cultxired nationalities take an active part in political
and national life*

In the state of Kansas 200 women were elected to various offices.

In the state of Michigan 350,000 women voted. In the city of Chicago
alcne, nearly 200,000 womeh voted. However, these votes showed no result.
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because the women had not as yet become educated in this field,so as to go
together with the present politicians, but followed rather blindly the
voting machine. It seems that the American women do not as yet realize
the full advantages it brings to the community.

Yet, in the near future, there will come a time when women will determine
by their votes whether we must tolerate chiseling, cheating, bribing, and
hoarding of money by a few, at the expense of many on the one hand, and the
bartering of the very lives, health, and work of the poor on the other hand.

Eb who wishes to correct evil, must go to its very source. And to imow this, ?5

one is required to take an active part in community life, and to share the •^

common interest in everything that the community and the nation must contend
with*

o

-w
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RAMHA ZORYA , (Morning Star), 7ol. I, No. 1, June, I919.

WHERE TO AIM.

Besides all the explaining on the pe^rt of the organizers of the^"Ulcrainian
Women's Alliance of America", our Ukrainians either do not understand, or do not
care to "understand us. Jffiven our women do not have a cle^T vierr as to rhere we
are going and what are we striving for. ^'M^f'.:^.,

,i -^J^:

We, the Ukrainian women, resolve, conforming to the views of the women of other
civilized nations, to huild our own temple, where only the women Trill be the
masters of their own ideas and work; where amidst the clean women's atmosphere
we shall raise and uncover our ways of living, our thou^ts, longings and our will.

.V.-:

Here we shall he ahle to learn, discuss, and share properly the needs of nature,
object and character suitable fbr our Tromen's mission an<^ obligations. r-M -'

^r-

For the benefit of ourselves, the community and the nation, we want, for all we
are worth, to have full ri^ts.

The field, on which we began our work, stood neglected for many years. No wonder,

,»': . »\-l m
;'• t'

& i; MM^m.:/^ ^L.
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therefore, that ovor work in going eo slow. That is why we came across various
obstacles; that is vihy there is not enou^ willing h^nds to work. Still, let us
not pay attention to this, but go forwpjrd. Even thou^ with trouble, but diligently,
thoughtfully and patiently let tis push aside from under oar feet the obstacles, such
as: prejudice, unwillingness, distinist, malice, ignorance and backing out.

The means of acquiring our aim is not only the aim of ourselves but that of our
women* s organisation, which is founded on benefit grounds. The name of this organi-
zation is "Ukrainian Women's Alliance of America".

Those opposing our organization spy, that our organization has its aim to disrupt the

existing benefit associations, of which there are enough in Aiperica, p.ii& through this
neither of them will ever be able to rise to a high financial level. They naturally
give advice to back the women's organization on true educational grounds, without
any benefit basis. He who knows the historj^ of our immi^rrtion will be able to

discover that among our people in America such associations grew faster, when they
were backed on some financial (benefit or instirance) grounds.
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That is why the organizers of the vroraen's orgenization decidsd to gather the
vromen in this type of a society, which by experience made the best progress here
in Ajnerica.

Money paid for insurancs is not wasted "but is a tanked capital for a good interest.

In Europe the father le^jves his fa^iily land. H^^re in America the working class
has no land to leave for their children. The lack of other assurance is substituted
"by insuraJice. In other nationalities every menber of the family is insured, not
only the parents. Big Azi^rican rich men, even though they ha-ve enoiigh money, in
addition to it insure themselves for a large siam. If the insurance was a vraste

of money, as you can often-times hear among our people, then thoughtful people
would not insure themselves; still they act on the contrary. The unthoughtful
hack out of it, as if it were an evil#

We again state, that though we value the good points of insurance, the financial
assurance is not the only aim of the ^ "Ukrainian Women's Alliance of America". There
is an additional aim, which is the main object of our pro.^ram, namely, the enlist-
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ment of oiir women, and. the ^SP.thering our women for the national and community
TTOrk. This is our main purpose, anc? this is the plan we arc dotermined to folloTr.

^.'t^'-
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WOl^ FROM TriE UKrAIIIIAi: TOLIEIHS ALLIAI.CE CF MH^tlGA ^

TO ALL TIIE l)KRAl::IAi;S IN AMERICA

Despite all the hindrances en the part Ox our coinmunity, "^nd also on
the part of our unexperienced groups of women, the Ukrainian Women's
Alliance lives and is spreading. This spreo.din;;:, hovrever, is not done
as fast as vre would like to see it, still, slowly but surely-, it

gathers strength day by day. lYe are not rich in number, but in work.
We ask not to be judged by ilie number but by the work and its quality,

The organized v/omen of our society are only the enlightened ones vz-ho

carry about the ideal vz-ork for bhe people.

The organizing; of vromen in our community is something new and unseen.
Our people indeed cannot fully appreciate tis innovation. Ilev/ for
us I Other people long ago adopted women as their models in the
national work. lYe are only weighing, thinking over, whether- it is
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needed or not? So also our women are undecided. Our intelligentsia
is keeping; aloof from us. ';Vhat should v/e expect from the loiTcr strata
of the community? Despite all 1:hese obstacles, v/e are £oin[^ fon'/ard.

lie vfno obserTes our vromen more closely vrill at once notice their big-
heartedness, sadly neglected self-confidence.

Cur Yjomen are hardly prepared for this big moment that da\vns over
our native land, not only to greet, but also to v/ork -together for the

liberty of the Ukrainian republic and for the free r;ation# The vroncn

of other nations are not only preparing themselves for this new life,
but are already working in that direction. The Polish women of America
gathered great quantities of goods, like clothing, various living
articles to the sum of five million dollars, sent them to Europe to
help the Polish population.

Among the JevrLsh, Czech, Slovak, Jugo-slavs, etc., women, the work is

seething for then' countries.
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Our nation and our women, because of the neglect and indifference of
our leaders, remained lagging in their work, at this most important,
time I 7Jh::t good did v/e, the Ukrainian women of America, do, v/hat did
vie acquire, v/hat did vre prepare for "war-ruined territories? Y/e do

not even thini: of what we should do and hovr we should do it. We are
not sufficiently organized and are inexperienced I Vfe even cannot

find mutual under standinr amonr; oiir selves, because vre ere scattered
and divided.

Dear sistersl IIo\y long shall we remain in this condition? Should v/e

further sit v/'ith folded arms and look at the other ni-tions of Europe?
Let us not disgrace ov.r nation before the whole world. Shake off the
sleepiness, inexperience, and neglect I Let us unite ourselves, put
ourselves to v/ork for the service of our free, liberated nation.

Let the IJlcrainian '.Tomen' s Alliance add the greatest number of members
possible, let each and everj-^one roll up her sleeves and put her liands
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to the great national v/'orl:# The five hu^^dred v;ho are being organized
is a small number fron out of the tliousands of our vfomen in America.
To organize such a n\;jiaber should not take years, in fact, not more
than a vz-eclr.

A little more self-sacrifice, on the part of our v/omen, our Women* s

Alliance vnLll rai^idly spread and come to prominence, by doing the
work coinmissioned to them.

Let us not dissipatel To work, to actionl The free Ulcrainia demands
of us that v.'e Ukrainian women of America undertake vath all our

power the true, honorable and useful work assigned to us for the
^:ood of the free inde*"endent state of ours - Ulcrainial
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V^Tien v:e thinlc upon important obli^rations that v/onen have to fulfill
and the influence that they have on the national life, v;e shall then
see wliat a v^ife noans to a husband, a raother to children, a housewife
to a household.

Can a husband expect enjoyi.ient in life xrhen in marriage - in this

purest union of mutual associations - he sees only the misfortunes?
VHiat 7/ill iiappen to children vho are the future generations of ail
nations, vdien the mother neglects them from the very beginning, of
their existence?

liousev/ives destroy homes or build them* On them depends the question
of the family's xTOsperity and health, or its misfortune and disso-
lution* A sensible v.'oman builds the home v/hile a foolish v/oman v/recks

it \7ith her ovm hands, says the national proverb.
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Tvhere a hoiiie has a decent, understanding:: housew'ife, the liorae is the

abode of peace, of concord, and of love. .Tlien a v/oriian abandons the

great purpose v.dth v/nich she is char;j;ed by the very nature of ^her

position; v/here she irierely exists in the faiAily, neglecting to

develop her sj:iritual qualities, and livirvr. a -worthless, useless
life - in such o. hoine the beauty of life is lost, and in its stead
corp.es discord, hatred and nisfortunes.

Our v/onen should talce this under consideration* They should under-
stand their obligations, and thus find the source of evil hidin^r in
their fanilies.

VJhat are v:e v.'-Gmen to do here in America? Our life seethes v/ith con-
fusion. '.Ye settle in the slums and do not shov; ourselves in public
life amonr: the people .V/ith this inactivity no cause, neither our ovjn

personal af:;airs, nor our national life, is of any interest to us«
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V(e thinl: that v/e are ceated only to look v;ell Vviiile young, to dress
well, to Y/ork hard for others. 5ometi.-es vre go to dances and eventually
V7e get married. Then v;e groiv old and die, leavin:;^ behind us no fond
reneribrances. This is the life of a servant, a slave, a purposeless
creature, and unv/orthy serf. Jo nust reiiiemucr v;e are rational beings.

It must not continue lil:e this. VTe, the Ukrainian vronen, rauist learn
to think independently, to gaze at the ;7orld *'.7ith our ovrn e~"es, and
interest ourselves vj-ith things of public and national importance.
V'/hen v;e put this -Question to ourselves: "YJhat are nations?" lifter

a thorough consideration, vre cone to the conclusion that they are a

union of farailies, v/hich have a great deal in com ;on. It is evident
at once that every moth- r of a faraily has the greatest obligation to
carry out. Obligacions iraposed upon v/omen should not confine themselves
only to one's ovm fardly by blood, but should spread themselves to
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the families of one*s native people. The existence of a nation requires
vrork in coiiiiMunity life vrith all its sons. V/ithout work the nation fails.

Yet all do not v/ork with us. That is v;hy the cause of women has laid
the burden of this r.essage upon us, of asking all the members of
Ukrainian families, includinr women, to v/ork for the national cause.

nature provided us v/ith the heart and the ccurare to stand. 7/ith these
qualities every husband is able to stand. .Then we, the vromen, devote
ourselves. to the national cause we shall bring to the work all those -

men that still sleep shamelessly.

The Ulcrainian nation is carrvinr on an obstinate fi^-rht nov; for its
existence. Bevond the ocean, in our native land, they all \vork

harmoniously together for the independence of their fatherland. They
call upon us to be ready to help them. As with other ilations, so it
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is Tri.th us. YJ'ouien should be -the very fire, the zeal, the v/amth that

dds v/illingness to the fighters in a v;ar for a better lot.a

We are lucky that v^e have lived to see the long looked-for moment of
the liberation of the Ulcrainian nation and its soil. Vfe are lucky and
glad. But let us renenber that our nation is ruined by ivrxr, that
it needs creative strength for its existence ivhich v/ill make it stead-
fast in attaining its aspirations. V/e shall stand for our native
country in its great adventure. -Te shall return to the old country
more enlightened than vre left it. 7fith due knowledge v/e yj±11 be in
paver to rear the future generations in a better w^y for our country.
Vfe xn.ll live to the fatherland stron,'; and healthy sons both in spirit
and in body, sons wAio vrill be able to defend our native country fronr

its wicked enemies. There is no luck, there is no better lot in the
Vi'orld than that afforded by an education.

1

Look for thean, ny sisters. Ycu vdll find them in knovrled-e.
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17 GOB PROMINENT UKRAINIAN DOCTOR HAS PASSED AWAY

On Jluxe 13 of this year Dr« VladlBiir SleninoTich passed away; he was
seyenty-foTir years of age* He was one of the oldest Ukrainian emigrants
in the United States.

Dr« Sieminovich was bom in the Tillage of Uonastersky, county of Bachacz^
in eastern Ukraine*

The notes of Dr* SieminoTioh indicate that the SieminoTich family originated
in Lithuania 9 vAiere they are mentioned in historical documents as far back
as the fifteenth century* From Lithuania the family migrated to the eastern
Ukraine, where it produced a number of Ukrainiian priests and patriots.

The deceased Dr* SieminoYich after conqpleting his high school and college
studies in Buchacz and Berezany and serring in the Austro«*Huns3.rian army
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lY entered the university, taking up the study of law* His career

at the university ;tas soon terminated, for he was called to America
by Father 0. Toliansky to help organize the Ukrainian emigrants. Dr« Sieminovich
came to the United States in 1887, and for some time he edited a Ukrainian ^
Newspaper >

*

*Ameriea^ ; he was also a church singer, and organized inany Ukrainian S
churches and co-operative societies. He took an active part in cultural work ^
among the first Ukrainian emigrants* P
After some time he began the study of medicine in American universities. After H
coB5)leting his course he became a physician. In 1898 he went to Europe to

. f^
pursue his medical studies further* After returning to the United States he rS

became a professor in the Chicago Medical University, vidiere he lectured on ^
childbirth and female troubles*

The greater part of Dr* Sieminovich^s life was sacrificed in nationalistic
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ni H
17 oomnunity work* He was head of the enlightenment inovement for the

Ukrainian National Association, for which he wrote many eultural
books; he also edited Bnlightenment

>

a newspaper* In 1930 and 1931 he edited
the newspaper Ukraina In Chicago*

He had lived in Chicago for the last forty years* He was organizer of the
Ukrainian (Sreek Catholic church here* He also took an active part in
organizing the Intelligence Club. Besides all this he did work for various
Ukrainian publications in lorope^ especially Woman^s Destiny > which he helped
morally and materially*

Dr* SieminorLch always participated in every movement that was promoted by
Ukrainians* The deceased even during the worst circumstances of his life
never fell into despair ^ and even up to his death he believed that the
Ukrainians would have their own independent country , saying that of the
Ukrainian ethnological masses a nation will be formed*
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ni H
17 In tba presence of a great crowd of people the burial took place

on Friday, Jime 17; bis final resting place is the St. Nicholas
Church Cemetery.

Father ?• Tarnawsky said a few ivords, fall of feeling^ oyer the grave of the |
deceased, pointing out the good traits of Dr. Sieminovich* s eharacter«

H

CO
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UKRAINL^ oIEG3 FUBLISHETG ^JD PRnTTHTG

2406 West Chicago Avenue

Chicago, Illinois

Jobs and I^rinting in various languages are well done promptly, and for
nominal prices*

Remember the Siege Printing Shop

Telephone: Armitage 0501
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NEW UKRAINIAN BUSINESS

Mr. M. Yaworsky and Mr. M. Mayorchak have opened a realty agency, which

will deal with all matters pertaining to insurance, building, loans, or

any financial transactions. The agency is located at 2227 \T. Chicago

Avenue. Mr. M. Yaworsky is one of the founders of the Sitch press,

and Mr. M. Mayorchak worked for many years in the interest of the Sitch

Organization. This should siiffice as a recommendation for them in their

business.
i..»Vfc-

L^
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IMPORTANT EBWSl A NEW UKRAINIAN ASTHDBOMICAL CLOCK INVENTION.

At the top of this clock there are three planets ^ich represent the sun, the

earth and the moon. It shows how the siin illuminates the eaxth# It shows how
the world turns on its axis once every twenty-four hours, through v&ich we have
our night and doy] how the world tarns around the sun and in what TTay it creates
four seasons of the year. It definetly shows how the moon turns around the earth
and in what way the changes of the moon originate. It also shows how the earth,
together with the moon, circles around the sun and why a j'ear has twelve months.
It likewise shows In ?iiat way the eclipse of the sun gmd the moon originate.
Besides this, we can clearly see the rotations and the position of the planets.
This clock has a seperate dial on which there is a calendar for the whole year,
the hands on it show the hours accurately, day and months, nameps of the months and
seasons of the year.

The inventor of this Astronomical Clock is Mr. Michael Bulka, a Ukrainian from
Galicia, "brother of the widely known patriots A. and M. Bulka, owners of the
Ukrainian Tailor factory in Chicago.
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This invention is already patented.

The American School Council approved and acknowledged this Actronomical Clock in
the first place as the best for the American Schools.

"He have a large order from schools. There has been no similar invention up to
this time in any country.

Many strangers call on the inventor offering hiit considerable amounts of money
and propositions to induce him to sell them the patent or take them into partnership
and open up a company factory. But the Irishes of this inventor, as a true
Ukrainian, are that the Ukra.inian invention as an important technical gain should
remain in the hands of the Ukrainians, also that the Ukrainian factory of
Astronomical Clocks should be built with Ukrainian money, and that the Ukrainian
people should take advantage of the assured profits.

So fulfilling the Ukrainian iiational duty, and understanding very well what great
profit this Ukrainian Astronomical Clock Factory will bring to the Ukrainiar. people
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we "believe in the full sticcesc and •undertake to work and organise a Ukrainian
company under the following name: "Astronomical Clock Mfg. Co."

We irivite all clear thinking Ukrainians to "unite with us in b"uying shares and
"beccMning co-ovmers of our Ikrainian factory. By talcing advantage of the big profits
that are assured, you will assure yourself of better living in old age. Being
independent with money in old age is the ideal of all clear thinking people. Our
watchword and national obligation should always be, never give anything to the hands
of strangers which co^ild bring profit to ourselves.

So onward to business, Ukrainian*?, to clear and sensible business.

In a day or so we will send out our representatives to all places where Ukrainians
live, to explain the cause in a broader way and to sell the shares of our company.

Every Ukrainian can afford to biij^ one share for $50.00 and thus become a co-owner of
this excellent and profitable business.

oT»<;\T^^^ o
We ask all Ukrr.inianr to take part in our Ikrainian Company and to become memb
of it. The address of the company is as follows:

Astronomical Clock Mfg. Co*
1910 Wabansia Avenue, Chicago, 111.
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Tim FIRST UPIRAINIAl-y FACTCRY Ui CHICAGO

This page is dedicated to the Ukrainian economic advanceuient in the

United States.

It is good to see a Ukrainian bein^ welccrned in the tec?inical field. The
first Ukrainian factory in Chicago is the property of the U^krainian

corporation, the Endless-Craph Llanufacturing Company, 4200-2 'J. Adams
St., Chicago. They manufacture electric phonographs combined with electric
lamps •

This is a real Ukrainian invention. The inventor of this phonograph is

Mr. Peter R. Gonslcy. Here v^-e can say with pleasure tliat we are proud of
this invention. The conditions of this corporation v/ere very discouraging
for a short time in 1918. During the following, year it began to improve
and received orders for over $150,000. Up to this tine, orders came
mostly from American firms wiiich undertook the selling of these phono-
graphs •
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Vfe urge the directors of this corporation to instruct our Ukrainians to

be more int erected in the econoniic field, for this is the only v/ay to
help indirectly the Ukrainian national cause. 'Ne ask you to turn your
attention to other nations that concern themselves with technical in-
ventions. To rarJc high financially and economically, and play a big role
in the Vforld*s politics should be the aim of Ukrainians. We should not be

content to remain behind. We should leave off quarrels and bickerings
among ourselves and strive to establish clean Ukrainian enterprises,
cooperatives, savings bar^-cs, etc. V/hen v/e are stronger economically and
industrially, should any one o f us return to his native country, these
enterprises could be left in the hands of our countrymen and not go into

f^ the hands cf outsiders.
/

In the end vre say that capital does not make people, but people make
capital.

'»
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TOJIAIITIAII BUSIl^SS IN AIIERICA

A. bright spot for the Ukrainian immigrant in Anerica is a large, clean
Ukrainian factory in one of the largest cities, Chicago. The factory
occupies a beautiful large building filled with ^various machines and
other stock. It employs a good nuinber of Ulcrainian people. It is a joy
to work in "ttiis factory. There they manufacture beautiful lamp phono-
graphs, articles a workingman or even a millionaire vrould not be ashamed
to have in his home. This phonograph gives out a bright light and produces
beautiful music and song that cannot be surpassed by the best phonographs
or gramophones even at a cost of a thousand dollars. The inventor of this
lovely instrument is Llr# Peter R. Gonskj^. His invention has no equal in
all the musical world. This benefactor, who has with his own effort given
an impetus to dare and to do to our communities in America and Canada,
teaches us that not by speaking, nor by reimbling politics, shall we be
strong and renowned, but by commerce, trade, manufacturing, and business.

Mr. Peter R. Gonslcy, tKe head of this dignified business, has become
wealthy by putting his time, and no doubt many sleepless nights, into
this business.
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He has not ceased to be a Ulcrainian; not has he for a monent lost sight
of the national cause, nor his native Ukrainian people.

He is now vrith us and he vdll reinain vriLth us "both in times of prosperity
and of WEint. I^« Peter ?. Gonskj^" has already given proof of this, not
once, but a nuraber of times by contributing liberal suns of money to the
national cause.

Mr. Peter R» Gonsky is a bright living example for us, showing us that
we should engage in coimnerce, inanufacturing and business if we vre.nt to
gain povv'-er for ourselves and our native country.

Let anyone of o^jir readers who thinks that this is an exaggeration take
a little time off and ride over to the factory. He will be convinced that
we have not written a thousandth pert of what the human eye can see there.

lie give the address of the Ukrainian factory in another place of this
issue«
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This factory is our glory, due to the endeavor of Ycc. Peter R. Gonsky.
It now brings a "big income to the Ukrainian conpany. Congratulations
to Mr» Peter R# Gonsky#

IS
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UKHAIOTAN HONORED AS OUTSTAITDING
BAND DIRECTOR

The Harrison High School Band under the direction of Captain John Barabash %
has won first prize in three consecutive band contests. ^
Mayor Anton Cermak /Bohemian/ awarded a silver trophy to Captain Barabash ^
for his achievements. The presentation took place in the city council 3
chambers

.

c:5

The Harrison High School Band and its director will represent the City
of Chicago in the national high school band contest, which will be held
at the Chicago V/orld's Fair in 1933.

GO
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GEORGE BHIETSLT, L^LiDIiH^ CF THI^ inGiiIIIi;aT GHOnUS 0? CHICAGO

Mr. George Benetsky comes from an old Ukrainian ffimily datinc back as
far as hetnanisn. He is a professional opera singer, a lyric tenor.
He studied nusic in Iliev and other places, and after servinc in the
army during the v;ar, he be^an in 1920 to sing in operas and concerts.
He v/as engagod by the King^s Opera in ,:)erbi ., and traveled through
South /unerica v.ith the Alexander Koshetz Chorus as a soloist. In 1923
he cane to the Inited States, and sang v;ith great success the tenor roles g
in various opera companies, among them the International, the ^jnerican,

and the Ukrainian National Theater in Hev/ York. On the Ukrainian stage
he sang about tv/enty-five different parts and portrayed such characters
as "Andrey" in "llateryna"; "Zaporoztsi" (Zaporosians) ; 'Teter" in

"Natalka"; "Leo" in "Utoplenoy" (Drovming); "Hr^^-tz" (Harry) in "Oy Ne
Eody Ilrytziu" (Oh! Do Not Gome, Harry): "Ilko" (';^lias) in "Chornomortziah"

(Black Sea Coast), and many others. At the saiTie tir.ie, George Benet-
sk^'' v/as the organizer of a vocal mixed nuartet v:hich appeared v/ith

symphony orchestras at large s^^aphonic concerts and in the best

ni

t
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American theaters. This quartet gave over three hundred concerts. In
New York, in 1927, George Benetsky became the director of a chorus, and
was widely acclaimed. Upon coming to Chicago in 1928, he was asked to
become musical director of the Chicago Ukrainian Chorus, which was to be ^
the nucleus of the "All-American" chorus for the Chicago World's Fair. 5
Last year, the Chorus appeared successfully in many concerts and over the -^

radio, and for the first time in Chicago they presented the Ukrainian opera p
"KaterjTia," which was arranged and produced by George Benetsky last spring. .i;^

On August 23, this chorus entered the Contest of Choruses v/hich iwas sponsored
by Chicago's largest newspaper. The Chicago Daily Tribune . At this contest
the Ukrainian Chorus, under the baton of George Benetsky, was proclaimed the ^
first chorus of Chicagoland, and was the only one to be invited to sing at
the festival (for 150,000 listeners). The Chorus receivod the first (and

only) prize: a large gold medal for each singer, and a gold medal and a

valuable director's baton for George Benetsky.
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TOWARD \VHICH GOAL GAII ONE STRIVE BY STRENUOUS iTORK Al^D EI^IDURANCE?

John Barabash, son of parents of the peasant class at Zarudia, county
of Zboriv (Galicia), has attained by strenuous work and endurance a

splendid position in a musical and artistic world among the Americans*

The praiseworthy and remarkable quality of his character is that he
always and everywhere in an artistic and musical world admits that
he is an Ukrainian. He finished public school at Zarudia, county of
Zboriv, fiuid in his boyhood went to Germany for work* Over there in
Germany he saved a little money and left for the United States of
America in 1912. Here in this country he got a Job in a furniture
shop for $5 a week* In 1913 he received a job in a beikery shop, and
in the evenings took instruction and lessons in music from the director
of the Ukrainian band existing at that time in Chicago. In 1914 he
began to learn the goldsmith's business and worked in that business
till 1917, receiving wages of $12 per week*
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While working at a goldsmith's shop he continued his studies in music,
taking private lessons in music for two years from the German professor,
Mr# Karl Brown. In 1917 in April, he enlisted voluntarily in the mili-
tary band of the 131st Infantry Regiment. From the regiment to wtiich

he was enlisted he was sent out by regiment command to the military
musical school, where he studied music for two years and took the exami-
nations for band instructor and in a short tine after he was promoted
to the rank of sergeant and in 1918 he became concert master. In the
same year ye returned to Chicago and received a scholarship.

In order to get a diploma from the Musical College, the same student
must have at first the diploma from high school. Therefore, John Bara-
bash not being in possession of such a diploma from high school, started
to complete a high school course and to get a required diploma. He was
working for his living with a theatrical orchestra in the evenings, and
at nights and by day for four and a half years he was attending the
YMGA school. In 1920 he enrolled at Harrison High School, and after
four years of hard studies he finished high school and musical college.
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Being a student in high school and musical college, he gave instruction
and lessons to the Ukrainian band and some Ukrainian students • He already,
as a student at high school, was conducting the high school band and
was arranging the school musical performances.

After receiving a diploma from high school and musical college he became
a musical teacher at the same school and in this position he remains
till this day. At the end of 1924 he accomplished an examination for
the director of military music, being promoted to the rank of captaincy
of the 131st Infantry Regiment of the United States Army of America.

Captain John Barabash is studying now a course of music at the North-
western University, preparing himself for the highest examination of
the department of music, namely, the decree of Master of Music. In 1924
he was appointed a teacher to the Ukrainian parochial band at St.
DJicholas Cli\irch in Chicago, in 1926 he participated with a yoimg
Ukrainian band in the contest of the public school bands in Chicago
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The Harrison Hiph School band participating in that contest won the
first prize, under the direction of Captain John Barabash, and in
April of this year (1930) the Chicago Daily IJews invited Captain John
Barabash mth his Harrison High School band to The public music fes-
tival to take the part in a contest of all the high schools of Chicago.
At that contest was present Captain Edmund Goldman, who was concert
master of all the high school bands and of the band of Captain John
Barabash.

After the concert was at an end Captain Edmund Goldman expressed the
hearty acknowledgement and congratulations before competent authority
and before the iwhole auditorium upon the splendid success of his
Harrison High School band and at the same time highly praised the
ability and expertness of Captain John. Barabash, and the administration
of the Chicago Daily lievrs , as a sponsor of that festival, rewarded
Captain John Barabash, giving him the brass plate for successfully
winning first prize.

The alderman from the ward where the Harrison School is located.
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presented to captain John Barabash a gold pin with a diamond in recog-
nition of his splendid work. To such an achievement and csireer came
Captain John Barabash, poor peasant boy, emigrant, by his strenuous
work, without any one's protection and help, by his persistent endurance
in order to attain to success and esteem.

Captain Barabash serves as an excellent and vivid example, worthy to ^e
imitated by all the young Ukrainians; for the Ukrainian nation Captain
J. Barabash is achieving fame and honor in the music world.

Captain John Barabash is well known to the whole colony of Ukrainians
in Chicago, participating in all social, cultural and political acti-
vities. The Ukrainian colony needs more such men as Captain John
Barabash.
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^^JKRAINIAN DIIECTOR'S BAND VICTOR IN CHICAGO
HIC2i SCHOOL contest/

The accomplishments of John Barabash as director of the band at the
Harrison High School are highly acclaimed.

On Apr 12 of this year a band contest was held in the Harrison High 5
School auditorium, at 24th Street and Marshall Boulevard, in which the ^
bands of six of the leading high schools of Chicago participated, namely, rj

Tilden, Fenger, Lindbloom, Harrison, Schurz and Lake View; the directors
of these bands were Messrs. Burnhara, Baglia, King, Bartlty, Barabash, Reid,
and Voltz*

The contest was held under the auspices of the Chicago Public School Band
Society. The Harrison High School Band, the leader of which. Captain John
Barabash is one of our prominent Ukrainians, won first prize in this con-

test. Each of the above-mentioned bands had to play selected marches.
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overtures, and other conpositions. The second prize was awarded to the
Lake View High ochool Band, and the third to Tilden.

«

The judges of the contest were Mr. Victor Grable, director of the Sherwood
Music School, Glen G. Bajman, director of the Music ^School of Northwestern
University, and the composer and instruiientalist Clay Smith.

We take this opportunity to congratulate our countryman Captain John
Barabash on his accomplishment. Captain 3arabash is a loyal Ukrainian
patriot and a true member of the Sitch organization. May God bless him!
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CONCERT IN HONOR OF TARAS SHEVCHEiaCO

On March 17 of this year a concert was given in the auditoriiim of the
Chopen School commemorating the 115th anniversary of our great poet Taras
Shevchenko^ This concert was arranged by a special committee represent-
ing all our societies and churches in Chicago. The public attended in

large numbers.
no

The concert was opened by Miss A# Ostapchuk; Dr. 0. Tarnawsky spoke on the
topic of the holiday; and Mr. J. Voronko greeted the audience on behalf of 5
the White Russians.

The vocal renditions of the concert were supplied by the Exposition Chorus,
under the direction of George Benetsky, the Lysenko Chorus under Dmytro
Atamanets, euid the Boyan ^Chorus led by Mr. T. Korolyshyn. instruniental

music was provided by a string orchestra directed by Mr. Kobeliak and by
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the Ukrainian Scout Band under the direction of vt, Edelman.

There were also solos and duets, both vocal euid instrumental.

-The committee axinpunced tliat the money derived from this concert will be
sent to Europe to the Ridna Shkola (native school ).

o
CO
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UKRAINIAN' OPERA IN CHICAaO

Ukrainian life in Chicago becomes more and more interesting. The great wrestler
from Ukrainia Alexander Harkavenko has attracted the attention of other nation-
alities to himself as well as to Ukrainians in general.

Now the Ukrainian opera, under the direction of Mr. Karalash, from Cherson,
Ukrainia, ex-member of the Russian operas as well as a member of the Grand Opera
in Chicago, enjoys great popularity.

Sunday, February 24, a Ukrainian opera organized by him, made its first appear-
ance on the stage and presented 'The Cossack Beyond the Danube." The outcome was
just wonderful in almost every way.

Mrs. Cymbalist unquestionably deserves the first laurel of distinction in her
part as "Daria." She surely can act and sing impressively on any stage of any
city in the world.
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Mr. Svitlow, in the role of "Andrew," represented a real cossack-Zaporozets,
both in acting and singing.

His sweetheart in the role of "Oksana," played astonishingly well. Her melodious
accentuation and enunciation of the Ukrainian language is unsurpassable.

The roles of the "Sultan," and Imam," were very well-played by one and the same
person.

The role of the "Chinaman," bodyguard of the sultan, played by Dmitro Atamanec
could not have been rendered any better.

The most difficult part, that of "Ivan" was played by the organizer of this group,
Mr. Nicholas Karalash. He did not portray this character as just a mere drunkard,
but seemingly dizzy with drinks, yet shrewd and diplomatic to infinity with a re-
fined soul and a cossack's daring courage.
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"Odarka** came out wonderfully well in every respect. All the nuances of the
sulky and occasionally enraged woman, who had been disappointed in love were
expressed very well both in her singing and acting, considering the fact that
she is just an amateur. Just think what a grand star she would make, if she could
give all of her time and attention to this artistic profession. In this role, she
had one great disadvantage, her partner was suffering from a severe case of the
grip. He could hardly sing at all, and most of his part he skilfully recited; yet
she knew how to cover it up so deftly that it would have taken a real artist, who
knows opera quite well, to notice the shortcomings of this opera. So much for the
actors.

The most obvious shortcoming was the fact that the orchestra and the singers had
not had enough practice together in rehearsals. Regardless of how good the orches.
tra may be, or how excellently the players may perform, a joint practice in re-
hearsal is indispensable; here was the real difficulty. Even though the chorus
could have been compared to a human pipe organ, and the orchestra was well select-
ed for the occasion, they could have performed together much better if they had
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both sacrificed more time for joint rehearsals. Fortunately, they came out
quite Well, but on the other hand it tells us that although we have such a cap-
able* company both of musicians and performers, there was room for improvement
from the general point of view. Well, as long as there is worth-while material,
and they are conscious of their shortcomings, then all that is needed is more
genersLl practice with the orchestra.

Our public, above all the Siege members, I am sure will excuse them this time,
and will help to support this great cultural activity. of theirs in the future.
We firmly hope that Mr. Karalash, together with all the Chicago Ukrainian in-
telligentsia, will work for the complete success of the opera in the very near
future.

S. H.
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UKRAINIAN I)LVTICILi GIXIH IN CEICAGO

As in otlier localities the .-iiaerican citizens of Ukrainian descent
in Chicago, welcoiied very sincerely, and acted as a generous host to
the Ukrainian National Choir,

Llonda^r, October 8, at 3 A, M, , the delec^-ates from all Ukrainian
societies, fraternities, etc., of Chicago, v.-aited at the La SalleStreet
Station, v;here the choir was to arrive, illl the delegates, some of
then in national costumes, brought flov/ers to welcome the choir.
Above all, the local Siege district No. 2 was best represented.
Besides the delegates there were a great number of Chicago Ukrainians
who came out personally to see and welcome the world* s famous choir.

The Choir arrived at 9 A. II. and v.^s instantly surrounded by newspaper
reporters, lifter this ordeal the Choir formed a semi-circle and
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Dr» Ifyroslaw Siemens officially welcomed them in the name of the
Chicago Ukrainians, and presented Mr, A, Koshets, choir conductor,
with a huge bouquet of flowers, Mr. N. Motliuk spoke a few words
of welcome to the Choir from the body of the local Ukrainian students.

Mr. A. Koshets replied in a few dynamic words his appreciation of
the welcome they accorded him and his choir. His finishing thought
was that we should give our full support to the National Choir.
After this the delegates took the Choir to the Auditorium Hotel
for breakfast.

This was followed by a tour through Chicago's principal streets,
places, . parks, and buildings of historical value.
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This same evening the choir geve a concert in the Symphony Orchestra
Hall* There is not enough space in this nev/spaper, and furthermore
no words can describe the feeling, sentiment, and inspiration that
filled the hearts of each and everyone present at the concert. It may
be of importance to some to knov; that the hall containing 3,000 chairs
was filled almost exclusively by Ukrainians, The Ukrainians expected
the large crov;d and bought their tickets ahead of time,

Llany other nationalities did not expect such an enormous crowd, did
not secure tickets in advance, and consequently were included among
those over 1,000 people v/ho, due to the lack of space, had to return
home. For this vevy reason, in the middle of the concert, it vjas

announced that another concert would take place on November 5, at
Medinah Temple, in a much more spacious hall.
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The welcome committee, chosen from different societies, clubs,
etc., provided presentable bouquets for llr. Koshets and the choir
soloists. There v;ere also nuiaerous bouquets from strangers as well
as from many individual Ukrainians.

After this second concert a banquet was arranged at the Congress
Hotel in honor of the Ukrainian National Choir. At the banquet there
were delegates from almost every society, club, fraternity, etc., and
especially from the Chicago Siege Organization District No. 2.

During the banquet there were many speeches in honor of Vlt. A. Koshets
and his famous choir.
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It must not be omitted that the banquet Y^;as honored by the presence
of the Ukrainian Count ilrchbishop Metropolitan Andrey Sheptytsky,

The speakers were the follovang: Dr. M. Sininovich; Dr. S. K. Erynevetsky,
chief executive of the Siege Organization, v/ho fearlessly and openly
spoke his raind as to the difficult agreement betvzeen the Ukrainian
National Choir and their impresario Llr. Rabinoff . Then followed the
speeches of : Dr. Volodimior Siminovich, Dr. S. Yanovich, Rev.
W. Stetsiuk, Count Archbishop Metropolitan A. Sheptytsky, S. lluseychook,

M. Tkatchuk, Ii. Skehar, I. Levtiuch, Rev. L. Van, Rev. I. Hundiak,
P. Novodvorsky, S. Kochy, R. Smook, I. Sav/chuk, and others. Prof.
A. Koshets replied to all those speeches and showed himself to be not
only a genius of song, but also a genius of eloquence. The banquet
was concluded by singing, the Ukrainian hymn, "Ukrainia Still Lives."
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Special thanks are due Roman Smook, our young attorney, who worked
hardest to make the v;elcome of the Choir successful.

Because the Choir remained in Chicago for a whole v/eek, the
Chicago Ukrainians were given an opportunity to talk to its members
individually and learn many things from our native nightingales about
the conditions in the old country.

On Tuesday the Choir had a reception and supper at the residence
of Rev. .1. Stetsiulc, where Count .-^chbishop laetropolitan Sheptytsky
also resided during his stay in Chicago. The latter v/as now given
the opportunity to becone better acquainted with the conductor Prof.
Alexander Koshets and his Choir. Here the singers were more free
to express and enjoy themselves. They sang a few church and national
songs v/hich will long remain in the memory of the venerable old
Archbishop and the others present.
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Rev. Wasyl Stetsiuk truly is an exceptionally generous person and
sincere worker; he never spares himself nor money for a good cause.
He showed those excellent traits particularly at the funeral of the
late Ferehowsky, during the sickness of Archbishop Sheptytsky, and
during the reception of the Choir at his residence. Three cheers for
him for thatt

On Friday, Nov. 3, the Ukrainian Orthodox people prepared a welcome
supper for the choir, at 1944 Vest Erie Street, Chicago. Many
speakers had a chance to express themselves at this banquet, but
they unanimously had words of cordial welcome and sincere gratefulness
for A. Eoshets and the Choir. Mr. Eoshets thanked the speakers
for their warm words of appreciation as well as for the presents
received* Here he described and related with more detail the Ukrainian
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National Choir and its traveling; "^lission all over the v/orld.

The Choir did its part and sane a few songs v/hich satisfied very
well those present.

During the banquet the v;ell-lcnown orchestra of John Barabash plaj^ed.

On Sunday, I.Ir. A. Koshets and his assistant Prof. JIarry Tuchapsky
v;ere present at Llass at the St. Nicholas Church, the corner of
Oakley Blvd. and Rice St. Dr. Joseph Nazaruk, special representative
fron Ukrainia, was also present.

The same afternoon Ivlr. A Koshets v;as invited to a huge meeting called
by Dr. Jos. Hazaruk. Invited by the latter as v/ell as by the entire
Meeting Committee, Prof. A. Koshets made an exceptional impression
upon the audience with his speech. lie shov;ed himself to be a master of
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eloquence.

Immediately after the meeting, the Ukrainians went to hear the Ukrainian

National Choir at the Medinah Temple. Due to the fact that the Ukrainians

attended the mass meeting in the afternoon, not many of them attended the

Choir concert; nevertheless, the spacious hall was filled to its capacity

by the American public*

The program of the concert was different from the former ones. Even the

regular attendants of all the concerts of the Choir, as well as the

entire audience were much pleased, because these numbers and the

presentation of them were something entirely new to the audience*

Miss Nina Koshets sang some of the solos, such as, •'Oh, Mother,

«

and ••Tra-la-la!'' May I add that this hall is twice as large as

the former.

It is next to impossible to describe every singer of the Choir
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individually, or every niunber separately. Let the heart in its
higher aspect alone judge v/hat an impression each and every
number left on the audience. Self-praise gets no one anywhere;
therefore, let me cite from some of the local .-jaerican newspapers
about the Choir:

''Hail and sincere the.nks to you, great conductor A. Koshets, and
to your choir. You seem to us like our n:.tive nightingales."

"Ilail to youl By singing about the freedom of Ukrainia, you are
strengthening her aims and endeavors,"

"V/e salute you for your divine and melodious way of telling us who
you are and v:ho your ancestry is I"

Sing, therefore, for us and for others I Sing about the famous Siege
of the past and their dauntless heroes, who with their very breasts
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like bulvjarks, protected for centuries not only Ukrainia, but
also the whole -^'estern civilization against the savage hordes of
Turks and Tartars and other rrJLgrating Asiatic tribes. Tell the
v/orld through the medium of songs, v;hat Ukrainia is: that she is

one of the richest countries in the v/orld; that for many centuries
her Cossacks have done far more tlian their sliare for the preser-
vatio:. of the whole .western civilization and culture. Through the
medium of our son^ make the world recognize the iiuiortal fame and
glor^'' of the Ukrainian cossacks, saviors of liluropean culture.

The Observer,
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WELCOME TO CHICA&O
The Most Ftoous Ukrairian Mixed
Choir Directed l3y A. Eoshitz

Welcome to you, genius of our mighty songi Welcome also to you, nightingales
of the immortal melody of our dear Ukrainia!

Welcome, dear countrymen, who from the far off large Ukrainia, are bringing
to us that memory of murmuring groves, rustling of the wide fields of ripening
rye and wheat, humming steppes, and splashing and huhbling of the mighty
Dniepr and little rivulets that we have not heard for such a long time!

May your mighty song sound and hum €lL1 over the world and tell all peoples
and nations: Who we are, whose sons, and who our ancestors were*

As long as the Ukrainian song rings in the ears of the whole world, Ukrainia
lives and shall he tree! /o

X"
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The Ukrainigin National Choir, under the leadership of its famous conductor,
Alexander Xoshets, will sing at Orchestra Hall, 220 S. Niichigan Blvd.,
Chicago, on October 30, at 2 P.M. and 7 P.M.

% J
/
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UKRAINIAN NATIONAL CHOIR
Symphony Orchestra Hall

October 30, 1922 8:15 P.M#
Prof. Alexander Koshets, director, Miss Oda Slobodshkaya , Soprano

of Petrograd Opera,
Mrs. Kinsolving, local Manager, Including records for Brunswick

The Ukrainian National Choir has already made several series of records for
Brunswick Corporation, New York City.

Their first recordings will be published soon.

Brunswick records fit any gramophone.
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THE BHUNff//ICK-BALKE-COLLENDER CO. Est. 1845.

CHICAGO NSW YORK CINCINNATI TORONTO

BRDNS7/ICK^
Phonographs and Records

IVhat do the English-American and other newspapers in Chicago and elsewhere say
about the Ukrainian National Choir?

"The Ukrainian "National Chorus is referred to by European and American critics
as a Human Symphony Orchestra; a Human Pipe Organ; The Most DisciDlined String
Quartet. '»
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FROL' THE UKRAINIAN DANCING SCHOOL*

In November of last year, at the Greek Catholic Church of St. Nicholas, in the large
church hall, there was organized by K. Darkowicz, artist, an evening school of the
Ukrainian Dance and ballet.

The congregation of the church, has sejn in the new school, an honest, national
activity, and it undertook to keep up the school for many months.

Over 100 children have attended the lessons, with which Mr. Qarkowicz has given
several concerts in the local church hall, and outside its v^alls.

For the summer holiday months, the school has ceased its work.

The dancers are getting new strength, and energy, in order that in the beginning of

the fall, they may again eagerly continue the work already started.

The whole course of the last period was continued under the direction and care of
the artist alone. At the end of the course, the congregation has seen the importance
of this school, and for the greater success of the work, has created the school
committee.
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At the beginning of the school eeasoni the committee utKiertook as its duty, to
enlarge the local school, and to spread it in other sections of the city*

The parents, who have not yet sent their children to this ballet school from the
beginning, are asked to enroll them now, and send them to take lessons lor their
own, and the national benefit.

The advanced pupils should take care, that their ability in this art, should not

fail them, and that, at the near season of the school year, they may be rewarded
by applause in the largest theatres in Chicago*
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> Sunday March 10, 1935.

CHURCH CHOIR PRAISED B Y FRQCOPIUN NEV/SPaPilR •

Our church choir (Nycol& Lysenkti choir) was highly praised Oy the Frocopiun
ne^irspaper (a coiie^-e edition) for their part in the concert given in honor of

the Golden Jubilee of the Benedictine Fathers of St. Procoi-ius Abbey.

The concert which started shortly after 3 o'clock Sunday Feoruary 24, was
formally opened by the St. Procopius ^and, under the direction of the Rev.
Francis Sindelar, G.S.B. with the ''March Fontificale" by Gouxq. Next came
a welcome address by George Fetrus, president of the Holy Nome Society, and
a talk on the significance of the day, oy the Rev. Vvalter Jendrusak, G.S.B.

The '*the most attractive feature** (as the f^rocopius Newspaper classed it) of
the afternoon--the concert by Nycola Lysenko Ukrainian choir of St. Nichol&s
church, Chicago (here the Cossack chorus was, through some mistake or other,
left out.)

As a prelude to its concert , --the choir, under the direction of Mr. Dmitro
Atamanec, sang three religious numbers among them the famouE Techaikowsky
Credo. Next cajne an operetta in three acts ••Zaporozets ^a Dunajem "(Cossacks
from the Danuoe District). After a few selections from the Cossack chorus
and a few group dances, «hich to most of the one thousand in the sudience
were a novelty came a few solos.
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*w'orthy of particular mention** (as the college paper otated it) are the perform-

ances of iilr. Dmitro ntamanec, tenor ana airector of group, of 'dr. 0. a. Yurchenko,

Dasia and of lirs. Grauish and L^iss Stephanie iimkevich, soprt^no, ooth of whom sang

in a pleasing well-controilea style.

The following was the closing paragraph oi the long article in the "Procopiun

news" which praised our choir so highly.

•'The large audience found no difficulty in warming to the spontaneous work of the

choir. It received every portion of the operetta with enthusiastic applause, and
even oroke into the dance with vigorus applause*'.

a..
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FinST ALL-SLjlVIC SIIiGI.:.^ FESTIVAL

uiiiTED SLAVIC c::o:;ij: sc cutties
Sunday, Dec. 9, 1934, :\t 6 r»i;»

at the
c::ic;iGC civic ci-^iia house

20 /iiacker Drive and I.Iadison Street
Chic.-igo

UKRAIi:iAii

souvei:tr frcgilHvI

The ITizrainian Chorus of Chicago, (p, 88)°

The story of the Ukrainian Chorus of Chicago is the story of one of
the ^^re^.test cp.pella choru.ses in Ancrica. Since its orr^^anization in
1928, this chorus has nt-rched fonvard c^nd is an inspiration to all
those v/ho find obstacles only an incentive to their removal, - a chorus
of ncn ...nd women who find their x^ourarre renev/ed by song, and who
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face the future unflinchirifly, refusinf; to adriit there is such a thing
as the inpossible.

For takin,']; the initiative in or^ranizin the chorus, lxs% Alice Kov/ard,

an Anerican of I'ccn artistic sense, is to be hirhlv credited^ Xnov;inf?:

that Uloruinians excel in the field of sen;-, she herself appealed to
Ukrainicji-Zinericans of Chic'./;o and net a hearty response in the persons
of Georpe Benetzlr,^, a rreat conductor, thirty talented sinpers, and
a benevolent patron, Ilr« Conrad Savriak, Its march started Deceriber 28,

1930, in full native costa^ie in pay color ai\d ['roud triuraph in the
first official concert appearance at the Ci'dc Theatre, : resenting
a conprehensive prorrain of selected folk n'.terial Cron Ul:raine v;ith

the purer,t harmony of their capella voice::, it at once enchanted a

lar^e audience* Since this officicd in^.roducti n of the music v;orld,

every succeedinp appearance of the U'-rainian Chorus of Chic -go added
to its capabilities and marked a nevv step in choral ac'iievenent*
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In events of major importance such as the Chioagoland Iiusic Festival,
[riven by 35 nev;spapers with the ChiC'-\[^;o Daily Tribune leading, it had
participated, ta^:inr tirice the first ^rize in the mixed choral con-
tests for five states, at the 1930 and 1931 fetes respectively. I"o

other chorus in iaiierica ever repeated a like tremendous victory.
Leadinr; Aiaericim music critics, herring the IPicrainian Chorus of Chicago,
vnrote that its successes v;ere not at all surprising.

In its musical tours in Chicagoland, the Ulcrainian Chorus of Chicago
v;as called a "hit" and praised very highly. In the rreat Carnival
of licitions Finals of 1951 and 1932, respectively, the Chicago Daily
ITe''.vs featured the chorus especially.

"

Upon invitation of the Civic Uusic Association, the chorus sang at the
Civic Auditorium in La Forte, Ind., and at the High School Auditorium
in Sheboygan, '.7is. Both of these concerts vrere very successful.
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The Ukrainian Chorus cT Chicciro re.vc a concert la at yrar at the Stude-
baker Theatre, for vhich it 'as hi^-hly rraiscd; also its appearance
at the Centur^/' of Iro^ress EzDosition iTon the adiairation of evcjr/one
of Ulcrainiau art.

In adilition to its concert aj-pearances, the Ulrrainian Chorus of
Chic'-.gOj upon im^ioation of the I.ational . roadcasting Company, presented
numerous nost deli Jitful pro;^'rar:is over tlie air.

The genius of the choral director, Geor^.e Eenetzl-c^^, the virtuosity
of his choral group, the :vealth of son;; contributed by the Ulcrainian
peasant, are iteros of corment by music critics.

Representing standards highly professional, the Ukrainian Chorus of
Cliicago during the i^a st six years established itself in coLriuiity
hcral singing and as one of the finest choruses helped usher in a

r.
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neiv dav;n in nusic. especially in Chic-.;""0. Absorbed into cur standard-
isia" Americc-n life, it Ir. s bot:i delifh':ed and accucdnted Ar.ierican

music lovers vrlth sonetiiin, • that is nev; in son-, both in technique
and in theme.

Sone or the rer.io.rlcs bein^: q'joted by our nusic critics:

"There is nothing but ^-^raise to v;rite, nothin :; but pleasant neinories
to treasure of 'the I'.crainian chorus and its reinr.rkc-.bly talented
director, C-eor^e Benetzl-y» The llirainians delight the ear as Yrell

as the eye» The ear is charned by the quality of their u ited and
hannoniouG tone and caressed 'oy the pitch perfection of this a capella
singino; - the eye enjoys the pictures queness and vTarn cclorin^^' of the
costumes."

Merman Devries, Chica^-o Evening American, Jan. 23, 1835.

"In its be.lancc and discipline, as in its tone quality, it is one of
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the best choruses to be heard in Anerica* And it sings under the leader-
ship of a capella and imaginative conductor, Geor2;e Benetzlcy."

Euf-ene Stinson, Chic:, ;o Daily l[ev/s, Jan. 23, 1933

•

"Ukrainian Chorus is uncoLi: .only sliilled in the art of son'i;» Vvh.ether

their voices arc in full strength or vAiether they go into the peculiar
buzzing hum v.tiich is one of their effects, they are alv/D.ys musical,
v/ith many devices of expressive contrast, but alv/ays v/ith the laa.in

lino of the composition in mind."

Edv/ard "i.ooro, Chicc-.^o Daily .'ribune, Jan. 25, 1S33.

llr. Benetzlcy literally "played on the chorus" as on a magnificen

Forbes Julian, La lorte Herald Ar^rus,

organ.
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The proGent oiTiccrs o.re SiMon Donanchuk, President; .heodore Ilatojnay,

Vice President; I.arie .^'itarski. Secretary; Ilarie Lubas, Assistant Secre'

taryj 'Tilliam :.'ick, .iccordin^ Secretary; Sophie Kalpak, Treasurer, and
Steven I.Iotalo, Advertising P.anarer«
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PROGRAM
THE FAIR OP SOROTSCHINTZI
A Ifusical Comedy in

four acts
by the

UKRAINIAN CHORUS OP CHICAGO
George Benetsky- Conductor

Maria Mashir - Stage Director
Sunday-, October 14th, 1934
Sabin School Auditorium
Hirsch and Leavitt St.

UKRAINIAN

The Ukrainian Chorus of Chicago presents The Fair of Sorotschintzi, Libretto -

Starytsky after Gogol; Kfeisic, Mussorgsky and Shvedoff. Characters:

Cherevick, a farmer - Mr. Mazurick; Mokryna, his wife - Mrs. Kulpack;
Khivrya, his wife - Miss hfechir; Panko, Khotyna's lover - Mr. Revak;
Ehotyna, his daughter - Miss 'Vinarski; Prechystynsky, a seminarian - Mr.

Tsybula, also a farmer - Mr. Kostiv; Domanshuk;
Khenko, a gypsy - Mr. Yendzeyowsky;
Hrunya, his daughter - Miss Wizerkani\ik
Stas, a lad - Mr. Paslowsky;

also
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Program of THE PAIR OF SOROTSCHINTZI

Girls, Boys, Gypsies, Vendors, Soloists, G-yrisy and Hor)ak Dancers,

Synopsis:

A farmer comes to the Sorotschintzi Country Pair with his wife sind a lovely
young daughter by a former marriage, whom he intends to marry off to a priest's
son. The girl's stepmother supports this plan, since the priest's son is her
lover and she sees the opportunity to continue her affair after the marriage.
But the girl has a sweetheart of her own choice, who, with the help of a gypsy
horse-dealer, contrives to defeat this plan and to marry the girl himself. The
cunning gypsy recalls a popular superstition about the Sorotschintzi Pair to

the effect that the devil, who had once lost an expensive red coat in the
fair grounds, returns each year to look for it in the guise of a pig on long,
stilt-like legs. Taking advantage of this superstition, the gypsy and the
girl's sweetheart succeed in terrorizing the people into believing that the
fair grounds are haunted by the devil. In the panic x^ich ensues, they frajne

the girl's father, accusing him of horse stealing, having him arrested, tied
and thrown into a bam, where he remains over ni^t. They also catch the
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Program of THE PAIR OF SOROTSCHINTZI

UKRAINIAN

sterimother in a compromising situation with the priest's son, and treat them in
a similar manner. In the morning they offer to release the prisoner and
suppress the evidence of their guilt on the promise that they will consent to
the girl's marriage to the sweetheart of her choice. The prisoners agree to
this, are released, and the marriage takes place amid merry festivities.
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\l, y(The Ukrainian Ainerican) UKRAINIAN COSSACK CII0RU3 ^ ^'^'-^ ^-^'- -^"^

(Youth Organization )

The Ukrainain cossack chorus under the direction of Samuel R.Czuba has en-
tered the Chicagoland Music Festival and has made a good shov;ing against
the long organized professional choirs.

The contest took place at the Drake Hotel on August 13, in which eleven
choirs were entered, the Ukrainian cossack chorus being the yoiingest of
them. All other choirs have been organized for at least ten years, while
the Cossack only one year.

First place was given to the -r.otary Glae Club, directed by Frank Bem.et;
second place to the Bohemian VVorkingmen'Vrf Choir, directed by Frank Kubina;
third place to Morgan Park Choir, directed by LIr. Hose.

The next day the female choir contest was given to Mrs. Bennet, the wife of
Frank Bennet.
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UKRAINIAN COSSACK CHORUS

The final will be held on Awjust 18 at Soldier's Field,
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Ukrainian Youth 's, July 8, 1934.

COSSACK CHORUS hlnKES A BIG HIT AT FIRST iiNKIVERSARY.

Last Sunaay the Ukrainian Cos;:iack Chorus of Chicago celebratea their first an-
niversary. The chorus for the first time san^ at High Mass at St. Nicholas
church, ana after this went to the picnic, run for this occasion, where a wond-
erful time was had by all. June 28, 19j4 wab the first Dirthaay of the Chorus,
for it was exactly a year that Llr. Sam Ciuba with uoout fifteen (15) boys held
their first rehearsal. After seven weeks of ^-ractice the choruo won second
place in the Chicagoland iiusic Festival Contest. Three and one-half months
after the contest the chorus Toude a trip to Detroit b^nd ran two concerts and
sang a radio program. On May 19, 1934 the chorus sung at one of the biggest
concerts ever held in Chicago, that of the Ukrainian Soyuz of America, at which
Mayor Kelly was present. In all the chorus made seventeen(l7) appearances in
Chicago and three in Detroit, which is quite a recora for any one year **old** U
chorus to oeat. The ocys have made a hit with the public, out it was not ^
done Without effort and self-sacrifice. They have succeeded, but only by dili- ^5

gent work which climaxed oy xearning the whole mass during the period of two ^
weeks.
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OUR UKRAINIAN TOXTIH

^nder this heading ws print some facts about/^

Toiing Aneilcans of Ukrainian descent, leaders in arts, sciences, and the
social life of the younger generation, and futxire noxkers in the field of
Ukrainian life idio have shown their interest in the great country of their
anoastors and their love for it, and lAio, as ne hope, will render great and g
worthy service to the Ukrainian cause in the future* ^

ro
Wanda Srcha, bom in Heikiraer, New York, Septeni)er 23, 1916, the daughter c^

of Peter and Ann Srcha, cane to Chicago in 1928* She was formerly a student
of Tiolin at the Bush Conservatory of Ifusic in Chicago. She studied under
Bruno Bsbjom ^Saxie/^ until 1930 and is now developing her musical talent
under the guidance of Professor Richard Cherwonky, who has been her instructor
since 1931. Professor Cherwonky is a well-known German violin soloist and
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eo]iS)oser, a professor at the Lalce View Hi^ School. He is recogalzed as the
hi^est on the riolin staff and was fonnerly conductor of the Boston,
Uinaeapolis , and other syi^hooy orchestras.

llids Sreba plays in tbe Lake 7iew High School Orchestra and is a namber of
the All-Chicaao Hi£^ School Orchestra and of the Chicago Conservatory S7Tq>hon7

Orchestra* Excellent recitals have been given by her at the Bosh Conservatory
and at the Lake 7iew High School, and in 1932 she nade her first appearance
among the Ukrainians* Since then Miss Ercha has been a regular performer on ur

our stage*

CO
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Sitch, Sept. 1, 1930.

VICTOHY OF TrOi UKR..nii;^lI GlICHUS

• f^

On xiUgust 133 of this 3rear, the GhlcaQO Daily Tribune sponsored a singing
contest in xvhich the UkiMinian Chorus under the leadership of Ivlr. George
Benetsk3^ took part. Hone of the sin^^ers nor the leader ever dreamed of

v/inning first prize v;ith their chorus which has a mere thirtjr-tvjo members,

V/e will describe the sequence of the v/hole contest and all the other points
of this unforgettable moment in some future issue. Today, v;e only v/ant to

give our readers the nev/s about the unheard-of influence and wide-spread
fame of our nnme not only in Chicago and the state of Illinois, but in the
V7hole United States as \;ell. The v/riter of this note was in liirinette,

V/isconsin, where on Sunda3^, two days aftor the contest, the only subject of
conversation was the victory of Ukrainian music over ^Imerican rnusic.

o
CO

ro

tn
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THE UKRAINIAN CHOLH, FIRST PRIZE.

The 23rd day of August, 1930, will be inscribed not only in the history of the
city of Chicago, but also in the history of Ukrainian Song on the American
territory, as the day on which the ••Ukrainian National ^hoir," under the direction
of lir. George Benetzky, received an acknowledgement- for the mystical accomplishment
of song, first prize over all the other choirs, that took part in this contest.

There were sixteen choire in all. It is necessarj' to note, that the choirs which
took part in the contest, were of the best that were preparing for this contest; for
the contest being arranged by such a company as The Chicago j^aily Tribune , one of
the largest newspapers in the world. A common choir was not courageous enough to
take part in it. Also, the outside choirs^ that took part in the contest, were the
choirs that got the first acknowledgement in their cities, and their states, and with
those, the •'Ukrainian Cr.oir" took a chance in appe^cring lor an exhibition of their
talents.

The contest of all the choirs started at li30 P.M., in the "Great Northern Theatre**,

at 26 West Jackson boulevard, in the loop.

The choirs were conposed of 100, 80, and 60 voices respectively. There were mixed
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choirs of male and female voices, and our singers waited impatiently lor their
turn to come, in order to measure the beauty of the Ukrainian melody with the
melodies of other people.

There were Swedish, German, Russian, Negroes, and many other choirs that appeared
there. The Poles, who were supposed to have taken part, did not come. There are
about a half million Poles in Chicago, and they have eight choirs. It seems that
they did not have enough courage.

At 4 o'clock, the Ukrainian choir was called, being number thirteen on the roll.
Proudly, in good order, and lively stepped on the stage, our singers of both sexes,

in their wonderful Ukrainian costumes, forming a pretty semi-circle. iTie director,
Mr. Benetzky, appearing in front, bowed to the public, gave sign to the Ukrainian
choir, then, in the beginning, there was to be heard the soft humming of our
•'Shchedrick'*, and then, "Oy, na horonci."

It requires one's being present, in order to understand ^at impression the
Ukrainian melody made on the other choirs, when the Ukrainian choir finished its
singing, there were voices heard in the English language, "yo^ Ukrainians are
beating all the other choirs by your melody, and your accomplishment". Even then,
with some of our Ukrainians, there was hope that our choir would get the first place,
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but the majority of the members of the choir, wanted to gp home, not waiting for
the result for they did not believe that they could, among those big and old choirs,
obtain first place in the contest*

At 5 o'clock in the afternoon, there appeared on the stage, the experts, the
musical judges. They spoke of the practical ability of the choirs, their accom-
plishments, about their voices, and they said that all the choirs are of the first

class, but, one of them has to win the first prize, for it is impossible for them
all to get the first place.

The singers of all the choirs, with great eagerness and not breathing, were waiting
for the moment when their number, and name would be announced as Victor, over the
rest of the choirs. At last, there appeared Ur. Nobel Cain, who was as an orderly
during the contest, and pronounced number thirteen, that of the '^Ukrainian National
Choir," and according to the resolution of the judges, this **Ukrainian National
Choir**, has the first place among all the other choirs that took part in the contest,
and that this dioir should appear on the stage, lor there, they will get all the
information, regarding the appearance in the musical festived in the evening of

the same day at "Soldiers Field."

Right after this acknowledgement, all the other choirs made a great ovation in
honor of our singers and their director.
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* The joy of our singere had no end. It was really north while to 'be glad* '^uch

events happen rarely in our lives.

After getting the inforication, the "Ukrainian Choirs** fully satisfied, went home,
for again in the evening at 8 o'clock, it must appear in an honorable place in
••Soldiers Field," (which contains over 100,000 seats) and only the Ukrainian Choir
would sing over the radio, and for the audience, as the victor over all the other
choirs.

After supper, at the restaurant of kr. Semeniuk, at 7:15 P*M., the Choir left for
Soldiers Field," in order to be there by 8 o'clock* When they came to the place,
there were thousands of automobiles, and buses, bringing over 10,000 people to see
the music "Festival-Evening."

Every Ukrainian heart rejoiced greatly at the notice that the Ukrainian song, for
the first time would be presented in the presence of such a large gathering.
(According to the American papers, there were over 150,000 listeners.)

When the "Ukrainian Choir" appeared on the square, the public at this very moment
greeted it with thundering applause, and the ushers led our singers to the place of
honor, where aa inscription in the iiinglish language was seen,- "This place is
rds^^rvfid for those who ii/on the first nri«A^"
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At 8 ©• clock, ^•Soldiers ^ield" was already over-crowded, and the stream of people
had not yet ceased, and it seemed as though the whole city of Chicago wanted to be
present at this "Festival •"

The electrical reflectors in several different colors, lighted the square and threw
the lights in different directions, so that the large masses of people could be
easily seen.... On the northern side oT'^oldiers Field" were seated all the choirs,
numbering 4,000 persons, that had to sing together at the end of the Festival, the
"Hallelujah Chorus", from the MessiaJi, composition of Handel, directed by Mr. Nobel
Cain, and in the middle, in a well lighted place, was seated the "Ukrainian National
Choir", in Ukrainian costumes....

The bugle band which consisted of over 1,300 players, opened the program of the
"Festival."
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i .^. CHICAGO MUSIC FESTIVAL.

The Ukrainian National choir, under the direction of Mr. George Benetzky, in
Chicago, as was already mentioned in one of the previous numbers of Ukrainia .

will take part in the '^Chicago American Jitueic Festival", which is arranged by

The Chicago Daily Tribune » the largest American newspaper. In this festival, will
take part, choirs, orchestras, and soloists from five states, namely, Illinois,
Wisconsin, Michigan, Iowa and Indiana*

/

This festival •'Chicagoland Music Festival", will be held on Saturday, August 23rd,
of this year, at 8 o'clock, in the evening, at Soldiers" -^ield. Grant Park. The
Soldiers' Field contains 100,000 seats. Choirs that will sing there, are composed
of even more than 1,000 voices.

The Ukrainian National choir, is invited to sing there at the end of the festival,
jointly, with other choirs, the well-known "Messiah" from the "Halleluyah", by
Handel.

The contest of the choirs will take place also, on Saturday, at 1x30 o'clock in
the afternoon, in the "Great Northern Theatre."

The contest will be held in the presence of the judges only.
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There, the judges will arrange the place for the Ukrainian song also* There, in .

that theatre, in the presence of the judges, the Ukrainian national choir, by its

appearance, will prove that we Ukrainians, have the great treasure- the *^ong, which
makes every Ukrainian heart proud.

We hope that the singers of the Ukrainian National choir in Chicago, will do their
best in order that the Ukrainian Song should get the first prize; for, by this we
will secure the honor for the Ukrainian people, and the director of the choir, ILr.

Benetzky, will feel fully satisfied, and morally benefitted, having applied much
of his time and hard work, not only for this contest, but, in general, to the field
of the Ukrainian »^ong.

God help the Ukrainian National choir on the 23rd day of August.
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"UKEAINIAN MEIONAL CHOIR APPEARS I!T MUSICAL CONTSST".

The Ukrainian National Choir, iinder the direction of Yuriy Behetzky, knoTin not
only to the Ukrainians, tnt also to American public in Chicago, thro\i^ his previous
musical entertainments, in concerts, and operas.

This choir, for the first time in Chicafo, has sho^vn a very nice opera, "Kateryna",
of M« Areas, Tdth a g^^eat cuccese, T±iich was ^ivcn two times in succession during
one month.

The Ukrainian Natior^al Choir is comriosed of mamhers, vAio love to sing, and are under
the well-experienced direction of Mr. Benetzky; it sin:^? Tvith real musical accom-
plishment*

The aim of this choir, is to get the American people acquainted vrith our \^onderful

songs, and in this way, to advertise the Ukrainian name. For this reason, the said
choir has decided to appear in the musical contest, which is arranged "by the largest
American newspaper, The Chica^^o Daily Trihune .

In this contest, there take part, choirs, violin orchestras, bugles, and also soloists,
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All choirs moist step out with one Axaericcjn son;?, selected for a choir or orchestra*
The Ukrainian National Choir has decided to take part in the contest, to try its
luck, and also to let the other people know that there are Ukrainians, who love
singing, and who wish to get the palm in the field of song.

The preliminary appearances, rill he held in a Balahan and Katz theatre, (the first
class theatre in Chicago)

i anc' on August 23rd, on Saturday afternoon, at Soldiers
Field, which contains 100,000 seat?.

Other dates, on which the choir will appear, ttIII "be stated in the following
numbers of Ukrainia .

We feel that it is o\ir duty, to state the names of the singers, t±io take part in
the contest, for they deserve acknowledgment for their work in the spreading of
the Ukrainian song. Also, oiur Ukrainians in Chicago should help this choir to

maintain itself, hv their subscriptions, and by so doing, they rrill show their good
will toward the Ukrainian purpose. The Choir is holding its trials in the evening,
on Mondays, and Thursdays, at 20U8 West Chicago Avenue, and it is composed of the

following: There are 32 members in the choir, and 8 members, viio financially help
to keep the choir in existence. It is necessary, that the Ukrpdnian business-ipen.
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and prof3ssion-inen, get more interested in the choir, a.vx* then our song rill thunder
to us in the American halls, and it will he ahle to g^t a permanent place on a radio*
But it needs everybody's help.
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/PROGRAM BY THi^ KOTLIARSVSIGr MUSICAL SOCISTY/

On August 30, 1925, the Kotliarevsky Musical Society gave a concert. This
society has been organized only a short time, and its chief aim is to
cultivate Ukrainian music and arts among its people.

The president of this society is Mr. Kochanowsky, and the director Mr. P.
Yundak, who is known in Canada as well as he is here. The concert was a
success, both in the number of people present and in the program. The
concert program was announced by Mr. 0. Malitsky, who this year has com-
pleted his law studies in Chicago. Mr. Kochanowsky stressed ths fact that
the society's aim is to deal with matters pertaining only to music and arts,
and that it will not mix in any religious or political matters.
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I C UKRADTIM SCOUT BAJD OF CHICAGO.
IV

During the early part of 1925, the Ukrainian group at Oakley and Rice
Streets, organized a band composed of boys from ten to eighteen years of
age. The name of the band is ''The Ukrainian Scout Band of Chicago." The
St. Nicholas Church Parish purchased the instruments, which cost nearly two
thousand dollars. Hie idea of organizing a band came from Mr. Stephen
Musiychuk and Mr. Simeon Kochy, both well-known as workers in the Ukrainian
nationalist, as well as in the musical field. It was not easy to make this
idea come to pass.

With the arrival of Rev. Father F. Tamawsky, everyone began to cooperate
in this work. The band now has fifty members. Its director, John Barabash,
director of music in the Harrison High School of Chicago, is known to every-
one, as the only Ukrainian to hold such a position in the field of music in
America. The assistant director is Mr. Stephen Musiychuk; Mr. Simeon Kochy^ -

u/

WfA
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I C a student of medicine who will shortly become one of our Ukrainian
17 physicians, is business manager.

Hie band made its first appearance on Apr. 5, 1925 while Bishop Bohachewsky
was in Chicago. The large crowd greatly admired these young musicians,
especially because they had studied only three months, llie future of the
Scout Band looks very promising. The Ukrainians of Chicago are proud to have
people among them who know how to carry out enterprises like this. In the
near future this band will be known not only in Chicago, but throughout the
United States as well.
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UKRAINIAN NATIONAL SONGS AND THEIR CONNECTION WITH THE LIFE OF THE PEOPLE

The Ukrainian national songs have great significance, because of their close
tie with the life of the nation whon they most faithfully bring out in its
true light. It is a perfect mirror of the Ukrainian nation, so to speak.
In beautiful songs people sing out their troubles, such as, a mother over the
baby in the cradle; the sincere love of youth; the sufferings of a jilted
lover; the homesickness of a recently married woman; the sorrow of father and
mother as they miss their recently married daughter, whose future is uncertain;
the tragedy of a wife vjho is bein|5 chided by her unsympathetic husband, or the
abuses perpetrated upon her by her vicious nother-in-law; the poor widow
moistening her scanty field with tears; the weeping of an orphan on the grave
of her mother; the entire human life from birth to death with all its troubles
and Jolly moments are reflected almost perfeQtly, in those popular songs of
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ours. And because the life of our peasant is rather bitter, with comparatively
few momentB of happiness, nay our whole nation, from its very childhood, does
not enjoy a better fate; this is why our popular songs have such a pathetic
feeling; they bring to the soul some mysterious pensiveness over human fate#

At times girls and mothers mournfully sing the pathetic songs of farewell part-
ings with young lovers; of a young cossack or soldier who went to war and did
not return. Often soldiers express longing in their songs to return to their
native homes when they are under rigorous discipline while serving in the army.

The Ukrainian popular songs not only bring out life of the present day, but
some of them go way back into antiquity, into those days of yore, when our
ancestors were still pagans, and were recognizing the forces of mother nature

and heavenly bodies, such as, the sun, the moon^ the fltar«, and lightning.
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These are all clearly brought out in our popular ChristBias carols; Little
Christinas songs of praise; grand Spring and Easter songs, as well as the
unique songs on the eve of St* John the Baptists.

There are many songs in which the people sing about the war expeditions into
distant countries from which they brought home trophies and spoils^ the people
sing about the old prihces and counts; about the invasions by the Tartars
and Turks; about wars of our Ukrainian cossacks against the Poles and Russians;
about the serfdom; about the draft to military service. All these songs
picture to us the past life of our nation, painting it with lively colors.
All these songs tell us who we are. Whose sons we are; who our fathers were,
for whom and to what are we chained.

Thereby we see that the national songs are not merely a useless past time of
the present age. In songs our nation has narrated about its present and past
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life; about everything that makes it happy and everything that ails it*
Through songs the nation has confessed all its joys and troubles; songs have
opened the very soul of* the nation.

As looking in a mirror a man sees a reflection of his exterior self, so in the
songs he see his spiritual reflection, or as the saying goes: '^Judge the
nation by its songs •'^

Learned men, like Maksymovych, Metlynsky, Kiilish, Chubinsky, Drahomanow, Holo-
vatsky, and others, have composed tens of thousands of Ukrainian popular songs,
and we find them now in printed volmies. These works prove that the Ukrainians
have possibly the richest collection of folksongs of any European nation. Fur-
thermore, the Ukrainian people sing many songs that have not been recorded any-
where up to the present time.

In sorting out such a great mass of Ukrainian folksongs, there is occasionally,
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a possibility of misclassifying some of them and thus accidentally rendering

those more prosaic* Let us present at least a superficial glimpse at this

enormous treasure of our national and popular songs* Let us divide the entire

group into the following five divisions:

1) Ritual and religious: Christmas Carols, Little Christmas Well-wishing

Carols, Spring and Baster songs, songs on the Ere of St. John the Baptist Feast,

and Harvest songs*

2) Historical and political: Those songs of Ukrainian cossacks, knights, re-

cruits, and serfdom.

3) Romantic, individual, and folksongs.

4) Songs of the wanderers, and tragic ballads, such as, a wife being killed by

her husband who was induced by his mother to do so, etc.
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5) The songs most Intense in meaning are possibly the historical and polit-
ical* This category includes not only songs of persons and happenings of
historical significance, as for example that of Hetraan Bohdan Chmelnytsky,
the nation liberated from serfdom, etc., but also all songs which reflect
social, religious, coimiunity, and f^imily changes of views.

Philaret Kolessa*
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UNITED UKRAINIAN IvIUSICL'JB

Chicago M. Zalizniak Branch No* 12

This association of Ukrainian musicians was organized as a Siege branch on
June 19, 1921.

On the picture accompanying the article we find twenty-six musicians. Their
names are as follows:

Sitting (from left to right): Stephen IJusiychuk and Ftank Zulina.

Bottom row: Dm. Guy, W. P. More, John Skulsky, John Barabash, conductor;
Sam Pilypiak, S. Mentus, Michael Kuzma, Nicholas Batiuk.

Second row: Alexander Husar, Michael Unyatovich, Thomas Koller, I^tthew /f^mp^ -

Kuksa, Theodor Klykun, Procopius Z-bey, Harry Sigul, Joseph Ghylypiw. \c/'-^'^-.?
'/

Top row: Nicholas V/alkovelsky, Alexander Shostak, S. Novodvorsky, Dr. Sai|;i
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Kochy, Stephen Burdash, Nicolas Chytvinsky, Wasyl Pryhoza, and Stephen Diduch.

Officers of the branch are as follows: Stephen Novodvorsky, commander;
Alexander Shostak and Nicholas Batiuk, secretaries; Theodore Klykun, finan-
cial secretary.

The very first inspiration the Ukrainian colony in Chicago received v/as in

1914, at the arrival of Mr. M. Edelman who started a spark of desire among
the musically talented, energetic Ukrainian youth. From that time on they
formed a club, and until June, 1921, it had many ups and downs. There was
a time when it was dubious whether or not the band could exist any longer,
BO much so that for a time a semi-conductor had to take charge of the band.
Bmltro Goy understood possibly more than anybody else the importance of such
a band among the Ukrainians in Chicago. He did everything in his power to
help this band exist in those days of crisis. After the World War, John
Barabash, an American veteran, became the conductor. From that time on,
the Ukrainian band in Chicago became more and more successful by leaps and
bounds

•

/Tr
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UmiKA, Ukrainian National ITeekly, Vol. II, No. 3I, Aug, 1, 19I8.

UKRAIITIAK CHORUS OFFERS SIIRVICBS IN GAUSS OF PATRIOTISM^

The Ukrainian singing Bpciety "Boyan", which led in the singing of thirty
different nationalities at the All-American Celebration of the Coumcil of Forei^.
Lmgupge Women at the La Salle hotel on Tu^'sday, has offered its services for
patriotic community singing in any locality, according to an announcement made
by Mrs* Constantine Howard, executive secretary of the council.

The only stipulation made, is that if performances occur in the daytime, the mem-
bers of the chorus must be compensated for loss of pay through absence from
work, and that the nation^*! song of Ukrainia must be included in the program.

Mrst Stephen Hryniewiecka is the leader of the chorus.
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Every Chioago lover of song and BueiCt has notloed that recently In Chicago
the Ukrainian choruses have been neglectedf nhereas formerly they enjoyed
great popularity, both among our oivn and other i>eople.

Just who is to be blamed for this neglect of the Chicago choruses is hard to
say, whether it is the directors or the singers.

There can be various reasons for these misunderstandings! but we. oust bear in

mind that our native songs stand higher than our personal feelings. Everyone
knows, what great value music has. It gives to the soul the highest Joy. It

fills the heart with gladness and content. It makes the people forget their
misfortunes and raises them on unseen wings to heights of Joy, into Invisible
yet beautiful regions. Even when it moves us to tears it only cleanseSf dignifies
and uplifts our souls. No pleasure, no play can compare with music. It makes
people finer and more delicate. Uuslc creates peace among men, by inducing them

all to the one and same high end.

Under the influence of music all work becomes lighter and more Interesting. People

captivated by music become boldert braver and daring of spirit.
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But there is something still more important than the nusio alon^SAi^l^i^flR^fls^fi^yc;

song* For in the song, with the aid of words, voioe, feeling and music there
is brought out everything that is within the soul, gladness and sadness*
Through the voioe every word of the singer flows into the soul of the listener
and makes him think, disposes him to melanoholy or mirth, as the singer desires*

In song, Just as in a mirror, is found the reflection of all the human life
with its misfortunes, Joys, sufferings and rejoicings*

Ifusio and song make people more considerate of the distress of their fellowmen*

Should we Ukrainians, the endowed singing nation, abandon these treasurest
that other people acquire with much difficulty?

Are we really unfit and incompetent for group work, to raise the polyphonic

art of singing to its really high standard always held by our nation? Do not

remain deaf to this invitation, the voice in the wilderness, but let us Join the

ranks of the participants, and work with the comsnmity, thus raising our song to
the higihest standard of art, for the glory of our native country and for the
satisfaction of ourselves, the Chicago Ukrainians*
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(Chicago, 111.) 7:eekly. Art Exhibition .
y^pft (ILL.) P^OJ. 3027b

The Ukrainian Art Circle in cooperation with the Ukrainian ..omen's Benevolent ^i-id

Society, will hold an art exhioit, on NovemDer 15-16. inclusive, of this year, in
the Art Clue's quarters, at 2406 W* Chicago Avenue. (Sitch Hoine)^

The exhioition will be a grand one, with the newest drawings, and objects of fine
arts, including also valuable things from our war for lioeration in 1918-1920.

The materials come mostly from the private collection of Mr. Koch»n in Joliet,
Illinois. Together with all this, there will be the oDjects that Madam Kochan
is bringing into Chicago from Europe in a day or so, for she is on her way home
to America.

Among the objects of the exhibition, there will be an axloted place for Miss 0.

Kulchitsky's newest art works, the achievement of her own hands, one of these
being the personification of our armed forces, starting with the early days of
our history and ending with the beginning of the "Sitch Military nthietic Or-
ganization" in the year 1918.

We must state here, that the fine arts was a neglected field on part of our
people. Because of the continuous wars, our people had to wage against their
enemies, there was not much time to cultivate our own arts.
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That is why we should praise those, that among us, have undertaken such a pro-

minent task as the Art Exhibition.

7/e should also rejoice uecause our younger generation and particularly the wo-
men, testify to the fact that they have the sence of beauty and the fondness for

such fine things as our national art.

Also our songs, that win first prize everywhere and our historical music (kobza)

and dances, were given a proper place in our Art Exhibition at the Museum.

The Ukrainian Art Circle in conjunction with the Women's Benevolent Aid Society-
-appeals to the Ukrainians of Chicago to visit the Art Exhioit on the 15th and
16th of this month.
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GUCKMAN'S PALACE (^ W(

(Adv. ) . \^^

The Ukrainian the-:tric.uL group of D. I. I'edov; will present in Glick-
man's Palace the fol owing grand Ukrainian plays:

Monday, l»:ay 26, the five-act drama by Suchodolsky "Cloud'*, Tuesday,
Kay 27, five-act drama by Tohobochny "The Jev/ess Convert", V/ednesday,
May 28, five-act draria, ";. Tragic Love", Thursday, Llay 29, five-act
drama by Yanovsky ".^ Convicts"

The theatrical group consists of thirty artists, fifteen musicians, and
several first-class dancers. The stars among them are Messrs. D. Medow,
L, Bilohorjm, N, Nazarov;; Ilisses, B, Chmara, K, Shevchenko, P. Orlova,
P. Vesela, Roraanowska, K. Hrytsenko, and 11. Pavlenko. Prompter; D. Medow«

Tickets range fron §.50 to $2,00, obtainable at the theatre ticket office.

Entree: 8:30 P.M. promptly.
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Ukrainian Youth , Oct. 7, 1954.

UKRAINIAN DAY AT THE FAIR TODAY .

Today is a very important day to ail Ukrainians in Chicago and vicinity for it

is "Ukrainian Day** at the Century of Progress.

The day's affair will oegin with an enonious parade which will originate at

the Fourteenth Street Entrance (14 St. Entrance) at 2 o'clock in the afternoon.
The parade will oe escorted by the The Century of Progress :3and, and the Part-
icipants of the parade will oe: The Aoramenko Dancers, the choral group, c5

speakers, soloists, and everyOody who «wili attena the aflair* hq the parade ^
will progress thru the Fair Grounds it shall go down and thru the Avenue of S
Flags to the Sixteenth Street Bridge and to the site of the affair. The Court £
of States. -^

Promptly at 3 P.M. a beautiful program will start, which will inspire you with - c

admiration as you witness the picturesque folk dances anjj hear the national i^

song sung oy the chorus. The program shall also have in its boay solos,
speeches by distingaishea personages and a variety of suprising entertainment.
The admission to The Court of States is free, but there will also be reserved
seats for anyone who wants them. The price of the reserved seats will be
fifty cents (50^^) and one dollar ($1.00).

^
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Ukrainian Youth , Oct. 7, 1934

Today is ••Ukrainian Day'* at the Fair so let Ub all go like loy^l Ukrainians, to
• show everyDoay that there is such people as "The Ukrainians** and that there are

plenty of them. After all it happens once in a century and this is our last

chance to see the Fair.

It is sponsored by Dr. M. Siemens, therefore Dr. Siemens and The U.Y.O.A. Weekly
cordially invite you to attend this spectacular Ukrainian Day at the Century of

Progress so thank you ana adios until we meet at ''The Court of States*' this

afternoon.
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KISS CENTURY OF PROGRESS

Last Saturday Sept. 29, 1934 at the Century of Progress Miss Marie Lubas,

"Miss Ukraine 1933", was one of the twenty seven girls picked out of some

three hundred and some contestants for the title of Miss Century of Pro-

gress. She Is representing the Ukrainian Nationality in the race.

One of these twenty seven girls shall be picked as Miss Century of Progress,

and the picking shall not be by a jud,q;e but by popular vote. The limited

time for voting is between Sept. 30 and Oct. 8, inclusive. Therefore if io

you are at the Fair don't forget to ask for a ballot as you walk in and g
cast, a vote for Marie Lubas, because I'm sure if you all do that the Miss ^
Century of Progress will be a Ukrainian girl* ••• g

a.
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A WAR SHOW IN CHICAGO.

UKRAINIAN //z? J:

7. m. li)

Beginning with June 2l8t| and continuing to the 29th9 inclusively , there will be

in Chicago, a soldier's parade, at Soldiers ^ield.

The participants in the parade, will be the 6th corps of the United States Army,

chiefly those, stationed at Fort ^haridan.

The proceeds from this military holiday, is intended for the widows and orphans
of the -n^merican soldiers*

There will be displays of all kinds of arms by the 6th corps. Also participating,
are the Jugo-Slavs, Lithuanians,* Czechs, Bulgarians, and other nationalities
living in Chicago •

The Ukrainians will have for their head. Dr. Siemens-Siemenovich.

The time and the hour will be appointed for the Ukrainians, for their military
productions* Captain Dr. Siemens-Siemenovich, will be the leader of our lodges.
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^KMIHUN CARNIVA^

(AdTertlsement

)

Attention, Ukrainians of Chicago and vicinity! First time in Chicago, a
Ukrainian carnival, corner Oakley Boulevard and Rice Street, from September 5i

18 to October 51 <S:

Countrymen, you have not as yet had such a wonderful opportunity for enter- -
tainment as the one now presented to you at this carnival. There are all c:

sorts of games, raffles, social entertainments, witty monologues and, above *co

all, there will be dancing in the open every evening to the music of a well- §
selected orchestra, all union men. There will also be a bar and a buffet--*

with all kinds of refreshing drinks and luncheonettes. In short, there will
be everything worth while in the way of pleasure that you could ever find
in any of the best carnivals.

Should there be anyone lAio has never attended any such carnivals, he does not

en
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know how fully he can enjoy himself at them. Let him ask someone who has,

or, better still, let him come directly to Oakley Boulevard and Rice Street
this very evening. The carnival is open every evening from 6 to 12; also
Saturdajrs and Sundays. The carnival has already begun. It will end October 5. ^

^^Eranslator * s note. The organizer of this carnival (name not given in ad-
vertisement) was the St. Nicholas Church^

O
CD
ro—
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en
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Int©r7iow with Dr. J. Hrybyk,
yIP!\ (U ) ppoi -^noi,.

11420 S. Michigan Ave.
''^'-' ^^^^ ^^275

Dr. Hrybyk says the newspaper, Ukrania was published at Chicago and Damen
Avenues for two years. It is no longer published.
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THREE YEARS OLD

It seems only yesterday that the Ukrainian Youth came out for the first
time; only yesterday since we, with confidence in the Ukrainiem people,
confidence in ourselves, confidence in good deeds, and with prayer on
our lips, spread ovor wings and sent to flight the first issue of the
official organ of Ukrainian Catholic Youth League* Yet, it is three
years already, three years this month*

M."i

C<4Three years has this magazine been our friend and teacher, encouraging
us, inspiring us, teaching us to love our own, our church, and country* «^

All this time it has been anchoring brother to brother, brother to
sister, parents to children, and children to parents* It has been en-
lightening us, the members of the Ukrainian second generation on this
continent, about the faith and country of our fathers* It has been
striving to show us ttie beauty of our faith, rite, and nationality,
and the reasons for the subjugation of Ukrainia* It has been awakening
in us a love for all that is Ukrainian, and instilling in us the
determination to defend our own, be it church or country*

..... »
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Three years does not seem such a long time, and yet it is long enough
to put any publication through a test« It is enough to throw the worth-
less iato oblivion and to spur the valuable on the road of success*

Our publication has withstood this test# It has not only passed the
trial, and a severe one at that, but has established a name for itself,
a name that may well be envied by many for what other youth publications
in the English language can claim. For three years it has been published
by the youth, for the youthl l/?hat other publication of this calibre
can boast that it has not been financially dependent upon an organi- to

zation of the older generation? I^one» §
Yet the Ukrainian Youth can. Ihe youth felt a need for its own publi- o
cation. With high hopes it established one, and now with satisfaction ^
it may gaze at the result. HT

—Ml

Only three years old and yet this publication has been tested Vith £
sword and fire*" It has come out of this struggle successfully. In ^
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spite of oppositions, it has never forsaken its ideals, but has firmly
held its ground and fought for God and country

•

However, why should we compliioent this faithful servant* Actions speak
for themselves and readers of the Ukrainian Youth * If anyone does
deserve compliments, it is the Ukrainian Catholic Youth League, the
organization which mothers this child of ovirs* To this organization
compliments are in order, compliments, not of words only but of deeds.

C' -

—.- •»

C

Complimentary words are pleasant to the ear, and may even be necessary
for moral support, but they are not sufficient • Show the League and
the Ukrainian Youth your appreciation b^r enlarging the membership of ^-

the Ukrainian Catholic Youth League with the enrolment of your clubf
compliment it by gaining another subscriber for the Ukrainian Youth ^

or by renewing your own subscription if it has expired. Celebrate the
third birthday of the Ukrainian Youth by sponsoring an affair for the
press fund of the paper • Everywiiere and at all times, by word and deed.
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spread the good name of this publication, and work hand in hand with
the Ukrainian Youth and Ukrainian Cfi-tholic Youth League for the
highest ideals possible, for God and country*

to

O
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UkrainifcL (Ukr&ine), June i3th, 1930. Vol. I. No. 1.

(Chicago, 111.) Weekly.

OUR NEWSPAPER .

With today's issue we begine tc publish a Ukrainian weekly newspaper Ukrainia .

Our newspaper is not an organ of any politiciil or financial group but it is a

non-political paper publishea for all the Ukrainian people in America. Ukrainia >

being non-partisan and at a distance from all quarrels and "fights*' that poison
our national life Doth in Europe and here s^nd hinder us from acquiring our aim-
the reoirth of a political and economic independence.

Ukrainia as an independent periodical will make worth while our life, looking
at the same through non-partisan glasses; it will describe the various changelB

in life and will give news about our national existence and struggles, exactly
the way they appear in everyday life.

Our newspaper wili turn its special attention to the city of Chicago.

For many reasons, our sojourn in Chicago up to this time is found in a state
of disorganization. Lack of the printed, non-partisan, Ukrainian word, that
would dull the sharp enas of partisan saores emd would bring the society to
that order which behooves the twenty five thousand Ukrainians. As it used
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Ukralnla (Ukraine), June 13, 1930. Vol. 1. No. 1,
(Chicago, 111.) Weekly.

to be formeriy--a brother avoided his orother and a iriend overlooked his friend.

The suppoaeajiy twenty five thousjina Ukrainians in Chicago, fighting a.mong them-
selves, morally without any resulting good from either this or that thought.
The consequences of this will be as follows: we cannot help the country from
which we originate in its misfortunes, or, take pcirt in this city life in particu-
lar iind American life generally; nor can v;e help ourselves much. The "watchword*'

'•support your own kind'*, has long ago Qe^n forgotten. The only ones who know
where our places of business are with small exceptions, are prooaoxy, only the
Ghristmc».8 Carolers and other collectors, that do not forget to visit them regularly
and remind them of the motto: "keep your national solidarity". Ukrainia will
strive to introduce among its people the "modus vivendi" with the Ukrainian
groups in Chicago, and will oack enterprises furthermore, it will heip in the
economic development of the Ukrainians in Chicago.

Ukrainia will faithfully adhere to our national and economic life in Chicago
representing truthfully ail its gooa and oad features.

Our newspaper will go in a straight forward direction, with hope undiminished
that the Ukrainian public in Chicago, and in America generally will accept it

as a new and desirable co-lajorer with our American immigration.
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1!I1X"T2S OF SIEGS OBGAITIZATIOII PR3SS FURCTUSS H: CHICAGO
Accompanied by Three Pictiires, Namely: of Llichael

Yavorsky, John and Andrew Bulkas Translate^

In 1^, 1920, at the Siege Organization Convention, held in Pittsburg, Pa*,
when it was decided that the central headq\iarters of the organization be
moved to Chicaco, the executive committee consisted, as it does yet, of
the citizens of Chicago of Ukrainian descent • This new executive committee
made a firm decision to buy and own a Siege press. And there a chance
presented itself to realize the decision. The Ukrainian Publishing Company
was bought by Kessrs. Andrew and John Bulkas, and I.!ichael Yavorsky.

Therefore, on February 26, 1922, the executive committee of the Siege or-
ganization passed a resolution to buy the whole press outfit for the fixed
sum of $2,300» For this reason they sent out one of the officers Peter
Didyk, to other Siege branches and districts, to appeal to the members to

contribute to the press fund and thereby help realize the purchase of a so

much needed press for Siege organization.
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Due to much iineiriplojnnent that year, the purchase of the press was almost
out of question, because from l^rch, 1921, to the date of purchase only
four hundred dollars was in the bank for that purpose.

Until after New Year's 1922, after a reorganization of the executive
staff in the headquarters, the resolution of buying a Siege press was
renewed with more action behind it.

They got in touch with the three owners of the press.

The gentleman that busied himself most on this account was Dr. Stephen
K. Hrjmevetsky, through his organization assistant, L. Stachursky. The
former, as chief executive of the organization and a sincere Siege member,
who has the good of the organization at heart, proved to the owners of the
press how much good they would do for Ukrainians in general and particularly
the organization, if they the three owners, would only let the press go for
a somewhat lower price.
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The Executive Staff invited the owners of the press to the meeting on
January 22, 1922. It was then that Mr. Michael Yavorsky gave up his
share, amounting to seven hundred dollars, in favor of the organization,
and the brothers Andrew and John Bulka let eight hundred dollars off
their two shares, and so on January 12, 1922, the printing machinery of
the Ukrainian Publishing Go. became the property of the Siege Organization
as per the agreement and contract, which is now in possession of the
general financial secretary.

When the time for the first payment came, on January 26, at the presen-
tation of a note for the last four hundred dollars for the machinery.
Messrs. Bulkas donated that amo\int to the organization and signed an
acknowledgment "Paid in full.** Thus all the press machinery was bought
for only $400 instead of §2,300 as was originally, anticipated in 1921.

No lesser recognition should go to Mr. K. Kopchynsky, linotype operator
for the foimer Ukraina Publishing Company. He, with his cooperation.
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helped the former three owners hold the ownership of the press machinery,
and thus prevented it from going into undesirable hands. He also did
everything in his pov/er because he wanted to see it become the property
of the Siege organization. Many thanks to him for this noble work.

Kessrs, L!ichael Yavorsky, John and Andrew Bulkas are members of Bohdan
Chmelnitsky Siege, branch No. 15, in Chicago.

Michael Yavorsky, is a Ukrainian building contractor, who not only finan-
cially, but also v/ith activity, is helping the Ukrainian people get
started.

The Bulka Brothers are also sincere Ukrainian patriots, our coxintrymen,

and businessmen, and they fully deserve our v/holehearted support.

Thanks, many thanks, to our benefactors: l^ichael Yavorsky, and John and
Andrew Bulkas for their great benevolent acts. Their names will shine
in the history of the Siege organization and in the history of the struggle
for the independence of Ukrainia.
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The Ukrainian publisliin^; conpoay that publishes the U;::raina ic urder
the direction of ne\7 officers. Its officers are the follovn.np;:

Liichael Yav;orskj'', President: He is a Ukrainian contractor and builder
in Cliicago. This can be a security that Ulcraina vrill. be put on a solid
fourxiation and v/ill not quiver as it did up to thic tine.

•le is one of our nost prosperous businessmen.Andrev/- Bulka, Treasurer: -Le is one of our nost
He is capable of makin'/; somethin;^; practically out of nothing, although

\ he never attended any university. He can turn a dollar out into the
•^-7orld and rn-thin a short tiire it will return to hii.. vn.th five o-chers

attached to it. He is the or/tier of the tailor shop "Bulka Bros." There
they have a tvro-story building filled v/ith sewing machines and tailors.
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Jolin Bulka. Director: He is a brobhor of Andrev; Eulka and belonp;s to

the Bulka Brothers' firm. He is unusually eneraxtic and of a ^^cod

business nature like his brother. If he tor^ether v;ith his brother
T/as able to or::ani2;e a tailor business vj-orth .;10C,000, then Ulcraina

under his observation will soon become a daily instead of a v/eekly

newspaper.

Paul Sevitslcy, Director: Is very 'vvell knov.m in our Chicago colony.
A man of a higher laiov/ledrre, former railroad official and commissioner
from Europe, and a successful business^iiari in America. From the first
day he arrived in Araerica he did not jro to any factory to v/ork, but
went to business, and now he ovms a very nice property. He is an expert
in organic cneraistry v/hich gave hir:i the opportunity to discover various
medicines for ailing;' people. Thus hundreds of thousands v/ere being
helped by him» ijnong his many discoveries is the good "Bulgarian Wine,"
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made fron many hezxling herbs* VXm Paul Sevitsk^^' s ovm firri is the best
promise for a future success.

John Rygus , Director: '.Tidely laiovm in- the Chicago Ukrainian colony as

an honest person and of a good patriotic spirit. He is the mana(j;er of
the Ukrainian phono,7raph factory* He is an obstin:.te person where
truth is concerned. Since he did sc much for the lorogress of the
Ukrainian factory in v/hich Peter Gonsky is president, we are sure
that he will not spare himself and vdll try his utmost in helping
to uplift Ukraina to its highest peak*

Simon Domanchuk, Secretary: Is an accomplished first class tailor.
He is a young man who belongs to mjany of our best youth organizations
in Chicago* He is of good health and character. In him rests that
good creative po^ver "vvhich is needed for the future development of the
Ulrrainian publishing company. ..e is not married as yet, so we envy
some of our Chicago beauties who v;ill be the luck^/- one to van the heart
of the secretary of the Ukrainian Publishing Company*
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FRO!: THE EDITOR

The women organized into the Ukrainian V/omen^s Alliance of America decided to
issue their own monthly newspaper. The first two sample issues of the Ranna
Zorya are known very well to everyone.

This time we decided to issue our Zorya in a smaller size, but on account of
this it will be issued monthly instead. If the circumstances permit us, we
shall strive to enlarge the news section. We appeal now to all the Ukrainians
to support our cause, and help us both morally and materially in this worK of
ours. Especially our Ukrainian women should spread our newspaper among the
people of good v;ill. V/e also ask them to write anything that is interesting
about the work of our women in America, or anything that can be beneficial to
the community.

Our program remains the same as had been outlined in the past issues of the
Ranna Zorya.
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Wake up, women, to independent living and thinking.

Wake up your self-consciousness.

Let us educate our daughters and women and teach them everything that is good.

Let us unite them into one strong group.

Let us encourge them to national work.

Let us show them the path to this work.

Let us give them a sensible ana souad criticism of our lives.

Let us prove to them our far-reaching purpose.

V/e anticipate that there v/ill not be found among our loyal Ukrainians a single
person opposed to this program.
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So with faith in a better good will cooperation, and with hope for the progress
of our work, the Ukrainian women will stand inferior to none in the ranks of
other national workers.
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TO i±L SUESCRIiJEIlS AxcD READLRS OS TIIE l^EV^PAI^ER UKRAIiiA

Our newspaper lived throu;^h the crisis • For four "vveeks Ukraina v.'as not
published • The shareholders of the Ulcrainian lublishing Compa"ny, to
Y/hioh our nev/spaper belcn::s, are of a strong: and reliable character*
They said: ^'ITe have given a^reat deal for the nev/spaper Ukraina al-
ready and v.lll ["ive still more for its continuation in Chicago*

Besides this, a n-umber of the Ula:anians in Chicago, although they
alv/ays boast that they are the best Ulcrainians, are against the
Ulcrainian nev/sr^aner*

Some oppose it because they are blinded by the red Soviet "incernation-
alism" of the Russian Jev;s - in all cases vrhere liberation v/ork (has

been done) by the Ukrainian peasants and vrc>rkers Oii their oxm land*
They look through the glasses of the Jews, Russians, Poles, Rmianians,
Germans, French, and other nations, but not Ukrainian* *

'
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Our Ulcrainiaii nev/sparer is very f;;loomy for these ooviet friends • It

voices the sentr:.ient that the IHorainian r^eo le must be their ovm boss

p.nd mtxGtor on their soil: the.t the Ukrainian -neasant and workingman
have the right to keep his ov/n order in his land; that for such as
hin: they seen most fit and most profitable, and v/ill not listen to
any stories coninr^ frcn /Jarsav/, I:\ris or jOscotv.

The second ^roup of people in Chic^.^o that oppose our nev/spaper con-
sists of those v/ho do not yet imderstand the value of their o-ivn nev/s-

paper*

They really are not opposed to the newspaper, but you cannot expect
any aid from them for they are indifferent.

They fear everytliing, are indifferent to everything. They live only
for themselves, yet are not altogether so bad after all.
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There are people in Chicago v/ho u.idcrstand their obligations tov;ard

our nation.

This group of people organized our nevrspaper and at all costs are
keeping it up.

In order to overcome the financial difficulties in v/hich our news^mper
found itself in the past tirie, our share owners put upon themselves
a volixntary monthly fee.

Ukraina in Chice^;o is tlie o;ily Ulorainian medium in the middle v/estern

states v/hich vdll continue in existence.
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TO THE UKRAlNlAiM WORKINGMEN, IffiMBERS, AND SYMPATHIZERS
OF THE FEDERATION OF UKRAB^UNS IN AMERICA

Brother Ukrainians I

As you all know it was resolved at the second Ukrainian congress in
Washington, D^ C#, that -ttie executives of the Federation of Ukrainians
take under consideration the case of trsuisferring the Chicago weekly,
Ukraina, which is to become the organ of the Federation of Ukrainieuas

in the United States.

This resolution of the Congress is not yet carried out. We expect that
the executives of the Federation will do everything in their power to
take over the Ukraina and its property.

Brother workingmenl You know very well that the Federation of Ukrai-
nians was started a long time ago, and progressed slowly, not the way
we should like to see it. The chief reason is that the Federation did
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not have its own paper that would stand for the interest of the Ukrainian
workingmen in America.

The newspaper Ukraina , issued in Chicago, though it was altogether an
independent newspaper, never committed itself against the ideals that
the Federation of Ukrainians had upheld, but always sided with it in a
friendly way. Sometimes it had to raise a few questions which touched
the Federation of Ukrainians in their voice of criticism on certain
matters.

Now, when Ukraina is to become the nev/spaper of the Federation of
Ukrainians, it is the obligation not only of the members and sympathizers,
but of every conscious workingman to spread and to back up the newspaper
Ukraina

.

A good example was set in this direction by the shareholders of the
Ukrainian Publishing Company in Chicago, owners of the newspaper Ukraina,
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-who resolved to leave their shares with the Federation of Ukrainians
if only the newspaper Ukraina would go to the Federation of Ukrainians.

So you, too, Ukrainian workingmen, do your share for this causel

Order for yourselves the newspaper Ukraina emd induce others to do
this. Collect advertisements, give all kinds of printing work to the
printing compeiny of the Ukraina, sponsor concerts, dances, and other
entertainments for the newspaper Ukraina

»

Thus we shall not only insure the existence of the needed Ukrainian
newspaper for o\ar selves in these parts, but also we shall be able to
effect the coming out of the Ukraina more often, and in the near
future we shall find that our weekly Ukraina will become a daily paper.

Through ardent work, and willingness, this will not be a hard thing to
do. Let us keep under consideration that in Chicago alone there are a
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fe'W thousand copies of Polish newspapers bought by the Ukrainian people.

Surely, the Ukrainians would rather fiiKi out all the world news from
their own Ukrainian daily than from our Polish enemy papers.

IfThen we reach this point we can boldly bring the Ukrainian cause as
well as that of the Ukrainian workingmen's cause to equal our enemies,
and go to fight for our beautiful national banner, for thee, our free
Ukrainial Long live and grow the Federation of Ukrainians in the
United Statesl Long live and grow the newspaper Ukrainia .

Yours for the cause,

Elias Szkwarok.
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TIIE I'^l'A'SF/J^SR UIvRAirA IS TO R2CCL3 TIE PRCFSRTY
OF TrIE FEDSRATIOi: OF UKRAIIIIAIB

At the general meeting of the shareholders of the Ukrainian Publishing
Company in Chicago, on the 25th of December 1918, in the hall at Erie
and Robey Streets, Dr. Stephen Hryniewiecky and I.:r. P. Radyk (from
Canada) moved to sell the nev/spaper Ukraina, t0:^^ether with the printing
shop and with all its machinery and stock, to the Federation of Ukrai-
nians for the SILT, that was owned by the company; and this v;as passed
unanimously^

The remaining debt of the company ar.ounts to $1,800. All the shareholders
present at the meeting moved and accepted that they leave their shares *

for the good of the Federation of Ukrainians. Among the present share-
owners there are a great many who have shares in larger amounts: $100,
$150, $200, ^250, and ^300. They voluntarily and willingly obligated them-
selves to leave their shares for the good of the Federation of Ukrainians
under one condition: That the nev/spaper Ukraina, a future committee organ
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of the Federation, v/ould be issued in Chicago.
WPA (!LL)?ROJ.3G27b

At the general meeting of the share ov/ners, it was recoLinended also that
the directors of the company speed up the transactions v/ith the executive
committee of the Federation.

Those present represented more than tv;o thirds of the shareholders of
ti^e Ukrainian Publishing Company.
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The r.ost important event in the life of the Chicago Ukrainian community is

the appearance of the Ukrainian newspaper Uk3?aina» For a long time there
has been felt very keenly the lack of such a Ukrainian medium* llany an
effort has been made in this direction; yet they all came to naught, not so

much because of lack of the material aid, but rather because of the v/ant of
people who could sacrifice their time and labor toward the publication.

It was just with the arrival of Mr. G. T. Popel in Chicago that the matter
of the newspaper has been definitely settled* With the moral and material
support of the Chicago community, a weekly paper in Chicago began its exist-
ence. As its title shows, it is supposed to be a medium altogether
independent from all parties—a national-patriotic progressive newspaper,
the kind that for a long time was lacking, not only in the West but also in
all America as well.

One should expect that Ukraina will always remain faithful to its slogan as
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^ evinced by the title it carries at the very heading of the same.V^/PA (ILL) PROJ. 3027t
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Ukraina, Ukrainian National Weekly, Vol. I No#lt May 19t 191?•

TO OUR READERS
;, s -- -^ .

•
.

- . • '
-...«• • . .

i .\

In turning out this first issue of the Ukraina to the Ukrainian people, we
put on our program first, the satisfying of the reading public as nuoh as t>ur

strength permits; not oontradlotlng the wishes of our peoplei not dictating to
them our oim Ideas as if these Ideas were the "Holy Faith"* without asking
their approval in the matter; hot imposing ourselves upon any party or any
religion* We do not pretend to be the "Ukrainian lioses" to lead you* We
intend, not to be your director t but to be with you in work, in rebirth, in
morality, in progress, in struggles and in giiln*

Looking over the list of the existing newspapers up to date, we find that they all
represent some party or sect, and that they all have monopolised already certain
branches of the national life, with their program and aspiration for their ideals;
that they have crystalited themselves in the motives of the group work* ThuSf
to our newspaper, there was nothing left except to work in the field which the
progressives, parties, and sectarians had left untilled in the struggle for our
ideals. This nationalism, although it comes into the program of them all* yet

''^-r
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when abused or overdone by them the exploitations year after year, cause
the real workers to take oare of the same*

This neglected soil is really our Ukrainian nationalism* This truly is our
aim and purpose » the ideal of our newspaper* Our work then, is to improve this
neglected soil* That is why we turn to all that love to labor in the national
field for the amelioration of conditions* We call on all the Ukrainian patriots
to come to us with their spiritual and material means* PrlQarily, we call on all

the people to whom we guarantee clean and healthy nationalistic endeavors, with-
out party or religious "isms**, quarrels or family fights* We call our poets and
young writers who squander their strength and ability in class and religious
conflicts, neglecting their Ood-given creative talent* We call on our artists,
painters, and inventors to try their strength on the pages of the Ukraina before
they awaken the whole world with their genius* Let them contribute either by
pen or by pictures to the beauty of the Ukrainian rebirth*

We also ask all the other Ukrainian newspapers to meet in ftriendly spirit as fair-

minded people do, because we do not enter into any competition with them nor
do we think of spoiling anybody* s business*
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We ar« not going to attack nxiy purty» sect* or ladiTidual • Our nev/spaper is not
that of any privileged Ukrainian class in Aoerioa.

...'' '^ -.u-

We are publishing the Ukraina for the Ukrainians » in order to uplift to the
heights Ukrainian nationalism and all that is olosely oonneoted with it* Our
greatest ambition in editing our Ukraina is to aoquaint the strong countries
such as England t America and France, with Ukrainian questions in order to get

their support for these problems in their newspapers and offices* Purthermoret
to obtain from the Ukrainians the moral and material help, and in a short time
to make Ukraina a dally newspaper*
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The Trident Sept* 1936

THE TRIDENT

In the month of Cctoter 1935, an enthusiastic, determined group of Young Ukrain-
ian Nationalists members met for the purpose of publishing a journal for the
Chicago Youth, under the auspices of the Y.U.N, "branches of Chicago. They
planted a seed which grew into the Trident News , a monthly magazine of which
the first issue went into circulation on November 1st. Everywhere it was re-

ceived with open arms, and the enthusiasm of the Y.U.N, members knew no bounds.
But little did they, or even the staff, headed by Editor Michael Senohuk and
Business Manager John Sawchyn, speculate or guess, or even dream, that some

day it would develop into the official organ of the Young Ukrainian Nationalists
of America. Needless to say, that day has arrived. The seed which was planted
as the Trident News has now grown into a young, sturdy oak. The Trident , and
its roots will soon spread to all parts of the globe. It will be up to the
youth, and to our elders, to see to it that the roots are well fed and supplied
with wholesome nourishment; while it will be the duty of the staff to make cer-
tain that the results are worthwhile and that beautiful f lovers blossom forth
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to cheer and enhearten the youth.

V/e» the young Ukrainian Nationalists, present this first issue of The Trident
to the Ukrainian Youth of America. It is our firm conviction that the American
Ukrainian Youth have teen awaiting that the arrival of a publication such as

this; and we further believe that it will, in due time, unite the majority of

the youth, so that they will shout in unison— "Long Live Ukraine". ^
I

It would be worthwhile to reiterate the purpose of this magazine as expressed ->

in the memorable first issue of the Trident News: 3

"1. To aquaint the youth with the ideals of Ukrainian Nationalism, and to create 3
of this youth a strong force, one that will effectively aid the Ukrainian ^^

nation to free itself of foreign tyranny and set up its own free and independent
^f,

state of Ukraine, by organizing our youth into the ranks of Y.U.N. ^

"2. To give the youth the necessary background of their heritage by presenting
to them articles on Ukrainian History, Literature and folk lore, and to influ-
ence our youth to attend Ukrainian schools, sine in Ukrainian choruses, take
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part in Ukrainian theatricals, read Ukrainian Newspapers and books, and in general,

msinifest a greater interest in Amerioan-Ukrain-ian life.

"3. To conduct and intensify Ukrainian propaganda among other peoples, by en-

couraging the youth to participate in civic affairs in such a manner as to make
the American public conscious of the fact thet there exists in their community
a Ukrainian people, that these people have a culture as high as their own, and ^
that these people are trying to aid their appressed countrymen in Europe to re- §
gain their freedom".

OQ

If this publication can arouse the youth and cause them to cling to their price-
less heritage, their mother tongue, one good purpose will have been achieved.
But we cannot stop therei

If this publication, further, can cause the youth to realize that in unity there
is strength, and can foster a lasting interest in the youth in the welfare of

o

2
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their nation, so as to "bring the youth closer together, as of one happy family,
as of one indivisible nation, a higher purpose will have been attained • Pin-
ally, if this publication can stimulate the active interest of the youth in the

Ukrainian cause--the liberation of Ukraine--then our supreme purpose will be

accomplished*

Let us, then consider briefly the intended policies of this magazine,
!£?

It should be apparent to everyone that a publication such as this cannot long ^
continue in popularity unle^^s it has variety and sparkling life, so that the ^
subscriber's interest will never lag, and unless it avoids being too controversial 9^

in regard to other organizations and publications* No further assurances are --v

necessary that this magazine will retain the interest of its readers. This first ^
issue is but a sample of its possibilities. Cn the other hand, it must be re- ^
membered that while at no time will unfair or cowardly attacks be made herein ^
on any organization or its publication, yet where it shall "be deemed necessary
to pry open the unseeing eyes of the dormant or blind youth, the truth will be
presented--not to satisfy any urge on our part to be maliciously trouble-some
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or provocative, but rather to prevent the youth from falling into pitfalls and
errors which have in the past prevented our people from uniting aS one nation
to free Ukraine* We do not say that we will strive to avoid controversy, but
we can say that we will avoid entering useless, harmful controversies and dis-
oussions, ViTith this last word, we say, "Do pobachenya, " and "Slava Ukraine*'"

CO

'<
--u.
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A ^nSil^Y FOR 1512 YOUTH

A group of some eight active nenbers of the incrainian-American Catholic
youth organization, Younc Ukraine, conceived the idea of publishinr^ a
weekly for our Ukrainian youth in Chicago. The idea vvas broucht to the
attention of the assistant editor of Sitch , and he consented to become ^
a sponsor for this ^^roup in their undertaking. '^

The v/eekly vrill be called Youn * 'Y^raine and v/ill be 9 x 15 inches vd-th ^
four pages. Younp; Ukraine will be devoted to the promotion of a ;vider 3
understanding and friendship among our various clubs, and will publish 2
the ne?;s about the social and sporting events in our city. ^
The staff of this weekly comprises Like Kaniuga, editor; James Jvankoe,

^'^

associate editor; and Joe I/aryniak, manager. There are also some five
reporters on the staff.
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We hope our yoiing publishers will be successful in their venture and we
wish them the best of luckl

CO
ISA
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.\NOTHER HAITOBOOK ON SISG3 DRILLS
(By Stephen Musiychuk)

A new handbook on Siege drills has just come off the press. The
gymnastic exercises were well written and prepared by the author, who is

richly informed on the subject. The book consists of a great variety
of group exorcises which are very fascinating both for young and old.

.f
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SIEGE BOOK STORE AND PUBLISHERS
2406 W. Chicago Ave*

Chicago, 111.

They have on hand very Interesting books, sold to Siege members for half-
price. Order from them Ukrainian grammars, textbooks, histories, novels,
dramas, books of a religious character, Ukrainian-*English and English*
Ukrainian dictionaries, music compositions for beginning as well as
advanced students, and all sorts of melodies of Ukrainia.

Write to the above address for all the books of outstanding Ukrainian writers.
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Ukrainian Youth ^ Yd. I, Ho. 2, June 1934#

A TASK FOR US

Historia magistra vitae (History is life's teacher) says the well known
Latin adage. The Ukrainians can boast and be truly proud of their his-
tory • The first historical annals in Europe were written by an Ukrainian
monk, Nestor, and remain up to our days the main source of information
for the scholars of Eastern European history. Other important workers
followed to be crowned by the really monianental achievement of Professor ;s^

Michael Hrushewsky, of his History of Ukraine , on which he worked for ^
30 years. It is the most complete work on this subject in ten large ^?
volumes.

But it seems iiiat we Americans of Ukrainian descent have less interest
in historical things than our brothers in Europe or even in Canada.
With the exception of one vol\:ime written years before the war about
the Ukrainians in ""America by a certain D^. Julian Bachynsky, who at
the time was visiting America, there is literally no history of us
Ukrainians in America. We heard that there was some attempt to collect
certain information about the first Ukrainian settlements in the United

-w
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States, but it remained a mere trial and a pious wish, as many other
things undertaken by men from the old country

IWiy shall we, the yoxing generation, only look at the helplessness of
the older one? Let us show then that, although they say that we are
no longer Ukrainians (according to their way of looking at things),
we are still devoted to Ukrainian ideals and that patriotism con-
sists in doing things, not merely talking about how they should have
been accomplished*

COLet us be practical,
o

Every member of our worthy organizations should find in every place ^
where the Ukrainians have settled some intelligent (not necessarily I?
intellectual) person, to -rtiom they may go and ask a couple of questions ^
concerning the first Ukrainian settlers in that given locality. Let the g

person interviewed tell you all he knows. And put it down in writing* ar

Your father, yo\ar mother, your uncle or godfather or any one will do#
Ask them from which village of the old country they come, when and how
they came and to what locality. Ask the parson (if there is any church
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in your or in the neighboring locality) when that church was built and
by whom, who was the first pastor and his successors • Find out what
organizations exist and by whom they were started* In a word, use
yoin: common sense and ingenuity in finding the history of your com-
munity and of the Ukrainians in it* You will be surprised how much
knowledge you will derive from such an interview and how interesting
it will be even for using it in your home papers* And how much fun
you will have in finding things you never suspected, in yo\ir parti-
cular town.

Send your findings to the editor of Ukrainian Youth * We. shall publish
the most interesting essays about your locality, and out of those
letters you will send us we shall try to compile at least a short $
history of the Ukrainians in the United States. Your material will be pj"

a soxirce of information for the future historian of our people in ^
America*

Remember that history is not written only by scholars but is made and
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foxind by living ones, is gathered from letters and records, from
inscriptions and even from handbills distributed in the theaters

•

History is a means of informing ourselves and others about Ukraine
and Ukrainians* In this way we give to others to learn of us and
'eventually we shall gain the admiration and respect of all#

•"^
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Sichovi Visty (Sie.^e Herald), May 25, 1924.

GOOD Ni::.VS IN GiilGAOO

On May 28, there will be a Ukrainian Radio concert broadcast from the

Daily News Station 'iSJAQ,. It starts at 9:15 P. LI.

The following artists will take part in it: Mr. D. Atamanets, tenor;
llT. I. I.Iazuryk, baritone; Iliss Catherine Shaba.^o, pianist; and I.^iss Anna
Kotluke, violinist. The last mentioned youn^ artist has played twice
already over the radio. She is a student at the Ukrainian Conservatory
of I^usic, under the direction of Prof. John Kobeliak.

This Ukrainian Radio concert is under the auspices of the Ukrainian
Music Conservatory, and the Drograrn v/as arran-^ed by !ir. Kobeliak, hin-
self . Further details about the pro{;rain v/ill be announced in the local
American newspapers on the day preceding the concert.

Y'j
v,^
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THE L^iTiilST AFFAIR \^^- ' ' vVi

On June 9, for the first time in the world's musical history, and moreover
in the history of Ukrainians, there will occur a most important and pleasant
incident for us Ukrainians. On that date, the vjorld's largest Ukrainian
band, The Ukrainian Sitch Musical Society, will give its first concert on
the radio, under the baton of John Barabash and sponsored by M. Zalizniak
of Company 12 of Chicago. To enrich the prograir., there will be a violin
solo by Miss Anna Motluk, an eleven-year-old artist and student of John
Kobeliak, and a xylophone solo by Llr. F. Zelina. This concert will be an
important one because, also our Ukrainian soprano, Ivj?s. Stephanie Tsymbalist,
will sing some solos. She is known from her appearances in Detroit, Michigan,
but is not known here. Thus, Americans and others will have an opportunity
to hear our Ukrainian nightingale.

This concert is not going to be an ordinary one; it will be a concert in which
thousands, and even millions, of Americans and others will listen to the
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IV
melodies of our native songs, both instrumental and vocal. People

especially interested in music will listen to it. That is why we appeal
to all Ukrainians, not only of Chicago and its suburbs, but also of all
parts of the United States and Canada, to take an interest in this concert
and to inform others about it. Je especially appeal to those who have radios
in their homes not to forget that on Saturday, June 9, 1923, between the
hours of 10 and 11 P. K., they will be able to hear the first Ukrainian
concert of the famous Sitch band and the soprano soloist, Mrs. Stephanie
Tsymbalist, over the Drake Hotel radio station, .V P n. P.

The concert program is as follows:

1* Overture, ''Superb'' arr. by Dolby

2. march, "National Smblem"
The Band

3. Violin solo, "Souvenir'*

"The Swan"
Miss Motluk
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4. Ukrainian Medley in honor of Alexander Koshetz arr# by Barabash
Mrs. Tsymbalist and the Band

5. Solo, ^Ahl //here Is That Flower?" Nuzamovsky
l!rs. Tsymbalist

6, Xylophone, '^Ukrainian Pearls" arr. by Barabash
Mr. Zelina

^^^Translator^s Note: This article translated because follow-up article did not
appear. The issue of Siehovy Visty , Juiy 2, 1923, is missing from the files,
and may have carried the follow-up article./
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Nash Styah (Our Banner), Sept. 15, 1934.

CUHATORS FOR THE FIRST UICRAE^HAIT

AVL^TICN SCHOOL HI CHICAGO

On Tuesday, September 11, a meeting of the parents of the Aviation School
students v/as held in the office of the United Hetman Organizations, Dr.

0. Tarnav/slcy presiding. The prospects of the Aviation School in Chicago
were discussed and it was unanimously resolved to create curators for the
School, these persons to be chosen from among the parents of the students,
and from representatives of the United Iletman Organizations and other
Ukrainian orr^anizations v/hlch favor the idea of developing the Ukrainian 2
Aviation School. The curators will be obliged to support the school morally -^

and, if possible, Liaterially, and to help the students become aviators who
will be thoroughly qualified in the field of aviation.

15ie following parents iTsre elected executive curators: Messrs. Michael

Petriw, Peter Hawrysh, Tymko Bahriy, Paul Vysochan, and Theodore L!amchuk.

-T3
7X3
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IJkrainia, (Ukraine), Vol. 1, Ho. 5, July 11th, I93O.

namely; - on Monday, TTednesde^^ and Friday*'. The plan of teaching ir: as follovrs:

Ef^ading, and rrlting plainly in Ukrainian lan^aage, and iDeside thr.t, athletic
exercises, Ukrainian national dances, according to instructions of Anramenkc,
Ukrainian history, and Ukrr^inian folk son^^s. The teaching of religion is not
considered to he a subject on the cnrriculuxa, because the parents of the evening
school pupils, belong to different churches; to Catholic churches, arxL to Orthodox

"churches; and the teaching of religion is given to pupils at the church hall, to

which their parents belong.

Throu^ the devoted work of the above mentioned teacher, was held the first concert,
and the contest rith a large pro^Tpr. of all kinds of ??ongs, declamations, dances,
and athletic exercises. This first concert will be held on Saturday, July 19th, at
S o'clock in the evening, at the auditoriuii of Municipal Park, et 6lO^ TTest Fullerton
Avenue.

(Report of a member of Hanson Park Club.)
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Sitch, ::ov. 1, 19^7.

SITCH HIGH 5CHC0L

The Sitch High School has nov; been open since October 1, 1927 • ^^.11 high
school courses may be taken here in the evenings fron 8 to 11 T. U. Sitch
boys who wo\ild like to enter a university but v/ho did not complete high
school may take up any subject here.

The school is under the direction of Dr, J. Smuk, The courses may be pursued
free of charge, except that each student must purchase his own books. Any
information desired regarding the Sitch high school will be given by Dr. J.

Smuk, located at the Sitch Printing Office, 2406 V/est Chicago Avenue.
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Slchovl Ylsty (Siege News), Nov. 1922,

UIOAINIAN PROFESSOR OF MdSIC

/AdvJ

This professor gives lessons in music on various instruments, such as,
piano and violin. He also teaches theory of music and harmony, and vocal
training. Moderate fee.

Theo. Choptiak

2317 Rice St., ChicagO| ill.

0» ,o

±
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Slchovl Vlsty (Siege News), Nov* 1922»

TO ALL UKRAINIAN LIBRARIES AND YOUTII IN CHICAGO AND ELSE^JHERE IN THE V<i^

UNITED STATES

Since 1919 special Ukrainian correspondence courses have been offered both in
Germany and Czecho-Slovakla. The courses are arranged to suit the needs of
various demands, such as, high school, engineering, teaching, commercial, etc«

The Ukrainian youth in Chicago and other parts of the United States are

cordially invited to enroll in this correspondence school*

Due to a great inflow of young students to our schools in Josefow, the teachers'
group decided to establish a real gymnasium (high school), and teachers' course*
In order to do this efficiently, various classical reference books are needed,
as well as many textbooks, atlases, Ukrainian literature, etc*
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Therefore, we appeal to all your generous institutions, private individuals,
and university students, to help us in this work by sending without delay
the books mentioned above to the name and address below*

»

Teachers • Group
Ukrainian Tabor Tosefov
Czecho-Slovakia, Europe,
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Ul^aim, Vol. IV, No. 30, Aug. 14, 1920,

umiA.iNiAN vACF.im SHOP Aim technical school

To all Ukrainians in America and Canadal

After the horrible ruins that were brought on by the 'A'orld War, and the

invasions of various "saviors," our Ukraine needs thousands of professional
people and tradesmen. She also needs various equipment and machineiy for
her reconstruction#

If she does not rebuild herself vrith the aid of her OY/n children, she

will have to ask for help from foreigners.

Countrymenl Do we really have to depend upon foreign people and give
them the opportunity of exjjloibation to enrich other people with our
money on o\ir soil?

Remember that besides political independence people must also gain econ«
omic and industrial independence for themselves if they wish to live a
true independent" life.
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In order to contribute to this cause we, as an organized corporation,
opened the first Ukrainian machine shop in Chicago

•

Together with this factory there is an evening school for teaching the
Ukrainian workingman the machinist, tool and diemaker's trade*

The school accepts members of the company only. In order to become a
member one has to have at least one fifty-dollar share* No one can
have more than thirty shares in "this company

•

The factory is in full swing and stands on solid business ground*

CountrjTTien, profit by the good opportunity of helping the native country,
and at the same time assure yourselves of a better fate

I

Hurry to acquire a trade knovrledge, so as to return to the native country
as a true profitable citizen*
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This company is incorporated for ^-30,000. We have machinery worth ;^15,000.

We vdll use the money from the shares to build our own home and factory.
Our company v/ill build a factory in Ulo^ainia in the nearest future.

Profit by the opportunity

I

For further information apply to this address: General Stamping and
Manufa ctiering V^orks, 2252 Yf. Chicago Ave., Chicago.

Our office is located in our home. Open every day until ten o* clock at
night; Sundays from ten in the morning to four in the afternoon.

'.- V'

'., .?».
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/ Ukraina , Vol. Ill, No, 41, Nov. 15, 1919.

WPA (ILL) PROJ. 30275
JOHN FI^NKO UKPAINIAN COLLEGE ^ ^

With November 12, there T;'ill open (sic) a Ukrainian college under the
name of John Franko Ukrainian College, at 1956 7/. Erie St., Chicago.

The collep;e will have lectures four evenings a week, from 7 to 10 o'clock.
The follovring subjects will be offered: Bookkeeping, Commercial Law,
Mathematics, Salesmanship, General History and History of Ukrainia,.
General Geography and Geography of Ukrainia, Ukrainian Grammar and
Literature, Commercial Correspondence, Eliglish and German Languages.

Besides, this professional education is necessary for those who want
to start out a business for themselves on their return to the native
land.

The college will try to give a general education. Moreover, there will be
given lectixres of general interest from various branches of knowledge

-.-I
'
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to fill out the gaps v/here the complete subject cannot be taken up due
to lack of sufficient time on the part of the student. K »

Two nights a week a school vail be conducted for the illiterate, vjho will
be allowed also to hear the lectures on other subjects as special students.

Registration closes vath Nov. 17. There v/ill be tbj:'ee lecturers. The
colle:;*e is under the direction of Llr. Michael Ivanov^sky, from whom all
the necessary information can be obtained every evening during the week
days.
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TJE UIGlA.ir:IAi. COmniPcGIAL SailOOL IIJ ailCAGO

Register yom'selves at the comr.iercial school, v/hich v;ill be organized
in Chicago by the middle of Ilovember. The object of the school v/ill

be to prepare men and v;onen -^vho v/ant to occupy themselves corrmiercially

on their return to their native land# lioreover this school vd.ll try
to .-^ive the students a fenoral education.

V

The follov/inr subjects vn.!! be taught there: (l) Booklceeping, (2) Arith*
metic, (o) Coi.oiuercial Lav/, (4) Comnercial Irocedure, (5) General and
Ukrainian History, (o) General, and Ukrainian Geography, (7) IJlcrainian

Literature and Grammar, (3) English and Geriiian.

IJr. Ostapchuk
Registrar.
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EDua:Tici:

Practical studies in mathenL.tics, geometry and physics for the Ukrainian
v/orkincpDian vd.ll begin in a fev; days under the tutorship of a capable
Ulcrainian teacher*

The classes v.-ill be held in the evenings. Those 'vTishin^: to loiov; nore
should realize that at tii.ies like these education is needed by every
cultured v;orker v;ho v;ants to better his personal position in his
calling, rlease take advantage of this fine orportunityl

Remember that the liberated independent Uiorainia vn.ll need good intel-
ligent men an.' expert .echanics thr.t can stand the competition vrlth

the qualified v/orkingraen of this country.

For all information you should turn to the nev;spaper UlTaina, 2152 7/.

Chicago iivenue; in the evenings, from 5 to 7, beginning vdth Saturday,
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February 22. (licte: This school v/as or^ranized by Ulcraina ).

Enrollment vrill be accepted from the 22nd to the 25th of February

<

V '. 'i

^ *
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The Trident, Iloveinber 1936

•

BRONKO lUGimSKI DAY AT V/RIGLIilY FIELD

Bronko ITagurski, one of the 2i*6^"test fullbacks in football, v/ill

be feted by Chicago-Ukrainians on I.'ovenber 39. On that da^'' the
Ghicar.o Bears, of v:hich Bronko has been '.n outstanding monbGr
for a number of years, v;ill play the Chicacro Gardin::.ls at ricj;ley

Field. Before the c^iae, local blcrainirms, headed by Ix. B, I-uzyka,

will present lla^oirski v;ith a fift*

Plans are beinr, riade for a banquet in the evoninc of the same

day, v;hore ITagurski and ether outstanding. Dlcrainian athletes are
expected, as well as some of ITagurski* s team mates.

Those v/ishiug to participate in the events are requested to get in



The Trident . IJovember 1936.

to\iCh i;ith the ntmacer of the Trident . Ilr. John Saxvchyn, or with
I.Ir, B. L.uzyka.

For furtlier developraent s , see the next issue of the Trident
macazine, —
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SPORTS

This year our St. Nichoiab Church wiix oe welx repreaentfed in the sport world.

To date we have two Oaseoalx teamb, ooth oi" which hi^ve in the past yet^rs proven
them&elves worthy ol the task oT representing our church.

The first which plays under the nick name of the Elks, hz^s oeen for the last three
years showing great promise as to v future Ukrainian championship team of Chicago.
Last year they oeat the South Siae [representatives (St I^Ifiry's baseDaii-team) three u
times out of a possible three, ihis year they intend to repeat their invasion ^
of the South oiders and add to their lists the scrips of the Cicero oaseoall team..
The Cossack team oetter take notice, for it won't oe long oefore the Elks start
going after their scalps.

<>:.

The second, a girl's team, which plays unaer the name of clippers, has also done
many great thing in the ptist. Lbst year unaer the managership of Stella Sweda
and anne iJemetrc they ueat the Cicero Championship oaseoall team two games out
of a possiole four. This year with Stella Gabro (Captain of the team for the
past two seasons) acting as their pilot they intend to perfect their record
against the Cicero team.

Among other teams which have tieen developed at our church, but will be representing

»' .'

>'^
4^^
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• private concerns are the Cossacks who hope L possess the oacking of the Jhi-Oak
Tavern, and the St. Nicholas team who has as its oackers the Ukrainian Professional
iiusiness i^en*s Ass*n.

The Cossacks who at one time were without a douot the Chamj-ions of Chicago three
years ago, under the managership of J. Evankoe will again try ana rebuild their
reputation which has been broken on account of the poor showing of last year.
Proof thtit they have started off in et^rnest is the fact that they have again
picked Jim Evankoe as their manager.

For all of the above mentioned baseoall teams the staff wishes to take this oppor-
tunity in wishing each and everyone of the teams the oest of luck, toy this sea-
son be the most successful one of their exis€ence.

V,
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YCUIIG 3ITCK ACTIVITIES

Wa havG ta'cen pride, in the past, in boasting of the fighting deeds of our
Cossacks and oi'* other great men v/ho have fought for their ideals, but why-

should we be content just to extol those who fought in the past? '.hy not
turn a leaf of our own, and show the //orld that this prosont, young genera-
tion of Wo'ainians is as capable, if not more so, of perfoming similar deeds
or {if v/e may be so bold as to say) even greater ones than those of our fore-
fathers?

no

TO
CD

In order to shav the world what we are and v/hat we can do, v;e must have a oj

proper place in which to demonstrate our ever-present desire and ability to .^

do things, 'tie must have a home of our own. ^\11 Sitch companies and Ukrain- ^^

ian church organizations of Chicago have pledged themselves to support an^'-

movement to build schools and athletic homes for the young Ukrainian genera-
tion in Chicago and vicinity. The members of these organizations should be
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highly commended for the extreme interest they have taken, and v;e, the young
generation, should forever feel deeply indebted to them.

TJhat have v/e to show that we are worthy of such loyal support, and how can
we express our' gratitude and appreciation? Tho least that we can do is to -^

show our interest by pushing, pulling, dragging, and striving by ever^^ means 2
humanly possible to support tho worthy movement, -r^

r—

Sitch Company I is very much interested in the construction of a building on ^
the ;3aint Nicholas church grounds in Chicago, v/here space could be provided g
for both a school and a gymnasium. Toward this end Sitch Company I together ^
v/ith Central Headquarters is sponsoring an amateur championship boxing con- S
test, the proceeds of ^^^lich v/ill be used to help furnish athletic equipment on

for our new gymnasium, and, at the same time the Ukrainian champions of the
various boxing classes will be determined. The final winners of these contests
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'vill be av/arded beautiful prizes by the Reverend ITather F. Tarnawslcy, includ-
ing a trip to Cleveland or Detroit, where the Ukrainian boxing championships
of the United States of .jnerica will be decided. This boxing contest is open
to all Ukrainian boys up to twenty-eight years of age, recardless of where they
may reside, their standin^';^, or whatever organiration thej^ represent. The only
requisite is that they be of Ukrainian birth or descent.

Let^s go, you y^oung Ukrainians, and show oui' fathers and mothers that we are
capable of doing things • ilnroU in this contest and shav /our ability I

CD

CO
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UKRAINIAN TENNIS CLUB. WFA (ILL.) PRO} 3Q27h

The tennis club which has been recently organized, under the name of ^'Ukrainian

Tennis Club,*' held its meeting, Wednesday evening, August 6th.

The administrative body is composed of the following:
Anastasia Olesko, ^residentj - Al Kack, Secretary ;-

l^ichael Kereluk, treasurer.
This organization is the first of its kind, among the Ukrainians of Chicago. The
purpose of the club is to promote athletics, and sports in general. Athletics, as
we know, is not only an expression of skill and talent, but is also a great body
and character builder. Any nation advocating sports, is assured of a good and
healthy class of citizens.

Ukrainians are great sport loving people. Their success in base-ball, foot-ball,
and other athletics is remarkable.

Tennis is practiced by many of our Athletes, throughout the country. Anyone
becoming a member of such an organization, as the Tennis Club, or any other athletic
society, is assured of many beneficial factors. In tennis as in other sports, good
sportsmanship, self-sacrifice, good will, and hard labor, find expression. The
promotion of national, and social feeling, as well as the out -door exercise, is
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profitable to any member of the organization.

The Club holds practice games, every Llonday, and Thursday evenings, and early
Sunday morning, at the Humboldt Park tennis courts.

Any sport, and outdoor lover, is invited to join in these practice games,
at any time.
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CHICAGO Iljr/3

Michael Shvets, oroprietor of a lar.^^e dmgstore in the Ukrainian

colony in Chicago, is now convalescing, rjad has begun to take char 'e

of his business again.

Alexander Ilarkavenko, one of the greatest Ulorainian v/restlers has been

victorious over all Chicago vnrestlers Matched against him so far.

Iluch credit is due him because .e does not as yet knov/ the tech.-ique

of American vn?jstling. No ^ne, no r.iatter .low strong, has been able to

defeat him because of his extraordinary strength. It is humorous to

see that in a short tine he hr^s become victorious even over the wStrongest

ivrestlers. Everybody foretells a brilliant future for him in his v;r3stling

career.
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of Ukrainian V/orkers Home 2457 .7. Chlcaco Avenue ^pt (ILL)PROj 30276

The Ukrainian ^Vorkers Home whose Chicago branch is located at 2457 .Vest

Chicago Avenue is a national organization v/hose purpose is to spread
culture and education ajnong its nationals in the United States. Headc^uarters
of the above organization is in New York City.

The Chicago branch was organized in 1914 but was reorganized in 1924 under
the name of the United Ukrainian Toilers Organization* It is also connected
with 1. ;/• 0» (International VVorkers Order) and Ukrainian ?[omen*s Educational
Society under the name of Lesia Ukraininska * The United V/orkers Home also
extends help and aids its nationals abroad whenever thd opportunity arises*
The above organization is non-partisan and any Ukrainian^ regardless of his
political affiliations, may join that organization. They /.old their meetings
twice a month at the Peoples Auditorium 2457 '.Vest Chicago Avenue. Frequently
lectures and plays are given by the Ukrainian VJorkers Home in which the youth-
ful organization of the I. V/. 0. takes a large i)art. The membership of the
Uki*ainian 7/orkers Home is between 350 and 400.
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HT^LP FCR ci:^ h:l.:a zi{//:U. (r^ATjVT. sa COL) i^: ''v:1':'fz

The natter of liel];in£ our native schools in Europe has interested many of our

Ukrainians in Chica{:o. Our A*roup here alvvays has helped our brothers and sis-
ters across the sea. That is v;hy v;e invited the delegate of the native school, F
Mr. Leo Yasinchuk, to stop in this city and inform our z^om. about the conditions^
of Ukrainian life in trie old country, particularly about the activities of our :x3

native schools. ICr. Yasinchuk accented our invitation and delivered his lecture^
COin the pai-ish hall at OalJ.ey ivvenue ad Hice Street, apain on the .South Side,

and again in /est Pullman. cr

The members of tuese groups asser-ibled and listened v;ith great enthusiasm to the
words which our native brotners and sisters addressed to them through the lips
of their representative. After listening to the lecture our groups did not stop
there but instead reached into their pockets and contributed tcv.arc^ the welfare
of the native schools.
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V,e sav; every one .vive, not because tiiey iiad to, cr because they expected to re-
ceive praise; tiiey all gave sincerely froi': their .learts because they understood
the importance oT the n^^tive school anc its stru.c^gles. The ainount cclleci:ed at ^^

these lectures totaled tv.o trousc.nci Goll2::rs. ^

The Ukrainian District Committee of Chicar'o and Suburbs takes this o:oportunity p
to tharirc all tne donors \'!':^o so generously contributed to r.o v/orthy a cause as ^
that of our native schools in "^urope. §

CO
CD
ro
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AID FOR IHOSE WHO SUFFERED FROM THE IXOOD

The Ukrainian District Committee of Chicago and its suburbs collected five
hundred and fifty dollars for those Ukrainians who suffered from the flood
in Galicia. Complying with the wishes of the contributors, they sent this
sum there through the office of Bishop Bohachewsky of Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania*

The above-mentioned sum was raised by means of concerts, dances, plays,
and many individual contributions. We hereby extend our hearty thanks to
all the contributors, and further urge that, with the approaching Christmas
holidays, we do not forget our poor countrymen in the old coimtry.
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^PA i!lL.)PROJ.3G27b
TO TxiE UiCR^aia.a^ PEOPLS of .iMSHIG.Vl

The Administration of the Ukrainian Student Assv::)ciation in Grermany turns
to their brothers in itoerica for material aid for the Ukrainian students

organized into this association^ The basis of its appeal is the difficult
and distressing circumstances in which these UkrainicOi students at insti-
tutions of his^ier learning find themselves—students driven from their
own soil by their enenies. We are sure th^.t our brief petition v;ill find
an echo in the hearts of ou^ brothers who always express their s:7rapathy

in such circumstances by extending the hand of brotherly aid, thereby
rescuing these students from starvation, and at the same time paving the
way for them in the world of truth and learning, to the honor and glory
of the Ukrainian people. V«e hope that our brothers from across the sea
will not turn us do^vn this time, and the administration of the association
extends to all sincere contrilutors its highest thanks* Please send
donations to the following address:
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-^VPUIU ; PROi -OZ/b

Verein Ukrainischer Jtudonten in Deutachland, Berlin—Charlottenburg,
4. vVieland Strasse 37, (Society of Ukrainian Students in Oermuny, Berlin

—

Charlottenburg, 4, V*ieland Straa.ie 37,),
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Sichovl Yisty (Siege Nev/s), May 17, 1922*

LETTER OF THAIKS AM) FUHTHEE APPEAL TO CENTRAL EXSCUTIVS
OFFICE OF THE SIEGE ORGANIZATION CHICAGO, ILL.

We beg to inform the honorable Executive Office that on April 15, 1922,
we sent to you a statement and acknowledgment of your last donation as
well as a further appeal*

During the past heavy winter, the temperature in our living quarters
was about nine degrees centigrade above zero for several days* Both we
ex-officers and ex-soldiers are not so much concerned with ourselves as
we are with the physical welfare of our wives, especially the wives who
are pregnant* There is great anxiety over their confinements and pre-
parations for the newborn.

Up to now we had a fund of our hetman, the head of our TJ. M. E* A. in
Czecho-Slovakia, but it happened that on April 18, 1922, we spent our
last four hundred Czecho-Slovak crowns to defray the expenses of the
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confinement of Mrs* Walter Kyprian, ex-officer's wife, who bore him a son.

We, therefore, wish to appeal strongly to the honorable Executive Head-
quarters to be so kind as to refer this matter to the women's associations
and committees in the United States, as well as to the Reverend Pastors,
so that '.vith their counsel, influence, and work they will at least partly
help us meet this extreme necessity and thus help ease some of our worry.

We appeal in this case to the women's committees and the Reverend Fathers
because they \inderstand the practical side of life much better than others.
Nature, by the Providence itself, has thrown upon them the heaviest duty
toward the new members of humanity, so that the former, as well as the
latter, take care of the new life from the very beginning, especially the
women, who do so with full sacrifice, and up to the very last breath of
the individual.

It is to you, mothers and sisters. Reverend Fathers and Reverend Sisters,
who are caring for and bringing up children, that we send our ardent appeal
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not to forget your sisters who, due to the hostile occupation of o\xr

country, were forced to eive up their homes and now, in foreign coun-
tries in Europe, are not living but just existing; not in becoming
homes, but in dark and uncomfortable barracks, and there they fulfill
their duty to humanity, imposed upon them by the will of the Providence
itself, and they expect to be delivered. Do not forget them, and instead
of some small entertainment try to arrange in every one of your club
groups a benefit day for newborn Ukrainian babies and send the profits
you make at these enterprises to those distressed ones in Europe; thus
you will help many suffering mothers.

To you also little children beyond the seas we send pur appeal: do not

forget your little brothers and sisters here across the ocean. Remind

your parents every day to give you a penny for milk for those little

children far away in the old country, take this penny to school and give

it to your Ukrainian school teacher and ask her to collect more pennies

from other pupils to send them for the poor children of the emigrants .• 'o '

•

o
r..i
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in Josefov, Czecho-Sloyakia*

Many thanks to all of you to whom this letter of appeal is directed, for
your past and future co-operation.

For the Charity Distribution Committee:

K. Krushelnitsky, Chairman D. Kabarivsky, secretary.



!
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LETTER OF ACKNO;VLED(aiKNT TO THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE'S OFFICE
OF THE SIEGE ORGAl^IZATION, CHICAGO

I am sure that you must have received by now my letter of acknowledgment
and thanks to you for the substantial donation of six hundred dollars for
the unfortunate ex-soldiers, whom ill fate has cast out of their own
native country, for which they fought.

This, your good will donation, is constantly before ray eyes, because it
shows the actual fact that for the past few years how steadily you have
felt an increasing sense of responsibility toward the nation as a whole*
It is high time I let the world know of your noble activities, especially
from the time your great Siege orgcuiization so widely developed pro-national
tendencies. This activity not only woke up the old from inertia, but
also the women, and even the youth became tireless workers in the direction
of the national organizations. They do not spare either spiritual, moral,
or physical support, in full awareness of the fact that only in this Tvay
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the Ulcrainian nation will win its independence and free its native land
from under the yoke of the enemy.

My words can hardly express to you my joy in learning from your letter,
wherein the donation of six hundred dollars was enclosed for our un-
fortunate brothers, whom ill fate has cast out of their native land to
foreign lands, that this avm was collected by B. Ghmelnitsky Siege Branch
No. 15 alone, including its two collateral groups of older women and the
youth. When our youth is already so filled with firely love toward their
misfortunate brothers that they are ready to give them aid and help to
defend their people and their native land then our faith becomes far
greater for a better and brighter future for our Ukrainian people and
thereby we are much stronger and closer to the goal of freeing our nation
from under the enemy's yoke.

Hail to your glorious youthl Their youthful zeal inspires us and those
whose faith after a long struggle in fighting for freedom may have weakened
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somewhat. Your yoiith wakes up the sleepy and conmands them: ^nite into

one national front and with greater detenuinatlon against the cursed

enemy•"

May these, my words, come as a further inspiration and guidance to your

glorious youth to continue its splendid work throtxgh which it will win
the favor and thanks of all Ukrainian people* Of course, my former

letters of thanks to you also include your organized youths

Your humble servant,

Dr. Small - Stotsky.
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CHICAGO SIEQS BRATTCH NO. 15 lUiliPS UKRAINIAN
sx-30ldi:h:rs

For singing Christmas carols, Bohdaxiv^Chnelnitsky Siege Branch No. 15,
Chicago, Illinois collected <^387.11, the Children's branch organized by
and collateral with Branch No. 15 collected $100 and the boy's branch
also gathered ;^100. This made a total of ;?587.11. To this, !.Ir. N.
Navrotsky, financial secretary, added from the general Siege account
$7.89 which made a grand total of $600. This siim, Dr. S.K. Hrynevetsky,
chief executive of the Siege organization, sent to Dr. Smallstotsky for the
Ukrainian ex-soldiers, definitely stating that the sum came exclusively
from Bohdan Chmelnitsky Siege Branch No. 15, Chicago, 111.
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lETTER OF THAI3KS FCR MOKSY HECEIVED IN TJKEIAINS

FROM CHICAGO SITCH BRANCH

UKRAINIAN

Lviv (Lemberg) , Mar. 7, 1921,

To the officers of the Bohdan Chmelnitsky
Sitch Branch No, 15, Chicago*

Greetings:

Your general donation of |251*10 we received and to comply with your wish,
we are using the money for the needs of the Ukrainian Citizen Committee: to
help the political prisoners, as veil as those arrested for political
reasons by the Polish occupants of our Land, and also to help the starving
inhabitants of Eastern Galicia, among others the widows and orphans.

In the name of all those, whom our committee shall be able to help, owing
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to your generous contribution, we v;ish to thank you, and in the near
future we shall send you the issues of the Ukrainian newspapers carrying
acknowledgement of your generous contribution.

The enclosed account of the situation of Eastern Galicia (occupied by
Poland) will present to you the best picture of the need of such material
help from you.

Once more v/e wish to thank you sincerely for the substantial help:

Dr. Stephen Fedak, Chairman, V/. Tselevich, Secretary.
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Ukrainian Youth of America > July 29, 1934.

UKRAINIAN PROFESSIONAL AND BUSINESSIGN'S ASSOCIATION GIVES PICNIC

The Ukrainian Professional and Businessmen's Association is holding its
first annual picnic today at the St. I'icholas Picnic Grove on Iliggins Road.
An interesting program is scheduled for the day.

There will be competitive games for boys and girls, men and v;omen, with
prizes for the winners. There will also be a large number of prizes raffled
off to the holder of the lucky number, therefore, retain the stub of your
ticket, and if your number should be called, present it, and receive your
prize

The price of admission, as you probably know, is free, that is, if you have
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Ukrainian Youth of America , July 29, 1934*

one of the tickets which the professional and the businessmen have been
giving away to their customers. If you do not have a ticket, the cost of
admission at the gate will be thirty-five cents. But those v/ho support the
members of the Ukrainian Professional and Businessmen's Association received
their tickets free.

The Association's aim is to urge Ukrainians to support the Ukrainian business-
men, instead of all others as they usually do. After all, everybody buys
food, clothes, shoes, furniture, coal, beer, etc; but how many of you buy it
from a Ukrainian businessman? I am sure they all have what you want, and as
reasonably priced as the other fellow. Therefore, in the future when you
are about to buy something, remember always to go to a member of the Ukrainian
Professional and Businessmen's Association. Give them a chance, and I am
sure they will satisfy you.

7^ 'ij.rji.

-v^-

*«
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Ukrainian Youth of America, July 29, 1934.

Remember to come on out today and enjoy yourself. Dance to a six piece
orchestra, drink, eat, and make merry, and from now on firmly resolve always
to patronize the members of the Ukrainian Professional and Businessmen's
Association.

i-_ ^^.
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VVflAT liEWS REPORTS TIIE UKRAIKIAw OOKSCRIPTIGIJ IN MERICA

The League of the Liberation of ITkraine, organized in Chicago, resolved
to make the Ukrainiaji conscription here in Qiicago. It was resolved
and done« It must be said in advance that the planned conscription of
all the Ukrainians living in Chicago was not completely successful, as
the League wished. First of all, the lack of skilled men for such a

special work; second, the lack of the necessary apparatus to carry
on such a planned conscription. The conscription is still now not com-
plete and not finished

•

It will be an adveintage when we make up just now the investigation and
an estimate of the conscription in a general way. From the collected
lists of the Ukrainian conscription properly filled out, I have selected
one hundred lists as they came to my hands and after thoughtful inves-
tigations I relate as follows

(1) The question about changed names: 98 persons ansrwering that question
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said they did not change their names. The full name is usually adapted
to the English pronunciation sometimes not very properly, for example:
the proper name, Ivan, changed to John; Mikhaylo, to Mike; Hhat, to

Jim, and so on. Only three businessmen of this number (98 persons)
changed their names to English names, apparently from business reasons.

The question whether the children "who attend school have changed their
names received no attention. This question is very important because
the children use all their lives thenames which were given to them
by their teachers. By the names it is very easy to recognize how many
Ukrainian students are attending high schools, colleges and universities.
It is therefore very much desired that this question be filled out in
the future.

(2) The second question: Married or single: 82 persons answered "y®s,"
meaning they live in the married state, only 18 persons declared that
they lead an lanmarried life, out of that number three women, because
they have no occasion to get married.
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(3) The citizenship papers: On one hundred questionaires there are 67
men -who took out the second citizenship papers, 18 men took out the
first citizenship papers and 15 men have no citizenship papers at all,
besides the fact that many of these men have been here in America
over twenty years. In reference to the women as the members of families,
the matter is worse* Out of one hxmdred questionaires only 76 women
have filled out the petitions for citizenship papers. It is evident
that 23 women have already become citizens of the United States of
America through being married to citizens.
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blood, to even give their lives for the American ideals and its freedom and
independence; for the rebirth of all the powerless , subjected nations, and
thereby for the rebirth and liberty of Ukrainia* The women should mention
this in their telegram to President Wilson* In conclusion, the speaker
wrote out and read the resolutions, which were \inanimously adopted by the
group* The chairman then appealed for contributions for the telegram to
Paris. The sum of #27.70 was readily collected.

The telegram sent to President Wilson read as follows:

••To President Woodrow Wilson: "The 'Ukrainian Women's Alliance of America',
place in your hands their urgent protest against ceding any of the Ukrainian
territories to any other state.

••In answer to the call of America, we, women of Ukrainian descent, willingly
sent our husbands and sons to Join the ranks of the American Army; to shed
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Ranna Zorya (Llorning Star), June, 1919.

their blood, and to even give their lives for the AiQerican ideals and its
freedom and independence; for the rebirth of all the pov;erless, subjected
nations and, consequently, for the rebirth and liberty of Ula?ainia.

"7/e are most grateful for all you have done for the Ukrainian cause • I7e

trust that you vdll not allow forty million Ukrainians to be ceded and
subjected to other States*.

'*For the Ukrainian V/omen*s ^JLliance:

Stephania Tzumbalist, president; M, Pidhayna, secretary; Barbara Kurey,
chairman of the meeting; T. Alaruschak, secretary of the meeting,"

V/e v/ish to add that by the exairiple set by these women the following fra-
ternities will also send their protests to President V.'ilson:

The Society of lachael Ilrushewsky, Branch //6, together vdth the Society
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THE CAUS2 OF HBLPIWG UKRAINIA.

^

PKRAIKA , Vol. Ill, Ho. 17, M3y 31, 1919*

Dr« Vladimir Siemenovlch received the following letter from the Headquarters of
the American Red Cross in Washington, D,C«
Dear Sir:

On Uay 19th, we received a telegra^m from you containing a resolution of the
Mass Meeting of Americens of Ukrainian origin, held in Chicago*

•

Our information in regard to Ukrainia has "been rather xmj^atirfactory to date,
erring to the fact that the present military situation doe? not malce it possible
for relief to he carried to that co\intry for an organisation such as the American
Red Cross. Hoiwever, as you prohahly knovr, the situation in Europe changes
constantly. Here in \7ashington, we cannot hope to keep in touch irith these
shifting conditions, and consequently have organized a Commission for Surope r^ich
keeps in intin:ate touch with all European affairs and instigates relief work in
various localities.

As a result of yo\ir telegram, we have forvrarded your resolution to our Commissioner
for Surope, asking at the time that #ien possible he send us information in refrard
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jl to what the Hod Cross could do for Ukrainia. On recei-nt of an answer from him,
I will be slad to ^et in touch with you.

Very tn-tly yours,
Philip L# Ross, Assistant to the

Vice-chairman*
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Interview with Dr. J. Hrybyk, 11420 S. Michigan aPA (!lL.) PROJ.3027B

Dr. Hrybyk says that all Ukranian organizations are nov; working for
better citizenship and all benevolent lodges and cultural societies
have begun a drive to have Ukranians secure their second papers. He
says that they have been very successful in this
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PROF. A. A. GHAN01i?SKT VISITS CHICAGO

Retiimiag from Kansas City where he presided at the 16th annual meet-
ing of the North Central States entomologists. Professor A» A« Granow^
sky stopped in Chicago, March 7, to deliver a lecture on the subject, .

•Tlfhy are we nationalists," before the members of all divisions in
Chicago and vicinity of ihe organiz-.tion for the re-birth of the
Ukraine and the young Ukrainian nationalists. c^

During the course of the meeting the following resolution was adopted:

"In order to intelligently repel the various enemy and opposition
attacks upon the Ukrainian nationalist movement, and in order to streng-
then the pledge to 0. U. N., the members will undertake to conduct a

c
In Chicago, also on the same day, was the representative of 0, U, N.^ ct.

who gave a long and interesting talk on the present day nationalistic J^
movements, the possibilities of the nationalist ideal, and causes and ^
effects.

c?
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campaign in v/hich each menber is to secure a contribution from outside
sources of one dollar every month {Y. U. iM», fifty cents) for a period
of six months, starting with the month of March. The money thus raised
is to be paid into the branch treasury for transmittal to the Central
Office.

At the close of the meeting, a banquet was given, by the Daughters of
the Ukraine in honor of the two distinguished guests, at which liberal
contributions were made to the l^ationalist Fund.

A^

The 0, D. W» U. of Chicago commends the 0. D» W» U. of other cities ^3

for initiating these resolutions, and entreats other organized nation- £^'

alists to adopt similar methods, so that the introduction of this new ^
course might confirm the nationalist call of "Our strength is our own," '^

and serve to inspire to action the entire patriotic populations. ^
.^
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Sitch , I.Iar# 31, 1934.

TK2 3ITCB EfZlD

At all the public derionstrat ions, parades, picnics, and even concerts sponsored
by the Chicago division of Jitch, or by other Ukrainian groups, the need of
a good Uicrainian band has been felt by all. Jone of us thought that v;e could
not tolerate this lack any longer and therefore occupied ourselves with the
organization of such a band. This ;.ork will not be difficult because v;e found
a youn;3 man v/ho v:a^ looking for just a little encouragenent to get started.
This young man is Stanley oaboPi v/ho has quite a reputation as a violinist and

who also has had sufficient experience in directin^^ a band. '.Vhen approval of

his "olans v/as exT")ressed bv some of the executive officers at the Sitch head-

quarters to back him up, this young nan v/ent to work.

^is a result, the Sitch band had its first rehearsal on Tuesday, Llarch 27, 1934,
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at the 3itch hsadquartors. The attendance vras good. X nev; regulation permits
the adnittance of '^irls into the band.

Anyone who v/ants to play in the Jitcli band should come to the Sitch headquarters
at 2405 'Jest Chicago .^venue and si^ up. 7/e would like to have a large band.
V;e have two baritones, tv/o horns, and two bassas on hand. Anyone v/ho wishes to
play any of these instruments may come, and the instruments will be loaned to
him. For further information about the band, see .x. otanley Sabor at 2406 '»Jest

Chicago i^venue, between the hours of 1 P. 1.1. and 5 r . 1.1 •
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Sitchovl Yisty (Siege Herald), Sept* 20, 1924*

UiaADIIAlT COSSACK V.'SDDDTG IN CHICAGO

Ibe wedding of First Lieutenant Felix Chomopysicy, of Chicago Siege
Branch No* 15, District 2, and Miss i>tery Yatsyshyn, a pretty Siege
member, took place at St. Nicholas Church, Oakley Boulevard and Rice
Street, on Sept* 14, 1924* The Lysenko Choir and tiie Siege Orchestra
took part in the ceremonies, which were witnessed by a large number of
people* The 7/edding celebration, truly a la Cossack, took place
at 830 N. Main Street, and was attended by Siege members and represent-
atives from several Ukrainian organizations active in the Chicago
Ukrainian colonic. Among the guests were the staff from the Siege
headquarters and the trustees of St. Nicholas Church* The singing
for the wedding banquet was in charge of the Siege Male Choir under
conductor D* Ata^ianets*

Dr* S. K. Hrynevetsky was the first one to raise a toast to the newly
wed couple, v/ishing them the best of luck for many years to coiae.

2 W.Pa1

Toward the end of the v/edding entertainment, the general recording
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secretary Stephen Musiychuk, in his usual poetical style, told the
guests hov; lovely it is to belong to the Siege and other Ukrainian ^"^

organizations, v.here menbers can Sxoend from tiiae to time a few
sociable hours with their friends. He. appealed to the guests not to

forget, not even during this occasion, their duties toward the Siege,
especially the Siece press. His appeal added ^25. to the Siege Fund.

The Siege headquarters has received the money and herewith wishes to thank
all the contributors, especially First Lieutenant Felix Chornopysky
and his bride, to whom it wishes health, happiness, and prosperity.
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CHia.GO ITS'S

A Ukrainian druggist I-Ir. Michael Shvets, v^ho has inflicence in the s^ort^s
world, decided to present wrestling m^.tches evory other week at the Oakley
Boulevard and Rice Street Hall. The best local vTestlers v/ill lalce part.

The net proceeds of the first m-atch, which will take place about March 7 or 8,
next year, betv/een Captain G-eorge Zapisetslr/ and Mr. Stanley Sbyshko, will
go to both the St. Nicholas Church and the Siege Organization.

Of all the following matches half of the proceeds, as assigned by Llr. Shvets,
vail be designated for the above ;ourposes but with one reservation, namely,
that both the parish and the Siege Organization have control over the ticket
box and the necessar^'^ expenses, lest later there be any criticisn and
possibility of having more ex:ienses than incone.

Therefore, it is IiT. Michael Shvets* s wish and desire that the Chief Execu-
tive Dr. S. K. Hrynevetsk:; representing the Siege Organization, and another
delegate representing the parish be present at every meeting before each
wrestling match is to take place.
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UKRi\IIJLL:, LITHU^u-JLJ-I, /J© vTrilTj: RU3SLJI
AID C0M!.:iTTjr3 SST-^LISKSD III CHICAGO

This committee was established for the purpose of joint propaganda
of these three nations abroad. Its first meeting \yill take place
on March 1, at the Morrison Hotel,
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REGCIATION ON OFFICIAL CORRESPOInTDEIniCE

The following regulation becomes obligatory, as soon as you read it in this
issue of our Sitch newspaper: The district and branch secretaries must in-
troduce a niimerical system, and keep the copies of the correspondence sent
out and received pertaining to the Sitch organization business in this
manner. Carrying out of this order consists in this: every communication
in writing sent out by a branch or district must have a consecutive number.
This same number should be written out on the first copy, and in the
secretary's recording book, with a short notation to v/hom the writing was
sent out, and the nature of business. For instance: A letter (or post
card). No... Re: The Organization Newspaper, or money, or uniforms, etc»
To the office of the chief executive; or to the newspaper administration;
or to the merchant, etc. In important matters, do not fail to make and
keep a copy of such letter with the same number.

Every written communication must have the place, date, and year, of mail-

Ov
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ing. Also every communication received by the branch or district must have
a register number, when it was received (month, day, year), giving it also
a consecutive number of the mail received. All correspondence should be
kept on file for at least five years; important correspondence should never
be destroyed.

Correspondence to the chief executive should be addressed thus:

The Chief Executive
2406 V/est Chicago Avenue
Chicago, Illinois

Every communication from the major of the Sitch district must have two signa-
tures: that of the major, and of the district secretary. Also there should
be two signatures accompanying each letter from every branch: a signature
of the branch captain, and of his secretary. A communication of an official
nature sho\ild be under seal.
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All private correspondence should not be mixed v/ith official business. Other-
wise, it will bring up a misunderstanding, and a possible complication that
finally may hurt the organization.

Every Sitch member has the right and privilege to write directly to the Chief
executive, only then, v/hen his matter v;as not satisfactorily settled by his
district major. Of course, every Sitch member should not take recourse to
his respective district major, unless his matter did not get proper attention
by the branch captain.

District majors and branch captains should explain this to all their respective
Sitch members, at their next branch and district meetings in order that this
order of correspondence be preserved and not otherwise.

The chief executive answers the complaints through the district authority,
branch captain, or directly to the one v/ho is complaining, if such tactics
are required. The district majors should do likev/ise.
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In case of necessity, the branch secretaries should communicate with the
district secretaries for more detailed explanations in the matter of
official communications and correspondence.

Chief Executive.
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0RD2R3 OF CHI2F SXSCUTIY3 ON HOW
TO CONDUCT SITCH ^2:i;TINGS

Before the Sitch organization will be able to set regular lecturers, who
at set intervals could travel and give educational lectures, stopping at
every district and company of the organization, the officers of every Sitch
Company are ordered to read carefully all the main articles in the past
issues of the Sitch News , and choose a thene for discussion before their
next meeting. The article selected from our orcan, before the next meeting,
imist be intrusted to two members who are to carefully study and develop it
so as to be ready to answer almost any question that may arise during a
joint discussion at the meeting. The first one of the two appointed must
read aloud the article to all those present at the meeting ajid take the affirm-
ative side of the article; the second one must be prepared to take the negative
side in the discussion. The discussion must be conducted rather quietly, with
poise, without mutual insults or attacks. The one taking the negative side
will be the first to speak after the reading of the article; the one taking the
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affimative, will have the last v;ord.

After the discussion, the tv;o main persons takinr^ part in it must summarize
the entire procedure of the discussion and send it to the Executive Read-
quarters in Chicago.

Fellovz-nembers, this order should be complied -.nth always. At the T^resent

time this is the only vny whereby v/e can interest the preater masses of o<-ir

I)eople v;ith public affairs, and thus help a number of neople to develop
better presentation of speeches, and clearer and to the point discussions.

Order as to ITov: to Conduct Ordinary and !.!ass I'eetinr^s

In every 3itch I!eetinc conducted in its respective district, where a Sitch
representative is present, sent by the Chief iilxecutive*s office, he has the
preferred right over the local district head officer to conduct the meeting;
however, the latter may conduct the meeting with the representative's consent.
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This decision is supported by the by-laws accepted at the last
convention held in Cleveland. In short, where there is a representative sent
directly from the Executive Headquarters, he is responsible for all the
activities of that district during his stay; therefore, he must have authority.

In the districts, either the district head officer or someone appointed by him,

v/ho is conducting the district meetings, is responsible for the activities.

The chairman is only to conduct meetings, and is not to be the speaker; lecturers
are 'to be the speakers. The secretary's business is to write the minutes and
keep them in r-ood order from meeting to meeting, and from year to year. The
head officers are appointed especially to conduct all the Sitch meetings, and
be responsible for them and their members.

Order as to Selection of Themes at Gatherings and Meetings

Any business of a local nature is to be discussed and decided immediately after
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the opening of a meeting.

The next necessary point at every meeting is to discuss briefly the following
things which are of general interest:

(1) How to enlarge the Sitch Organization and the most efficient way of ^ettinc:
new members.
{2) The meaning of the Sitch uniform.

— (3) The meaning of the Sitch press.

Immediately after each meeting the collecting of monthly dues and voluntary
- donations to the press fxmd should take place. The latter especially should
be sent out at once to the Executive Headquarters in Chicago.

Dr. S. K. Hrynevetsky, Chief Executive.

Chicago, Jan. 5, 1924.

: m.
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ER. JOSEPH NAZARUK AT A MASS MEETING IN CHICAGO

Under the auspices of the Ukrainian-American Citizens^ Club and Sltch District
Number Two, both of Chicago, a great mass meeting took place on the fifth In-
stant, to 1^1 ch our beloved fighter for the Independence of the Ukraine,
Dr« Joseph Nazaruk, had been Invited.

The chairman of the meeting was Dr« W« M. Slmlnovlch; vice-chairmen, 1. Kot-
sovsky, I. Datsklw, and U. Ostslslavsky*

Those appointed to take the collection were M» Pollack, M. Yavorsky, and W»

Muzyka.

The meeting was to be opened at 2:30, and half an hour before the time set

Schoenhoffen Hall was filled, and the audience was eagerly waiting to see the

beloved guest.
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Sharply at the appointed hour the meeting was opened by Dr. Myroslaw Siminovich,
who made a short speech in these words:

**Enough of disputes; enough of indifferencel We need action, lively actionl
To-day we have the honor of welcoming our esteemed guest, a Ukrainian soldier
and a statesman, Dr. Joseph Nazaruk (thunderous applause) ^ who will tell us in
brief how our affairs stand in the Ukraine, and what we must do to go hand in
hand with those across the ocean who are fighting for the Ukraine's freedom.**

The chairman introduced another no less esteemed guest, Mr. Alexander Koshets,
conductor of the Ukrainian National Chorus, who was also present at the meeting.
The entire audience enthusiastically greeted the master chorus-leader with
three cheers.

The Reverend W. Stetsiuk was the first speaker called upon by the chairman.

Like another Chrysostom, he is one of the hardest local national workers. He
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greeted the Chicago Ukrednlan colony with these words:
*

••This is our groupl These are pearls; these are sincere earnest hard workers, ^
ifho always and everywhere support the Ukrainian cause. They bou^t #11 ,000 ^
worth of the XTkrainian victory bonds. They always support the Ukrainian Govern- ^
ment, with Dr. S. Petrushevich as its Presidentt^ ^^

TSie Reverend Ifr. Stetsiuk in his speech encouraged those present to promote the ^
work in the national field, and he sincerely thanked Dr. Joseph Nazaruk as well ^
as Mr. Ae Koshets for their visit among the Ukrainians in Chicago* He finished
his speech with these words:

••Western Ukraine (Galicia) is on fire. Let it buml Let it burn to the point
where all the Poles shall be consumed, and from the ruins shall rise the golden
freedom of the Ukrainel**

cr
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The next speaker on the program was Mr. A. Koshets, who in his short speech
outlined his activity with the Ukrainian National Chorus. He remarked that
even though his work is not of a political nature, it is proi)agandistic for
the freedom of the Ukraine. Song awakens and will continue to awaken all the
national life and will tell to strangers and to other nations who we are, and
whose sons we are, said he. He finished with the words:

^I only wish that your voices could resound as mightily as the Ukrainian songs
^^emselveajT^ resound with one general and great cry of desire: Freedom, free-
dom for the Ukraine!**

Now followed the speech of Dr. Joseph Nazaruk:

**At the recommendation of the Government of the Western Ukrainian (Galician)
Republic, I have the honor to thank you, dear countrymen, for this, that you,
in this critical moment of the fight for Ukrainian independence, have helped
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our Government* It is due to your co-operation that today our cause is already
placed on the daily schedule! *» ^

He went on to give a sketch of the fight for Ukrainian independence by the ^
Sitch soldiers, speaking so clearly and intelligibly that up to the present no C
Ukrainian Chicagoan has ever given to the public so vivid a history of our ^
struggle. In his one-hour speech he practically hypnotized the audience so 2
that they seemed ready to listen to his excellent discourse for a whole day. ^
His words were so dynamic, eloquent, and true to life because he not only ^
described something that he has seen but something for which he has fou^t, some-
thing which he has lived through, something for urtiich he has shed his blood-
Ukrainian independence.

He gave the clear facts as to why the Western Ukrainian Government and its army
did not unite with Petlura, why did they not unite with the communists, and why
the Western Ukrainian army found itself under Denikin.
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•Neither the Ukrainian army nor the Ukrainian Government in Galicia can be
blamed for it. Tbis Government as well as the whole Ukrainian nation has be-
fore it the single ideal and aim of one united great Ukraine.

^There, where Kiev stands, there our Western Ukrainian Government has its eyes
gg

fixed* There we want to have our central Government. This, and no other, is o
our aimt The ideal of every nation is to be united in one integral state , but
occasionally! as in our case, circumstances do not permit it!

**If it be decreed that Western Ukraine and Great Ukraine are one, then, since
Fetlura agreed to cede Galicia to Poland, we should be apt to lose it, but as
the matter stands, it is more advantageous for us« For our Western Ukrainian
Government utterly rejected Petlura^s move, and Poland today does not have as
yet any claim upon Galicia.

**Why do we conduct all our political business outside the Ukraine? Because
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the enemies, who have occupied our country would not permit us to do anything
of the sort on our own soil* Again, no country has won its independence since
the world war except outside its own boundaries, i* e«, abroad.

••The argument that our Government is not authoritative is false! ••Our Govern-
ment in western Ukraine is legal, lawful, and authoritative, because it was
established while we were shedding our blood for Ukrainian independence. Those
who think that by tearing down our Government they are favoring the Ukraine
surely are making a mistake. They are injuring the Ukraine and thereby helping
Poland

•

••A fight is in the air! A fight is going onl Poland cannot stand such a fight
any longer. She is failing before our very eyes. She will collapse.

••The time will come itfien the Ukrainian soldiers will be stationed in Warsaw
and CracoWy even as now their soldiery is stationed on our Ukrainian soill
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^There is no nation to be found that is not against Poland, and our figbt will
cause the Polish state to perish! ^

**Our slogan is: Do not tear down the Ukrainian GoTemmentl By forming one "f
front we help the Ulcrainian Government* Our unanimous stand against Poland will ^
drive her, our enemy, relentlessly away from our soilt g

CO
**In the United States we already have the United Insurance to which all our ^
organizations belong, including the Sitch organization with its headquarters in ^
Chicago* Those five letters in the word * Sitch* are our much-prized slogan!

This is the organization which all should Join. Such an organization as Sitch
should shine above all other organizations because its existence is the most
opportune at the present time* All should understand that it is the duty of the

Sitch to help the fighters bejrond the seas* It is the duty of the Sitch organiza-
tion to give help to our waiting army there!
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**In the name of the Western Ukrainian Government, in the name of its parliament,
in the name of you all, brothers and sisters here beyond the seas, I appeal to

you most ardently to help our fight in Galicia against Folandt

^'Do not throw stones at the Western Ukrainian Government, idiich has no stain
upon its name but is honorable and economical and in every respect faithfully
performs its duty. Our Government is built ui)on charred ruins, and in this
same condition it still exists! Our good fortune was fthenf knocking at our
door and continues to knock! There is still time for us to achieve this good co

fortune; therefore help to support your Government I
•• C3

Thus finishing his speech, he thanked the Chicago colony for its work on be-
half of its nation. Thundering and long*continued ovations followed as the
reward of the grandiloquent speech of Dr. Nazaruk from the enthusiastic, in-

spired, and uplifted audience.
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There were a few Reds In the hall, but they sat quietly, knowing that this mass
meeting was under the auspices of the Sitch organization. One of the Reds
merely ventured to propound a few questions written out on paper, silly questions,
of course, which Dr. Nazaruk answered briefly, and for which Comrade Red re-
ceived a loud ••Bool'* ^

The next speaker was Dr. S. K. Hrynevetsky, chief executive of the Sitch or- f

ganization« This generous, determined Cossack pays no attention to impediments
but goes wherever Ukrainians live with the slogans: •To actionl'^ and ••Join the o
Sitchl^' He has not only showed us his generosity in words; he has also proved lo

by his actions that he has the Ukrainian cause deeply at heart. He appealed to

the audience for the so-called*^mmediate Fund.** After his terse speech his

listeners began to approach the desks of the secretaries of the meeting with
their contributions to the fund.

During this time the elderly Dr, W. Simlnovlch, in his feeling style, appealed

TD

CD
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to all to unite In action and in contributing for the national needs. He was
quite interesting, for although he is old in years, he is still young in spirit
and eager to work and to fight for the freedom of the Ukraine.

3>

Next was Nicholas Thatchuk, the son of flowery Bukovina. His speech also was 3
full of feeling. He surely practices what he preaches, for he is a staunch 2
member of Sitch • For this he deserves recognition. ^

Then Joseph Kotsovsky spoke. He, as a good patriot, sacrifices everything
possible for the national cause; in particular, money is of no consequence to
him when it is a question of doing something for the national cause. He won
the approval of all by his speech, and everybody enjoyed it because he explained
himself in plain language. He is of the practical type and believes more in
deeds than in useless, empty phrases.

The money collected was sent directly to Dr. S. Stotsky. For the '•Immediate

ro
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Fund^ $668«75 was contributed. A list of the contributors will be published in
the next issues of the Sitch News»

A few months ago Dr. Luke Myshuga received from Chicago a check for $1,000
signed by Dr. S. K. Hrjrnevetsky. Up to the present the contributions to cover
the check have amounted to $721.25. Therefore $278.75 was added to this sum
from the collection that was made at this mass meeting; an additional $390 was
set aside as an installment on another $1,000 to be sent to the Ukrainian
Government.

In Dr. L. Uyshuga's stay in Chicago, at the confidential meeting of the few
leaders of Chicago, $73 more was contributed ^ which was also sent to the ^Imme-
diate Fund.**

In short, the Chicago Ukrainian colony has contributed to the^Iimnediate FuncTup
to the present time $19462.

Telegrams of protest were sent to Bonar Law, premier of England, to the League

CO
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of Nations in Switzerland, and to the American Secretary of State, ICr. Hughes. -6

Ite mass meeting was conclxided with the Ukrainian national anthem. Bie whole p
audience was highly inspired, ^

S# Museychuk and Philip Vasilovsky^-
Secretaries of the meeting, o
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L3TTZH TO UKR.JNLJI SI::;G:: OR(lJn:Z.iTIO:'I IN UIIITIID STAT3S *

Attention of Chief jixecutive Dr. S. K. Hr^mevetsky in Chicago

Dear Doctor:

In your letter of Au£aist 8, we learn that a Siege Organization vjas

established in the United States, and you have inquired of us as to

the necessity of it and its ultimate end. I think that every Ula?ainian,

myself included, sympathizes with the fate of our people v.ho are
fighting for their independence, and therefore, jointly with the
Ukrainian nation. I can give you just thts * one answer that we accept
with sincerest joy, the good tidings of your having established this
organization. It is not only remarkable from the national point of
view that our people still continue to cultivate the Siege ideals for

an independence of Uki^inia, but also that they are ready to give up
their lives to fight for it to the finish. It is our duty to see to
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it that each and everyone of us beloncs to this organization, especially
at this moment V7hen our brothers and sisters across the ocean are
suffering so bitterly under the yoke of the eneny. It is in the interest
of our fight for independence that one and all should join the
organization.

This organization, niore tl.-jn any other, can awaken and strengthen our
hopes; arouse in us national sentiment, pov;er, and right and thereby
help our motherland • Through such an organization ar Siege, v:e

becone invincible in fighting for v.hat belongs to Ukrainia.

Then only will the world notice tliat winning independence truly requires
the whole nation, and practically everybody should be soldiers.
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Then will the :vorld see our strength, our discipline, and order.

Only V7ith an organization of Ukrainians, both in the native land and
abroad, can our capable nation lead itself to a better destiny without
any outside foreign interference v;hich our people should never suffer^

Only then our voice v:ill not be lost in the desert; only then even
our enemies v/ill respect us.

Only then our nation v/ill be able to conquer everything, whatever the
v/ill of a powerful, well-organized, great nation v/ants, 'The nation can
v/in its freedom and independence only then, when every individual will
answer the call to join the Siege organization.
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No nation has ever v;on its freedom merely with diplomats and the
endeavors of a scanty group of politicians, without the simultaneously
determined support of the v;hole nation.

The Ukrainian nation in Eastern Galicia understood it, and therefore,
thanks to its already established organizations nov; has a chance to
give much proof that they do not v;ant and will not allow themselves,
for any length of time, to suffer under a foreign yoke.

But even in the United States the organization is not carried out
to its utmost by the very fact that it does not include the whole
group of our people so that there would not be a single U'krainian
left outside the organization. This present occupation of the
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V/estern part of Ukrainia bv loland, cauj^es i.-pedinents and even
impossibilities in the direction of freedom, to continue the v;ork
in that part of the country'-. .JLl the nore that the orcanizations of
our people in xinerica, countr:^ of freedom in v;hich our brother
emigrants can do so much, since they have rreater freedom to organize
than they ever had in Galicia v:hile under .lustria. The 3iege
Oreanization in the United States, strong as it is, is as yet in its
very inception. The consolation, hov:ever, is that it is grovjing
stronger and stronger. In it, I notice people v;ho v;ork with con-
siderable sacrifice, great political understanding and their main
ideal is to v;ork for the complete success of the organization.
They understand its vehement value and therefore are tr^'-ing to put
it into practice. For now, during this intensely opportune time
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such an organization i^dien v/ell organized may render a {^reat help
to the native land. The country needs your help, and the most
significant help v.lll be given only then, v/hen it comes from the
collective v/ill of the v;hole emigration; this is possible and
most effective only through the means of such an organization as this.

Irishmen, Germans and Czechs, etc., had such organizations among
them a long time ago. V/ith the exception of the Ukrainian insurance
companies, v;e, up to the present tiiTie, do not have a single organization
which v/ould include all the political parties and faiths under one
slogan: For the freedom of the Ukrainian nation.

It is useless to mention v;hat an im':'>ortant part, in fighting for the
freedom of their nation, and in the building of their State, the Czech
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Eagles played and are still playing in political life.

Vie could have done better in the past. Vie should have been as
alert as they v/ere. Yet, it is never too late to mend, and it

should be mended as soon as possible.

Therefore, I accept this news with joy that an organization already
exists v;hich stands above the political parties, in the form of
The Ukrainian Siege Organization in the United States,

This will uplift in spirit and give further inspiration and strength
to the fighters for freedom in the native land, when they can see
that behind them stands another skinriish line of fighters.
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I am convinced that all the Ukrainians in /merica of both sexes v;ill
understand the Siege Organization as a national necessity and v:ill
take it as one of their first duties to become one of its members
as soon as possible.

Congratulations to you initiators. To you, highly esteemed doctor,
who he.s done so much and is still continuing to do everything in
your power for the organization, thereby doing your full share to
help the Ukrainian nation in its hard struggle for liberation from
the yoke of slavery, to you especially goes true and sincere thanks
and congratulations for all your special efforts in this direction.

Vienna, Oct. 28, 1922 Dr. 2higene Petrushevich, President
of V/estern Ukrainia.
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Gone One Come All

To
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Sunday, Movember 25, 1922

.

Schoenhoffen Hall

Corner D" vision St., Ashland and I.:iiv;aukee Aves.
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The Llain Speaker

Dr. Joseph Ilazaruk

Deler^ate from Cur Eastern aalician-Ukrainian Govemrent.

Dr. Joseph Ilazaruk, who came fron Europe a month aro, is being invited
to G:iicago to the Llass lieeting, so that v;e also may have an opportunity
to bear from him the latest nev/s ajid develooiaents in our native country.
Besides Dr. Ilazaruk, thers will be other speakers.

Commencement at 2:30 2.11. Admission free.
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On September 6, the Executive Staff decided that the recording secretary
should write to all district majors, who should see to it that the menbers
of the companies in their respective districts be prompt in paying their
dues, according to the decision of the last Siege Convention held in
Cleveland.

The money for the so-called Known Fund is to be sent directly to Dr. S# K«
Hrynevetsky, chief executive, and the executive office will then be responsible
for it and will sent it to the designated place, thereby having direct control
over it.

On September 27, a letter from Dr. Dnistryansky was read. This led them to
refer the matter of helping Ukrainian students abroad, to Siege Company No# 1,
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in Chicago.

M« Kotsiuk was notified that if District No. 1 does not pay P# Nayda his
travelling expenses, while he is transacting business of the organization
with Company No* 5 at Y/ilmington, N J., the executive office in Chicago
will pay him from the general fund.

Chief executive Dr« Hrynevetsky has decided to attend the next Siege Convention
to be held in 1924 in Philadelphia, l^aturally his travelling expenses are to

be paid from the general account of the organization.

On October 4, the recording secretary wrote to the bookstore Umna in Vienna,
and ordered, according to the sniallest sample sent in, a sufficient number
of badges for all the Ukrainian-American Siege members.
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MINUTS OF TH2 SliSGS HEADQ^UkRTiiK EKECUTIViiS IN CHICAGO

On August 14, the executive office decided to write a letter to
S* Derabitsicy, recording secretary of Obyednania (Union), to force him
to suspend his activity of collecting signatures for Obyednania (an

insurance association) from tne Siege Organization officers*

. A letter of resignation from M# Kotsiulc, assistant major, and for the
time being the head of the first Siege District in Philadelphia, was read*
The resignation, however, was not accepted*

On August 28, they changed their minds after reading the letter of the

first District, in Philadelphia. The Siege officers there, with all its
members, agreed to join the Obyednania Insxirance Company. This influenced
the Headquarters executive staff who decided that the entire Siege Organization
will officially join the insurance association, Whereupon the insurance

association was permitted to use the names of Siege officers or members

for advertising purposes, etc.
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SI5GE LELIB1S3 H: CHICAGO COirTRIBUTED 1^1,000 AS AIT INSTANT
AID TO THEIR MATI\'E COUKTKy

Dr. Liike Myshuga, delegate of the Vestem (Galician) Ukrainian National
Republic, stopped off in Chicago on September 20, on his way back home
from Canada. To -.^lelcome such a dear guest and to hear the latest news from
him of our native land Ukrainia, the attendance of the Ukrainian Chicagoans
was altogether too small as conpared with the great ntimber of our people
who live in this city.

At the end of the spaech given by Dr. Myshuga, he ;vas given a check for
§1,000, which is tlie first contribution of the Chicago Ukrainians to this
fund of Instant Relief for the Native Land.
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III S
AN APPEAL TO UKRAINIAN STUDENTS

The Ukrainian college youth in Chicago established the Monomach, a Ukrainian
student club.

Its aim is to encourage the Ukrainian college students to join this club,
as well as other fraternities and societies. By joining this student club,
they can exchange ideas with other members; by joining other clubs and
societies they can help their respective coianunities by influencing them
with new, fresh, and useful ideas. The students should be like cement
which unites firmly, and they should carry this spirit of union to com-
munities at large; in them they should encourage the youth to get a high-
er education.

m

We need well-educated and well-trained people in intellectual fields. The
slogan of the student club is, action!

':-
. o

i WP4 o'
-. 1 1. 1 .n. ^ J
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The officers of the Club Monomach appeal to the Ukrainian youth
not only in Chicago, but also in the entire United States, to establish
similar clubs all oyer America and thus unite us directly or indirectly.

Considering Chicago the possible future center of the Ukrainian students
in the United States, we ask each and every Ukrainian student to write
us his biography, particularly what he studies, in what college, what
academic year as well as the circumstances or hardships tmder which he
studies. In this way we shall be able to get a general review of fav-
orable and otherwise conditions, irtiich will assist us in organizing the
Ukrainian-American student body into one solid unit.

Harry Gr. Skehar, President,
Monomach Club,

Nicholas Motliuk, Secretary.

\c
V
m. oi
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I C (POLISH) TIE CHICAGO UKIUIITIANS GIVE GRAND FINALE CONCERT
II B 1 a AT iiDCPOSITION

III 2 Chicago 3iege Zxecutive Office is Host to i!ost Famous
I C Ukrainian Choir '.'/hose Brilliant Concert Entertains

Chicago Public

Ukrainians from every nook of America write articles to nev/spapers telling
the world about their local activities, relations with their homeland, etc.
In short, everyday we are learning about seme of their v;orthwhile activities
frori many parts of this country.

In Chicago, as elsewhere, our people are also earnest workers in many
branches of various activities, including national. Yet, curious enough,
the nev/spapers do not mention anything about Chicago at all. In view of
this fact, I was determined to write something about the Ukrainian concert
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I C (POLISH) which took place in Chicago, wherein the local Sie^e was
II B 1 a host to the famous Ukrainian Choirs; therefore, in a measure
III 2 the Chicago Ukrainians directly and indirectly contributed
I C to the entertainment of different nationalities of Chicago,

who were present at the concert. Here everybody had an.

opportunity to enj^y the real beauty of Ukrainian melodies and dances.

Chicago, both this year and last year, presented a small exhibition,
Pageant of Progress Exposition. Of course, at this exposition practically
all nationalities and all kinds of products were represented. The exposition
this year was quite favorable to the Ukrainians, and the Chicago Ukrainians
were certain to take advantage of it.

The exposition opened on July 29, with a grand pageant of nxjuierous musical
bands and demonstrations of all sorts of products. Our Chicago Siege band,
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I C (POLISH) composed of forty players, with its conductor John Barabash,
II B 1 a was one of those numerous bands. "Ukrainian Band," both in
III 3 Ukrainian and English, vas inscribed on its large drum. They
I C made such a good appearance, that they surely must have

attracted the attention of the crowd of a million people
standing packed on both sides of the streets, because as our band passed there
?;ere ceaseless ovations and cheers from the crowd. This was one of the first
grand €ind successful appearances of our Siege Band which will have a lasting
impression on a million inhabitants of Chicago. This was an appecoi'ance which
informed the American public that there are Ukrainians living in Chicago. In
a great measure^ we have John Barabash, our young Siege Band conductor to
thank for all this.

The exposition, as mentioned above began on July 29, and was to end August
13. The Ukrainians were invited to give their concert on the last day.
No one ever dteamayl of such an opportimity. One week had already passed and
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I C (POLISH) no one knev/ anything about it; naturally, no one was interested
II B 1 a €uay further, to any considerable extent, with the exposition.
III E But as the second week commenced, the incredible good news
I C was received from the Exposition Committee that the Chicago

Ukrainians had been selected to give the Grand Finale Concert
on the last day of the I-!xposition«

»athin a few hours the Ukrainian Concert Committee ^ot together, discussed
the matter, and decided on concert numbers.

The leading members of this Committee were the following: John Rarabash,
conductor of the Ukrainian Siege Band; Rev. V/asyl Stetsiuk, conductor of
the Siege nale choir; Professor T. Choptiak, conductor of the Lysenko choir;
R. I. Sraook; and }tr. Aschenko, instructor of the Unrainian national dances.

From that time on the tireless work began. Both choirs rehearsed most

.P.A.
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I C (POLISH) diligently, and the girls also wanted to profit by the
II B 1 a opportunity so they were glad to learn Ukrainian group
III E dances. All rehearsals and preparations for the concert
I C took place at the Church Ilall, at Cakley and Rice St.

The culminating point of all those rehearsals of the band,
choirs, etc., was reached on the day of the concert.

The concert was announced in all the American newspapers in Chicago. And
curious enough, the Poles were very much surprised. They wondered why the
Ukrainians were chosen, and nost likely they sent their spies to the concert.

Critics, reporters of foreign newspapers, as well as many Ukrainians were
present at the concert.

Willicun Hale Thompson, I^Iayor of Chicago, and one of the members of the
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I C (POLISH) Exposition Committee, because of the lack of seats in the
II B 1 a hall were obliged to listen to the concert over the radio.
III S
I C Now I vrf.sh to lay aside the description of the audience and

the concert hall, and will start first, so to speak, with a
slight criticism of the musical numbers.

The first number was the overture ''Lustspiel" by Keller Bello. The parting
of the curtain disclosed a beautif\il tableau of a Ukrainian Siege trand wearing
blue uniforms.

R. Smook, the prompter, introduced the Ukrainian Band and its conductor John
Barabash, and €innounced the first number of the program. They were given a
real welcome by a lengthy ovation.

As the conductor raised his baton such silence prevailed that the drop of

a pin could have been heard. The beautiful "Lustspiel** was played with

c
c

'<-:
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I C (POLISH) minute precision.
II B 1 a
III E Everyone, vAio has ever heard the piece and understands
I C music, discovei^d that the men in the Ukrainian Band, not

only play skillfully, but also with their whole hearts
and souls.

The second part of the first number was the serenade "The Cupid Charms."
The third part, "Collection of Ukrainian Melodies," by John Bsu'abash, was
excellently played by the band.

The second number ^vas a song, the "Bandoora," by H. Davidovsky. Another
beautiful tableau was then presented, composed of jnembers of M. Lyssenko*s
mixed choir.
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I C (POLISK) Then followed the choir of T. Choptiak. Both choirs had to
II B 1 a sing encores. Miss Mary Vinyarsky deserves honorable mention
III E because of her very charmng soprano voice.
I C

Third number: "V/edding of the V/inds,^ music by J* T. Hall.
Also "Ukrainian Bazaar Songs," by John Barabash.

After a short intermission the Ukrainian Band appeared again. The audience
was so pleased with the band that it seemed that it could not want anything
better, yet this band is comprised mostly of persons from the laboring class.

In the last part of the third number the Ukrainian Band played Ukrainian
compositions exclusively. This deviation from American music was a real
treat to the audience. The band was called back over and over; the
enthusiastic audience hardly knew when to stop its ovations.
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I C (POLISH) The fourth number: *'Vetchernitsi" (Evening Entertainment),
II B 1 a music by R. T. Nischinsky. The Very appearance of the
III E self-confident M. Lyssenko's mixed choir was a certain
I C guarantee that this number woxild be a success* This it was,

although in minor details there vas still room for improvement.
But if the fact that the choirs also consist of the working class is taken
into consideration, then one is bound to marvel at how it was possible for
these amateurs to render their numbers as well as they did.

Another attraction was the young ladies in Ukrainian national costumes.
Several of the girls were so iminaculately dressed that they looked like a
real tableau. Miss Olga Motsio v/as one of them. It looked as if those
girls had come from Xlkrainia to entertain the audience here, and to show
American women how beautifully they dress in Ukrainia.

The fifth number: Mr. and IJjra. Aschenko presented a short dialogue and

s.

V -
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I C (POLISH) excerpts from songs. It was not bad, but it seems that it

II B '1 a would have been much better if it had been omitted entirely.
III E
I C The sixth number: The popular song "Palley,'* musical master-

piece of T. Vorobkevich. IVhen the curtain was drawn, the
public witnessed a slightly different treat, a male choir. This was a
Siege choir and its conductor Rev. VJasyl Stetsiuk, a sincere, zealous hard
worker. The choir, under his direction ;7as being swayed with the rapidity
of lightning, yet so smoothly and so harmoniously. The American public has
never seon a better choir, a choir so well-disciplined and xvith such seriousness
in their hearts for the work at hand. This numb.r, of all the choir numbers,
was the most successful. This choir was a living testimonial of the hard
work of Rev, '7. Stetsiuk. All we have to say, with reference to this Siege
male choir, is to hope that they will continue to attend their rehearsals in the
future under their v^ry able conductor Rev. ?/. Stetsiuk.
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I C (POLISH) The seventh niimber: Solo and group dances were preceded
II B 1 a by a song by a f^roup of girls. The dances were another
III E covetous treat for the audience. Boys and girls poured
I C on the stage fron tha right and left sides formed couples,

r€inks, and files. V/ith very skillful musicians the ballets
cane out exceptionally well*

The group was followed by solo dances. This was something positively new
for the audience. The following took part in it: Ivlr. Aschenko, instructor
and manager of tho dancing of the program; Stephen Musiychuk, true coesack
and sincere worker in the Siege Organization; M. Tokarevich; D. Zabolotsky;
Luke Stachursky. They all performed their parts very well, yet Llr, Aschenko,
as could be expected, superseded them all. He is a superb ballet master and
acrobatic dancer, and naturally, he would be master of the situation.

Of all the girls who danced exceptionally well, several of them deserve
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I C (POLISH) special press attention. Amnng those were the follov/ing:

II B 1 a A. Voos, 0, Mot sic, Ltrs. M. Musiychuk, Catherine Kosovich,
III E Llary Vinyarsky, S. Koptynsky, and Kryvetsky.
I C

The eighth number: The overture '^Superbe," by Dalbey, ;vas

played by the band as well as their preceding pieces

•

For the grand finale tjie Ukrainian Band played the American and Ukrainian
national anthems*

f/e are sure that this concert will never be forgotten by the American
audience and still nore so by the Ukrainians who were present

•

Two days have passed since the grand fete, after which, very desirable
results have followed. The secretary of the Jilxposition sent an official
letter to our Ukrainian Concert Committee in which, among other things, /x>
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I C (POLISH) he stated that the Concert ^iven by tho Ukrainians was the
II B 1 a most sensational evEnt of the whole Exposition. The letter
III E was si^ed by I'ayor Willia^Ti Kale Thompson and his secretary^
I C

The day after this letter was received, special delep;ates

sent by the Exposition executives, came to the Ukrainian Concert Committee
and asked them to repeat the concert once nore. However, they declined
the offer due to some important reason that intervened.

It seems that it is useless to comment any further on tho fact that the
Chicago Ukrainians did more by that one concert, than they could by many
protests against tlieir political enemies.

And now, for the grand success of this concert, we should give thanks to
John Barbabash, conductor of the Ukrainian Band, and to the chairman of the
Ukrainian Concert Committee.

'^ WW I
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Our next obligation is to Rev, 'Tasyl Stetsiuk, Prof. T.
Choptiak, and ballet master Aschenko and his wife. They
all co-operated very well.

We should also thank the subordinates who answered the call
of their conductors with such enthusiasm. Thanks for their sincerely
impersonal interest in the concert-' s success*

Would to God that we continue to be as successful in the future.

Andreyko

.

'^

m O
o
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II B 1 a
I C CHICAGO UIO^INIAN 31 HIM R^^ND PLAY3 AT THE

LITHUANL^ !;IASS M-liTriNG AGAINST
POLES

The Siege Band, under the capable leadership of John Barabash, its conductor,
played at the Chicago Lithuanians* I-Iass meeting against the Poles.

Simultaneously, this Lithuanian Day was also their Thanksgiving Day to
America for its recognition of Lithuania as an independent State.

There also were a number of other union bands, yet the Ukrainian Band was
not only one of the biggest, but also, through its behavior, discipline,
and training proved to be one of the best, according to the Lithuanian
Mass Meeting Committee.

In short, we might add that the Ukrainian Siege Band is becoming more and,*^^
...

oY.
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I C more important and beginning to be well-known in the citj^

of Chicago. Me wish and hope that the members of the band
will work hard to improve themselves, and under the capable leadership of
its conductor John Bcirabash, the Ukrainian Band will become a first-class
band, and will become known not only in Chicago, but also all over the
United States. This will be not only important to th: band, but it will
also add to the joy of all the Ukrainian people.
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CHICAGO SIEGE DISTRICT NO. 2 3CUGOT UEPJiHTLiN LIBERTY BOlTDo FOR $5,100

The names of those who bought Ukrainian Liberty Bonds are being put away in
a special file. Ukrainian Liberty Bonds were bought by 152 Siege members of
both sexes. The total sum of the bonds bought by Chicago Siege members is

$5,100,
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I F 4 i\NNUAL M':}-7riNG OF SIjIGE BRANCH NO. 15

Their Humanitarian and Intellectual ;7ork

The cmnual meetins of Siege Branch No. 15 took place on July 15.

There has never been a more harmoniousl:.^ conducted meeting in the history
of the Chicago Ukrainians.

After singing the national anthem the mooting v/as opened by captain S.

Boniakivsky. Then followed the roll call, acceptance of new members and
collecting ttie toonthly dues. An accoiint of the last picnic which was
very successful, was read. The proceeds from this amounted to $265.78.

Upon the motion of R. Boyko, the meeting granted fifty dollars for orphans
in the old country. They also decided to buy a number of badges from Ivlr.

Boyko for company use*

y
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I F 4 Luke Stachursky ;7as elected chairman to conduct this meeting.

The former Captain S. Boniakivsky thanked the company for their
vote of confidence and took a seat among the other members. The temporary
chairman selected ISr. Petriw and A. Dzivakovsky to act as secretaries of the
meeting.

The captain mentioned above vms the first one to be called on to give account
of his work. Due to the fact that he held the position for a comparatively
short time, the report of his activities v.'as very brief. The second
lieutenant stated that he should have done more, but for one reason or other,
he did not work very hard.

From the reading of minutes and accounts it was learned that the company
has ^538.20 in its treasury and it has 110 members.

The financial secretary announced that his accounts coincide with the - 'A\
•

. oil
,1 .• '^ Ai

<:< of

<r
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I F 4 accoxmts of the cashier Mr. L!urin.

Yet, it showed that some of the officers were quite negligent in performing
the duties they took upon themselves a year ago.

Michael Soltys, librarian, gave one of the best accounts v/ith reference to
his post. Vx. Soltys told the meeting that the Chicago Public Library has
decided to contribute 150 volumes to the Siege Library. This was in a great
measure due to the steady, systematic work of Mr. Soltys.

The chairman asked all members present to stand up to show their appreciation
of the work of the former officers

•

Immediately, the election of the new members followed. The results of the
election were as follows:

/r
V.
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S. Muryn, financial secretary; M. Dzyganovsky, recording
secretary; N. Tymush, cashier; P# Demchyna and Mr# lAatseleyko, under
officers; L, Stachursky, M. Hu.-^sir, I.5r. Goralchuk, and J. Yavorsky,
first-lieutenants; }Jiax Fedinsky, bugler; Mr. Vishniovsky, guard; liichael

Soltys, librarian; N. Hul and Mr. Petriw, comptrollers.

After the election of the officers, upon motions that were seconded, the
meeting made the following decisions:

1) Every member should do everj^hing in his power to attend the Siege
drills every Saturday.

2) The present captain of this company should assist the company in
Gary, to get on its feet, i.e., to better itself in all respects.

^
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day of a district picnic.

4) Our company should take charge of the dance number on the program at
the Exposition of Progress.

5) The company assigned twenty-five dollars for the press f\ind«

At this time they collected $15.50 to pay the fee of the ballet master
who rehearsed the Chicago Ukrainian dancers, so that the Ukrainians
could show before other nationalities the full splendor of our national
dances.

The newly elected officers were then sviorn in, as well as two new members
who were formerly accepted. Finally, the chief executive, Dr. S. K.
Epynevetsky adjourned the meeting with a few sincere, ardent words, and //

gave out a new password to those present. 'A\

\ -<

A. Dzivakovsky. ^^_

r
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CHICAGO UKRAINIANS TO ORGANIZE A YOUTH
:

- - SIEGE COMPANY ;

Several months ago« a movement was started in Chicago to organize a Siege
Company comprised of young people hetween eighteen and thirty-five years
of age. Tor one reason or another, this necessary work was somehow
neglected until the present time*

On July 24, the youth gathered at the Oakley and Rice Street Hall, for the
sole purpose of organizing the youth Siege company.

The meeting was presided over by D« Zabolotsky. After a short eicplanation,

questions and discussion followed as to the conditions and obligations
required and expected of those who wished to Join this new company.

Dr. S. Z. Hrynevetsky, chief executive of the organization ardently
encouraged those present, who were within the age limit, to Join the
company*
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Vivid discussion, which showed great enthusiasm for the movement, took so

long that they did not have enough time to complete their main business*
Therefore, the meeting was adjourned until next Monday.

On July 31, a similiar meeting took place at the Citizens' Club. Chief
executive Dr. Hrynevetsky and general financial secretary John Shkraba
were present.

At this time persons Joined the newly organized company. After this Dr.
Hrynevetsky and the general financial secretary congratulated the newly
organized branch imd wished them the best of luck in their future work.

The following were elected as temporary officers: P. Vasilovsky, OaptaifiJ

n» Motlluk, general secretary.

It was decided that the newly organized group should be Called T. Bulb|i
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Among other motions and decisions of lesser importance, they decided and
encotiraged every member of the company to be an organizer and thus help -

make it a strong company,
^

Nicholas Motliuk
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SIEGE PHYSICAL DRILL AS APPROVED BY THE CHICAGO
EXECUTIVE STAFF
Flag Exercise No« 1

Standing at attention, a small flag is held so that the staff of the flag
is on the left-hand side, the end of the staff is to he held with the left
hand below the waist.

1« Stepping hack on the toes of the left foot, with the flag horizontal
and hanging down over the ri^t shoulder so that hoth ends of the flag
hang evenly, while the right hand holds it at the left shoulder and the
left hand holds the end of the flag.

2. The right foot is placed forward keeping the flag even with the other
outstretched hand.

3. Left turn, only do not draw the feet together and keep the head in the •'-

same position as in figure No. 2. That is, hold it motionless to the righti[>^
keeping the flag also in this position, and at the same time lower oneself ^"^^
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as if to crouch on one's heels, it will appear that one is aiming to lance
someone with the upper end of the flag staff.

4. Draw the feet together and place the flag staff on the chest as it had
been originally.
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ELECTION OF DR. S. K. HRYl^ETETSKY, CHICAGO FKYSICIAIT,

AS CHIEF EXECUTIVE OF THE SIEGE DRGAtllZATION

According to the amended by-laws at the Pittsburg Convention, the members
of the executive staff had the right to appoint a new chief executive
in place of the one who had resigned. However, the executive staff did
not do it, lest it look somewhat similar to dictatorship, but sent out
ballots to all the Siege districts and bi'anches so that they all had a
chance to say irtiether or not Dr. Hrynevetsky would be the chief executive
of the Siege Organization.

The election came out as follows: The Branches: Passaic, N. J., No. 10;

Chicago, 111.: Nos. 12, 13, and 15; Youngstown, 0., No. 36; Cleveland, 0.,

No. 39; Lockwood, 0., No. 40; and Gary, In(i., No. 41; all voted unanimously

for Dr. Hrynevetsky as chief executive.

The Branches: Philadelphia, Pa., Nos. 4, 7, 34, 43, 45 and in Frankford,

t m.
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Pa», No. 25, voted to wait with the election until the next Siege Convention.

The centDral staff guard, branch No. 5, Chicago, 111., in the election
joined the majority.

The majority decided that Dr. Stephen K. Hrynevetsky be the chief
executive of the Siege Organization in the United States, with its
headquarters in Chicago, Illinois, beginning ^larch 1, 1922.

Stephen Musiychuk, secretary.
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TO DISTEIICT LEADERS, TKEIR ASSISTAJIIB, BRANCH OFFICERS Aim
MEKBERS OF THE SIEGE ORQAITIZATION IN CHICAGO AND ALL OYER THE UNITED STATES

By Dr» Stephen K. Hrynevetsky, Chicago Physician

On March 1, 1922, the Central Headqxiarters of the Siege Organization, with
its offices in Chicago, elected me as its chief ezecutire* Herein I wish
to take this opportunity to extend my thanks to all those Siege branches
that voted in my favor as well as those who refrained from voting, pos-
sibly due to some good reason.

In taking the required oath the central staff imposed on me this sacred
duty: to do my full share in trying to spread and strengthen the Siege
Organization.

I took the oath to follow the Siege by-laws, and in the meantime I wish
to remind you. Siege members, that you also took the very same oath*
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Dear Siege members, the duty imposed on me by the executives of the Siege
organization was also indirectly imposed by you. Yet, I cannot fulfill
them without your generous help.

In my opinion, my election to this office was possibly most opportune.
However, my orders and your full cooperation must go hand-in-hand in
order to reach the desired end.

The Siege organization came to a stand still, as far as I can see, due
to two principal causes: 1) Lack of discipline and cooperation; 2) un-
welcome habits of breaking decrees ^or not touching them at all.

I accepted the office as the head of the Siege Central Staff with this
one aim in view: to do away with everything that would be an impediment
to the organization. I am sure that with your wholeheax*ted help we
shall be able to accomplish those great things for which the orgcoiization
was primarily established.

;^ m.
t^.
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The Siege by-laws paragraph 21, article VI, reads that the decisions of
the chief executive (Otaman) with his assistants, in all things per-
taining to the business of the organi2:ation, have full force and can be
changed or annulled only by a general convention*

According to this paragraph I, with the consent of the entire executive
staff, am obliged to send out to all branches of the Siege organization
the following orders:

1) The district head officers* attention is called to the fact that up
to April 29, 1922, all their members' dues accounts are to be straight-
ened out* Paragraph 65, article EC, of the Siege by-laws is to be ex-
plained so that the contents of the paragraph refer only to single
branches or to their individual members*

2) Headqua2*ters must recieve all the members* dues eind contributions
to the press fund one month ahead , that is on the day of the 29 of each ^

'2 ^'
"^ °
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preceding month. Dues of twenty cents per member each Siege branch office
must collect and forward to the Central Headqiiarters on the time specified
above.

3) Let it be known to all members that not only membership dues, but also
subscriptions for the Siege Hews are to be paid in advance. That is,

everything must be paid up by April 29, according to the new ruling.

4) Now, on March 29, the district head officers should see to it that an
exact account is sent to the Central Headquarters so that extracts of their
doings can be published in the Siege News . The main topic being their
athletic activity. The central office must knov/ where, and how many members
take part in athletics, and what percentage do not.

5) It is also commanded that the district heads see to it that each branch
commander gives time, during every monthly meeting and before or after
weekly athletic exercises, for discussion of questions of popular sciences, -^
and thus help the members broaden their horizon of general knowledge. o ^

•1^ \ ^ \ 4
v\
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6) It is connnanded that at no meeting or gathering of any kind, there
be any dispute, quarrel, outright antipathy, or unnecessary offense
directed against any political party or religious sect that may differ
from ours*

7) It is commanded that all district commanders and assistants keep in
mind that all weekly athletic gatherings as well as all monthly Siege
meetings sho\ild open and close with this command: "Company, attentionl"
While doing this the right hand should rest on the chest, thus they
should remain silent for one minute. During this silence every one
should think and strongly desire independence for Urkrainia. Then the
national .anthem should follow»

8) We appeal to all district and branch officers to inform their mem-
bers that by April 1, a new password vrill be sent out to all the officers,

and they will communicate it down to every member of their branch or
company*
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9) We appeal to all district and branch officers as well as all Siege
members to see to it that at no time should anyone give out those pass-
words to anyone but Siege members. This is to prevent the possible
presence of an enemy at any meeting, thus causdhg unnecessary disturb-
ances.

10) It is the duty of all district officers and assistants to see to it
that their district councils are regularly conducted, and that the above
commands and appeals are complied with by themselves and members. The
officers have the right to punish, according to Siege by-laws, those of
their members who do not fulfill their obligations.

11) All orders and commands from the commander-in-chief are to be read

immediately after the first command of attention, and as soon as all
those present are accounted for. The United States Army discipline is

to be followed as closely as possible.

j*^-
'(-1 -(. o).
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12) It is the duty of the officers at the head of districts to inform
and notify their branch officers, and these, their suboi^dinates and the
rest of their Siege members, of anything that is to take place in their
own branches and districts* In a similar way, all are to be informed
of general doings of the vrtiole Siege Orgemization.

-**
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SIEGE GUARD

(Excerpt)

Hear ye, hear ye, what happened In Chicago on the South Side, at 50th and
Paulina Sts., at the Ukrainian Catholic Church. As soon as the services
In the church were over, before twelve noon, the observer noticed on the
street a riotous crowd making a great coimaotion. '/Hiat happened? Two
communists, Trotskylsts, were being milled around and were given a good
thrashing by the Siege members. Coinnunists Chub and A. Parubey had come to
the church as usual, with the Bolshevistic handbills that are Intended to
injure the cause of iiestern Galicia, occupied by Poland. But our Siege
members, found It out sooner than expected and dealt with the two Communists
accordingly. The curious observer v/anted to see the Trotskylsts but the crowd
was so thick that he did not have a chance. Hov/ever, beating of the two was plainly
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audible desoite the crov;ding and loud talking. After the^'- received enough
of it, the two Trotskyists, nlnost nartyrs, ran as fast a^ their ler.s could
carry them. Sone of the Siege r^embers follov;ed them c?nd from time :o time
gave them a little assistince v;ith a svnft kick, thus trying to help them to
get back to Lenin for a Red Celebration. The tv/o servants of Lenin and
Trotsky will surely remember the treat they rsceived from the Ukrainian
Gosjacks on the South Side of Ghicago. Never ax.in ill they dare, nor advise
anybody else to approach the Ukrainain Gossacks with Gommunistic propaganda*
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SITCH BRANCH kOVEMSm hNNUaL LiEETING

(Minutes Of Chicago Sitch Branch No. 15, May 15, 1921.)

Mr. D. Zabolotsky opened the meeting with Sitch Greetings; following this, the
members sang the song •There is No Time Any Longer.**

The unsettled business of the year was next on the program.

The meeting decided when the Sitch festival of one of the largest branches, the
Bohdan Chmelnitsky Branch No. 15, would take place. Conductor Theodore Choptiak g
and his male choir were asked to present a few numbers at the festival. ^

It was decided that the net profit, §92.50, of the Sitch festival of June 19, S
should go to the Sitch press fund. Branch No. 15 added $7.50, and thus |100
was given for the Sitch press, which is about to be established.

The following officers for 1921-1922 were elected: Commander, Mr. D. Zabolotsky;
his assistant, Mr. Ivan Dmytriw; second lieutenants, Mr. Stanley Michalsky and

"D
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Ur. Iraxi Gabxx>; first lieutenants, Mr. Michael Husir and Mr. R« Boyko; flag
and standard bearers, Mr. George Mashtal and Mr. F« Chornopysky; bugler, Mr.
John Kozak; financial secretary, Mr. Stephen Muryn; cashier, Sam Boniakiwsky;
recording secretary, Mr. Michael Dzyganowsky; comptrollers, Mr, Nicholas Hull
and Mr. Michael Horodetsky; librarian, Michael Labuy«

"C

Mr. Michael Mayorchyk, head of the Chicago Sitch district, lined up the new
officers and turned them over to Colonel P. Novodvorsky, who, after a few words
of inspiration and encouragement, swore them in. In a short speech he compared
them to those officers who were once elected in Zaporoze, beyong the Dnieper, g
in Ukraine.

Ĉo

ro
"There, before the election,** he said, every nominee's faults were publicly o^

brought to light. But once they were elected or appointed as officers, they
were obeyed at all times, regardless of the nature of the command. Alas, with
us it is somewhat different; iriien we elect officers, we give them a big ovation,
but later we do not take their orders seriously enough. Let the newly-elected
officers be prepared for, and anticipate from time to time, some antagonism from
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the opposing political parties ^ remefflbering that it is sweet and honorable to
suffer for Mother Ukraine.

John Kbzak and F« Chomopyslcyy Secretaries _
"T7

CD
»

Co

cn
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TJKRAINIAJI

UKRAINIAN PEOPLE'S WORK IN CHICAGO ATTD IN AMERICA IN Q-^teraL

Tflierever one turns his head, even in the most forgotten nook occupied by iromi-

grants, we find that these various foreign groups are energetically trying to

do scMething profitable for their own people*

So also we Ukrainian immigrants in the land of Washington are trying to do

something profitable. However, the climate of this country seems to affect
some individuals of ours in a negative way.

We have good intentions and make enthusiastic beginnings, but these are in-
sufficient to carry anything to a successful end«

Ihere was a Sitch congress from May 1 to May 3 this year in Pittsburgh. After
electing new officers for the organization th^ decided to move the Sitch
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headquarters from New York to Chicago* After this charge we expected things ^
to run more smoothly. But alasl T!he outcome is such that some have lost the ^
energy to continue the work in that particular field. Th^ walk independent fZ

and detached^ and yet trying to find out idiat is going to happen tomorrow* ^-^

And Just as usual, as soon as anything is started, there will always be some g
people acting as an impediment, but they hide themselves behind the fence to

conceal their stained faces, knowing that their reputation for making trouble
will easily be discovered.

CO

cr

Now that we are worse disorganized than ever, we can hardly appreciate the value
of solidarity. However, to understand public indifference in the political
field in America, we have to explain it with this one thing: there are some

maniacs who run from one meeting to another, Just annoying the people by cri-

ticizing anybody and everything everywhere, and thereby trying to force them-

selves to leadership—absurd I The people have lost faith in then. They appear
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on exposure like trunks of rotten trees, characterless and nameless, ready to ^
collapse. ^

Strange it is that such persons, usually ivith hardly any education or training C
whatsoever, have the audacity to get up before the public and to try to tell 5
them something. The audience is so much disgusted with them that whenever after-

£

wards any worth-while speaker wants to address them, they are so much sated with co

listening to worthless talkers that they are reluctant to listen to anybody at

all.

Look around then, and try to find anybody who would listen to talk of higher
Ideals, self*sacrifice, and love of one*s people and of the country in itiieh one
lives. Tes, those maniacs who sweated in the attempt to prove that they are the
only leaders of the people should receive their due reward for their wicked work
against the Ukrainian people.

Soon the fdiole thing will come to the surface, and we shall all see clearly the

—

I
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malefactors in their true colors snd find out that their vicious work, soci-

ologically and politically speaking, perpetrated against the immigrants in

America cannot escape notice, nor will the history of immigration overlook
them*

But lookt What are we doing? Ibe opportune time is at hand, and in the face
of it we apparently have become indifferent. We want liberty and freedom for

ourselves and for our children; we desire with all our hearts that over there
in IJkrainia there shall be as much freedom as we have here. We wish it so
sincerelyl (Wish is the desire that the thing which you long to have may come

-T3Now more than ever is the time when every movement, word, and action should be ^
most precious because not only Ukrainian history but even world history will ^
take note of how we Ukrainians have taken advantage of the present opportune ^
time in comparison with other peoples—what gains, what progress we have made*

CO
CD
^^
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to you; but to will to have something means to go after the thing that you want.)^

Shevchenko the poet says: ^

'•As for me, brother, I shall hope for it and expect it, and I shall add it to g
the yearnings of my heart. •• "r-

CD

He foretold that his poems, his call, would beget new fighters for honor, glory, S=!

brotherhood, and the freedom of the Ukrainian people. Here is some of the i>oem:

••There will sprout and grow up

In that lovely land people

Tttio will pierce the rotten heart
Of the vicious one and will drain away
The deadly decayed blood, and
Instead they will refill the heart
With life-giving blood of the mighty Cossacks. ••
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Oh, yesl And so they will grow upl But how long do we still have to grow? ^
Is living a few hundred years under the yoke of our enemies not enough for ?
us? Have we accustomed ourselves so much to concentration camps and dungeons "^

for political reasons that we cannot lift up our heads and look with the eyes ^
of a free people? But alas, some of us seem to think that a life of freedom -o

belongs to a martyr who is rewarded with freedom only after death. We have o
completed our martyrdom, and unless we break the chains of captivity and Lj

oppression right now, we are likely never to have another opportunity to do so. i^

Apparently we won our freedom in 1918, but wicked and uncalled-for leaders en-
snare us, trying to fetter us again, Shevchenko silently looking at them spoke
of them:

•Slaves, stool pigeons, filth of Moscow,
Garbage of Warsaw. •

n
• • •

Let us now repeat these words with such powerful energy behind them that they

(jr*
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will terrorize all those who are seeking to fetter ust

Thus, eagles, soldiers, if we fail to help our native land, let us remember that "%

should we go back to her, we shall be unworthy of becoming j\merican citizens if -^

we declined to defend /the United States^. No man can call' himself the son of r^

a country, and at the same time prove himself a traitor against that country* -o

When at the critical hour the country calls you with the words: ••Join and fight 2
for freedoml** what mockery it would be to refuse the call and to continue to '^

hope and to wait for better days to come? ^

Today, when we swarm and create groups of Sitch fighters everywhere, not one
should leave his group without a serious reason. Every one should join his local
Sitch group and become impregnated with its ideals and foster its spirit and
always be ready to fi^t for the rights and the freedom of this country as well
as for those of Ukrainia*
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Never must we become discouraged because of the fact that we were misled by ^
some one*s showing us in a dark room a black cat which was not there. We ^
should get a lesson out of it and become in the future more observant and ^
more critical; in other words, we should pass those things through the sieve Z^
of our reason, and anticipate the possible true results instead, not letting ig

disappointment creep over us and make us utterly despondent* 2

We still call on you, youth; join one of our local groups, and thus you will
have done part of your duty. We must not take a matter of such grave weight
trivially, for the curse of our negligence, will fall upon us and upon our
children.

Sitch is and should be a source of every liberating and cultural movement, and
therefore let us, one and all, understand that united in Sitch groups, we Jointly
can accomplish great things.

N. H. , Sitch member

CO

cr»
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UKRAIIIIAIJ LADIES' CIRaE

This circle of Ukrainian ladies was organized on May 10, 1920, through
the following cornirdttee: Anna Yaworska, Ciena Siemenovich, Anna Sevitska
and Katherine Zubcich.

It received its charter from Springfield, 111., on May 19, 1920»

The first meeting was held on the 28th of May, 1920, in the Settlement
Hall, where the follov/ing were elected on the comraittee: Dr. Vladiirir

Siemenovich, physician for the Ukrainian Ladies* Circle; Anna Sevitska,
President; Maria Pindova, Financial Secretary; Katherine Zubcich,
Recording Secretary; Anna Yaworska, Treasurer; Julia Holodnytska and
Victoria Fidhuriak, controllers.

Dr# Vladimir Siemenovich said a few words to the ivomen, outlining the
cause of this organization. Immediately after this the officers were
sworn in.
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Further, according to the correspondence written by Mr. Zadoretsky, the chief
executive, the three other members on the committee seir fit to call a gen-
eral district meeting, in order to consult the whole Siege organization in
this important case.

At the general meeting, after a short discussion, all the members agreed
upon that for the good of the organization the executive committee must be
in one locality.

^

Right there v/e stopped to consider whether or not we would be able to take
all the Siege work to Chicago if a majority of its members \vould approve of

it. V/e considered our strength and saw that we have nine branches with a-
bout eight hundred members. We said, we can pick out a good editorial com-
mittee for the Seige News , which has to publish the newspaper on time with-
out any cost. We do not think it expedient that every member of the execu-
tive committee should be from Chicago, but only the majority of it, so that
the work would go faster.

We did not intend to take over the jurisdiction of the commander-in-chief,
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Mr. Boyko, nor that of the centurion nor the assistant centurions; we only
wanted to keep the working people mostly for the good of the Siege Organi-
zation.

As a result of this discussion we notified the head coinmander, Mr. Boyke,
asking him to notify all the Siege members in the United States, so that •

:

they would vote as to where the executive offices of the Siege Organization
are to be transfered.

In returnt Mr. Boyko resolved the matter in this way. Not waiting for the
results of the voting, he ordered the chief treasurer to send all the books,
and figures, and all the work of the head secretary to him before Mar. 30'th.

All this was done under false pretenses. He himself complains, and he him-
self does the Judging - absolutely by himself. We shall state here the false
movements of the head commander

i

First: He says that the by-laws were issued too late. The answer to it is
like this. A few aionths for preparing and printing the by-laws is not too
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longf and we know it for a fact that no organization is able to do this fast
er» We must add that the by-laws were being prepared for five monthSf and
laid in New York a whole month, through the negligence of the committee.

Second: The same thing applies to the publishing of the Siege guide. Let
the members look to how many rubrics there are in it, let them understand
that this is altogether a new thing. Those that undertook the making of the
by-laws and the Siege guide likely did not expect any criticism, but only an
acknowledgement for their fast and true work.

Third: As to the treasurer, the head commander accuses Mr. Moranetz, that
he did not want to send money for the Siege News # Every Siege member must
remember that Mr. Boyko made a motion at the Siege convention that there l

should be two seperate treasuries: one for the Sioge organization, and the
other for the Siege News > That is why the chief treasurer did not see fit,
without first consulting all the members, to give the money from the main
treasury to the treasury of the Siege News . The executive committee does
not have the least idea as to how much money came in for the Siege News nor
what was given out. ?fe knov/ that Mr. Zadosetsky and Mr# Bentoniak figiFed
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out that one issue would cost ^80. Yet, at the convention on Jan. 18, 1920,
we found out that besides the subscribers, over $300 of the Christmas Carol
money was given for the Siege News * A few hundred dollars was supposed to
come from subscriptions. All this money did not cover two issues of the Siege
Hews . Mr. Moranety borrowed $50 from the treasury, and again there, is not
enough, everyone is "squawking" because the treasurer does not want to give
out any more money.

It is a fact that the extraordinary convention, which Mr. Boyko called in Joiim

uary, really ruined the treasury of the organization, whereby there is hardly
enough to pay for the by-laws and the guide. 7/e, Siege members, now wish for
a thorough statement of the administration of the Siege News in order to find
out, where and when that large sum of money was expended.

The editors of the ukraina are sorely disappointed that the head commander
judges this newspaper rashly.

Fourth: It was also decided that we must also stand in defense of this in-
dependent newspaper lJkraina » which always sympathizes v/ith us, backs us and
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and will further back up the Siege movezaent#

Ukraina never belittled the Siege News , but only turned our attention to
the fact that the editors allowed a disloyal article concerning the national
rights of the Ukrainian Republic to be published.

We» Siege memberSf at the same time must be loyal to Ukrainia and its nation-
al government until death. Ukraina pointed out from the start. that the edi-
tors of the Siege News made a mistake and that mistake will surely be criti-
cized by the Siege members.

This is the way it happened:- Today there is no blot on the Siege Organization,
no disloyal accusations, due to the watchfullness of the newspaper ukraina .

Taking all this into consideration, we came to this conclusion, that the ac-
cusations of the head commander are not in any way proven.

We move for the good of the Organization, that the head commander announce a

Siege convention not later than sometime in April, 1920, somewhere between
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Chicago and New York, and we think the most suitable place would be the city

of Cleveland, in which there is a strong branch of the Siege Organization.

It is better to lose a few hundred dollars than to lose this important Siege
movement in Americia-- economy in this respect would be out of place. We,

Siege members, who wish to make the greatest contribution for our Fatherland,
do not fear to pitch in a dollar or two for the good of the national cause.

We e3cpect that all the Siege members will back us up in this important case,

from which vrill result not only the good of the Siege organization, but the
good of the national cause in America. We cannot remedy any matter through w
writing alone. V/e must stand at the convention, and put up the proposition
as clearly as possible, so that everyone v/ill see what is needed for the good
of the Siege movement and our nation.

We do not wish to see divisions ana scattering of the Siege, but a spreading
of the Siege spirit fair and wide from ocean to ocean and beyond.

It is not the will of any individual to lead the Siege Organization, but the
will of all the Siege members, and the executives' work is only to carry out

c
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the will of all the members. No one is permitted to break the national will.

?/e do not want anything but the truth, peace and sociable cooperation of all
the Siege members.

We think that all the misunderstandings vfill come out for the best, especially
at the Siege oonvention.

Convention committee:
Dr. Stephen Hryniewiecky,

District commander;
Stephen Tabay»

Assistant commander;
Paul Novodorsky,

Assisteint commander;
V Michael Horodetsky,

Centurion;^
Paul Zarudny,

Centurion;
Gregory Voitzihowsky,

Banner bearer;
Theodore Huznyskynt

Peter Didyk, Chief Organizer* Assistant Centurion:
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CALL TO ART-IS BY TH2 SIEGE* CROANIZLIH, PETER DIDYK IN
CHICAGO, NOV. 19, 1919.

Sons and Daughters of Ukrainla!

The times in which our present generation lives are too dreadful for words
to describe. Our enemies from time immemorial have resolved to enslave
us forever, and therefore have begun to fight acainst us in a savage vmy.
Both with sword and lies, they are wrecking the very foundation of our
independence, the sacred rights of human legacy. The filthy dilapidated
shoes of the enemies tread upon the innocent breasts of oxxr mother,
Ukrainial

Deadly agony befell our fathers and mothers, brothers and sisters. The
Poles demoniacedly torture us I Sighs and cries and bitter tears of our
countrymen call upon us for liberating help. Their spirit, and the blood-
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CALL TO ARTJS BY THE SliGE-OROLNIZSR, PETER DIDYK IN
CinCAGO, NOV. 19, 1919.

Sons and Daughters of Ukrainial

The times in which o\ir present generation lives are too dreadful for words
to describe. Our enemies from time immemorial have resolved to enslave
us forever, and therefore have begun to fight against us in a savage xvay.

Both with sword and lies, they are wrecking the very foundation of our
independence, the sacred rights of hiuian legacy. The filthy dilapidated
shoes of the enemies tread upon the innocent breasts of our mother,
Ukrainial

Deadly agony befell our fathers and mothers, brothers and sisters. The
Poles demoniaccdly torture us! Sighs and cries and bitter tears of our
countrymen call upon us for liberating help. Their spirit, and the blood-
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shed of our brothers by the raging enemy, call to heaven for vengence.
Justice and liberty sunmon us all to \inite into one Ukrainian bodyl The
sun, the moon and the stars themselves, seem to be troubled day and night
and as if looking and trying to gather and unite all the Ukrainians under
one Siege banner. 2ven groves and forests, as if pricking their ears, are
making an effort to catch the sound of the marching Siege

I

Ukrainian Youth, do you hear the command of the war general! '^Attentionl
MarchI Fight I Shoot I Regain the glory of our forefathers I Demolish the
walls of slavery I Regain freedom for your native land I

^

Where are we all? Are we deaf?

Away with all partisanship, petty differences and personal disputes I Away
with those who do not want unityj

We all want unity, because we were once children of one motherland. Cur
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natiyes call upon us for helpl '.Ve all must tinlte into one fighting body,
into one Siege army unit! le all must surrender practically everything
that we have for the fate and freedom of Ukrainia; we must sacrifice, not
onl3' money, but our ver. lives, if need be! For,who wants to moan under
the Polish-Russian yoke? V/ho would not fight the worthless enemies? ?/ho

would be willing to bow to the universally known liars?

My brother-knights, the viper is hissing, and we, as thinking people, already
intuitively know what he wants!

My brother-knights, Ukrainian blood is bein^ shed, and is flowing the streets
of our villages and cities.

My Siege colleagues, Cossack children, the mother viee^a for the father who
was killed by Polish Jesuits!
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In whom does not the heart yearn for sweet revenge?

We are ready to sacrifice both our soul and body. To arms I then, for
Ukrainia and her people!

Join at once, and shoulder to shoulder let*s fight

J

Join the oiege rank and filei Become disciplined sons of Ukrainial And
while going over to our native land, we shall sin^ after the poet
Shevtchenko:

The Pollak woman's pocket
Is filled with ducats eind dollars.
Not after her money, do we cross the ocean,
But to fight for independence of our brothers!



%»g<twy«imy--
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a school for the illiterate, so that they may profit by the long
winter evenings, and thus entirely eliminate illiteracj" from our branch*
All those v^o do not know how to read and write decided to begin to
study with great earnestness, so as to learn at least the most elemen-
tary things by the next Sr^ring. Harry Kryvovyaz, standard bearer, "

voluntarily applied for a position as teacher without any remuneration,
eager to help the illiterate fellows Join the ranks of those who know
at least how to read and write in the vernacular language. Thanks to
him for this, from every member of all the Siege branches!-

Morever, here they established a class of rhetoric and elocution, vfhoae

teacher is the chief Siege organizer, D# Dldyk. He was the first one
to give the initiative to a class of this kind, which is one of the
most necessary ones in the Siege organization in America. In such a
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school a Siege nember can profit in two ways: (1) By acquiring
Knowledge and fearlessness, and thus being able, if need be to get
up with a speech at a meeting or convention, and (2) Should any Siege
member go back to his native land, he would be able to become a leader
in a Ukrainian community, either in his native village or in another
town*

U. Moronatz voluntarily applied to give lectures on the history of
the Cossacks, as well as on history in general*

Then, it was decided that every nember should learn and master some
kind of trade for his own benefit, whether he sta; s here or goes back
to his native country, idiere great scarcity of tradesmen is being felt.
Should a number of Siege members return to the native land from America,
they, as enlightened speakers and organizers and rounded out individuals
will be able to help the Ukrainian ca\ise«
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TJierefore, the work initiated in our branch is quite a desirable one
at the present time. Let us, therefore, all get to work emd, without
any exception, let us become enlightened sons and daughters of our
Mother Ukrainia, and some day the time will come when some of ua shall
be able to go back to our native country , where we would become desired
adjuncts to work for the national cause and help liberate our loving
Ukrainia!

Stephen Musiychuk
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A l^:i SIEGE BRiiNCH IN JIIIC^GO

In the last issue v;e informed you of the new Ghicaco Siege branch and of
the new local subscribers of the Sichovi Visty. The first Chicago branch
of the Siege Organization v/as organized as branch No. 15, and in addition
to that there is another branch organized in the locality of Burnside,
Chicago, branch ITo. 17, whose officers are as follows:

Michael Kotsolowsky^ Jr. , district co.nmander; John Kotzolowsky, centurion;
Peter Sokol, secretary; Joseph Ilorowsicy, treasurer.

?irst lieutenants: Basil Dudylc, and Nicholas Ivanio.

Second lieutenants:: I»Iarko Kapusta, and Joseph Katzolows icy.

Flag bearers: Joseph Kopchak, for the .unerican flag; Peter Doloshitsky,
for the Ukrainian flag.

UKRAIICIAN
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Bugler: Andrew liankiv.sky; economist: ^mdrev; Basnyk,

The district coaniander of the oie^e v^rites to tne head commander as follows:

"I have good news for you. Our Siege members are beginning to learn to play
various instruments, and at the same time they are preparing themselves for
the drama 'The Stolen Luck.*

"Vihen the next issue of the Sichovi Visty comes out, please send me seventy-
five copies of it,"
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raSTORY OF TIL. SIJG^ BRxJJCK NO. 17 '

V/e are informed from Burnside in Chicago, of the follov/ing activity:

•The Siege branch in Burnside was established on Llay 3, 1913* V/e

were forced by the local Poles to establish it for they opened a branch
of Eagles, and coaxed our boys to join their ranks. This did not appeal
to many of us, and we were determined to establish a Siege branch and thus
save our youth from the Poles.

"Our Siege branch spread very well. The Siege members bought uniforms,
sabers, insignias, bugles, etc.

"On December 2, 1917, the Siege members presented their first play
"Bondariwna."
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^'On July 14, 1918, this Siege branch celebrated its fifth anniversary.
On this occasion we alco celebrated the first Ukrainian festival in

which a number of different societies and sodalities, both local and
otherwise, took part. At this celebration, a strawberry-colored banner,
worth $160, was unveiled.

^'The Burnside Siege Branch is well-knovm in Chicago. It has appeared in
f

drills at banquets, festivals, parades, and manifestations. We have ^520 \

in the bunk, not including the investment in the \iniforms. During the last'^">^

three years we have paid sp558 as benefits to our members.

'^On February 26, 1919, our branch united with the main Ukrainian Siege
organization in the United States, as branch No. 17. Since this day v/e have
already rained a number of nev; members. V/e should rejoice in the fact that

the Ukrainian youth appreciates the value of the native national training,
and rallies there, whereupon the banner is inscribed: "In unity strengthl"

Yes, in unity there is strength, colleagues I Let us join the ranks of

fighters and go united to meet the golden sun of freedom.

Siege member." ^ .^
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TH3 DOTY OF ETIlI^Y SISG2 BRAITCH

The district commander must see to it that either the secretary or, he
himself, gives a thorough report of all the activities of the Siege branches,
which should include the following items:

1) The total number of members in the district; how many male, how many
female

.

2) How often they hold drills, and how many attend these drills*

3) VJhere the drills are held.

4) If the local Siege branches are preparing for any Siege festival, play,
concert, or dance, and if so, the time and place.

5) If there are any enemies of the Siege movement, in the district; who
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they are, and in what way do they do this harm.

6) If there are any members tvho harm the Siege movement, and if so, who
they are.

7) If all the members of the Siege read Sichovi Visty ; give names of
those who do not subscribe, and why.

8) If the Siege has its own chorus, music,uniforms, library, equipment
for gymnastics, and if not, why.

Bending in such reports every month will enable the editors of the Siege
organ to drive for a livelier Siege movement. All such reports should be
in the editor's office not later then the twentieth of the month.
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SI3G2 RAIZS G^CT; STRONGSR

The Ukrainian Siege Organization in the United States fights all obstacles
to be found in its way, and with a strong step forward, it further strives
for its cause» Siege ranks grow stronger^ The Society of Fighters joined
the Siege organization, and now they are nembers of the new Siege in Chicago,
branch No. 15, of the Ukrainian Siege Organization in the United States.

The head commander, L'r. Zadoretsky, received the following letter fron I.:r.

Moranets, a Siege member, in v/hich he speaks of the new Siege in Chicago:

•^Greetings, Father Comnanderl The time has come, when v;e, here in Chicago,
are not lagging behind. I have the honor of submitting to you a list of
our Siege members, whereby we beg of you to accept them as one of the branches
of the Ukrainian Siege Organization in the United States. ',7e experienced many
obstacles because of our enemies, however, the victory is ours. To begin with
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we have only eighty members*

Shclosed, please find a check for $33»50: p25.00 for the press fund, and
|8.50 for subscriptions for the Sichovi Visty » I have ^ood reason to relieve
that in the future all the Gierke nembers will become subscribers of the Siege
organ. .7e really v/orkl Health and greetin^-sl V^. Lloranets.*^

The district commander of the nev; Jiege is Rev* lacholas Strutynsky, the only
priest who disregards his old age, and sacrifices much of his time for the
spreading of the Siege organization, and for the national cause as a v/hole.

The officers of this branch are as follows: I.'.r. Nicholas L'oranetz, centurion

j

Nicholas Volkovetsky, assistant centurion; Alex Tymush, secretary; and Stanley
Babily, treasurer.
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you which at this moment of need and great demand of the Ukrainian
nation will not come in a large group to the service and aid of
Ukrainian

Every Ukrainian society, every brotherhood, every sisterhood, every or^

ganization, every Ukrainian corporation or enterprise ought to join
also the Federation of Ukrainians.

All our people in the United States have to go under the Ukrainian
national banner and thus create one strong, undivided front, like
the war front that our fathers and mothers, our brothers and sisters
made among themselves, in our native country, defending the freedom
of the Ukrainian nation and the Ukrainian soil before the foreign
invasion.

The banner of the Federation of Ukrainians is the same as the banner
under which gathers the mass of the Ukrainiam working people in
Ukrainia.
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In joining the Federation of Ukrainians you declare and obligate your-
selves that you will, with all your strength and means, work together
and help, so that the Ukrainian people may be free and independent

#

That there may be an independent national Ukrainian republic on Ukrainieui

soil;

That the people may have their rights in the Ukrainian republic;

That the fields may be divided among the masses of the villagers;

That there may be no exhaustive work and no abuse of the workers;

That women may be assured of the same rights that the men have;

That in the world democracy, right and truth may reign*

Associating and working under the banner of the Federation of Ukrainians,
you shall help not only the Ukrainian people and their country, but the
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mass of working people, as well as yourself and the entire humanity.

To put over some big plan, power is needed. Power can be created only
through organization.

So, Ukrainian brothers and sisters, organize yourselves in the Federation
of Ukrainians. There should be no place left wherever the Ukrainians
live that a branch of the Federation of Ukrainians could not be organized.
Through thorough and broad organizing work the Ukrainian immigration
in America will succeed in putting over a big deed.

The yearly dues to the Federation is one dollar. The yearly subscription
of Ukrainia , issued in Chicago, is $1.50

The Federation newspaper will always have accurate news about the work
of the Federation, and pointers as to what every member should do at
all times for the common national cause.

So, get busy, Ukrainians. Set yourselves to work, to organize the lodges
of said Federation in all locations.
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Join quickly yourselves and encourage and bring your friends as soon
as possible*

All the Ukrainian societies and all the Ukrainian people of Chicago and
suburbs that care to join the Federation, wishing for more information,
are requested to send inquiries to the editor's office of Ukraina , 2152
W» Chicago Avenue, Chicago. The district committee of the Federation
of Ukrainians now share offices with the Ukraina*

Ukraina has in stock primary readers and books for higher grades. Order
them now and teach your children your native langxiage.
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^ote: This applies to Chicago, the Siege center since 1920/

The convention of the Siege organi2sation officers took place on Sunday,
August 25, 1918, at 1 P.M., at the Ukrainian National Hall, 217-219 East
6th Street, New York, N. Y.

Peter Zadoretsky opened the meeting with a short speech. John Boyko, from
Bridgeport, was elected Siege organization officer in the United States;
Korese, chairman of the meeting; and Alexander Hyssa, his secretary.

?/. Serbay, an officer of the organization, made a motion which was seconded,
and the meeting decided that it be called an annual meeting. Carried.
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Then they took count of those present. Besides the officers, there were
many guests, especially Siege members of New York. Reading of the minutes
was followed by ardent discussion. Finally,they came to the conclusion that
the officers of the Siege Organization did everything possible for the good
of the organization in the United States, for which they were complimented.

They also discussed the results of the Siege festival which took place on
July 14, 1918. After a lively discussion, the matter was settled and it

was proved that the Siege Organization did not have anything to do with
the affair which took place between M. Sitchynsky and I. Dobryansky, and
that the Siege Organization, and particularly the New York Branch which
took charge of that festival, did not know anything about Mr. Hundiak*s
distributing rudely satirical handbills against ?.!r. Sitchynsky, or.th^t
the latter wanted to speak at the Siege f^^stival. Consequently, all the
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gossip vn'itten in the National Will are vrlthout foundation.

Then followed the business of the Siege News, and after a long discussion
it \vas resolved, (1) that the Siege organ, the Siege News , continue, ais at
present, to be published once a month; (2) that the Siege newspaper shall
not infringe upon any Ukrainian political party nor any of the benevolent
societies; (3) that the Siege newspaper must take an impartial stand;

(4) that the Siege newspaper's purpose is to propagate spiritual and
physical culture among the Ukrainian people in America; (5) that the
Siege newspaper has no right to insert and publish any propaganda whereby
the Ukraini€Ui people as a whole may be misled.

Simultaneously it was resolved that the Siege News shall publish free of
charge any advertisement of the branches of the Siege organization.
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Fxirther^it was resolved that it is the duty of every branch of the Ukrainian
Siege Organization to contribute ten dollars to the press fund; and further,
that it is the duty of every Siege member of both sexes to read the Siege
News and to get new subscribers. As a result, they elected an editorial
committee, as follows: M. Diachyshyn, Editor; V. Vintoniak, treasurer; A.
Hyssa, secretary.

Taking advantage of this opportunity, they resolved that the General Siege
Convention should take place on Labor Day, 1919, in the City of New York.

Basil Serbay was elected head organizer of the Siege branches in the United
States of America.

The meeting having finished its outlined program, John Boyko called upon
those present to contribute freely to the press fund, to which they answered
with generous contributions.
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The meeting ended with the Siege hymn "Yonder on the mountain, the Siege
is marching."

Alexander Hyssa, secretary
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IN AMERICA

By J. Sharowsky, Siege Secretary

Some individuals think that the Siege was established by a group seeking
honors and titles as Siege officers. As a result of this it is no wonder
that although it is almost two years since the Siege was established, only
a comparatively small number realize its real purpose.

^Vhen we look more closely into the life of the immigrant, we notice that
all nationality croups have their organizations in order to get together
now and then. The so-called athletic organizations draw our attention
particularly. There is hardly a foreign national group in this country
that won't recognize the value of physical drills and athletics. For in-
stance, let us take the Czechs. They take pcurticular care in training
their youth. Therefore, it is no wonder that when one visits a Czech Eagl

lodge one cannot help but noticing how the old mothers bring their
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Why? Because they know that physical drills build a healthy body, beautifys
it, develop perserverfiince, and add years to one^s life. If children are
healthy, so will be the nation, and this applies to any nation. Let us .

txirn our attention to ourselves. /Hio of us ever thought of the blessings
brought about by athletics? It has been over thirty years since our
irnmigration started into this country, and nobody has ever mentioned auiy-

thing seriously about athletics yet. All of us seem to look at it in-
differently, although there are many who know that for us Ukrainians it is

indispensably necesscory; yet during all that time they did not do an3rbhing

in this direction. Meanwhile, our youth, feeling the necessity of physical
drill, joined clubs hostile to us, for the sake of gymnastics. This is

why today we find a number of Ukrainians in the ranks of the Polish Eagle
organization. They speak Polish as fluently as if they did not know their
native language or neglected it. And today we complain that our Ukrainians
read Polish newspapers and speak their language, but we do not try to find

the cause of this evil, and even though we see it, we are ashamed to tell .

.
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own fault.

The saying goes: Bend the tree while it is young. So, if we had undertaken
that work right from the start, then today, positively we would exceed twice
500,000 immigrants, for we emigrated in a far greater number than they
actually give us credit for. Alas, many foreign elements unjustly claim
any number of Ukrainina immigrants. To counteract this situation at least
in part, we established the Siege Organization, which has for its object
the training of the Ukrainian Youth, both physically and spiritually.
Everyone of us already know that in a sound body there is a sound mind.

The Siege organization answers all the requirements of the Ukrainian nation*
Therefore, there should not be found a single one from among us that should
join an enceunpnent hostile to us. There is among us our own organization.
The officers of the Siege Organization will do everything in their power to
attain this aim. Prom now on we cannot complain any longer that there is

not any organization of this kind anong ourselves. Take advantage of it,
everyone of you; take advantage of this accomplishment, v;hich is established
through you, for you, and among you.
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(Excerpt) N;^__^

Here in the United States of America, the Siege Organization calls upon
each and everyone of you: Give up dirty politics; wipe out even the last
speck of dust that is left from the old way of traveling through roadless
jungles; cast out profitless fables, and roll up your sleeves and start
out some real work, some profitable activity. Our field in that direction
is covered with weeds, and it will take some time to get rid of them,
especially if we continue to follow the same roads.

Regardless of vdiere you are, join the Athletic Siege Organization; it is our
strength, our future, and the training center of the true sons of Ukrainia.
How to take it up, how to make it fit our circumstances, our present writing
will teach you. It will be particularly dedicated toward this end. Let there
be not a single Ukrainian who will not read this newspaper.
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After all, the object of this paper is clear* In it you will not find any
politics, abuse or cheating, but a sincere word of truth, a word of true
counsel at this momentous time. Neither the Siege Organization nor its
periodical has any aim of rivalry, disruption, or conniving for reorgan-
ization. Their aim is to care for that, which has been up to the present
time not taken care of sincerely, and which is so necessary for a harmonious
development of our culture • Therefore, we are trying to safeguard ourselves
ahead of time from all sorts of attacks, - and it is quite hard to avoid them
altogether, - on the part of eventual enemies* V/hoever is an enemy of this
periodical, he is also an enemy of our culture, of our progress; he is a
traitor to our cause. Spread these writings everywhere, wherever the Ukrainian
spirit is present: among the yoimg and old; men and women. Join the Ukrainian
Siege branches all over the United States.

Remember that in a sound body a sound mind.

M. D.

***.
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Ulcrainian youthl Undoubtedly the Sie{:,e I.ov;s appears at the proper tine.
At this opportune tii.e it bri:\-:s to you a hifjily ideal slogan: "In
the healthy body, a healthy iriind.^*

It is at the rif;ht tine that this sacred v;ork is being started; the
v/ork vrhich tends to or[:anise our youth into the Siege Organisation,

- Yn.th the object of helping a balanced development of the physical and
spiritual forces of the coninonalty. In other v/ords, to help to unfold
the all around proper balanced development of the youth in Airierica. ;-:^l.

This kind of upbringing is positively necessary. Even although this '3
work is sonev/hat belated, nevertheless it is better late than never*

^ May vre say one thing on our behalf, that the founders of the Siege
i.ews do not have any intention of satisfying their private ambition.
The Siege Hews is a crystallization of vdshes 7/-hich are founded on
idealism a'nd love of the nation, especially the youth. The Siege llev/s
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goes to you, the rrogeny of our fanous forefathers, to help to bring
out and shov/ forth the lifo-[*ivinr li^'ht, to uplift the average
person both physically and spiritually, to lay a fou .dation on vjhich

Y/c can build a plan for a fulfillment of our national duty here.

When v^e observe the development of cultured nations, vre notice that
they, in brin^-^in^;- up the new generation, took into consideration a

balanced development both intellectually and physicr-.lly. The results
of this upbringing vrere such that sickly-looking; individuals v/ere

almost entirely elininated; there v.^s no premr.turely old youth, no
pessimists, no individuals careless tov/ard the affairs of their own
nation. The importance of such upbringin, v/as properly understood in
the old country durin - the last years before the Jorld V/ar. Every
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one there looked intelligently upon the development of our Ukrainian
"eagle" and "Siege" rariks, for they knev/ the consequential meaning
of it all. The brutal ruinous war did not spare our "eagles" and
"Sieges." Yet, one day the v/ar v/ill be over and they mil arise again
to life.

In America, for several years there v;^s felt an ardent necessity of
the Siege Organization, Here our youth is exposed to a thousand and
one dangers. l!ov/, when -.ve look upon the life v;ith our own eyes, the
American youth, not only ir. the educational institutions but also in
clubs, cares for a physical development; our ovm youth, hov^-ever, is

getting dissipated before^ our very eyes. Cur youth \i^v^ is on the
road to ruin.

We cannot say that our Ulorainian youth does not li.ke athletic asso-
ciations. Vie can gather many facts which prove that many a Ulcrainian
young man belongs to foreign organizations. This is a great loss to
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our own nation. ?/'e must not permit our energetic youth to lose itself
in the foreign scattered fields.

Some years ago many branches of our Siege Organization v/ere opened.
This is a comeback to the better. This is a nice beginning. Let us
not fold our arms; let us not abandon o^or well-begun work. '^7ell begun
is half done" only then, vhen the other half is not slept through.

•

On our part vre have done, are doing, and vd.ll do everything to make
the Siege Organization grow for the good and glory of this country
and U^crainia.

In order to animate thoroughly the Ukrainian Siege movement in America,
we undertake to publish The Siege i^iews. Let us not put any political
program ahead of another. Our object is: to train the youth of Ukrainian
descent of both sexes, and the training of the youth vdll be of such

-

«
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periodico.l be the center of the life of our youths Let it keep us

united in one lar["ei feinily; let is lead us alv/ays onv/urd to progress,
to everything uplifting and sublLme. Let it lon(: live and serve for
the glory and good of the whole nation.

*

With sending to you this first issue of the Siege i:ev/s , we appeal
to you: Join one and all the Siege Crganizationl Open up Siege branches
everywhere^ Unite, vjork, and educate yourselvesl On this depends our
future.

Accept the Siege l«'eY/s with such love as v/e are sending it out into
the world.

"——~-^—^^^
/

We are aivare of having, done our parti Now it is up to you, Ulcrainian
youth, to do yours I
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sincere determination of that sparkling youth, one could easily conclude
that there was no pov/er in the world which could stop then from their work
in the Sitch field.

With gladness and satisfaction, the delegates parted with full persuasion
and firm faith that in the near future the Sitch bugle v/ould blow, the
strawberry-colored banner would be hoisted, liatchet and canes would flash,
and simultaneously v/ith this, our youth v/ould wake up from their sluiaber to
a better life, vjhich v/ill start its ant-like work in the Sitch field all
over -^UTlerica.

It has been aliaost two years since the Sitch organization v;as established.
Just a few swore to be faithful to the Sitch cause. Yet, outside all the
impediments on the part of our ovm and foreigners (for it is a known fact
that Sitch organization does not appeal to everybody) , the Sitch movement
in America did not perish, but on the contrary, recently proved to be

greater than ever.

Up to the present time, the folloxving independent Sitch athletic branches

. t
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joined the main Sitch organization:

No.
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come back to life, but will be bettered and spread ivherever the last spark
of love for the native fatherland, Ukrainia, is not as yet extinguished.
They further believe that the Sitch branches will support our v/ork v;ith

all their might. It is on you that the future of our periodical depends,
which will bring to your home a sincerely warm Sitch greeting.
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Ukraina, May 19, 1917. (By ITLadlmir Siemenovich)

I C^
i

UKRAINIAN DAI „,o, ,

Another important event In the Chicago Ukrainian life was the "Ukrainirat^ l)a7«

"

At first there was a misunderstanding in this community; a few even held rery
boisterous meetings among the members of the ''Ukrainian Federationt" i* e«

among the sympathisers of the **Ukrainian Council*^ We must admit howevert
that the Ukrainian intelligentsia of Chicago was seeking an agreement with
both these parties while, on the contrary, the general public at first could
not find its bearings as to the procedure in the matter* Yet in the end»
mainly xmder the influence of Father Nicholas Strutynsky and a few other in-*^

telligent people, there followed agreement, in a way that the **Ukrainian Coun-
cil'* gave to the members of the ''Federation" their tags and in return they
were given the collection boxes,--*and finally they all agreed to work together
for the good of their people*

The District Committee of the "Federation" undertook to see to it that every-
thing is done to pat over the "Ukrainian Day" successfully. Uadam Strutynsky,
Messrs* Kowalsky, Strusevich and Osadovsky, personally worked hard in the
organisation preparing everything needed for the ."Ukrainian Day#"

They applied for help from the Lithuanians, Poles, and even went from house
to house collecting from their own as well as from others.

f
" .. -,

.
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We must sincerely thank our girls and women that worked ardently on this dayt
collecting money from the x>a8sing people in the streets*

• The committee recoamiended that Sr« Vladimir Siemenovich and Mr* StroseTich
take care of the exterior arrangement of the "Ukrainian Bay."

They arranged for the announcement of the "Ukrainian Day" in American news-*

papers as much as possible* Thus, all the Chicago papers carried more or
less spacious articles* The Chicago Hersdd even carried an extensive article

t

stating the present situation and the desire of the Ukrainians for their free*
dom and independence; so did the Chicago American * Once more did the poetess
and writer. Madam Laflin, publish a sketch from the life of a poor Ukrainian
family in a very sympathetic spirit*

Mr* M« Sichynsky and Dr* Siemenovich undertook to request the aldermen, to

permit the collecting of money in the streets of Chicago* So a full success
was obtained*

Hotwithstanding the fact that Father Nicholas Strutynsky was opposing the

independent Church for a long time past, yet during this day he allowed both

5^
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the parishes to hold a meeting of all the Ukrainians in the hall of his Church.
This we should be thankful for to him since from that time on both the parties
started a mutual understanding*

The Income from the **Ukralnian Day" up till now was $8, 353*68, from the "Fed*
erations" alone; as to the amount collected by the "Ukrainian Council," I

coTild not find out, but I think that it did not exceed a few hundred dollars;
«<—this howsTer, is quite satisfactory*

-
^'

The Chicago American Committee gathered more than $1,300*00 which was added
to the whole amoimt* In this a $1,000*00 check came from a Chicago million**

aire. Paten* The Pullman Company sent a separate $50*00 check strai^t tq the
Ukrainian "Federation" in New York*

From the above mentioned amount, we have yet to pay the expenses, but for these
expenses a separate collection is being held*

We must state that the Poles as well as the Lithuanians, backed us consider-
ably, for they sent their girls for the collections ;~and the Lithuanians
even established a separate committee for themselTes and collected nearly

$600*00 for the Ukrainians* The exact amount of the offerings and collections

>
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will be announced in the following issue of the Okraina * The "Ukrainian Day*
brought a great moral pivfit to the Ukrainians as a whole* besides the mater-
ial aid.
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£*>> 5,000 CELEBIIATE UIQAIi:iAII DAY

>'::;^:- "While laoat of the city was observing -Memorial Day Sunday, nearly 5,000
i:^ - Chic^;goans of Ukrainian descent celebrated tiieir annual national day

at Harns lark, 4200 II, Western Avenue.

nigh nass, celebrated in the open air by the Hev« U. Kov/alsky, pastor
of St, Lary' s Catholic Church, 4950 S« Paulina St,, opened the program,
"Hundreds of faiailies had arrived earlier for picnic breakfast in the
grove.

After the n^ss, dinner vjas served by trie Daughters of the Ulcraine and
the Society of Olga Eessarab, The riain course was the traditional
'*holupchy" - consistin;7. of rice, cabbage Ic ves and served with nush-

: rooms imported from the Ukraine,

Folk dancing in nE>.tive costumes was f ollov/ed by choral selections of
ithe Ukrainian national choir, under the direction of Alexander Yurchenko;
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Stephen Kuropas, chairman of the Or^.aniz&ti^n for the Rebirth of Ukraine,
.then introduced visitinr, speakers fron the Cleveland and Detroit chapters*

Cliiiiaxing the day's events r/as the crowning of the Ukrainian popularity
queen, v;ho \7ill be sent to a national U'rrainian convention in liev/ Haven,
Conn., on July 3.

o
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"LIJTCPADOVE SVIATC."

Eighteen years ago. on the first of November, the Ukrainian Army with the help
of the Ukrainian Youth captured Lwiw, capital of western Ukraine. For the first
time in six centuries the yellov/ and blue banner of Ukraine flew frcan the high
tower of the city hall and proclaimed to the world the rebirth of a nation--the
existence of ^he western Ukrainian Republic*

But Polish greed for Ukrainian lands again began to show itself. Nine months of
heroic fighting against Poland ensued, but the Ukrainian forces were compelled
to evacuate V/^estern Ukraine. Lack of ammunition and military equipment made im-
possible the continuance of their desperate struggle against a foe daily streng-
thened by fresh supplies of ammunition, tanks, and cannon from France; even French c

Officers were giving aid to Poland. Before long, Ukraine again fell under the ^
control of her enemies. d

In commeration of the proclamation of independence on November Ist, and of the ^
subsequent heroic stand of the Ukrainian soldiers, the Ukrainians throughout the ^
world established the traditional November Holiday—Listopadove Svato*
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Once a yeart on or about the first of Novembert we pay homage to the heroes of
those eventful days with church services, programs, and concerts.

This manifestation of Ukrainian Independence Day has taken a strong hold on the

Ukrainian-American Youth. Previously, it had been the custom for each church or
association to celebrate the November Holiday independently of each other, any
time during November • The gestures are meritorious; we should honor those who
gave everything for their nation, but the thought is to honor them in a manner that
would render greater satisfaction to the Ukrainian nation as a whole.«.in a manner
that our heroes would wish us to do could they but rise to tell us so. ..and that
is all together.

The Ukrainian Youth believes that this historical event should be celebrated in
unity—one great manifestation combini:.g all groups. Certainly this great event
is cause enough to bring together all those of us who wish to honor those who gave
their lives for their nation.

The November Holiday is common meeting ground for all Ukrainian people who believe
in the coming of permanent independence for Ukraine. Let us ennoble with love and

C

--*^
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unity the tradition that is behind the celebration of November Holiday*

In Europe, in spite of tyranny and oppression, the Ukrainian people flock to-
gether to honor their national heroes* Must we in America segregate ourselves
into small groups at such times? Must we have oppression to teach us unity; the
older generation wants it likewise* The thing is to get together.

May we once more repeat; Didn't the heroes of 1918 fight for all Ukrainians?

25
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Ukrainian Youth, Apr. 14, 1935 Vol. 1-No. 21.

"U. H. 0. TAKES CCMMUiaON."

'.'/hen the emigration of our people to this country began, there \vere only three

Ukrainian PI shops, all In our native land. Today, however, there are six;

four In Ukraine, one In United States, and the sixth, Rt. Rev. Basil Ladyka
of Canada. At the present time his excellency has been visiting at our St.

Nichols Church. His visit although of short duration is very helpful on

account of his interesting and educational sermons.

The United Hetman Organization, generally knovm to the youth as U. H. 0., has c

last week proven that they not only will wear their motto "God and Our Coun- ~

try" inscribed on their membership pins but will also live up to it. They
all on the order of Nakazne Ataman, Doctor Tamawsky, went to communion.

Seeing that Rt. Rev. Basil Ladyka was here for a brief stay. Dr. Tamawsky
(who is at the head of all the U.H.O's. in the U.S. and Canada) asked his
excellency to serve mass. At this sermon he promised his excellency that
the whole U.H.O. of the St. Nicholas Parish would take communion. His pro-
mise, as everyone who attended mass last Sunday at 8:00 A.M. knows, was
carried out. Company 3 (the newly organized company, iipnsi gtiiij^fti^mun^
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boys ranking from 16 to 19 years of age) was there a hundred percent. Every-
one accepting communion in their uniforms. Much color was added to the scene

by the Blue and Gold capes* Other companies \vere also represented, although
the uniform representation was a trifle smaller percentage.

After the mass all of the U*H#0* members v/ent down to the church hall where

refreshments were served. To this; his excellency, was also invited. While
the refreshments were being served he was asked by Okruzni Ataman Nicholas
Moranets to give a little talk. His excellency accepted, saying that this f^'

occa5^sion really called for a long talk (that is if he really was to express

his feeling in full) but due to the fact that the high mass was to start in
a short time he would make it brief. He said that he wos happy to serve
mass and give communion to all the U.H.O. members. He also told of a sim-
ilar case in Canada, at which everyone ; doctors, lawers, engineers and
communion together.

Next to be asked to talk was Dr. Tarnawsky. He, in his talk, thanked his
excellency for giving communion to all the U.H.O. members and also stressed

2^:
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the point that without God, Ukraine shall never live. If every Ukrainian
went to oommunion, it wouldn't be long before the Ukrainian Flag would be

carried along by the side of others. At the present time it is carried by
us but does not stand for an independent country as others do. Our's stands
for a country striving for it's independence. The only way it can free
itself is through God. As many of you mi^ht have read in a series of art-
icles on the famine in Ukraine about a starving woman, when asked of what
she thought, she replied, that she would want the Hetman back. As you can
readily secf even though she was starving she still had God, and her coun-
try in mind. She knew that with the hetman, our country would survive.

Later company 3 members were presented by Okruzni Ataman, N. Moranets with
bars of merit for their services last year in guarding the Holy Sepulcher.
The following received the bars of merit: Capt. N. Matviuw, Serg. M.

Dytko, S. Masowick, M. Tymush, J. Prietula, and P. ?/ojciechowski. I am
sure every one of those bars were earned by everyone and here's hoping that
they will earn many more. By the way, Easter is only two weeks away and
our young company 3 will again stand guard at the Holy Sepulcher.
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•• U.H.O. CO. 3 TO PARTICIPATE..."

The newly organized U.H.O. Co. 3 will participate ooth in the Itaster parade
and the guarding of the holy sepuicher. The coraptiny which consists of 20 mem-

bers, expects to huwe fourteen of them turned* oux in uniform 'for the holiday.

One of the most important suojects that was orought up at a recent meeting was
the modification of the uniform. The conclusion at which the raemoers had ar-
rived (if they aia) Wi^s not known when this article went to press, out, I am ^
sure that they have something in the order of a surprise in store for us. I

am sure that their drilling of last year, for every member, although rusty,
on account of the fact that their last drill was aoout six months ago, has made
up his mind, that, during the few drill practices that are left oefore iJaster,

he will polish off the rust oy strenuous 49ork.

a-
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I a
I K COma.IORVTION IN HDITOR OF TII03E

WHO rr.-iTE -niEIR LW^S FOR Tli^ F.iTHTJRLAITD

On Hay 30 the United States officially celebrated the so-called Llemorial Day,

to honor its national heroes who sacrificed their lives for their fatherland. ^
The whole .jnerican nation paid tribute to the war heroes vjith parades and >
services. p:

The second division of the Sitch organization in the United States, in con- ^g
junction with the Chicaco Ukrainian group, celebrated this day at the grave 2
of the Unknown Soldier at the St. ^dcholas Church Jenetery, thereby coiabin- g
ing the all-Anerican holiday with the Ukrainian reniniscence of our sitch lij

riflemen vjho ^^ave their lives as an offering for the freedon of the Ukrainian
fatherland.

Over one hundred arr.ed Sitch men and a few score Ukrainian v/omen from the

CJ»
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I K Ukrainian Red Gross participcited in this holiday.
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Sitch (Sitch), Dec. 5, 1924.

SITCII HOLIDAY

(Summary)

On Ilovember 24, 1924, through the efforts of the Second i^ivision of the
Sitch Organization, a celebration was held coiomeinorating the sixth anni-

versary of the conquering of Lviw by the Ukrainian amies. Those v/ho

v/itnessed this celebration surely thought that the Ukrainian group of

Chicago had never held such a great celebration, and even questioned
whether it was ever possible to v/itness a similar celebration anyi'/here

in the United States.

Already a few v;eeks before this day, great enthusiasi.a in anticipation
could be noticed every^Jhere anong our people.

On Sunday, at 5 P. Li., the hall at Oakley and Rice Streets, decorated
with national colors, was filled.
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On the front wall hung portraits of patrons (renovjned patriots) of every
company of the Second Division. The portraits v;ere illuiainated vdth many
colored lights^ Near them stood about one hundred arried Sitch men and v;omen,

under the cojuoand of Ataman D. Zabolotsky, waiting to march to church for the
requiem services to be held for the dead heroes of the Ukrainian armies.

At six o'clock the church was filled. In the center vjas a sham grave deco-
rated with flowers and grass, which represented the graves of the Ukrainian
soldiers. On both sides of the grave stood uniformed Sitch members—totaling
over one hundred in two long lines.

Father F. Tarnawsky, gray but young in spirits, conducted the vespers. After
the vespers he caae to the pulpit and, loudly but shortly, vividly explained
our struggle for the freedom of the Ukraine, lie compared the holiday of
November First—holiday of the resurrection of the V/estern Ukraine—vdth the

•;iiV
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holiday of the resurrection of Christ. He concluded his sermon v.ith

the v-ords of Shevchenko: "77ake up! Break the chains!"

The requiein services then started. Standing were t\^ priests, Father
F. Tarnawsky and father 0. Frodan. The chorus was singing "Everlasting
Memories." The Sitch members were standing at attention and saluting the
heroes; chests were throbbing; hearts were pounding. From the green, deco-
rated grave a faint voice seeiiied to be issuing: "Farewell brothers, we
have honorably crossed the great road of love." The first part of the pro-
gram was then over.

translator* s note: The second part of the celebration was going on in the
hall. It was inaugurated by a vocal number by Ivlr. D. Zabolotsky. Then came
a song by the vjOiien's choir directed by }Jx. D. Atanianets. Other vocal selec-
tions as v;ell as physical exercises, perforiied alternatively by boys and girls ,^..^;~;;^

followed. The leader was Ivlr. Stephen K^siychuk. There were also violin soloa^V 'J^

FWFA ^
v.o "•' *"•
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(by Lliss A. Iwotluk), singing by IJiss Stephanie Tymkevych and Ljrs. Stephanie
Tsyinbalist, and recitations by Li*. S. I.!usiychuk. After the solo vocal selec-

tions by LIr. D. Ataraanets and Liss iUina 7;iniarska, Dr. 0. ITazaruk, editor of
Sitch , gave a ten-minute speech on the united front of all Ukrainians as a
prerequisite of a free Ukraine^y

After a short pause, the eighty leaders of all the companies of. the Second
Division appeared on the scene, follov;ed by the Chief Ataman, Dr. Stephen
Krynevetsky. Llr. Stephen rjusiychuk, the Secretary-General, read the special
documents and handed them to the Chief Ataman as well as to the district
leaders. Then IvLr. Uusiychuk read the special communications of the district
managements, and, v;hile delivering a truncheon into the hands of the Chief
Ataman, pronounced these v;ords: '171th this truncheon we place into your
hands the fate of our organization. This truncheon is not xnade of gold and

is not covered with gems, but we believe that some day our Ukraine shall be

free, and then this t3nincheon shall shine too, as was prophesied by Shevchenko:

«v
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•And then shall flare up the truncheon rroj:ii the steppes of Ukraine.*"

During the last few v;ords, the truncheon rested in the hands of the Chief
Atanan, Dr. Stephen Hrynevetsky—the chorus thundered the song "Glory, glory,
AtananI" ^Vith tears in his eyes, Dr. Hrynevetsky expressed his appreciation
by assuring the audience that the truncheon belonged, not to him, but to a
legitiiiiate Hetnan of Ukraine. Then he reaffirmed his word vdth a solemn oath
and administered the oath to all the district leaders. He also nominated Rev.
Father F. Tarnawsky as chaplain of the organization.

The celebration ?/as terminated vath songs by a male chorus of seventy-five
members, under the leadership of LIr. D. Atamanets.
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FIRST PRESENTATION OF SIEGS BEFORE THE .J^HRICANS

The Chicago Siege took part in the American manifestation on September
12. The Siege, in their uniforms, made such a splendid and impressive
appearance that the parade committee had t::e Ukrainian local Sie{^e

march ahead of the entire American mginifestation. We believe that this
was one of the finest affairs that the Ukrainians had ever had in
Chicago. There were over 1,000 Siege members who took part in it.

The Ulrainian women wore their national costu les; a group of them wore
Siege uniforms. V/ith then were also four priests, nunerous businessmen,
and especially laborers. The full splendor of uniforms showed their
meaning. Without them the Siege would have been practically lost in the
massive manifestation of the Americans, and, as a matter of fact, no
one would have noticed the Ukrainians. Dut as it was, the Ukrainian
flags were carried at the head of the parade, to/^ether with .\merican

flags.

In a few months there will be a new .\merican holiday to which our Siege
will again be invited. It is imperative that those who still do not

I
*
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as yet have their own uniforms get them as soon as possible, so that
a still greater number may be able to join the American parade, and
together v/ith the already uniformed members, jointly as a Ukrainian
unit, again add to the splendor of the American parade. Write-ups,
en such occasions, in American newspapers about us will do us more
good than if we paid for it.

V/e also wish to add that thirty-six miles out of Chicago, in Gary,
Indiana, the local Siege branch No. 12, on this same day, September 12,
took part in the American parade held there. The American press made
good comHients about them.
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Sunday, Octob r 3, this year, thoro v;as a celebration of the oiege branches
in Chicago in honor of the dead Ukrainian heroes. Under the auspices of
the Chicago Siege officers the special comznenoration took place at the
Wicker Park Kail on North Ave.

Branch No. 15, which considers itself independent is composed particularly
of the Catholic St, Nicholas parishioners at Oakley Blvd. and Rice St*,
and acted independently with the possible intention of injuring the program
of the general Siege celebration.

Despite this disharmony the celebrants were very numerous in our general
holiday. The majority of sincere Chicago Uki!ainians remember the main
Ukrainian cause and not the petty affairs of a single group whose members
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I C mound covered with green and a wooden cross rerrdnding those
IV present of the countless fresh graves strewn throughout

Ukrainian valleys, meadows, and the lonely steppes. This
sight was enough to make the people's expressions grave. There were sighs
of longing, and even drops of tears could have been perceived on many of
those present.

The celebration was opened by the district colonel }llr. M. Saragun, with a
short, yet sincere introductory speech after ivhich followed music by the
musical society "Free Cossacks," Directed by ¥x. John Kobeliak, the national
anthem, "Ukrainia PiasATlsan,," was played.

Mr. P. Novodvorsky's lecture was next on the program. He briefly reviewed
the great historical deeds from the Cossacks' period to the present time*

The number following was "A Bundle of Ukrainian Songs" played by the musical
club "Free Cossacks," after which followed the number, "Honor To The Heroes."
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I C During the first part of the ceiremony, the choir of the Young
IV Boyan, directed by Mr. K, Pendik, sang "You Fell Through Sacrifice,

after ifrtiich a twelve-year old girl, IJilss Stephania Motsio, dressed
in a typical Ukrainian costume, recited in her ringing voice a short poem in
honor of the fallen heroes, placing on the grave a wreath from the Ukrainian
colony in Chicago* Also Ilr* Wasylovsky placed a wreath from the Self-educating
club. This ended the tribute to the fallen heroes* During the ceremony all
those who were present stood up.

The next number, a collection of Ukrainian songs, xras sung by the Young
Boyan. Then followed a well given recitation of one of Tares Shevchenko^s
poems, "Hayd€unaky" (Knights) by Stephen Musiychuk* Dr# John Smuk*s Eulogy
was nerb and suited the occasion.

The choir of the Yo\ing Boyan san,^ "I Slenderized,'^ vriLth a soloist Mjr. P.

Dmytrash, taking the lead.
.-•s
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III H Nash Styah (Our IJanner) , Oct. 24, 1936.

REDHION OF UKRAINIANS FROL' THE VTLIAGE OF YHZBSKO

On Sunday, October 18, 1936, a group of Ukrainians who came here from the
village of Yhersko, county of Striy, solemnly celebrated the Feast of the
Blessed Virgin. In order that this celebration should remain a precious ^
memory to future generations, the committee on arrangements gave a banquet
which was follov/ed by a dance, and invited not only those from the village
of Yhersko who live in Chicago, but also many guests and friends from out :^

of town. ....

The banquet v/as opened by the president, Mr. Nicholas Tymush, iri.th a few
impressive v/ords, after which the Lord^s Prayer, "Our Father," v;as repeated.
Many of the guests spoke during the banquet, v/hich terminated with the
prayer "Ave Maria" and the Ukrainian national anthem. The dancing which
follov/ed and v/hich lasted until a late hour v/as enjoyed by everyone.

The proceeds from this erffair are to be used toward the building of a

-^

CO
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III H Hash Styah (Cur Banner), Cct. 24, 1935.

Ukrainian national horae in the villace of Yhersko. The comniittee takes

this 0"iportimity to e:rfcend its heartfelt thank:s to all the (niests and

friends for their kind attendance and to all the ladies and centleraen

for their loyal v;ork in helping to make this celebration a success.

For the Gomriiittee p
Nicholas Yanlcevich, Nicholas Tymush, <^

Gregory Kukta, and John Kozak. So
r_3
' -J—

i

en
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III C Sitch, Aug. 12, 1933.
Ill E
III H offering suggestions, it is suggested that he write to the committee

of the convention, U.-A* & U.-C. C* Y. C. y^rainian-American and
Ukrainian-Canadian Catholic Youth Convention/, 2238 V/est Rice Street, Chicago,
Illinois.

^

-T3
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Sichovi Visty (Siege Herald), Aug. 15, 1924.

SEGH ORGMIZATION RSORGANIZSD V/ITH CHICAGO AS HS/iDqU/iRTSRS

Explanations Repeated Strengthen the Organization

The resolutions passed at the Fifth Siege Convention for a reorgan-
ization of the Siege organization reauire a more thorough explanation,
because, until the present tir.ie, we did not have such fundamental
changes in any of our organizations. Therefore, our people will find
it difficult to beco.T.e accusto..:ed to such great crianges. For this

reason it is necessary, especially at the b -ginning, to explain the
changes in the by-laws at every meeting, until all Siege members in
general become accustomed to them. These explanations repeated many
times, will strengthen the organization.

Ruling Body Strengthened

The most important change has been in the status of the Chief Executive;
it has been unanimously strengthened. Does that mean that now he has
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Sichovi Visty (Siege Herald), Aug. 15, 1924.

UKEliINIAN

become an absolute dictator of the organization? This is not so, he
has only become its first real executive, particularly where the
interest of the organization requires it. Already at the Convention,
in the matter regarding financial secretaries, the Chief Executive
agreed to their election, and the only thing he reserved for himself
was his approval of them. There is a twofold benefit out of it:

1) The organization will have confidence in the financial secretaries
elected and approved by him; 2) In case of necessity, the Chief
Executive will have the power to immediately stop any disorder or
irregularity and order a new election of them or of any other officer*

The By-Laws of the Organization

The by-laws, which will be prepared and placed before all the members
for referendum, will give the rules of the organization to which even
the Chief Executive will have to submit. Every officer will also have
to comply with the by-laws, because he is the head of his own branch
or detail, and therefore responsible for his charges.
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III E 3ichovi Visty (Siege Herald), Aug. 15, 1924.

The strengthened power of the Chief Executive refers particularly to

natters of the organization. In matters of general public interest,
the Chief Executive will act according to the decisions of the whole
Executive 3taff , including the District Majors.

The Chief Executive and His Officers

According to the opinion of the Chief Executive, the purpose of the
by-laws is that its autaority in the whole Organization is to be the
same as that of the Chief Executive, as well as that of the District
Officers. This means that the Chief Executive is first Lunong the
Knights of the Round Table. The only difference beinr' th.^t the Chief
Executive's activity is much larger, ror it includes the v/hole
Organization, and therefore, his authority is much greater.

The Chief Executive has the right and privilege, when making appointments,
of also cancelling or taking them away, in case the appointed persons
do not fulfill their d ^ties. Tins is a universal order. An officer
can keep his com-iission only as long as he fulfills his obligations
in accordance with the by-laws of his or/:;^anization.
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District, Circuit, and Company Officers ^

From now on, the organization as a whole will be represented by the
Chief Executive; every District, Circuit, and Company v;ill be represented
by its head, or officer, according to the by-laws of the organization-
no laxity taere.

All misunderstandings in the Companies will oe settled by their Captains,
after he has heard both sides of the stories. In case there is a mis-
understanding in the District, the District Major will t--ike care of that.
The Chief Executive is the highest authority, of course, in any case
that might arise in the organization.

Obey VJell if You 7/ant to Command Well

Thus reorganized. Siege shall flourish and grov;, because its officers
v/ill really deserve respect from all the people, and this will be so
because they will strive to be upright and hard workers. Let us not
worry, the people will alv/ays highly respect upright and active officers.
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III S 3ichovi Vi5^ty (Siec© Herald), \\xc,. 15, 19P.4.

and thereby the Siege organization vvll be strent^thened in its prestige
and in every other way. The officer, v^o will 53:iov; subordination and
discipline to his superiors, will surely conri^nd subordination from
his inferiors, una general res?ect from the people. This is the v;ay

it alv;ays was, is, md sh-ill b^^ throur'hout the world.

Successful Begi.min^',' Alone is Insufficient:
Successful ^nd 7;ill be tne Crov.-n of our V.'ork

All the me.ibers of the Siege organiz'ition hrive the op'^ortu-iity to
v/itnass and take part in th? p.oneer reorg nization vind. strengtheninr
of the cause for liberation of our ::ation. Therefore, every honorable
member and ev jry honorable nan in general, ri±l support our ?;ork in

every vray posr^ible now that it has been reorganized. Tactful and

prudent officers should always listen t.o the ideas and thoughtc of the
most highly respected nenbers, ^nd good members should alwiys respect
their superiors and officers, even thoug:: oheir ideas may differ, or
not coincide ith the opinion of the masses. Thus we shall be able to

build a great and powerful organiz-ition, which in turn will become an
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example of unity and discipline for the v/hole Ukrainian Nation. And
thus training the whole Ukrainian Nation v;e shall reach our highest
aim, the Independent Ukrainian 3tate, which will take C-J?e of all
Ukrainians irrespective of their creed or party.

Therefore, in agreeable broad-mindedness, let us all sup ort our
organization, which h^s a (:;rec*t air.. This, v;hich for us is just a trisil,

for other nations is already a real.ty. This p;ave them their strength*
Let us, therefore, one and all see to it that our trial also be-
cones a reality.



*
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Slchovi Vlsty (Siege H3rald) , June 10, 1924.

Convention, and according to the five articles in the Siege Organ, under /^'

the title: '^Let us Build a Strong Siege, The Chief Executive is to
hold the Office for three years. All the other officers are his sub-
ordinates, and they are either directly appointed, or approved by him.
After the three years are over, he must call a convention, at which the
delegates will either re-elect the old, or elect a new Chief Executive.
The Convention must appraise and spprove, or otherwise, the work of the
Officers in power for the past three years.

The Chief Executive once elected for three years, can be deposed only
by a referendum, that is, by a general voting of every Siege member, and
when two-thirds of all the Branches and within each Branch, two-thirds
of the votes are against the Chief Executive, he is deposed. Should
the Chief Executive be reluctant to arrange for such a referendum, upon
a demand of two-thirds of the Branches, the assistant to the Chief
Executive has the right to arrange for the referendum.

N. B. After a conference of the lecturer v/ith the Chief Executive, the
former made a motion only to elect financial secretaries, Mr, Stephen
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Sichovi Visty (Siege Herald), June 10, 1934.

Muryn of Chicago w .s elected the General Financial Secretary, The

election of the local secretaries was left to the Districts and
Branches respectively. Other officers nust be left entirely for the
approval of the Chief jixecutive, after such n^imes are presented or
submitted by the respective Districts or Branches, Until further
notice by the Chief Sxacutive, the present officers .old their res-
pective positions.

II

Organizational iiffairs

The Siege Convention considers only those people as enlightened, who
steadily belong to one or more of the Ukrainian organizations ii and who
steadily carry some burden for the salce of their Ukrainian Nation in
their state, *\11 others are merely etiinocra hical material, who are

either Little Russians, or Little loles, v;ho t:irough their inertness,
in case of fight, cannot be depended upon; but on the contrary, through
their indifference they help the occupiers to hold the Ukr linian

country and nation in bondage.
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Sichovi Visty (Siege Herald), June 10, i9:i4.
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\^
Therefore, the Convention calls upon all Ukrainians to join the

Ulcrainian Il-;tional Organizations and thoroughly fulfill the duties of

the organizations, and at the sar.ie tii^ie train their children to do so.

The Convention considers the Siege as the only organization v;hich can
u-ite all the Ukrainians, regardless of creed or political ^drty, on
the Turtiole earth: in Surope, the United States, Candida, Brazil, and

other parts of America as well as in Asia, and elsewhere. Therefore,
the Convention appeals to all Ukrainians, in v/hatever part of the

world they may be, to I'or . clubs, groups, within the Sier^e organization,
in every locality v;herever there are ten or more UTcrainians to be
found, and to sea to it that they get in direct contact .vlth the

Siege Headquarters in Chicago, if they are in i\nerica, or with othsr
Headquarters, if they are in any other part of the world.

Ill

State .Iffairs

The Siege Convention is positively and firmly for the Independent
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Sichovi Visty (Siege Herald), June 10, 1934.

Ukrainian State, since the whole Ukrainian Country is at present
occupied by foreign governments. (A nation can be considered as un-
occupied only v;hen its land h..s definite boundaries, independent of
any foreign country; when it has its own Suprerae Government v;ith its

army, treasury, and itc offices filled by its own people.) '^erefore
because the Ukrainian nation is lacking all this on its own soil, it

in a state of vrar with all its occupiers. Although at the present
moment the Ukrainian Nation is conquered, no lawful representative of
the Ukrainian land and country has signed a peace treaty with its

occupiers.

The Convention finds it necessary to create a Ukrainian State Center,
outside its own country, where it can be free to establish the
necessary Ukrainian institution$, organizations, and newspapers.
Such a center should not have a committee, but one person; because
irtierever a committee rules, it usually leads only to deterioration
of the national ideals. Committees should be created only as
advisory bodies, which can take care of certain branches of general
business.

is
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Individual members of those Committees should be responsible to the
Chief Executive, who should have the right to accept their resignations,
and appoint or a. prove nev; members, upon the request of the Ukrainian
organizations in that particular country.

The entire Ukrainian Nation should finance this Center, especially the
.\merican immigrants, v-ith a regular National State tax collected
monthly by all Ukrainian organizations.

IV

Unification

The Siege Convention recognizes the necessity of a united National
State front in ^nerica and also ways and means that lead to this
unity. In regard to this unification, the Convention adirxits that the
general endeavors to attain it are so excellent that the Convention
can cdd nothing for its betterment, except congratulations.

With reference to the National tax collected by the Siece Branches, the
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Convention gives a free hand to evei^'' Branch v/hethor they have to send
it through their respective Siege District Office, or vniether each
Branch must send it separately and directly to the Headnuarters in
Chic .go. 3ach District has the right to direct and instruct its own
Branches as to v;hat they h ..ve to do and hov; they r.iust do it in this
particular case.

^- oUc/b

Tax

The Siege Convention considers it the duty of every Siege rr.einber to pay
the National State tax regularly as had been established, to help the
Old Country \4iich is weltering in blood and suffering, and which is in
dire need of the help for v/idov/s and orphans^ for disabled invalids,
as well as for the Urcrainian vernacular schools so terribly persecuted
by the occupiers.

VI

Religious and Church i\ffairs
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The Convention considers religious and church quarrels among the
Ukrainians, as well as every kind of disturbance against the churches,
as throwing a bone of disccntent:;e^t, and thus distracting the attention
of the people from the organized struggle for its State independence.
Therefore, ev ;ry kind of a ouarrel against churches or betv/ee.i churches
are to be considered nothing else but a ruinous activity, which will
only benefit the enemies of the Ukrainian Nation. Every nation, whose
lands are occupied by its enemies, must preserve harmony ^^imong its

people, otherwise a fight is impossible, and all its dissensions among
Its people are instigated all the more by its enemies, v/ho thus profit
by the internal quarrels of the nation,

VII

Press

The Convention considers the press the chiof medium of promulgation,
propaganda, and firm establishment of the ideals of the organization.
Therefore, the Convention has decided that from now on every Siege
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member must be a subscriber of the Siege organ. The nearest refer- ^s^ ..y

endum must abolish subscribing to the paper and limit the monthly dues
so that they V7ill take care of the upkeep of the Siege Organization
as well as the publication of its organ* The Convention approved of the
work of the present editor, cind also approved of his continuing in

this position.

VIII

The next Siege Convention is to be held three years from now in Detroit,
Michigan.

DC

The Convention annuls all decrees prior to the by-laws of this Con-
vention that are not in accord with its final decisions.
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ORDER GIVEN BY TEIE SIEGS CHIEF EXECUTIVE
IN MATTER OF SPEECHES AT CONVE-^TION

!• All communications with reference to the lectures and speeches to be
given out at the convention are to be addressed to the office of the
Chief executive: 2406 West Chicago Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

2. V/here there is no Siege branch and the people wish to have one, they
choose a coimittee at their next gathering, which must be referred to the
Committee of the nearest Siege district in the matter of sending their
delegate to the Conventfion, For organization literature the request
should be written directly to the General secretary, 2406 West Chicago
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

3« Each communication concerning sending a speaker, must be sent in, at
least thirty days before the Convention meeting*

4« If a given Siege district wishes to have a special delegate sent from
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the Headquarters to any of their meetings, the district should send a
full traveling coverage^ Without this, the sending of a delegate to your
meeting3is impossible, as we cannot in this way expand our organization,
which does not understand that a delegate should be paid for his work

'

and other traveling expenses, at least as much as on average laborer*

Chief Executive*
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I A 1 a
II D 10 TO ALL UKRAINIAN KOPIJl IN AMERICA
I

I (Polish) ^Lthoxigh this convention took place in Philadelphia, a
nxunber of prominent Chicago Ukrainians took an active part

in it; because it is an appeal to all XTcrainians in the United States, it

naturally includes Chicago. Transl^J^

People, at this time every living Ukrainian heart is boiling with hatred
and is crying for vengeance against aggressive Poland v^o,like the
locusts, occupied Galician-Ukraine, and with sword and fire, jails and
gibbets, introduces its barbarian orders.

At this time patience is exhausted; the cup of suffering and martyrdom
is overflowing and all the Galician-Ukrainians rebel, and with a vengeance
against the Polish occupier express their desire to be free and independent.

At this time an incomparable fight of our brothers and sisters in the native
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III B 2 Sichovi Yisty {Sitch News) , Nov. 1922.

I A 1 a
II D 10 land is going on, a fight for freedom for Oalician-Ukraine
I G fron the centuries long occupation by the Polish barbarians.
I C (Polish) You sent your Ukrainian delegates fron all over the United

States to the Ukrainian Convention held in Philadelphia,
October 26 and 27.

During these two days they spol:e v/ith determination and ardor. The^;' all
discussed business of the most -rave nature; national affairs of such
character that wjuld bring the most good to all Ukrainian-American citi-
zens as well as to those abroad. The delegates to this Ukrainian Convention
gave most of their tine to discussions on how to deviate the bitter fate
of their Ukrainian brothers in il irope.

In oiTder to give at once a helping hand to those in extrene need, and at the
same tine to let the v;orld know how dreau fully the Ukrainian nation in

Galicia suffers under the Polish yoke; to assure our heroic brothers in our
native country, of steady help v;hile they are fighting in Ukrainian Galicia
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III B 2 Sichovi Visty (Sitch :.ev;s), i.ov. 1922.

I A 1 a
II IJ 10 for freedom and independence of that part of the country,
I C the Convention unaninourly decided to make a general appeal
I C (Polish) to all Ulcrainian-Americans to introduce a voluntary

Ukrainian national tax, v/;;ereby the fightin^^ for freedom of
Ukraine could be helped.

Brothers and sisters, our native country, sprin:':led v;ith the blood of her
best children, looks at us full of faith, trustin,^ in your help. The
Ukrainian Crovernment which, amid the hardest conditions knov/n, v/as holding
the banner of national liberty hi^;^, is v/aitinr^ for moral and material
support from us. Jive as Ion.: as ana until its hi-^hest ideal is realized,
until the Ukrainiuh Republic becories free and independent.

All our ideals, all our tendencies let us tur:: tov;aru our :>ative country.
In order to help Ukraine let is contribute all that v;e can to tae j'und of
Immediate Help; let us join to.'^ether in the voluntary national tax.
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III B 2 Sichovi Visty (3itch Dews), Nov. 1922.

I A 1 a

II D 10 Ukrainian people, thece your elected delegates, cane to
I G this decision, that it is necessary to solidly or{^anize

I (Polish) the Ukrainians in ^iirierica; to enlifditen the unenli£;htened;

to uplift the doimfallen; to unite the scattered. Through
enlightennent oJ the political and econonic organization vie shall becorie so

strong that v/e shall be able to =sive the greatest possible help to our
brothers fighting in our native country.

As a foundation of a systematic work there nust be c^bove all unity, harmony,
and sacrifice. Only with diligent guarding of the national funds, and honest
and economical management of them shall v:e win the confidence of the masses.
Please, let us note this well: without public confidence, no work for the
good of the v;hole could b. effective.

To amend the past misunderstar.ding, the Convention has decided to check up
on the financial standing of all the political or/:anizations now in exist-
ence that collected ana managed public m£>ney. Only the past experience of
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III B 2 Sichovi Visty (oitch i.ev;s) , liov. 1922,

I A 1 a
II D 10 unclean and sad cases, and a thorough analysis of them
I C v;ill lead us to soiiethinr; better, especially to be more
I G (Polish) careful in spending: pablic mor. ?-, In short, xve can profit

by the nistalies o-? those v;:io did not know :.:uch about finan-

cial natters.

In order to assist our starvin^T brothers anc; ?dsters in Jreat Ukraine the
Convention has thouf^t of a series of v/ays to c.o so.

To prevent a complet-^ annihilation of learning, and to cou:.teract the dark-

ness in this respect in the old country, the Convention decided to arrange

in their respective localities, frori tL'ae to tine, a collection for the

vernacular schools in .ialicia.

To reforr-i our present school and enlifiitenraent organizations in A.T;erica,

the Convention delegates recorxr.enaect the Ukrainian -ivational University in

America to call a special educational convention.
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III 3 2 Sichovi Visty {Sitch i.ews), liov. 1922.

I A 1 a
II D 10 The Convention passed a great iiiany important resolutions
I C for the good of the Ukrainian people.
I C (Polish)

In order to bring all these resolutions into actuality, the
Convention appointed a special coLiraittee fron the representatives of the
outstanding Ukrainian organizations.

The consolidation of the Ukrainian organizations in Arn.erica comes upon the
national horizon at this grave and critical moment. This is the opportune
time for a national uprising. It calls us to active work for the great
Ukrainian nation. Again 'jonsolidation appears to be the only source from
which the most effective medicine, material help, v;ill ensue. This, in
turn, v.all help to bring about the realization of the great ideals, our
lav;ful tendencies, after which the sunrise of freedom and independence
of the Oalician-Ukrainian .republic will follov/. Consolidation of the
Ukrainian organizations in AiLerica is an anvil upon vdiich a steel hammer
breaks the fetters of the Polish barbarian dungeons.
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III B 2 Sichovl Vlsty (Sitch News), Nov. 1922.
I A 1 a

II D 10 Starting this work with self-sacrifice, the chief executive
I C of the consolidated organization, appeals to the Ukrainian
I C (Polish) colonies of the central and local organizations, societies,

sodalities, and to all Ukrainians of both sexes, individually:

••Brothers and sisters, an important duty was imposed upon your shoulders.
Loyal to the national ideal, we want to have that duty done for the good of
the whole Ukrainian nation. However, we cannot accomplish anything without
your solid and zealous cooperation. United we stand and from this starts our
co-operation, and in this lies our guarantee, here in America, that our
stupendous aim and plan will be realized.

From the consolidated work of all the Ukrainians in America lies our co-oper-
ation with, and the future of, the Ukrainian emigration all over the world. **

Philadelphia, November, 1922.

For Consolidated Ukrainian Organization in America: Rev. Leo Levitsky,
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I A 1 a
II D 10

,
president; Jr. o. PC, Hri/nevetsky, and LU Kotsiuk, of Chicago,

I C assistants to the president; .r, L, oiminovich, S. 11. Skehar,
I C (Polish) ./. Shabatura, of Chicago, directors.
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II D 10 GEISRAL SITCH COiiVEisiTlON

III H
I C The Sitch staff of the Chicago headquarters took a most active part

during the entire Sitch Convention, held Llay 28-30, 1922, in the
assembly hall of the Ukrainian National Hone, in Cleveland.

The chief executive, Dr. Stephen K. Krynevetsky, opened the convention and
greeted the delegates on Sunday morning with a sincere, yet terse speech.

First, he called upon the comptrollers^ committee to verify and check the
financial status of the Sitch Organization since the last convention held
in Pittsburgh. Due to the fact that only one of the comptrollers was
present at the convention, the delegates elected two other members to take
their places. The chief executive then called upon the delegates to elect
temporary officers to conduct the meetings of the convention. John Voytsitsky,
Cleveland, elected temporary chairman; A. Stangrytchuk, Cleveland, and
Joseph Potochny, Youngstown, Ohio, secretaries.
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II D 10 The members of the by-laws' committee were John Barabash, Chicago;
III H Jos. Yavorsky, Chicaco; and A. Chreshchensky, Centralia, Pa. The
I C election of the complaint committee then followed.

S. Svobodyan made a motion and it was seconded that an account be given about
P. Novodvorsky, former chief executive, and his leadership of the organiza-
tion for a year and a half.

After a short discussion, Dr. S. K. Hrynevetsky made a motion to adjourn any
further discussion until the afternoon* In the meantime, all the delegates
marched in formation to church, where a solemn blessing of a Ukrainian flag
by Rev. Tamavsky took place.

Afternoon Session

The afternoon session began at 3:15. Letters of P. Novodvorsky were read,

wherein he congratulated the convention and at the same time explained why
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II D 10 he could not attend. His excuses were accepted. This was followed
III H by reading letters and telegrams of congratiilations.

I C

A short discussion as to whether or not the executive staff has the
right to vote then took place. It was decided that on questions about the
Organization proper, the officers nay vote, but on Q_uestions that arise about
themselves, they cannot vote. The committee of verifications then made known
their findings and accounted for such.

Outstanding Delegates:

Stephen Svobodian, Philadelphia, delegate from 4, 34, 45 branches; P. Nayda,
Philadelphia, 7, 11, 43 branches; P. Furdela, Frankfort, Pa., 9, 10, 25 branches;

A. Chreshcheny, Centralia, Pa., 6 branch; Joseph Yavorsky, Chicago, 15 and 14
branches; S. Chomy, Chicago, 13 branch; John Barabash, Chicago, of band detach-
ment, 12 branch; Joseph Potochny, Youngstown, Ohio, 36 branch; J. Denega,
Lakewood, Ohio, 40 branch; A. Stangrychuk and M. Fesnak, Cleveland, 39 branch.
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II D 10 At 6:30 F, !»:. discussions of the first day ended. Comptrollers con-
III H tinued their v/ork after supper, while other delegates attended a
I C Sitch concert given in their honor by Branch i;o. 39.

Second Day Session

The real convention started on the second day, Llay 29, at 8:30 A. M. Dr.
Stephen Z. Hrynevetsky made a motion to read and pass necessary decisions
on amendments to the by-laws. The motion was not favorably met with, so
they passed on to the accoiints to be given by the Executive Staff.

Dr. S. K. Hr^Tievetsky, as chief executive, was the first to give his account.

He explained why he had accepted his present office, namely: The American
federal government began to cause difficulties to the Sitch Organization, and

because it is chartered it must have a president. Therefore, since the vice-
president was out of Chicago, Dr. Hrynevetsky agreed to accept the office of

the chief executive. Then followed the accounts of other members of the
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II D 10 executive staff and the coinmittee of comptrollers. The convention
III H later adjourned for lunch.
I C

During the afternoon session Stephen Musiychuk, general recording
secretary, gave his account. Discussion on all accounts just presented
followed this. Later Dr. S. K. Hrynevetsky vms thanked and congratiilated
on the splendid v^ork he has done for the organization. By a motion of
IJr. Ilotsiuk, which v/as seconded, the delegates agreed by a vote of confidence
to accept everything done eind accounted for by the executive staff as correct.

Next follov/ed the reading and amending of the by-laws. Due to the fact that it

was already one o* clock in the morning, the delegates decided to appoint a few
who were to stay a little longer, make the necessary corrections themselves,
and read them in the morning to all*

Third Day Session

... •. ',
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II D 10 On Llay 30, at 8:30 A. 11., more telegrams and letters of congratulations
III H were read.
I

Stephen Musiychuk read all the corrections of the by-laws which were
\manimously accepted by the delegates.

Motions and Discussions

Dr. S. K. Hrynevetsky read the contract of the Sitch press that was recently
bought. Since the Sitch press is the sole property of the Sitch Organization,
should the headquarters of the central executive staff ever be moved from
Chicago, the press would also have to be moved to the same location. All
those present agreed upon this and, at the same time, they decided and sent
letters of thanks to lv:essrs. A. and JT. Bulkas and L'ichael Yavorsky, former
owners of the Sitch press, who they had also made honorary members of the
Sitch Organization.
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II D 10 It was decided that for the time being the executive staff will be
III K held responsible for the publishing of the Sitch News , later on the
I C responsibility v/ill be shifted to the editor. The editor nust obey

orders of the local executive staff of the Sitch organization.

It was further decided that the Sitch News be published once a month in the
form and size of the last five issues. Cuts and pictures are not to be
inserted in the publication for the time being, as they increase the cost
of printing.

U. Kotsiuk made a motion and it was seconded that every Sitch member must
be a subscriber to the Sitch News .

It was also passed that the recording secretary would receive a salary of
ten dollars and the financial secretary five dollars per month.

P. Nayda made a motion and it vms seconded that the chief executive's office
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II D 10 notify the district majors in all important matters, the latter
III H their subordinates, and these in turn members of their respective
I C branches. This motion v;as passed in oilier to alleviate the ivork

of the recording secretary.

A motion v/as made and seconded that the m.oney intended for Sitch propaganda,
both here and abroad, be used for this and no other purpose.

The Poles, as usual, tried to injure the Sitch Organization, this time they
sent federal detectives to the headquarters to investigate the doings of the
organization. The detectives, of course, found everjrbhing being conducted
legally and loyally to the American flag. However, the Sitch propaganda
fund was changed by the convention to the Sitch Fund.

Regarding monthly dues the convention also passed that monthly dues of

fifteen cents, v/hich must be paid by every member, should be divided into
three parts: ten cents for administration; two and one-half cents for the

e*
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II D 10 permanent fund; and tv/o and one-half cents to the convention expenses
III H fund.
I C

It was moved and seconded that in the future, every branch be called
a company, and its head a captain.

The chief executive, every three months, must initiate and transmit passwords
to district majors and they in turn dovm the line. The members are to be in-
structed not to talk over Sitch business on every street and alley.

The convention decided to send letters of congratulations and greetings to
Dr. Eugene Petrushevich, President of the ^/estem Ukrainian Republic, to the

Sitch ex-soldiers in Czecho-Slovakia, and to the Ukrainian military organiza-
tion in Vienna.

Michael Kotsiuk made a motion which was seconded that contributions should be

collected for the Sitch ex-soldiers and the money thus collected in each Site]

vP
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II D 10 district should be sent to the Sitch headquarters in Chicago.
III H
I C Every Sitch member v:ill be forbidden to collect money for the

above purpose under a fictitious name.

Before lunch the convention passed its final resolution pardoning and for-

giving all the mistakes comi.iitted by its former chief executive F. Kovodvorsky,
and decided to avoid him in the future.

The Last x^temoon Session

This session began at 2 P. Ll. The minutes of the convention for the past two

and a-half days were read.

Joseph Yavorsky moved that the headquarters of the chief executive remain in

Chicago, but LI. Fesnak was for Cleveland or Pittsburgh. The outcome was in

favor of Joseph Yavorsky, for it was decided that Chicago should continue to--'-*vs^

; -, \V'L
J Oj"[
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II D 10 be the center of the Organization.
III H
I C They also decided that in two years the convention v/ill be held in

Philadelphia. The officers to attend that coming convention v/ere

granted approximately seventy dollars for traveling expenses.
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SL3CTI0^!S AT THE SIEGE ORGANIZATION

It was decided at the Siege Convention held in Cleveland during the last
three days of I/ay, that the Siege organization headquarters should con-
tinue to be in Chicago* Therefore, to facilitate the v/ork, the executive
staff of the headquarters was elected from the Uki^inian-American citizens
of Chicago who belong to the Siege organization.

According to the amendment of the by-laws, they first elected officers of

and for the respective districts, namely: Michael Kotsiuk, major of the
first district; Dr. Stephen K. Hrynevetsky, major of the second district;

John Voytsitsky, major of the third district.

Because of the fact that both the second district and the Siege head-
quarters are in Chicago, Dr. S. K, Hrynevetsky became the head major or
chief executive of the Siege organization.
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Then followed the election of the general recording secretary* At this
point all members present unanimously agreed that all the executive mem-
bers of last year remain the same* 3. Muslychuk, however, stated that he
could not accept the office due to the fact that he Is exhausted, because

of the heavy work cast upon his shoulders for the past two years*

Dr* Hrynevetsky, chief executive made a motion and Mr* M« Kotsluk seconded
It that Mr* Uuslychuk accept for this year the managership of the Siege
News, as well as the office of the general secretary of the organization

for which he Is to receive a steady weekly salary sufficient for the up-
keep of himself and his family* All unanimously agreed* All subsequent
resignations of Muslychuk were rejected and thus, without a single opposi-
tion on the part of the electors, he was elected manager of the Siege press
and recording secretary of the organization*
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Nicholas Pashko also stated firmly that it would be impossible for him
to accept the office of financial secretary; therefore, Michael Sarabun
was elected in his stead.

John Shkraba was re-elected general cashier.

The Comptrolling Committee includes all the district majors, whose
travelling expenses to the headquarters are paid by the general financial
secretary. The elected officers each gave a very short speech of thanks
for the confidence the electors had in them.

The Convention also decided that every district should have at least
one picnic every year.

Then followed the geneiTal swearing in of the newly elected officers,
whereupon the convention came to an end.

The last short speech was a culminating point at which a unanimous
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resolution vrcis made by all the delegates present to work and do every-
thing in their power to make the Siege Organization a success, v/hich

in turn will help to free Mother Ukrainia from the Polish yoke.

As a grand finale three national anthems were sung: "Ukrainia Still
Lives'*; '•No Longer Shall ^Ve Serve"; "There on the Yonder Hill Siege
Marches •

"

Anthony Stangrytchuk, Joseph Potochny, secretaries of Conventions.

c/
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Catholic Youth League, Philadelphia, Pa.) FeD.-I«larch,1936. ,

UKiTY OF Catholic church in practice .

An event, unubuai but solemnxy beautiful to the Ukrainian Gathoiics, took place r^

at the St. Nicholas Church (Oakley and Rice 3ts.) on January 26, 1936. From his ^
Lminence Cardinal Mundelein's Semin^^ry came s* me fifty stuaents prepj^ring for ^'

the priesthood of the Latin iiite, a number of whom are to be ordained in a few o^

months. In this group were accompanying priests and deacons. They all came to ^
attena in our Greek Catholic Church the Holy Mass ana to oehold the Holy r:'

Eucharist according to the Divine Liturgy of 3t. John Chrysostom. The sight ^
of the tall young student priests garbed in black and white and placed around i^

the altar and in the frcnt pe*8 inspired the admiration and respect of all be-

hold us. The sermon was delivered in Jinglish oy a priest representing the
seminary. His sermon maae the hearers feel that the Catholic Church is draw-
ing all its followers still more closely together, even though different rites
and different languages are used. He stressed the fact that languages and
rites do not matter when the liturgy celeorated is the same as in Catholic
Churches, i^e emphasized the unity found in the Catholic Church and asked
that we pray for other peoples to be led to this unity--the Jatholic Church,
which brings light to all. The entire service seemed more beautiful that day
than ever, with brilliantly lighted Christmas trees, with gleaming canales
on marble altars, with the graceful altar ooys aiding the iiasilian Fathers
at Mass, an^^ with the choir uplifting each soul with praises of God.
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A LEADER? By Editor of English Section: Vera Spikula.
ÔJ

t.^^

The question, whom shall we follow for a leader, often arises and is rarely ^
satisfactorily answered; Shall we follow older people? They have the advantage ^j

of years, but mere survival does not prove superior wisdom. They have observed ^
failure and success, and have had more time to make mistakes but their experiences^
have been based upon bitterness. Why shouldn't we then follow Christ. Men reqiiri^
that their leader be wise, firm, brave, sympathetic and the possessor of ability
to forget himself in his devotion to a noble and worthy cause. Does not Christ
measure to these requirements? He is wise, for the experience of nearly two
thousand years has revealed no folly in Him. No one was more firm, more
courageous, more keenly aware of what humaii life can mean. There was no other
who so freely gavfe self-oblivious devotion to a great and sufficient cause as
He did. Man from all diversified influences needs solely some dominant integrating
influence. He needs stimulus to unlock the store of energy within him. Christ
can more than adequately supply a dominating and integrating influence. Let
Him be the leader of followers.
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CD

Let Him be the leader of yotmg Ukrainians in the United States and Canada, Some y
people think that religion should interfere with nothing. Surely, it should ^'^

not interfere, but it shoiild guide us to do right for ourselves and for all. 3
Christ was a leader for our forefathers, for even the earliest Cossacks at first ^
fought in defense of Christ's words and not for political reasons. Now again, g
after the Great War the Ukrainian Youth in Europe are adopting Christ as their ^
leader. Their motto: "Ukrainian Youth for Christ" is constantly shining ahead
of all their activities and movements. Make Christ our leader too.

This article is finished and the next one is -

Seriousness versus Gaiety.'
by Editor Vera Spikula
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There are many hundreds of thousands of ^eople in the United Jtates

—

Ukrainians, Runanians, ovrians, Albanians and others—;vho call themselves
^Greek Catholics.** It is well that other Catholics should know that these
people are our fellow Catholics. They are called '^'^rreek Catholics" because
they use the ancient Greek litur<^y, althou^^h these rites are not usually
performed in the Greek lanpua-^e. Some of them use Cyrillic (ancient liturgi-
cal Slavic), others Rumanian, but In every instance it is with the full
approval of Rome. These Catholics are no different from any others; all of
us adhere to the same religion, with the Holy Father as our head. There is
no difference in belief between us. All Catholics believe alike, whatever
may be their liturgy. Greek Catholics are such because they use the Greek
liturgy, just as we are Roman Catholics because we use the Latin liturgy

—

but we are all Catholics. These are our fellow Catholics. Let us, therefore,
extend them the hand of friendshio.
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There is a still larger number of people living in the United States

—

Russians, Ukrainians, Rumanians, Greeks, Syrians and others—who belong
to the Orthodox Eastern church, which is, next to the Catholic church, the
largest Christian denomination in the world. Their church has valid orders
and has preserved the deposit of faith in a much larger measure than has

any other dissident denomination; however, they are not Catholics and do
not call themselves such; they refer to themselves colloquially as "Greek
Orthodox"* Although both the Greek Catholics and the Greek Orthodox use
the Greek liturgy and share many customs and characteristics, they are, in
religion, poles apart. The former are our fellow Catholics, the latter are
not.

There exists in the United States, unfortunately, a widespread popular. mis-
conception as to the meaning of the designation "Greek Catholics." Many
people imagine erroneously that members of the Orthodox Eastern Church are
called "Greek Catholics"—they are not and they make no claim to the name.
In Eastern Europe and V/estem Asia, from whence these people come, the

ro
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distinction is understood. Of those who use the Greek liturgy, the Catholics
are called "Greek Catholics", and the others are universally called "Greek
Orthodox" or simply "Orthodox"—never "Greek Catholics." So v;idespread is

this error in the United States, even among other.vise well-informed Catholics,
that there is the danger of our forcing the name "Greek Catholics*^ upon the
members of the Orthodox iCastem church, who heretofore have never made claim
to it.

ro
en
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II D 10 UKRAIIHAN greek CATHOLIC CIIURCH HI CHICAGO
III B 2

II A 2 On November 26, 1931, twenty-five years will have passed since
II D 1 the organization of the St. Nicholas Ukrainian Greek Catholic
III G Chxirch of Chicago. The anniversary of this event is of great
III S importance to the Ukrainian people of the United States from a
I C nationalistic as well as a religious standpoint; for the history -a

IV of the Ukrainian people has been preserved by their Church in the o
United States. L>

ro
-^

About fifty years ago the Ukrainian people—a totally disorganized group— ^
imnigrated to the United States and to other countries of the New '*/orld.

Very few of these i^mnigrants intended to settle permanently in this strange
land. They came for the purpose of making money—and after they had made
enough money they intended to return to their native land. But they stayed

-D
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on, and presently their desire to return horae v/as forgotten in their joy
at having foiind this land of plenty.

To satisfy their religious needs they attended the Russian Orthodox and ^
the Polish churches \vhich had been established here for some time. These o^
first Ukrainian immigrants became very attached to these churches. Through p
the agitation of the Russian Orthodox and Polish priests the Ukrainians ^
began to call themselves Rusini (Russians)—and to assimilate the customs o
of this group. It was not until later, v/hen the immigration of the Lith- ^
uanians from eastern Galicia had increased, that the Ukrainian Greek S
Catholic parishes began to organize and to build their ov/n churches. V/ithin ^
these churches our people formed groups whose duty it v;as to preserve the
particular customs and traditions of their native land. A hietorlan who
undertakes to write the history of our people in either the United States
or in Canada should first consult the Ukrainian Churches, for only there
vjill he find the necessary material for his work.
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The Organization of the Ukrainian Greek Churches in Chicago

In 1905, the city of Chicago and the surrounding territory contained a few
score of Ukrainian inhabitants—immigrants from eastern Galicia. Among
them was the family of Jacob Olenec, to which a son, Michael Olenec, who
now is operating a drugstore on Chicago Avenue, was born August 16, 1905.
The baptism of their son presented a problem to the Olenec family. The ^
father learned of a Greek Catholic Chujpch on the South Side of Chicago C
at 4949 South Seeley Street, whose pastor. Father Victor Eowalitsky, and ^
parishioners v/ere natives of the Ceirpathian Ukraine. Mr. Jacob Olenec £
asked Father Kowalitsky to baptize his son and also invited the Father to ^
attend the baptismal party. During the celebration at Mr. Olenec 's home.
Father Kowalitsky advised the gaests to organize their own church. The
assembled guests accepted Father Kowalitsky* s advice and decided to call a
meeting for this purpose in the near future.

According to the parochial books the first meeting was held on December 31,
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1905, at 939 North Robey Street (now Daiaen Avenue)* This meeting was
opened by Father Kbwalitsky with the Lord*s Prayer, and he spoke to the
assemblage on the need for organizing their own church. He also told
them that for eight thousand dollars they could buy a church on Bicker- ^
dike Street from the Danish people. At this meeting it was resolved to ^
purchase this church. Twelve church officers were elected at once. ^

First Church Committee S
CD

CDThe first church committee was composed of the following persons: Father ^
Victor Kowalitsky, president; John Tzihon, vice-president; Peter Winiarsky,
treasurer; and Dr. Vladimir Sieminovich, secretary.

The trustees were: Attorney Stephen Yanovich, Micliael Zyma, John Shved,
Carl Dziak, Nicholas Labant, Stephen Horansky, Jacob Olenec, Basil Biskup.

The following men v;ere elected as collectors: Anton Itolochnyk, ilndrew Kymak,
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Stephen Horansky, Andrew Cherepa, Nicholas Kozuba, Basil Biskup,
John Kregel, and Jacob Olenec*

At this meeting thirty-three persons volunteered contributions totaling
five himdred dollars for the organizing fund. Six people offered to lend
money for the purchase of the church; toward this fund Mr. Jacob Olenec p
gave five hundred dollars. The Union Bank lent them five thousand dollars ^
which was secured by a first mortgage. The remaining two thousand, secured 3
by a second mortgage, was borrov/ed from John Shved and Peter Winiarsky 2
(each of whom lent a thousand dollars). ^

-a

There were fifty-one people present at the first mass, each of whom con-
tributed one dollar.

At the meeting mentioned above it was also resolved that the committee
hold a meeting at 7 P.M., January 2, 1906, at the office of Fritz Frantzena,

en
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292 Uilwaukee Avenue^ At this time they plunned to sign the contiract for
the purchase of the church and to make a five-hundred-dollar down payment
with the promise to pay the remaining sum after a period of twenty days*

The minutes of the first meeting were signed by the following: Father Victor
Kbwalitsky, Michael Zyma, John Tzihon, and Dr. Vladimir Siemlnovich^

At the first meeting (December 31, 1905) it was decided to name the church
St. Nicholas, and to sign it over to our bishop who was to come to America.

On January 28, 1906, the newly organized Ukrainian Church on Bickerdike
Street held its first mass, which was celebrated by Father Kowalitsky.
The altar on which the first mass was celebrated was donated by the Ifeigyar

Roman Catholic Church of Burnside.

After the first services, nev;s of the nev;ly organized Ukrainian Church of

-a
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the Greek rite spread rapidly among our fellow Ukrainians and the parish
began to increase

•

Pastors of the Church S
-o

The first priest to serve as pastor of the St. Nicholas Church was Father "^

Victor Kowalitsky, as we have raentioned. It was not an easy task for the C
first pastor to lead the newly organized parish; it v/as necessary to devote ^
much work and energy to providing the church with the necessary equipment, 2
for the income was very small* The parochicJL books of that time show that co

the income for the first six months of 1907 was $1,469#08. §

Father KbwalitBky was i)astor of the St. Nicholas Church for approximately
a year and a half. He left the parish on the Saturday before Palm Sunday in
1907. After him ccime Father L. Bescdia who was pastor of the parish only a
few months; the parochial books record the nar.ie of Father Besaha at the

en
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yearly meeting of July 7, 1907, and by the following meeting, which was
held on October 13, 1907, he had gone. (This meeting vas opened by
Basil Kowalsky, who was appointed as a delegate to New York to greet
Bishop Ortynsky.)

Father Strutynsky was pastor of the St. Nicholas Church for nearly four-
teen years, and during his pastorate the parish grew visibly • At this
time many Ukrainian people began coming to the United States from the old
country; the Ukrainian group in this country was steadily growing larger.

-a

After the departure of Father Besaha^ Father Nicholas StrutynskJ became f^

pastor (he is now priest of a Ukrainian Greek Catholic Church in Detroit, ^
Michigan) • Father Strutynsky presided over the parochial meeting held 3
November 17, 1907. At this meeting it v/as resolved to pay the cathedratl- 2
cum to the Ukranian Bishop Ortynsky, the bishop who had Just arrived from ^
Eastern Galicia. This order was issued by Pope Pius himself. '^

en
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Then Father Strutynsky sugcested the plan of building a now church in a
different locality, and this was carried out.

In 1921 Father Strutynsky went to another parish; in his place came
Father Constant ine Kyiylo, who renained h^re one year, -tifter him (in 1922) ^
cane Father Basil Stetsiuk who began working energetically to advance the 5
work of his predecessors, but this did not last long for Father Stetsiuk* s ..^

work was terminated by his tragic death. p
In 1923 Father Philemon Tamawsky was appointed pastor of this church where g
he remains to this very day and where, v/ith God's grace, he leads this parish. ^

Since the orgianization of the St. Nicholas Church the following priests Di

have served as assistant pastors: Father Michael KuzmEik (now pastor of the
St. Mary's Ukrainian Church on the South Side of Chicago), Father Merenkiw,
Father Leo Van, and Father Michael Kindey.

After the death of Father Stetsiuk and until the coming of Father Tarnawsky,
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Father Denis Giretsky served as visiting pastor.

The Buildinc of A New Church

In order that the plan to build a new church night be carried out, it was first <
necessary to purchase the land. In 1912 !ir. Basil Kowalsky found the 5
lots—a large tract of land at Oakley Boulevard and Rice Streets—^which ^^
the parish bought, and where they began building the new church. F^

The building plans were drawn up by I. G. Stienbach, and the construction g
work was carried cut by 11. Ryan (both residents of this city).

On November 27, 1913, the cornerstone \^3 blessed by Bishop Ortynsky. At
this ceremony the church made a clear profit of ^?507.86• The church was
erected in 1914.

The first mass in the newly built church was held Christmas Day, January 7,

CO
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1915.

The newly built St. llicholas Church is an enormous temple; no Ukrainian
church in the United States or Canada can compare with it.

The church, a v;ooden structure, is designed in the Cralician-Ukrainian 5
style. It is painted in the Byzantine style v/ith the Slavic stylistic "^
motives of Kiev and Hovogorod.

-̂TO

The edifice contains nine pictures. There is a painting in the upper apse o
(the presbytery) , and in the apsidal recess there is a reproduction of the lo

celebrated "Imraovable ^'all" of the St. Sophia of Kiev and the monumental §
Holy Virgin, "Oranta" (the Praying Virgin). In the lov/er compartment there ^
is the magnificent representcation of the "Eucharist," an ancient motif bor-
rovjed from the same St. Sophia of Kiev. The painting represents our Lord
administering Holy Communion to the Apostles.

Above the apse, in the "triumphal arc," there is a large painting depicting
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"Deisus" (the Supplicant). In the middle is the figure of our Lord v;ith

the open Gospel in his left hand. To the richt of His image rests the
Holy Virgin, and to the left is St. John the Baptist, both v;ith heads
lowered in prayer. Behind the Holy Virgin stands St. Nicholas, the Patron M
of the Church; and behind the figure of John is the Llartyred St. Josephat. ^
Both Saints maintain an attitude of prayer for their faithful people. p

V/ithin the northern arc is a large painting of the Pentecost, a reproduc- 3
tion of the descent of the Holy Spirit on the -t^postles.

On the southern arc is a large painting representing the Assumption of
the Holy Virgin in the Novo^-orod style of the fourteenth century. In the
four corners xinder the apsidal are four Evangelists and their symbols
resting on thrones*

The stained-glass v;indows are decorated v/ith beautiful mosaics. In the
large windov/ over the choir loft is the traditional picture of Judgment

CJ
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Day. The v/indow in the north wall contains a picture of the Birth of
Christ. In the south window is a large picture of the Transfiguration of
our Lord« In the eight small double windov/s are beautiful pictures of
saints facing the altar* ^
This is the first time stained glass has been used as a medium for Byzantine^=^
art. : g

no

The riiain altar, the tabernacle altar, and the two side altars, are made of o
white Italian marble with Byzantine mosaics*

^
CD

All of the sketches for the ornamentation of the windows and altars were ^
planned and drawn by Father Gleb V/erchowsky* The painting and most of the
decorating was executed by our Chicago Ukranian artist, I^. Theodore Katamy.

The stained-glass windows were constructed by a Chicago firm, the "l&inich
Studios"*
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The St. Nicholas Group

The St. Nicholas Ukrainian Church embraces nearly eight hundred Ukrainian
families who support it materially and physically. There are approxi-
mately five hundred families who are faithful parishioners and about three
hundred of these are grouped near the church, thereby confining their ^:^

spiritual and national needs. r-

The church also provides an evening school where several hundred Ukrainian o
children who attend a public school during the day are being taught to read ^
and write the Ukrainian Language. The school is conducted by the Sisters r3

of the Basilian Order and Mr. Dnortro Atamanets. ^

There are many societies within the church. One of the most zealous church
societies is the adult Apostolic Prayer Society (which was confirmed by the
diocese director, the late Father Zahar Orun, on May 3, 1916) ; there are
four Juvenile branches of the Apostolic Prayer Society (two of girls, and
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two of boys, all of which v/ere organized in 1924). There are also: Llary^s

Couipany (organized in 1927), the Sisterhood of the Iinraaciilate Conception
(the latest to be organized), St. Stephen Society (organized in 1908), and
the St. Nicholas Society (organized in 1906), branches of the Ukrainian
National Association; the St. George Society, the Llarkiyan Shashlcevich ^
Society, a branch of the Providence Association (a benevolent organization); ^
and the St. Vladimir Society, a branch of the Ukrainian V/orkingmen*s Asso- "p:

ciation. C
-a

Liiany of the parishioners belong to the United Hetinan Or^nization and the 2
Sitch Red Cross. The church has its own singing society, the Lysenko co

Chorus, which is directed by Dmytro xitamanets. i::^

en

Ever since the establishment of the St. Nicholas Church the parishioners
have taken an active part in TIkrainian National affairs, and have con-
tributed considerably to the relief of their native country.

The Ukrainian committee collected eight thousand dollars during the time of
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the Ukrainian liberation conflict to be donated as a "National Loan".
Not lonG aco there was a collection of one thousand dollars for the so-

called "Needy Fund," which provides aid for our native country. There
have been many contributions to the "native school" of the old country;
not lone ago, at the tirae of the visit of the "native school" delegate, -o

llr. Yasinchuk, a donation of thirteen hundred dollars v/as collected. ^^
There have also been many collections for Ukrainian invalids in Europe.^ fZ

Every year the parish, either separately or in conjunction \«7ith other so- g
cieties, observes traditional national Ukrainian holidays, and holds >-

exliibitions and important religious and patriotic festivities v/hich reveal ^
the national spirit. ^
The organization of church societies at the St. Nicholas Church added much
to the strengthening and uplifting of the religious spirit among our pa-
rishioners, and at the same time created monil discipline Micng them. They
also made the group more conscious of their national obligation, always
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to aid the native cause.

Our societies have exercised a definite influence on the young Lithuanians
v/ho are natives of this country: youth tliat attends its own church, hears :^
its own mass, speaks its own language, and sings in its own choir. 5

Ukrainian Night School F

The night school at the St. Nicholas Parish is very important to the chil- p
dren who attend public day schools where they do not acquire any religious*
training. They are given this training in the parochial night school.
Besides this they learn to speak and to write their own language, and to ^
understand the history and geography of their native land. In this way
we are filling the hearts and souls of our young with the desire to love
their own. During the last nine years approximately three hundred students
have received diplomas from the Ukrainian Parochial School. In 1925 the
order of Basilian Sisters came to teach the students. The parish also
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maintains two separate schools where about eighty children attend classes.

The Lysenko Choms of St. Nicholas Church

The Lysenko chorus is a singing and dramatic society, which, in addition ^
to perfoming the functions of the church, gives plays, concerts, and ^
other cultural entertainments. All this takes place in the hall of the C
St. Nicholas Church. The Lysenko v;as organized in 1907. Its founders Ig

were Father Nicholas Strutynsky and Michael Kostiuk, who became the first 2
leader of the chorus. At that time many Ukrainian people, especially ^
the young Ukrainian businessmen, assisted in the organization and develop- "^

ment of this society.

During the leadership of Michael Kostiuk the chorus took part in a contest
of choruses at Riverview Park; the chorus sang two songs: "Vulitzia"
(Street) and '^ulyali'^ (Danced).

In 1917 Basil Kbtziubinsky was engaged as leader of the chorus. He led

en
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the group for three years and presented many plays and concerts for the

Ukrainian colony in Chicago.

In 1920—1922, Theodore Hoptiak and the late Natalia Hruniewetska led the ^
chorus • ^^

Father Basil Stetsiuk, who personally was a great lover of music and ^-^

who sang very v/ell himself, v;as appointed pastor of the church in 1922. g
From the very beginning of his pastorate he attempted to broaden the
scope of the chorus and to direct its singing activities into the field ^
of higher art* Through him the chorus was divided into two parts--male
and mixed. The male chorus v/as led by Father Stetsiuk himself, and the
mixjd by Mr. Hoptiak. In this year both choruses appeared at the V/orld^s

Exhibition at the Municipal Pier in Chicago. This concert was heard by
about ten thousand people and was written up in all the iUnerican newspapers
of Chicago.

1922 the church officers asked Llr. Dmytro Atamanets to load their •
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chorus. He accepted and is still successfully leading this chorus.

In Europe Ivlr. Draytro Atananets took an active part as an actor-singer in
Stadnyks-Lviw Ukrainian Theatre; later, after his arrival in this country ::g

he worked as director of a chorus in Detroit, Michigan, iifter accept- 5
ing the leadership of the Lysenko chorus LIr. Atamanets displayed his or- '—

ganizing ability in his endeavor to raise the status of the chorus. The r;

progress of the Lysenko chorus received great commendation in the city -o

of Chicago as v;ell as in other cities. o
CO

The Lysenko Singing Society gives annual concerts to celebrate Schevchenko, §
November holiday, and other national holidays. They have presented a
series of concerts on the radio. The chorus appears to be the cultural
fire of the Ukrainian parish, where the Ukrainian group can always find
cultural activity to v/arm its aesthetic sensibilities—for they love their
own native art. The patriotic work of the Lysenko Singing Society and its
leader, Mr. Dmytro /atamanets, is. highly appreciated by the parish. V/e are

en
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glad to have among us such an active nationalistic organization.
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OUR CHICAGO
By Dr. Vladimir Siecienovich

In September 1930 a hundred years have passed since on the site of
today^s Chicago, the first white people settled dorm. At this time
I wish to say a few words on the history of Chicago, and especially
on the beginning of our Ukrainian iirjnigration into this city.

Chicago is situated on the river known by the same name, which today
divides the city into three parts. Once this vicinity was a muddy
space, the main part being a thick forest, which only the Indiaiis

had lived on. Just a hundred years ago the white people began to settle
here. They had to carry on a persistent war with the Indians, who
would not let the white people into their habitat.

The first white person who saw this territory, about ten or more years
before the white people had settled here permanently, was a French
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Jesuit priest. Father Marquette, who tried to convert the Indians to
the Christian faith. He died in this region. l/Bien more white people
appeared on the site of this town, the federal government constructed
a defensive fort on the island between the two branches of the Chicago
River, and named it after its first commander. Fort Dearborn.

In a short time the Indians attacked Fort Dearborn, and mowed down
not only the small n\imber of soldiers, but all the rest of the white
inhabitants who sheltered themselves here from the Indians.

From this time on there were more whites settled, and in 1833 the
colony of Chicago received its city charter.

And we Ukrainians too form a part of the colonization in this world
renowned city*

How many Ukrainians there are living in Chicago no one knows exactly.
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for there is no complete census available. The nximber is estimated from
fifteen to thirty thousand; if we take the median we may surely number
them to the amount of twenty thousand.

I came to Chicago from Shamokin, Pa., where I practiced medicine in
the year 1893# I came hither only because at that time the Chicago
World's Fair was in progress and also to visit my friend, the late
Stephen Yanovich, ikio conducted a law office in this metropolis.

At that time there were so few Ukrainians in Chicago that one could
count them on his fingers. They were mostly the Lemko-Ukrainians,
who then Called themselves "Slovaks" instead of Ukrainians or
Carpathian-Ukrainians

•

Here was a Russian church located at Center Avenue, far back of the
railroad tracks, beyond the 16th street. Thither I went to church,
trying to find my own natives. It was useless, for there was only a few
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Hiingarian-Dkrainians , calling themselves "Hungarian-Russians."

This went on for about three years. In the end the Lexnko-Ukrainians hegan
to flock in. With them I tried to organize at least a small church, for
this was the only way to organize our people into a group. At first we
called priests from distant places, even if it were for only one Sunday
service. The first priest who came to us was a Hungarian-Ukrainian,
whose name I have forgotten. At that tiir» there was not a large enough
number of ovir people, even among the Carpathian-Ukrainians, so that
we could organize a separate permanent parish. That is why we were
quite satisfied with the services, the priest performed in the basement
of St. Stanislaw Kostka*s Church, l\ioble and Bradley streets. After some
time we called the late Father Konstankewicz from Shamokin, Pa., and
started to orgcuiize the parish all over again, at this time were like-
wise unsuccessful. Later on we called Father Izmaylo Kulchytsky. Now
there were a few scores of our people already. Father Kulchytsky cele-
brated his first holy mass in a settlement house on liioble and Augusta
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Streets • Now it appeared to us that people did not want to rent out
places for services from the Poles any more. That is why we obtained
the permission to use the American settlement house for our services*

This time we really started to organize a parish in Chicago, ^e held
a few meetings at my home, because Father Kulchytsky lived with me.
This was about ten years after my coming to Chicago. But it was found
out that there was not enough of us to support a priest, not to speak
about building or buying a church. So again we postponed organizing the

church for some time. In the end Father Kowalitsky came on his own
accord; he was a Carpathian Ukrainian priest. 7/e called a few of the
leading people together: the late Mr. Fetzura, Ur. Vitzarsky, and
others, and decided to call a general meeting of our Ukrainian Greek-
Catholics. The mooting was held above a saloon on Robey (now Damen
Avenue) and Homer Street. Here we put together a few hundred dollars
to buy a church. At that time a Swedish church together with a small
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home for a priest was for sale on Superior and Biokerdyke Streets

•

Mr* Yanovich and myself gave a few hundred dollars as a dovm payment,
and for the rest we signed a note, which bought this church and home#
Our first Ukrainian services were held here» But before this, there
was a great deal of trouble, for some of our Lemko-Dkrainians (Mount-
aineers), especially the late Mr# Fetzura, and a few Ukrainians from
lower Hungsury, did not want Ukrainian Greek-Catholic chxirch, but the
Orthodox one* The majority ho-VTever wanted the Ukrainian Greek-Catholic
Ch\irch, which remained so*

Afterwards trouble started again, for the Carpathian Ukrainians wanted
to have their own way about the services and the Lemkos wished their
own* This was very unharmonious at times; for the Galician Ukrainians
sang in their manner, and the Carpathian Ukrainians in their own
fashion*

In order to overcome this distress, I organized a church chorus, which
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checked the misunderstandings for a while. Afterwards, during the
second year of Father Kowalitsky's pastorate again a disagreement
arose, because our Galician element was growing stronger and started
to demand the resignation of ths Carpathian Ukrainian priest, asking
for their own. Yet Father Kowalitsky would not resign.

This disorder led to the expulsion of the jriest with the aid of the
police. This conflict was inspired by a Galician Ukrainian, Mr.
Kowalsky.

Thus our church was left without a priest, Easter was near and we could
not get any priest. The people began to be confused.

Then we, together with Mr. Kovmlsky, turned to Pennsylvania for a priest.
At that time we had not our own bishop, so we had to seek a priest our-
selves. But no priest was too eager to starve in Chicago. In desperation,
Mr. Xowalsky, who is now a fireman, found a Polish Orthodox priest.
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Father Pociecha, who knew a little of our liturgy. This orthodox priest
celebrated the Ukrainian Easter services as best he knew. Anyway, the
people were satisfied with such a priest*

Shortly afterwards there came to Chicago from Canada, Father idcholas
Strutynsky, who took over the Chicago parish* In a short time, our
group grew so lar^e that the church on Superior and Bickerdyke Streets
became too small. Father Strutynsky then bought sixteen lots, where
the church of St* iJicholas is now located, i. e., on Oakley and Rice
streets.

At that time this vicinity had very few buildings. Together with
Father Strutynsky we went to a Polish priest who was then building
a church opposite our old one, to find out the name of the architect.
Father Strutynsky consequently made plans for the new Ukrainian
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church which exists now. At first we were going to make the interior
with the Hutzul-Ukrainian embroidery designs, but it was found to be
too expensive for our colony; so we put the Hutzuliem embroidery
design, only in the front of the church.

The first civic society in Chicago was the one under the name of
"Yurey Solomeychuk," whereof the members called it "Hutzul Solomey-
chiik," to honor the man who just then was arrested in Kolomeya by
the Austrian- Polish officials for his patriotic revolutionary
speeches. Upon completion of the church, the society moved with its
library into the basement of the chvirch, changing its name to "Bro-
therhood of St. mcholas. Branch 106, of the Ukrainian l^ational

Association," and thus it was incorporated.

The library, which cost nearly $250, was likewise located in the hall
of St. Nicholas Church. People borrowed books, but left no trace of
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tliem, for once taken they were not returned*

In the year of 1907 Dr. Stephen Hrynieviecky and his wife, ])iatalia,

came to Chicago. The doctor and Madeon Hrynieviecky began to take an
active part in our community affairs 5 especially the late Madeun

Hrynieviecky, who undertook training a Ukrainian chorus.

Through her expert instruction she gained fame among the Chicagoans.
Dxiring one celebration at Grant Park, in the heart of the city, she led
all the assembled choruses of Chicago that nxinbered more than a thousand
singers. In this ensemble the chorus of Madam Hrynieviecky also took
part, of course.

Today Chicago has four Ukrainian Greek-Catholic churches and parishes,
and a church for the Carpathian Ukrainians; one orthodox and one
national independent church, besides. For the present these few remi-
niscences on the Ukrainians in Chicago will be sufficient. In the future
I will write something on a larger scale.
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To Metropolitan Andrey Sheptytsky

By Rev. Kuryllo, a Chicago Priest

•*He will remember every sacrifice of thine
And thus everything shall be well with thee"

You, our XJkrainian Moses, with all heroic brilliancy, were, as if standing
before our eyes, even here beyond the seas.

From the Russian North, thousands of miles away from us in America, we hear
the sounds of cracked banduras on which the fingers of once fighting
bandurists, who have been blinded by bursting shrapnel, seem to be playing
a mournful melody about you. Prince of the church, prisoner of war and in
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Y B fetters. 0\ir grandfathers, just on the verge of that terrible
evening, when the worst war in history coinmenced with thundering

C€amonading, whispered stories to their grandchildren about you, o\xr great
Prince of the Church, imdaunted hero. Your glorious deeds will pass on and
be written in golden letters on the pages of our history as a perpetual
legacy for all the generations to come. Our whole nation has dressed you
in a resplendent aureolic miter, because of your countless noble deeds and
sufferings for us. Generations after generations to come will sing heroic
songs in your honor, loyal Prince, the very best son of Ukrainia.

You are being blessed over there by our fathers, mothers and children; you
are likewise blessed by us here in Americal

**God will grant you your heart's desires.
And all your plans will be fulfilled. **

You were praying for th-it particular grace to be granted unto you, and God

will grant it not only for you, but also for all your people, because you
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your faith unshaken. You were the only one then (d\iring the capture
of the remnants of the Ukrainian land by the Russians) who dared to preach
the word of Gtod on Faith, Hope and Charity, during those days of horror and
doubt; during the hour of national bitter suffering and disorder* At the
time when you were most needed, the Russian gendarmes, fully armed, tore
you away from us, taking you to Siberia as a captive*

Uay your footprints left on those roads, bless them and that Siberieui country
and may from them spring up the flower of brotherly love, and the Gospel
of our churches be preached in that far country* Bless us and our enemies*

•*God will grant you eversrbhing whatsoever
you may ask Him. **.*•'

When you ret\2rned from war imprisonment, you were ready for new horrors, seeing
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everything looked like one big uncovered grave. Human beings, your
people, looked like skeletons and could hardly plod along their weary way,
being hungry and in rags. You, big-hearted Father, Shepherd and Prince,
you were the first laborer of restoration of your people.

V/e rejoice over the fact that you have crossed the ocean now to visit us
here in Chicago, as v/ell as all over the United States in general. iVhat

a grand visit it is!

We know th-it you have brought us a blessing from oi^r land which has been
trampled upon by the enemies and the hoofs of their horses and torn asunder
by cannon balls while it was saturated with tears and blood.

May Grod bless you, and you, in t\im bless usi

»^God from His Heaven on high will hear him. ....*
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V B Are we not part of your people, your Lordship? Therefore, bless us

also as you have blessed the people, in the native land, who came out
to welcome you on your return from Russia, where you were held as a war
prisoner. You have blessed your people, the lame and the old; the ruined
native land with its cities and villages pillaged and plundered and with
terrorized mothers and shamefully treated sisters roaming about. How
sincerely and in what a holy manner you have blessed them one and all.

Sven although thousands of miles away the people's voice of gratitude and
prayers for your generous benediction penetrated our ears.

It is the custom in the Ukrainian home to make guests feel at home. ^Guest
at home, God at home** is the Ukrainian saying, x'et you are not only a guest,
but you are also a father of us all. Bread and salt awaits you here in
every home. Bless this food, the product of our hands. Tell us what we
have to do next. Millions of Ukrainians over there are listening and
obeying you - we are joining them in asking your guidance*
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for distinguished guests) at the table, thousands of faithful to
Christ and your children are awaiting you.

«Ve did not forget for a noment the resolutions v^ich we brought over here
with us, and we are deternined to fulfill then.

Your Lordship, bless those tendencies and resolutions of ours.

••Our Salvation rests in the Power of His right hand.**

Yes, while a prisoner of war, together with the psalrriist yo\i prayed for our
glory, for siege regiments who were and are standing on guard fully armed
in difficult positions; who through their utmost sacrifices are forging a
colossal hammer with which to split the door that bars the way to freedom.

You have come back to us from captivity and thereby our hearts are filled
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Yellow flags are tipped doTm by our army in your presence, thus
honoring you as their spiritual Commander of the Siege array.

The Siege army soldiers in Ukrainia fell in love with you, and out of that
love they are weaving a mantle, far more beautiful than one of silk, for you
with four crocheted designs: for Faith, Church, Ukrainia, and Siege, all of
which you have commanded and blessed.

And here in Chicago and America, the Siege rank and file is awaiting your
visit.

The warm heart of Siege does not loiow deceit; in a simple way, thousands of
voices call forth in concert: ''.Velcome Ukrainiain Prince, who prostrated
himself on the graves of the cities of Chmelnitsky (Ukrainia) and at the
tombs of our forefathers in Kiev, and with your word inspired millions in
the United Ukr«dLnia."
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SichOTl Visty (Siege News), Sept, 1921,

Bless them!
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THE TIES BETWESlNi THE SITCH ORGANIZATION AND
TE£E UNITED STATES NATIONAL GUARD

In our last issue the Sitch Central Committee announced the confirmation
of ties between the Sitch organization and the United States National Guaini.

Even before this many of our members had joined the 132nd Infantry so as to
become American soldieirs and thereby acquire more military training. Today
our aim is to explain to our readers why we should join the United States
Nationeil Guard. T7

It is not beyond possibility that some will think that this is imreasonable, w
saying; How can one remain a Ukrainian patriot and still join the ranks of §
another co\intry*s aimy, thereby so seriously obligating himself to serve the "^

interests of another commonwealth, when military service with all its burden
and eventualities is only for war?

Such a question might Justly be raised among all honest people who have
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become accustomed to the serious outlooic on life. Therefore we must answer
in this manner: By Joining the United States National Guard nobody inipairs

his patriotism, even as nobody harms it by becoming an American citizen.
But by becoming a citizen of this country one is obligated to protect its
interests against the eneiqy. If one were to become a citizen of the United
States only because of the materied and political advantages which this ^
citizenship offers and was not willing to carry any of its burdens and ^
obligations, it would be a contemptible procedure, and such a man never could ^
be considered a good citizen. U
A Ukrainian has no country of his own as yet, and when ne takes the oath £
on becoming an American citizen, he does not betray any one except the ^
Austrian, Polish, Russian, or Roumanian government. Therefore, if you t^

join the United States National Guard as a citizen of the United States,
^

you do not gamble on raising the sword against your own country, as it

mie^t have happened to those of certain other nationalities who have en-
tered the ranks of tne American Anqr.
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become accustomed to the serious outlooic on life* Therefore we must answer
in this manner: By Joining the United States National Guard nobody i]iq;)airs

his patriotism, even as nobody harms it by becoming an American citizen.
But by becoming a citizen of this country one is obligated to protect its
Interests against the enemy. If one were to become a citizen of the United
States only because of the material and political advantages which this ^
citizenship offers and was not willing to carry any of its burdens and ^
obligations, it would be a contemptible procedure, and such a man never could ^
be considered a good citizen. U
A Ukrainian has no country of his own as yet, and when he takes the oath S
on becoming an American citizen, he does not betray any one except the ^
Austricm, Polish, Russian, or Roumanian government. Therefore, if you
Join the United States National Guard as a citizen of the United States,
you do not gamble on raising the sword against your own country, as it
mi£^t have happened to those of certain other nationalities who have en-
tered the ranks of the American Anqr.
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First of all we must consider this special aspect of our subject. The
United States is the only country in the v\;orld in which a person can be-
come a citizen and still not betray the nation of his birth or lose its

spirit, for the simple reason that the American nation is composed of
people of many nationalities who compose this mutually governing and
working commonwealth. There is no other country in the world of which you
may become a citizen and still renain a son of your Eu3X)pean Fatherland, so
that you can actually help it and fight for it. As an example we have here
the Irish, who through a few hundred years of Americanization,have acquired
£lL1 the necessary material resources and have carried on a fight against
Sngland for their independence and gained it.

As another instance take the Poles, who with their American comrades gained
the freedom of Poland* The Czechs achieved the sane end through American
soldiers who at the same time were Czechs and patriots, and the same thing
happened to the Slovaks and the Lithuanians

.
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The nature of the i^ericeua state usuadly favors the endeavors to attain
freedom of those countries which are oppressed or abused and which have
nationals among the citizens of the United States. We can maintain with
absolute certainty that no other country in the world has this spirit,
for not one of them would permit immigrants to found national sobiettes or
create military units to serve their oppressed native lands.

America cannot have any colonizing intentions regarding the European
countries; therefore it does not have them in regard to the Ukraine. Its
intentions are clear and honorable. The American love of freedom is uni-
versally known. This love inspired America to help in forming national
legions for the oppressed nations, and many who joined these legions were
found to be good American citizens.

It is true that we often hear Americans say that only that immigrant can
make a good and patriotic citizen of the United States who was and is a
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good patriot with respect to his native land. This is true, for how can
you love the country in which you were not bom and be true to it if you
do not love and honor the country in which you were bom? But it is not
difficult for our Ukrainian patriots to join the United States military
service. There is no difference between Ukrainian and American patriotism.

There is one important fact which influences the majority of our people, and
that is that the United States does not have compulsory military service^
The American Government does not force you to render military service as
other countries do, and that is why it appears to Ukrainians that the
United States does not regard such service as obligatory. Therefore, any
one may say, •^ hone is on the border," and he may carry on his business
in the hope that the army which he was not forced to join will defend him
from the country^s enemies* But he who truly accepts American citizenship
and knows what it means tp be a member of a commonwealth should understand
that in return for all the benefits which he enjoys as a citizen of this
vast American country he should fielp to carry certain burdens. Of these

-

»
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obligations the most important is that every normal and healthy man should
help to defend the country in which he enjoys privileges and of which he
receives benefits. Ee who does not care to defend this country came here
only seeking something for nothing. The mere fact that we are American
citizens should impel us to enter the United States military service so
8U3 not to hide behind the' backs of Other citizens, dwelling as peaceful
inhabitants who seek only our own comfort, when instead we should be
ready to give our lives for the country of which we have vowed to be loy-
al citizens*

The United States maintains the so-called National Guard, the military
organization which accepts all men who oars to enlist voluntarily^ This
same service sent some millions of soldiers to the French front, thereby
determining the outcome of the great war. Soldiers of all the /axihieote^ u^

nations were enlisted in this military service, and as a result they now
may boast of having their own countries.
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Where were the Ukrainians then? Some of us called ourselves Austrlans,
others Magyars; and those who considered themselyes Russians rejoiced because
the Russian mobilization could not reach them here in the United States* Those
Ukrainians, almost thirty thousand of them, even in the time of the war mi^t
hare made their way into the United States Army, thereby getting to the front,
but they did not form any fic^ting unit and did not hare any political influence* €
They therefore had no effect on the destiny of our native land, for they were ^
unorganized, and they had no prestige; hardly any one knew about thenu 3

Is it not time that we corrected this infirmity? We do not know whether ^
there may not shortly be a new World War, which again will change the S
map of Surope, and in which again the fate of the Ukraine will be in* '^

volved* No one can guarantee that it will not come to this* Let us
suppose that this will not take place in our generation; is it not never-
theless worth while to have our own American-Ukrainian military unit here
in the country where we are allowed to have such things?
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As we mentioned above, the reason why the United States did not speak up
for lis Ukrainians is that we lacked Ukrainian-American soldiers in the
World War. Now we may say, to console ourselves, that the will to found
our own country was too weak at that time; the idea of a free Ukraine
was limited to Ukrainians in Germany or Austria because the rest of our
fighting men were in the sane encampment with Russia, and therefore even
America would have ^een against any attempt of theii« to attain independ-
ence7» The result is that our politicians did not adjust themselves in
time and came to their senses too late as usual, though the fact that it

was too late was hardly our fault.

V/e now see that America will be the one to decide the future conflicts of ^
the world. Therefore whom should we conciliate for our cause if not Amer- ^
ica?

There are two different advantages in creating a Ukrainian military unit
in America: first, the national and political advantages for the Ukraine;
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second y the advantage for the IndlTidual ukrainian-Anerlcan, who will be
benefited by it later on*

The first advantage is political. If we have military unites in the American
Army, Washington will officially recognize us as a nation. The American
Government and its laws do not recognize those peoples who have countries of :^

their own unless they declare themselves as nations striving to gain their S
independence, Remonstrating their purpose by^ forming separate units in the ^
American Army* The historic examples of this are the above-mentioned Polish

»

F
Czech, and Lithuanian legions; through them America recognized their peoples ^
as nations—nations deprived of their cotintries. To put it briefly, in order o
that America may recognize us as a nation even before we have our own country

,

^^
we must fozn at least one unit of the American National Guard* Therefore the §
first goal is that the Government of the United States shall acknowledge our "^

national existence and the legitimacy of our efforts to attain independence*

If the best and the largest unit of our potential Ukrainian Army shall be
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created and formed in America, then nhen it ccnnes to founding our country,
America and her Ukrainian citizens as soldiers of this army will have the
right to say the deciding words, and no other Ukrainian formation will
have that right

•

We, members of the Sitch organization, can and must achieve our aim be-
cause we axe Americans! We must prove to America and to the whole world
that we are a race fit to rule by our nature and by our cast of thought,
even if only because we want to receive the confidence of American governing
circles; and by enlisting in the National Guard we shall achieve the most
important aim of our organization* If we do not achieve our aim, our Sitch
organization will be merely a set of toy soldiers* Therefore, to put it S
briefly, the members of the Sitch organization have the opportunity to become ^
real soldiers and to acquire all the military training requisite for modem

-o
o

OlJ

Let us now view the individual and private advantages which the American
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Army offers. A member of the Sitch organization who enlists in the mili-
tary service of the United States will be grateful to the United States
for all the benefits which he has received and which he is to receive by
living in this country. Svery one knows what these benefits are, espe-
cially if he compares the misery and the political oppression from which
he came with the life in Anerica. A member of the Sitch society by en- ?
listing in the Aimy has the opportunity to become a true patriot among ^
honorable Americans and a full-fledged citizen. He ceases to be a for- ;i

eigner and becomes a real American. Every one can understand how this *-^

may prove advantageous in future years. A Uicrainian who enlists in the ^o

National Guard has the opportunity to learn something, to broaden his
education by pursuing many technical studies, very profitable for him
and for the group which he frequents outside the service. The meraber

of the Sitch organization who enlists in the National Guard finds him-
self in the company of good people who are conscious of their govern-
mental and social obligations; therefore such a member has the
opportunity to utilize his free moments culturally at the proper

'V5
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educational gatherings. Ukrainians enlisting in the National Guard also
have a chance to learn dicipllne and order, which our people sadly lack.

Besides all the above-mentioned opi)ort\mities the founding of a Ukrainian
military unit has one more advantage, perhaps the most important of all,

namely, that these Sitch soldiers will play the principal part in the j^
liberation of the Ukraine; therefore they will be the founders of a ..-:.

large and important Ukrainian army which under the leadership of Hetman p
Skoropadsky will create a new, invincible commonwealth of Cossacks and ^
forever defend the freedom and the liberty of our native land. §

•

CD
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"ukrainia:^ youth league op N. AIIERICA."

The Ukrainian Youth League of North America is approaching another milestone,
its Fourth Annual Congress, to be held in Philadelphia over the Labor Day
week-end. The young Ukrainian Nationalists take this opportunity to extend
to the youth gathered at the congress their sinoerest greeting and hope that
the congress will use its wisdom and foresight in a manner that will bring
most good for the Ukrainian cause.

The youth attending the Fourth Congress will have gained much in experience
since last year. Perhaps a greater number has learned that youthful en-
thusiasm must be tempered by the wisdom and experience of the older gener-
ation. Perhaps a greater a^omber will realize that not everything our
fathers did was bad. Such realization will tend for better cooperation
and greater progress. Youth and age must stand shoulder to shoulder be-
cause the holy cause of Ukraine's independence demands this.

The youth will look into the future and decide what course to pursue. As
the future can only be judged by the past, the youth must avoid the pitfalls
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of past mistakes. If the liberation of the Ukrainian people and Ukrainian
territories is our ultimate end, then let us proceed as did other nations
that aspired to be free. The youth must bear in mind that those nations that
are independent today had to have their Banderas, Lebeds, Danylyshyns, Bilases
and 3assarabs.

We have no right to believe ourselves to be the "chosen people of God." Nor
have w3 the right to be Indifferent to the struggles of our kinsmen across

the sea. V/e, the youth, cannot wash our hands of the matter and say it is

of no concern to us, lest we stand condemned in the eyes of the world as

Pontius Pilate stands condemned by the christian world.
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CHICAGO CLUB'S ACTIVITIES .

Yearly elections have been a source of lively and competitive interest among youth
organizations in Chicago. In earxy December the Ukrainian Red Cross Ciuo called ^

together all their memoers, re-elected their Presiaent, Kathryn Zuoinsky, and chose
Jean Chuba to oe their Vice-President; Jennie Lewtuch, Corresponding Secretary; r

Nettie Timet z, Financial secretary, and Sophie Sweda, Treasurer, ^
G

On January 10, 1936, another club held their annui-^l election8--l«loloaa Ukraina. Un-
animously, the memoers decidea that their President, V.alter Skorapad, De re-elected
for another year of service. Then after well-mannered competition the following
individuals succeeced to honorable positions: Katherine Panko, Vice-President;
Ellen Hope Spikula, Secretary; Nicholas Lucia, Treasurer; Llillie Kozak, Liorarian;
Genevieve Kocur was appointee oy the newly-electea lioraricin to oe assistant librarian;
Peter Sweda., Substitute; Kmily Oscil, Mike Kozak and George Cnischuck, .-auditors.

In the afternoon of Sunaay, Janui;Lry l<i, 1936, stili another club, Good-Will Society,
conducted its annual elections. The Presiaent, Marie Lubas, and the Financial
Secretary, .Valter Skoropad, were unc4.niraously re-elected. The newly-elected officers
are: Mayme Gawaluch, Vice-Presiuent ; ik^ildred Kozak, Recording Secretary, and
Michael Kozak, Treasurer,
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Elections have not been the only interest of the youth clubo. In the afternoon
of December 2, ,1935, the Aviation School, which is sponsored by the Hetinan Or-
ganizetion, sponsored a successful concert in Chopin High School -auditorium.

Among the features of the program were two outstanding attractions--the note-worthy ^
young Ukraini-n violinist, whose artisicaiiy renaered performj:<nces h^ve delighted ^

discriminating audiences, Mr. Erail Tiahnybik, and the prize-winning Ukrainian .

Cossack Chorus, directed oy Samuel Czuoa. |^
CL

C

In February 6, 1936, the r\ed Cross Gluo sponsored a dance. On February 13, the :zi

Good-Will Society conaucted a Valentine Dance. On Valentine evening, Moloda Ukraina "^

enjoyed a social, during which ousiness was a fcrgotten procedure.. cC
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CHICAGO YOUTH IS ACTIVE

During the month of September youth activity was again reopened by two organ- /

izations, the Hed Cross Club and the HHO Chi Gamma Sorority, who on two separate c

occasions successively sponsored dances.
r

In October, the lead for activities was undertaken by the Ukrainian American
Catholic Youth, more widely known as Moloda ITkraina. On October 5th this :::;

organization conducted a special social to which club members and their guests ^
were invited. The refreshments imr>arted to the eaters a delicious flavor; the ^
games supplied hilarious amusement; and the social dancing proved to be a
delightful recreation. On the 3l8t of October - on Hallowe'en night - the same
club sponsored a costume dance to which participants came garbed in costumes,
whereas those who arrived costuneless were given meske. The ballroom was a gay
color of disguised dancers enwr,opT)ed by floating and bursting balloons and
whirling confetti. The profit earned at the dance was designated to the St.
Nicholas church for building use.

Another club has been organized which is for junior and senior girls. The

guidance of this club has been undertaken by the Basilian Sisters, and it is

c
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kmoTfn as the "Sodality of the Blessed Virgin Mary". At present the members are

interested in fine handwork. They are learning to knit, tat and do Ukrainian

embroidery. During the course of these weekly instructions and while the

girls' fingers are engrossed in activity, interesting discussions and conversations

are carried on.

CM

O
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THE UKBAINIAK CATHOLIC BOY AND GIBL SCOUTS OP
AMERICA.

• .I
><-

Now, as never before, we realize the vast importance of dealing with youth
problems. We must be aware of the grave responsibility that is to be undertaken
by those who are more conscientious for the good of our church and the Ukrainian
people in providing the training that is so essential for future men and women.
Unless the proper steps are taken to do the utmost for those who are in the
ranks of boys and girls, we will never be assured of a bright future*

My one great ambition is to offer the boys and girls of our diocese the

opportunities of having a well planned system of training in character along
the lines offered by an organization that is so well known to the active boy
and girl - the Boy and Girl Scout s« It is with the consent of our good bishop
that I am encouraged to do something for Catholic Scouting among the Ukrainians
here in America. Since it has been demonstrated by tests made here in America
that more than three out of every four boys want to be Scouts, I think that
eve^ effort should be made to help these boys understand real training in our
duty to God, our Country and to ourselves. With the cooperation of all those
interested in Scouting, we can accomplish much in a short time»
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The Boy Scouts Headquarters have very kindly instructed me to, work with the plans
introduced by the Catholic Committee on Scouting and authorized me as a Special u

National Field Scout Commissioner to have contact with all those troops in g
Ukrainian Catholic parishes and to orgauiize others and have them properly ^
represented as one organized Catholic Ulcrainian Scout Movement meriting an g
Ukrainian flag to he among those of other nationalities. Thus far we have ^
Qome troops organized under local auspices hut we must strive for recognition —
of Catholic and national significance. "^

Cl-

in order to make the first ster), let everyone that is not yet a! Scout ^
consider whether he or she would like to take the following oath and benefit from
the countless advantages of Scouting;

On my honor I will do my best -

1) To do my duty to Grod and my country, and to obey the Scout Law.

2) To help other people at all times.
3) To keep myself physically strong, mentally awake and morally straight.
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if you really see the beauty of this oath and are interested, go to your pastor
and ask hira about the possibilities of organizing a local troop. I am sure

.that you will find great encouragement. In order to help the parish priests who
have 80 many other things to occupy their time, I have the duty to help them
by trying to solve the problems that are bound to arise. The local pastor is also
your troop's s'oiritual advisor and the local troop is dependent uDon him for
advice. My work will be to help each and every group throu^ cooperating with
your pastor. I cannot act without his knowledge and help. So let's get started ^

with something real for the boys and girls. The Ukrainian Catholic Youth League S
is going to offer every opportunity to help organize the Ukrainiaia Catholic ^
Boy and Girl Scouts of America^

NOTE: Please inform me of troops already organized in the diocese. I ask the
pastors to kindly offer a helping hand for the sake of the good of our boys
and girls.
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"APPEAL TO THE YOUTH^

"Fifty years have I waited for this thing to happen".

Incredible as this statement seems, it is true» The Ukrainian immigration in
America has waited for about fifty years for the First Congress of the Ukrainian
Catholic Youth. Fifty years is a long time to wait, but the waiting was not in
vein; for August 19, 1933 the Congress that can boast of the most outstanding
outcome was held in Chicago, 111.

At the first congress of the Ukrainicui Catholic Youth, the first union of Ukrain-

ian American and Canadian Catholic Organizations was realized--the Ukrainian
Catholic League was formed.

Great responsibilities lie on this League, the work is enormous, but not dis-

couraging. Two years has this league toiled, but not without results. With the

help of his excellency, the most Reverend Bishop Bohachevsky, the Reverend Fath-

ers, and all the Ukrainian Catholic people, the League has drawn many new clubs
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into its ranks* It has organized clubs where there were none, sent forth into
the world its official organ the Ukrainian Youtht and called the Second Congress
which was held on the 13th and 14th of July, 1935, in New York City*

It is not necessary to write atout the Second Congress, as most likely all of
you know all atout it either from your presence, the newspaper reports, or the
reports of your friends who attended it*

Now the Congress is over and \ve are on the threshhold of a new term with new
officers* The Executive Committee is doing its best for the welfare of the
League; are you doing your part? The progress of the League depends upon your
cooperation, upon your interest in the work of the League, upon your willingness
to put your energy to work for the benefit of this great cooperative enterprise*

There is much to be don©, but neither is there energy lacking; ajl we need is the

will* Are we lacking in this? Are we not willing to work for the two greatest

things possible— are we not willing to work for Cxod and for our country? Will
we be left behind? Will we disappoint our parents after they have waited fifty
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years for the organization of our great League?

Let us show them what ife can do. Let us answer the above questions not by words

but deeds. Let us make sure that the club we belong to is a member of the co

League. Let us organize clubs where there are none and then ascertain that they g
join the Ukrainian Catholic Youth League. Gather subscriptions for the Ukrain>- y
ian Youtht but before going anywhere subscribers. Write to the headquarters

|

telling them of your work and your needs and they will act accordingly.

Remember the old adage "where there's a will, there's a way". Remember the

fifty years our parents have waited for this organization of ours and work so

as to enable them to say at the end of the third year of the existence of the

Ukrainian Catholic Youth League; n/e have waited fifty years but not in vain.

for now we can die knowing that our faith will live on and our country will

soon be independent.

CD
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JOIW OUR MAWY UKRAINIAN aUBS

We are now steurting a drive after which we hope to have every Ukrainian
boy and girl a member of seme Ukrainism club* c5

OQ

If it is a social club that you wish to join, our suggestion is to sign . 5
up with the U« A» C« Y« (Ukrainian American Catholic Youth) • The dues al

are 16 cents a month and no initiation fee is required. Jj

For fellows who are athletically inclined and love a military organi- <c

zation there is no club better than the U* H. 0. Co. 3 (United Hetman
Organizations Compcoiy 3)« Their athletic branch known as the Elks has
been quite. effective as a strong Ukrainian baseball team. They hold
their meetings every Tuesday in their club, while on Saturday they
drill • The only requirements that are necessary for euayone who wishes
to join is that he be over 15 years of age. Those who do not like
drilling but would rattier stick to seamanship can join the newly
organized sea scouts.

a.
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The girls that are interested in sports can become members of the

Zippers Athletic Club , and those who wish can join the Red Cross,

Starting next week we shall have officers of one of the above men-

tioned clubs tell us of his or her club. They will give the history

and the charter of the club, and also the requirements (if any) of ^
a new member. o

ex.

--w
cu
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"UKRAINIAN YOUTH LEAGUE OF N. AJ. ERICA-"

The Ukrainian Youth League of North America is approaching another riilestone^
its Fourth Annual Congress, to be held in Philadelphia over the Labor Day-

week-end. The young Ukrainian Nationalists take this opportunity to extend
to the youth gathered at the congress their sincerest greeting and hope that
the congress will use its wisdom and foresight in a manner that v/ill bring
most good for the Ukrainian cause.

The youth attending the Fourth Congress will have gained much in experience
since last year. Perhaps a greater number has learned that youthful en-
thusiasm must be tempered by the wisdom and experience of the older gener*
ation. Perhaps a greater number will realize that not everything our
fathers did was bad# Such realization will tend for better cooperation
and greater progress. Youth and age iiiust stand shoulder to shoulder be-
cause the holy cause of Ukraine's independence de ands this.
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The youth will look into the future and decide what course to pursue. As
the future can only be judged by the past, the youth must avoid the pitfalls
of past mistakes. If the liberation of the Ukrainian people and Ukrainian
territories is our ultiirAte end, then let us proceed as did other nations
that aspired to be free* The youth must bear in mind that those nations that
are independent today had to have their Banderas, Lebeds, Danylyshyns, Bilases
and Bassarabs.

Vfe have no right to believe ourselves to be the "chosen people of God." Nor
have we the right to be indifferent to the struggles of our kinsraen across

the sea. We, the youth, cannot wash our hands of the matter and say it is

of no concern to us, lest we stand conderned in the e;'es of the world as

Pontiles Pilate stands comdemned by the christian world

.
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UKRAINI/iN YOUTH MOVEi:SNT

^n Appeal by the Ukrainian Catholic Youth Leagu^

WFA (!lL)PROJ Wir.lO?!

We address the following appeal to the young Ukrainian men and women of
the United States and Canada, and to their fathers and mothers: Help us

form one Ukrainian youth front in the United States and Canada; help us in
our endeavor, uo that every young Ukrainian may belong to some local sport,

cultural, art, or professional club affiliated with the Ukrainian Catholic
Youth League*

This League was formed in Chicago in August 1933, and is in its second year
of existence. Through the co-operation of the various jrember societies the

League began to issue its own organ—a tv/enty-four page journal, 8 b\ 11

inches--which received great acclaim from those people who know the value

of such a journal* In addition the League has communicated with the
societies of the Ukrainian Youth League in our native country and with
Catholic organizations of other nations.
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The Ukrainian youth could very soom create a united front by becoming
members of their local societies, and by these local societies becoming
members of the Ukrainian Youth League. The Ukrainian youth of the United
States and Canada would then profit from the movement on the one hand, and,
on the other hand, the League would become an effective force among its own
people and the people of other nations. Therefore, those societies and
clubs that do not as yet belong to the Ukrainian Catholic Youth League are
urged to announce their Ukrainian chiaracter by joining. VYe urge those young,
energetic men and women who live in localities having no youth club to

establish one of their own and to announce its affiliation with the League,.

yie also urge the fathers and mothers not to regret spending a little of
their time or money in helping their children in chis significant and
essential work, but rather to encourage them to become members of the

League and at the same tir.e to work for their fatherland and their church.

Subscribe to the publication Ukrainian Youth both for yourself and your
children. This journal is written in both Ukrainian and English, and
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the subscription rate is $1«50 per year.

With autumn already here and winter pressing close on our heels, the time
for organizational work is at hand, therefore, all you active and ambitious
young gentlemen, work for a united frontl To the League and for the League I

We ask everyone of you to v/rite us about your local comnunity conditions and
needs, and to write for further infonnation about the League. All communica-
tions will be answered.

From the Executive Committee of the Ukrainian Catholic Youth League

Bohdan Katemay, president
August Skoropad, corresponding secretary
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''THE FUTURE UKRAINIAN AVIATORS".

Seige Air Corps. Co. 1, Chicago, 111.

Out of a class of thirty-five students which cotnmenced in December 1933, nearly
507= of the students have droi;pcri out vdthin tv-o months, while the calance which
is still with the air corps did not qualify due to non-attendance and poor show-
ings in the stuaies. The following stuaents which numbered 15 huve done excell-
ent work and are certainly well recommended tor flight training. They are cteve
Szczuiko, Chas. Dobr&, Wiilter Shkaba, Russell Koshinsky, LJike Sachno, Julia
Shpoiluck, Paul Bahry, Helen Seniw, Helen Fitza, r.oraan Ulane, Steve uysochan and
Ann Chujko.

We have covered the following suoject: Aereodynamics, engire theory, maps and
map reading, navigation, meterology, instruments, inspection ana maintenance,
ana air commerce regulations. The total class hours 144 hours. Once again I

appeal to all Ukrainian people to cooperate with our organization and make it

possiole for us to give these students all the necessary flight training they
need. Every Ukrainian should pay great attention to the development of aviation
and should help to aevelop our aeronautical clubs to a larger scale if he wishes
to see our mother Ukraine a great Ukrainian Empire among the leading power of
the future.
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THE UKRAINIAN AERONAUTICAL MOVEMENT.

Some time last year, in October, to be more exact, a movement was started throu^-
out the United States to educate at least part of the Ukrainian Youth in the science
of aeronautics. Racial pride, perhaps, was the cause of this movement, precipi-
tated no doubt, by the epic flight of the Italian air force; and then again, a
trained body of fliers would be an untold military advantage should the occasion ever
arise for their need.

Throughout the different cities, notably Chicago ani Detroit, students gathered
under competent instructors. With eager enthusiasm they met, desiring to be in

among the first to have their name inscribed as the pioneers in Ukrainian aviation. J^
The Detroit branch or Corps II, we hear, is progressing satisfpxtorily and Chicago ^
is very nearly finished with the first part of the movement^ g

IX.

The actual formation in Chicago of Corps I was made under the head of Captain -^

Charkow who holds a limited commercial pilot's license, thus qualifying him for ^^

this position. With Colonel Shapoval who was then head of the Siege Organization, g^
they gathered twenty-five students to form the nuclei of this school. ^
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The place chosen for the instruction of the students was the printing shop of the
Siege newspaper • Here, eveiy Monday and Thursday evening between the hours of
eight and ten, week in and week out, these pupils met to be initiated into the

BXt of flying. No practical shopwork was given. The idea was to leave the

student learn the theoretical side of the science and then, later, to send them to

a school where actual training was to be given. Approximately 170 hours of study we:

necessary to cover such subjects as Aerodynamics, Engine Theory and Aerial
Navigation. Tests were given at various intervals and a subject was concluded
with a final examination. It has taken longer to finish this part of the course
than was expected but that has been compensated for by the fact that each subject
was thoroughly explained and more of it presented than is necessar^*^ for an
ordinary pilot to know. During this time enrollment dropped considerably and the
ones left can well be called the "cream of the crop". Further training in the
military line will be given these boys and girls. Each student is to become
an officer upon the final completion of the course and he will be feined to
command. (A course in etiquette is also in the offing, a very wise idea^ and'
instruction in the art of conversation and entertainment is seriously being
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considered) • In order to bring the whole matter to a final conclusion it is
only necessary for the older members of the organization to get together, to
cease their bickering, and to send these youths to a practical school where
actual flying can be tau^t. The strife in their ranks, or is it inertia,
has resulted in very little being done, if 'anything at ail. Rumor has it that

some time back the 3Je^e did make an agreement with the Curtiss IJTright

Corporation to send a ntimber of students to their school at reduced rates*
But nothing has come of it. The lack of money is a serious matter. It seems
that no effort is being made to obtain any so far.

In Detroit, however, there is more initiative. They have built a training ;£>

plane, the Ukraine, which is to be christened on the nineteenth of August.
This event will make history, for it is the first of its kind, and in the
future Ukrainian avaiation will be more than a myth. That a vast city like §
Chicago should permit a smaller one to forge ahead of it in such a task is ^
humiliating, but if by any chance Detroit should also have the honor of a ^*

student obtaining the first flying license in the organization then will our ^^

chagrin be complete, and low should hang our heads. Still, the cheering ^i
thought remains that at least our efforts have been successful as a whole and

i
on

«.
•
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soon many more will tread in the footsteps of the leader, just as the Ukraine
is forerunner of many to come. Incidentally, weather conditions permitting^
Captain Charkow will make an exhibition parachute jump probably on the maiden
flight of the Ukraine.

The purpose, I repeat, of this movement has been two-fold. The first was to show
the world that Ukrainians are not backward in one of the world's greatest
undertaking. The second, the practical one, is not so honorable. If by any
chance the much heralded conflict should come into being then will the value
of this movement be seen. I, for one, hope that nothing of the sort will occur,
but if the world should go mad and another holocaust be loosed, then we must {C

take advantage and strike while the iron is hot. There are principles that S
must be defended and the principle of liberty is the greatest, yes, sufficiently -^

great that millions of lives should be sacrificed for its existence. To §
release Ukraine from its despoil ers and to give back its age old heritage of ^
freedom, must be the final goal of every true Ulcrainian. ij

a-
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AT WORK - CHICAGO

On July 1st, the Ukrainian Cossack Chorus of Chicago, conducted hy S» Czuba
and affiliated with the Ukrainisin American Catholic Youth Org?Btnization, cele-
brated its first anniversary • Most appropriately they sang High Mass, and
though this was the first T)erformance of the kind, it served to effect the
listeners most pleasantly. It showed that with cooperated energy little things
develop to great indispensable realizations. It proved that work and patience can
promote everlasting "beauty. In the afternoon a picnic was arranged by the
chorus members to which all were invited and at which all enjoyed themselves.
The profit from the picnic was donated to the fund for the school soon to be
built at the St. Nicholas ^sirish.

c

Thou^ the weather is very warm the TTcrainian American Catholic Organization meets ^
every Friday. A new attraction to keep the membership stea^is a library which ^

was officially opened July 20th. Though the library is simple and the collection ^
not immense it is already beginning to expand. Members of the organization are ^
privileged to draw books. Baseball is keeping both the boys and girls physically ^
active. A group of boys are now Dublishing a new weekly in Chicago, called
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U. T. 0. A. Weekly (Ukrainian Youth's of America Weekly), The editor of this
organ is N, Matviuw, and the business manager is J. Prietula.

J.

4
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In Chicago, youth is simply "bubbling with effervescent energy and zest. The
Ukrainian American Catholic Youth, better known as Young Ukrainia, is constantly
working. In March a Ukrainian drama of five acts was enacted and sponsored
solely by this organization and it was successfully done. On April 1st a
concert in honor of the celebrated poet, Taras Shevchenko, was conducted by it.

The organization meets every Friday for general meeting where business is
performed, discussions heard and talks given by members, guests and the
reverend missionaries. The group always gains unusual information and rare
amusement from the lectures of Reverend missionary Markiw. The Culture Club, a
division of this organization, meets after the general meeting to discuss topics
of immediate interest, as poetry, education, music, heredity and behavior, or to
have a debate. There are also music groups; a separate boys' chorus and girls'
chorus. Both are \ander the direction of two organization members. The boys
have been and are active in the sports division, and especially in baseball
gajnes. Social^re held once a month in the form of short plays, concert numbers
or movies. Also a sewing club for girls; another division meets weekly in order

to learn the art of Ukrainian embroidery. Of this organization Walter Skoropad
is the -presiding officer and John Hull is the secretary.
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Yoxing Ukraine is preparing a special Mother' s Day concert for May 13.
This organization is very active, and is taking over the social and national
work fdiich, up to this time, has been done by the older generation* Its
members are already presenting Ukrainian dramas without help from the older
folk. This year th^y also honored our greatest poet, Taras Shevchenko, on
the one hundred and twentieth anniversary of his birth. Now they are pre-
paring to pay tribute to the Ukrainian mother. We would not be one bit
surprised if they on their own initiative were to pay due tribute to the
Ukrainian war heroes on November 1. j^itor's note: Ukrainia declared its
independence on November 1, 1917^

The concert on May 13 will be very well chosen, and will be worth hearing
and seeing. Young Ukraine , their local^Chicago youth weekly, is doing well;
its second issue, which was out yesterday, is better, finer, and spicier than
the first issue. It is certainly worth the two cents it costs.
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(Ukrainsky Frofesicnaiisty v Ameritzi e v Kanadyi), (Winnepeg,
lAanitoba, Canada), PP. 49-52. 3y Stephen Sumeyko. (Address de-

livered at the First Congress of the Ukrainian Professionists-
-held in Chicago, August, 1933.

JOURMALISM AS A PROFESSION FOR OUR YOUTH .

Some day when a historian writes a history of American-Ukrainian life, he will un-
douotedly designate the contemporary period as a period of transition. Today we

are witnessing the gradual retirement and decline of the older generation of Amer-
» lean—Ukrainians and the continually increasing influx in its stead of a new and

fresh element—ximerican—Ukrainian youth. Yet this displacement of one generation
i by another is not the most imi-ortant manifestation of this transitory period. What

is important is the beginning of a readjustment in the class status and class con-
sciousness of the Ukrainians in America. From being a practically pure laboring
class, the Ukrainian immigration in America, under the influence of favorable
local conditions, is oeginning to readjust itself to a more natural and balanced
social order, oased upon the proportionate presence of all cla;;>ses which go into
the make-up of a well balcinced ethnic group: The laooring, the artisan, the ous-
iness and, l&stly, the cultural and professional classes.
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We have witnessed the coming of the Ukrainian artisbtn, the Ukrainian business man,
and now we are witnessing the arrival of the Ukrainian professional man and woman.
Every year brings and ever-increasing arrivals to this class. Every year we see
more lawyers, doctors, engineers, dentists, teachers, accountants, musicians, and
even a literary light or two appearing in our midst. Slowly but steadily we are
assuming those positions which oefit an inherently cultured c^nd talented people
such as ours.

It is this grixdually increasing entrance of our young men and v/omen into the various
professions that has led me to notice that there is one very important field which
offers fine opportunities for our youth, and yet which for some reason or other
seems to have been overlookea oy them. The field or profession to in^ich I refer
is—journalism.

Ihat do I mean liy journalism?

Omitting a highljr technical and exact definition, journalism is generally re-
garded as the profession or occupation of publishing, writing, or conducting a
journal. "V^/hether journalism is ix profession, or an art, a science, a traae, a
craft, or even a ^^ne depends, •• to quote one authority, upon the equipment, the
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point of view, the outlook and the motive of the individual engaged in it. To
an editor or v/riter it is usually a profession, to a man in the aavertising de-
partment it is a business, to a printer it is a traae. '•What I have in mind is

that which begins with reporting and end with editing, and which, in viev/ of

present-day stringent requirements of preparation and training, may oe properly
called a profession.

Although this profession offers fine opportunities for the individual engaged in

it, as well as to the cause to which that individual may suoscrioe, yet as a life
calling it does not seem to attr6.ct our young people, even though some of them have
consideraole talent for it.

Here in America, journalism has reached its highest peak of development. The
printed word is now more ^.owerful than ever before. The Americ&n newspaper be-
sides being a mirror of world-wide life is also a powerful instrument in the
shaping of public opinion. It offers to the young man who seriously enters it

an education in many respects greater thtin any college can afford; it puts him
in close contact with life; it makes him broadminded ^nd arouses a high degree of
intellectual activity.

Aside from these general advantages, however, there are additional benefits which
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will insure to those young American-Ukrainians who take u^. this profession as
their life calling*

Even the more pessimistic ooservers among us are oeginning to see that the Ukrain-
ian cause is assuming greater importance than ever before, despite all efforts of

its enemies to the contrary. This growing importance of the Ukrainian cause has
its repercussions here in America too, in the form of growing stability of nmericcan
Ukrainian life. Contriouting to this staoility i' the realizt^tion by our people
that their future welfare depends mostly upon these uniting their strength. Every-
where, therefore, efforts are oexng maae to attain this unity. And with the eli-
mination of certain evils from our life, these is very strong likelihood that A-
mericans of Ukrainian descent will play a definite and important role in American
life and at the same time oe of consiaeraOie aid to their kinsmen in their native
land Ukraine.

Yet the entire matter depends upon the yiunger generation of American-Ukrainians.
The older generation has Ouilt a founoatiun, and it is up to the younger generation
to erect the rest of the structure. That is why the really decisively critical
period in American-Ukrainian life, one that will determine its future existence,

is yet to arrive during the span of American-Ukrainian Youth's existence.
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Happily for all of U3| as well as for the Ukrainian cause, the American-Ukrainian
youth is showing greater interest in the Ukrainian caus. as well as in its own
common fate than was even expected. Being gradually welded together oy common
descent and interests, it is beginning to show signs of living up to the hopes
of the older generation and performing greater deeds than the older generation
in the field of good American citizenship and in the sphere of Ukrainian National
aspirations*

Yet in order that these hopes be realized here in America as well as in the old
country, in order that the youth nuy play its part in the ouilding of American-
Ukrainian life, it is absolutely necessjary that the growing interest of our
youth in Ukrainian affairs be never permitted to die out. It must be fanned to
white heat and everlastingly kept there.

And what medium other than the press, in all its manifold formts, will best suc-
ceed in keeping this interest burning orightly, in keeping alive in the future
generations of American-Ukrainians the realization that they are descendents of

a great race, thiat it is their duty besides being good /imerican citizens to
strive for the complete independence of :krfc;.ine, and that also it is their
solemn obligation to continue the works, and tasks of their parents and build
them to even greater heights. There is ht.rdiy ^ doubt, I am sure, that in a
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country as large as America, where our people are scattered far and wide, the

preos is the oest fitted to cope with such a tremendous task*

It is my conviction that the Ukrainian newspaper in America has a fine future.

The American-Ukrainian youth is far more accustomed to newspapers and more greatly
dependent upon them than were our parents, in time, when this youth comes into
its own, it will demand a press of its own, one that wili reflect its life and
help chart its course. Whether these newspapers wili appear in the Ukrainian and
English language is another matter and besides the point, for the same ideals can
be expressed ana disseminated in either language. It*s the spirit that counts'.

The question arises, though, will there be sufficiently talented and trained a-
merican-Ukrainian journalists to rise to this demand, young men and women who have
been born and raised here in America and yet who through diligent study are well
acquainted with their Ukrainian background, with Ukrainian life, history, and
culture?

The answer to this most vital question can be determined now. Now is the time and
opportunity for a number of talented young American-Ukrainians to prepa-re them-
selves for this calling—journalism in the field of American--Ukrainian life.
Start now

I
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The Ukrainian Youth and the Ukrainian Cause.

first iimerican-Dorn generation entering the threshold of maturity. ^I^Tiereas the others

came at »jl time »Arhen the country was undeveloped, the Ukrainians came at the time when
industry was reaching its peak of production; and that itself was to some extent a

calamity.

Kid ourselves as much as we ^ili aoout equal opportunities, we cannot help but realize
that the "first come, first served** rule applie© to life as well as it does to movie
seats. The older the immigration the larger percentage of those immigrcxnts that
create is a weii-to-do class with its a.ppendages of sociiil, economic and political
influences. The fact that the olaer immigrations came ixt a time when this nation
welcomed them only improved, or rather had real opportunities thrust upon them,
whereas the arrival of the Ukrainitins at the time of industrial oroadest develop-
ment enticed them into the factory and its affiliates and thus stunned their natural
development which would have C-^me had they settled on the soil. This is the fund-
amental difference oetween the Ukrainian settlers of Canada and the Ukrainica.n in-
dustrial workers of the U.S.A.; the Canadia.n wao transferred from soil to soil which
he knew ana loved and the American was transferred from the soil to the factory and
mine which were strange to him and where he got lost. The new surroundings and
conditions owed him and in the hum of industrial lile and activity the immigrant
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was charmed and bet to wondering. He oegan to question himself about how soon
he'll be able to save $500, $1000, $5,000, etc., and go oack to the old country,
buy lots of land, and be a first-cltiss ''hospodar" . As the years roiled by he

kept on wondering, and the children ke^t on wondering.

Now that children are wondering away the fathers are beginning to take notice of

their chilaren' s presence, and their interest is «.roused. Vvhat is the trouole?
It is not that the f^ithers were not patriotic, in their sense. They always seemed
to respond to different appeals to support the Ukrainijin cause. The simple trouble
is that the appeals were always one sided. The constant cails were for material
help to the other side. One thing was forgotten and that was the true uim of
the Ukrainian cause; Perpetuation. Even the free Ukraine \vould not oe of any
great mutual benefit if that freedom was to be short-lived. We hb.ve had a taste
of that. A'e are striving for a lasting freedom of a nation ana consequently
should prepare a It^sting army of its supporters who may h-.ve to wage a lasting
battle to the finish. Vv'e neea perpetuating generations of nationally conscious
Ukrainians. Unfortunately ail that was take for granted as far as the immigration
went.
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True enough, the older generation has ouilt some fine institutions; out now that
the time is approaching when the fatherii will pass away, the prooiem of these
institutions looms up to the front--are the young folks ready for it? To say
the least, the prooiem that the fathers are facing is not a simple one.

In dealing with the children we must first consider the parents who have their
greatest influence over them. These folks may be diviaed into two types. There
is the indifferent parent and we a'^y oe certain that the children of such are
prectically bound to oe the same. Then we have the second type and that is the
serious or trying type that deserves all the consideration. According to the
old country tradition, the father's word should be *'law'* whether it is logical
or not. Not knowing much about American life, the parents expect the child to
obey. The child on the other hand, confronted with a strange request made
without an explanation, rebels and refuses to ooey. Whatever may follow one

may be sure that the child will be constantly on guard and suspecting that all

**old country" notions must be just as ridiculous. Very often this first en-
counter is the cause of a lasting and an irreparable breach^ The above cites
the stern father.
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Now we have another type of a parent whose inferiority complex results in a sim-

ilar breach between parent and child and that is the "dividing parent.** How often
have we heard, **It must be so because Johnny said so.** V^hether Johnny knows that

he is alive or not is another question out oecau^e he finished element-jiry schoox
and possibly is floating through high school, the mother sees in him the incarna-
tion of all wisdom, even though her plbiin common sense must have told her more
than once that his requests were unreasonaole. But then this is America; every-
thing is different • Results: parents always wrong, parents looked down upon as
ignorant, all the Ukrainians judged in the same light, and the Ukrainian cause is

given the same consideration.

Coming to the topic of the young folks themselves, we must divide them into two
groups, also. (Please oear in mind that throughout I*m speaking in generalities;
there are exceptions to ail rules). In the first group oelong the grown ups.
If these are not nationally conscious they are lost.*' You can't teach an old aog
new tricks.** In exceptional cases you might arouse interest out hardly a fever
or devotion to a cause—not even money can do that. That takes up to the second
group which consists of youth's growing up. Their life is a detached life; de-
tached because the elders have been constantly detaching them from their own
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circle. This alienation process has been worked in different ways. I have men-
tioned the stern father and the divining mother. I must mention the foolish
laughter of the elders at the children who in all earnest endeavor to learn,
mispronounce Ukrainian -vords. Then we have the unnecessary long church hours
which turns away so many boys and girls

i and that is quite an important factor
because our churches are our olaest institutions here, they are our oldest
gathering places, social centers. While the fathers live they nfciy De able to
force the children to attend church, out whet is going to happen to the churches
later? The other alienating influence are our plays, entertainments ana lack
of inducements.

Naturally the question of *'what is there to be done" comes in its logical se-
quence. The answer, is short, is: teach the elaers and inauce the ycung. About
the first part of the advice a lot has been written oy various contributors
to our Ukrainian papers out like all enterprising novelties, it must be sold

—

sold by constant advertising. The elders must be taught how to respect their
own nationality, --their own customs and their own institutions, --but respect
intelligently. Just as an example let's take the Christmas holiday, observed
by us by the Julian calendar. It is a usual question which the children ask:
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••Why must our Christmas be so l>ite?*' I know that a lot of our people are abolish-
ing our Christmas time on their own initiative or on their children's advice, and
the natural result, as far as the children are concerned, is another defeat for the
parents and their *'old country notionii.*' Now a logical answer would: "Cur Christ-
mas time has been kept since Christ was oorn, ana the other was introauced onxy a
few hundred years ago; so which deserves more consideration?" (After ail as far

as calendars go, if we were to use the ri^^ht aate, neither of the established
dates would oe right).

Intelligent respect for our own is of great importance in the upbringing of our

children. Intelligent respect to our own ton^^ue will eiimintite a lot of that

alienating efiect. Just emagine: a young girl or boy is trying her or his best

to get the tongue around a certain syliaole out fails—the parents, and perhaps
some present friends, ourst out with a roar of laughter. A big joke (considerin
that the elders who have lived here ten, fifteen, and twenty years have not even
tried to learn the pronounciation of their adopted language, yet expect the
youngster to learn their strange tongue in a fraction of that time without any
guidance—while other people have to pay h. ndreds of dollr.rs to learn the same.
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It is not that those elders mean any harm, --for from it. They certainly did not

know any better and through their ignorance build, up the very wail which they
want .to eradicate.

Help the youngsters. True enough, the mispronouncement is funny '±t times out then
erase the effect of the laughter by an explanation of why it is funny c^nd correct
and accent or wh>r.t not, c;nd Doth the child and advisor will oenefit oy it. The
youngster will rememoer the mistake oecaui?e of the mirth it produced una the elder
will gain the respect of the child oecause of the source of knowledge that the
elder will ap|:ear to reiresent. On the other hand, if there is no reason to laugh,
then for goodness sake, don't. The greatest satisi action that I have haa was to
hear on similar occasions some oright youngster pop u^: the question, "'Jvhy do you
laugh? What's so funny about it?" In some cases the question had a sooering ef-
fect.

We must induce young folks to respect and cherish our ideals. The form of induce-
ment may oe classed as local and national.

If we consider the smaller town as a locality we are faced with a small Ukrainian
colony and unless it Ia » f^^rmimr ^^^t.inir.. if. -JQ^ nr.m^.^,^'¥^r^\^^.r ^W^^-t-].^ ^».i^«>^
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are in close touch with each other. Having one meeting place it becomes their social
center, where all entertainments are held ana where the children get their only
information about their father's horaeland. Unfortunately, the inionnation gained
by the youngsters is not of the homeland out of the environaents in which they live,
of the conditiono which influence the eiders the most, ihe children are allowed to
watch the card playing and drinkxng and drinkfilled stage performcinces which stag-
nate even to this day. Kesult: the children form an opinion in their plastic age
and the opinion is: the old country is the same so why Dother about it. Keep the
children uway from the private bar and its profits. Choose your plays as carefully
as you would choose a guaraian over y ur children, ana having chosen them try in a
cooperative manner to persuade the young folks to p^.rticipate in those clean plays.
A few monetary prizes for the young participants of the understanding performances
will serve a special inducements. Forget the profit; think of the mutual gam.

In larger cities the conditions have irai^roved to some extent. There is some con-
centration of intellectual forces vi^ich ni^turaliy take a lead. But on the other hand,
the diverging forces in the large city colonies are much greater. Therefore it is
necessary to center on the national form of inaucement vi/hich ha^ more influence in
the large cities and which through that influence involves the sma
well.

^~
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The Ukrainians must have, oy ail means, their own native schools of quality. So far,

with the exception ol* some Canadian institutions, I have not heard of permanently
established quality schools. It is that lasting curse among us which must be fought
at all costs, ProfitI Something for nothing', j^alse profit'.. h,na soon we will be

reaping the lost gain. There should oe no one in a colony as imporxant as the
teacher in our native schools--! mean qualiiied teachers who may be entrusted with
the molding of young characters. Let us forget aoout the one-in-all combination:
teacher--deacon, janitor and gener^^l abuse mongrel. Stop wasting your pennies.
One good man could cover three to five colonies with the minimum cost to the in-
dividual group and with the maximum oenefit to ail concerned, a central guiding
institution is needed to coordinate this work ana I hope that the recent movement
in that direction will materialize.

We must awaken the pride of the young folks in our^ own Institutions. In this re-
spect, forgetting some of the faults in his endeavors, there can oe no douot that
V. Avramenko's dancing organizations have blazed a trail of great significance.
The organizing aoility of the man should be capitalized to every extent in this
new school movement.
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Considering all the phases of our life in this country, we find one thing lacking,
and Ibicking sorely. No matter how, the most important thing, in order to get the
young person's attention, is to appeal to his or her feeling. Vse can do so oy
mouth or written word. The first mei^ns is out of question physically. That
leaves us the possibilities of the written word, further, to appeal through writ-
ing, the person must De well acquainted with the medium of expression, and nt^t-

urally to an American oorn Ukrainian the English word is the mo^it effective med-
ium of expression or transmission of thought*

Herein we are sorely in need of Ukrainian literature in the English ic^nguage. We
need to encour^^ge young people to specialize in literature, and through substant-
ial renuraeratiuns we must induce them to write. The li.rge central institutions
are in the oest position to unaertake this move. It must be a continuous annual
subsidy or fund; otherwise the power of inducement v/oula oe nullified. lilTiat rich
sources of Ukrainian historic material and what possibilities of parallelizbition
with the history of this continent*.

We are living through a period of Ukraine's greatest upheaval. Ukraine is
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transformed into land of martyrs • This f&ct should oe utilized oy the Ukrain-
ian papers. </here life is at stake, no meuns shoula oe spared to impress the

young of the oestiality of the kilxer. The impression is Ij^stin^ and is taken
to heart* If we are to oevelop fighting supporters of a mutual cause, we must
present in a true light the reason for our oattle. To this end^ more material
should oe printea in English, for the general disseminc;tion of the news.

In conclusion I must say that a lot of the suggest icns cannot be foliowea out

as long as we have party frictions and go to the extent of letting purty pre-
juaice come before a rautubl aim. 7;e must admit that the oiaer genei'aticn will
finish its existence in the surae attitude, but the comirg generation has none
of these oostacles to hardicap its progre^^s.

There must oe a full recogniticn of this fact and all nationalistic groups must
meet and^ formulate a common line of endeavor in tackling this "wondering" pro-
blem which might oe neglected too long, regardless of the party, we hi^ve one
aim and must train our children to see it in the same xight and wurk hand in
hand for the same cause. If we don't there will be no one else to ao it; so,
since it must be done sooner or Ihter, why not try to do it nov/? nnd it is up
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to the Ukrainian professional men, especially those in the ranks of the youn^^er

generation, to lend their shoulders to this proolem in which they are oound to

play the raain guiding part.

(Editor Note:) (This note applies to Chicago, as well as other communities.)
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ORIENTATION OF UKRAINIAN A}.!SRICAN STUDENT

Brilliant in the scholastic field, popular in various branches of student activity,
Stephen W« Mamchur, B«A», M.A., holds a unique record of having won four fellow-
ships and one scholarship, and of having been an outstanding leader in extra-
curricular activities.

Mr» Mamchur 's bigh school record in Bedford Road Collegiate, Saskatoon, Sask. ^
Canada, was crowned with his winning the Senior Gold Medal in History and the ^
Literary Society Prize in ^oys Oratory. c^

D~

In May, 1931, Mr. Mamchur, having specialized in history and Political Science,
received the B»A. degree with honors from the University of Saskatchewan. He
then spent a year of graduate work at the same University—this time specializ-
ing in ciducation--and received distinction in his work. In September, 1932,
having been awarded a two year fellowship by the Social Research Council of Mc.
Sill University, Montreal, he embarked on the study of Sociology, and in 1934
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was awarded the M. A. degree. He next won a fellowship at the Institute of Hu-
man Relations of Yale Universityt and entered Yale in October 1934 to continue
his studies in Sociology. Last May he obtained 8 renewal of his fellowship for
next year, and in addition was awarded a scholarship. The following yeart then,

Mr. Majnohur will continue his Ph. D. studies in Yale.

Notable as have been his academic achievements, no less note-worthy have been
his jreneral activities in the social and intellectual life of the three universi-
ties through which he has thus far passed. His offices in Students Societies ^^
have included: The presidency of the Historical Association of the U. of S.; Pi

the managing editorship of the Sheaf of the U of S.; the secretaryship of the ^
Newman Club of the U. of S. for 3 successive ^/ears; the presidency of sociolorf- o
cal society of Mc. lill U. etc. At the respective universities which he has o^

attended he has been one of the foremost debater: and public speakers. ^

c-
It is most natural; then that the Ukrainian Catholic Youth League was proud to
have the good fortune of having Mr. S. V/. Mamchur for the speaker at its Second
Congress. Mr. Mamchur 's address, printed below, proved to be a most scholarly
one, intriguing, vitalizing and interesting fr(;m every point of view. No wonder
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then, that many delegates have asked for copies of this address on the same day
It was delivered.

It is our hope, that the readers of "Ukrainian Youth" will read this address very
carefully, and that we will be favored by their comments on it.

Mr. Chairman, Reverend Fathers, Ladies and Gentlemen:

I hf^ve chosen to speak on the "Orientation of the Ukrainian-American Student,"
and as I 50 on, I shall make clear with what particular phases of this general
topic I shall deal. In order, howe er, that you may understand why I make the
suggestions which I shall make later on in my talk, I find it necessary to 5
describe very briefly what I regard to be the REALITY of the situation of the
Ukraiaians in America. And this description of what I call the reality of the
situation of the Ukrainians in America is, in greater or lesser degree, similar
to that of any other nationality which has migrated to America. In other words,
let me sketch what the essence of the general immigrant situation is.
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It needs no explanation to grasp the fact that an immigrant is one who has moved
from one cultural milieu to another. That is, when one moves, he moves not as a

simple physical skeleton, he moves as a personality; as an individual who has a

certain language, a certa'^n religion, certain occupational alDilities, skills and
attitudes, certain political experiences, certain manners and usages in connect-
ion with marriage and family life and that goes to make up living. In other
words, the immigrant comes with a culture (based on his historical experience)
which, though it may not be vastly different from that somewhat-hard-to-define
American Culture is it yet different from the latter in some degree. It is for

that reason that the immgrant-in order to live as a human-be ing-i.e. to express
himself according to his culture—establishes various institutions, "Societies"
the church, the press, the mutual benefit organizations, the dramatic and lit-
erary clubs, choral groups, and the organizations which aim primarily at help-

ing those of his nationality abroad. Now these series of institutions constitute,
by and large, the "world" in which the immigrant in America lives. It could not

be otherwise; true, he works usually in American institutionSt and has other
commercial contacts with the latter; when children grow up they are important
American-culture carriers into the home, and thus also contribute somewhat to
the change of the culture of the parents. But essentially the immigrant part-
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icipates little in the American world; his distinct culture, coupled with the fact
that he comes with an occupational background v/hich sets him upon his arrival
here in the lo-y/est occupational class in the country—that of unskilled labor
not only serves to keep him apart from the American world, but actually makes
Ukrainian society of tremendous value to him. This imiiigrant society, at first
constituted to admit the individuals 's culture expression, later serves in turn
to actually preserve his old world culture--his national identity. Hence, by
and large, though the culture of the immigrant changes, the decree of change is

small; he is essentially a Ukrainian and as such he dies.

But the situation is very different vfith his descendants, those born in Americat
a certain amount of Ukrainian culture is trannnited to them through the homes and .

through familiar participation in the immigrant society; but the primary fact that
from the age of six or so they attend .American educational institutions, coupled
with all that that signifies,—means that the attitudes and valuer of the child-
ren—their culture—will be very different from that of their parents;—they be-
come progressively less Ukrainian, and simultaneusly more American. Some
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may become completely identified with American culture. But whether or not that
happens in the second generationf-it is inevitable in later generations; one may
remember his national ancestry but that is all. His interests have become the in-
terests of those about him; and their culture is--American.

This process is not peculiar to Ukrainians; it is a fundamental social law; it

represents what happens to any nationality (not race, e«g« Japanese—for this
introduces complicating factors of physical features, e»g« color) in the situation
of the immigrant. To put it briefly: Assimilation is inevitable whether we
like it or not; it cannot be stemmed thoug''^ it may be delayed. And it is largely
with the situation which delay? it that I shall deal.

To return to my original statement, then, if -jve are realist s--if we look squarely
at the fact in the situation, whether or not they please us or others--we shall

have to admit that the Ukrainian cultural carryo/er in America, with its attendant
institutions and organizations, though an essential, and in most ways a "beneficial,

process--is, at the same time, merely a transition-al one--one of temporary
duration- -unless, of course, immigration is renewed.
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It is, then, to this reality situation of the inevitability of assimilation that
the second generation of Ukrainians in iiinerica those born here—have to orient
themselves. This orientation has two sides: First, that which refers more part-
icularly to the Ukrainian aspect; and, secondly, that which refers to the American
Social Situation. The two are interlinked, but for purposes of exposition, I

shall treat them arbitrarily as if they were distinct.

But, let me say, that I treat of the problem as it confronts particularly the
student, and, I am not thinking, except in certain individual cases, of those of

the first generation. And by "student*, I do not mean necesserily one who is

at least a graduate of some uni ersity. lYhoever has a live interest in life,

whoever seeks knowledge, whoever attempts to unravel the so called "secrets"

of the physical and the social world, is a student, a scholar in the true sense

of the word. There is a world of difference between mere schooling and educat-

ion; the fact that you ere here is, I would say, in itself testimony that you

are all students in the very best sense of the word-whether or not you may ex-
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hiblt diplomas and the like. So in a sense, what I say, refers to all those
present here.

//ell, then, what is to be your attitude towards what I may term the "Ukrainian
question"? This Ukrainian question is a sort of a double-edged sword; one
with one face towards the Ukrainians in America, the other, referring to the
lot of Ukrainians abroad. I shall deal with each of these aspects in order.

c::>

How many times have you, as a student in high school or university had to lis- ^
ten to some grave person indict you somewhat as follows; '•Why don't you speak c5

Ukrainian more often or more fluently, and accurately? Why don't you develop a,

yourself in written Ukrainian? '^Vhy don't you know more about Ukraine's culture, Jj^

her glorious past, her achievements and disaster? i^Vliy don't you know more c^

Ukrainian history, literature, art?...Why don't you tell the world you're ^
Ukrainian, boast about it, and never miss an opportunity to emphasize your ^
national ancecestry? VVhy don't you read more Ukrainian newspapers? Why don't

you belong to a Ukrainian dramatic society? Choral group? literary club?

Young people's club? Why don't you attend Ukrainian functions more often. •

.
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V/hy, in the worldt don't you 'stick* with Ukrainians, .. .and so on, and so on,
the monologue continues; irrelevant examples from other nationalities are cited
and sure enough the bewildered Ukrainian-American thinks he or she has committed
the unpardonable sin, has been sort of snivelling knave, a renegade to some sort
of a "sacred" ideal that should have been all but apotheosized]

Now let us "dissect" this indictment against Ukrainian-Americans, particularly
students, and see how much sound sense it contains^ The policy, by implication, ^
advocated therein, I shall call, the Isolationist Policy--for certainly, if

follov/ed literally, its effect would be to isolate Ukrainian-American from con-
tact with other Americans, from those of a different national background than
Ukrainian, from those, in fact, with whom we live--and with whom we should

naturally associate at least as much as with Ukrainians. Now, remember, to be

sure, I am all for us having a better command of Ukrainian; an acquaintance with
several languages is certainly a mark of a scholar. Then, again, the fact that
most of our parents are fluent in only their native language menas that we need
to, and shall, pick up at least a working knowledge of Ukrainian. .. .1 am also
all for us kno7d.ng more about the culture and tradition of our nationality—of
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course, that too, is a mark of a scholar. ..I do, again, recognize that there is

no necessity for teing apologetic about our national ancestry. I do, further,
recognize a moderate participation in Ukrainian Societies. After all, v/e belong
to families—and, if for no other reason than that, \ve should participate in these
organizations, for they are the only ones in which our parents, by and large, can
participate; our partial participation in them tends, then, towards the stability
of the family. I also recognize the superb and almost incalculable self-expression
in such forms of art as music, folk-song, drama, dance, handicrafts, etc. I re-

cognize their educative, their amusement and recreational values, and their ^
function of preservation of the beauty--the resplendent tradition of Ukrainian
folk culture... Oh yes, full well I realize how much poorer ^ve would be, how much ,^

poorer America would be, without the preservation of those artistic forms of §
Ukrainian culture, which are not only a balm to the weary Ukrainian soul, but ^
are a dessert (as it were) which has a universal appeal, which is not confined ^
to Ukrainian tastes—^which is, in a word, a universal language, so beautiful, and ^^

in many cases, incomparable, peerless.* Oh yes— I thrill at the colorful Ukrainian ^
costumes; at the melody and pathos of the song—the song which strikes a note in ^

human hearts which, I dare say, no other national song can. Oh yes, the opportun-

ities to recite, to act in dramas, to sing--which are afforded to Ukrainian-
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American children by these Ukrainian societies-are of incalculable value to the c\

children. They give them a means and a mode of self-expression, of artistic in- ^
dividual development. And again, full well, I realize the purely amusement and 5
recreational value of some of those organizations. In our impersonalized city- *x

life these societies provide a need which might, otherwise, find our young peoplejj"

on street corners, in taverns, with gangs—-and what not. This much, then, I ^
recognize --and more, as far as it pertains to those who are not strictly studentaT

But, the indictment against us—which I have termed "the isolationist policy"—
cannot be taken too serlously--to the letter. As far as the student is concerned,

it is a matter of practicable policy. Here he is in America, bom here, and
here he shall live—and fare \7ell or fare worse. The fundamental in controvertible
fact simply is that if we are going to achieve those posts in the economic and
social life of this country—those posts to which our abilities entitle us--we

must, of necessity, identify ourselves with Americans. Does that necessitate
any unusual rational policy? No—it means simply following the "natural" course.

To the student, it means that his associations will have to be largely not ex-
clusively, with those who share his interests; 1. e. largely, with other students
irrespective of their nstionallty. I said, to the student it is a matter of
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practicable policy. And it is» If he were, for example, to take the isola-
tionist seriously, he would be spending the time which he should spend at his
studies (in order to excel), or at his special interests, or in social contact
with students in his field—he would be spending this time, I say, in rehearsal
for, and presentations of, Ukrainian plays, concerts, dances, studies, on com-
mittee and executive work, etc., etc. Time, after all, is limited; and two
jobs cannot be done well at the same time. Attention to studies must come first-
and this necessitates a mild boycott, perhaps temporary, of everything else.
Secondly, we hear so much sheer undiluted "bunk" about the prejudice of Americans
towards Ukrainians. I have looked for this all my life and I have not found it,

except in the vaporings of unadjusted fanatics. True enough, there is a certain
antipathy because of competition and strangeness; but remember, when the American
knows us he regards us on our merits—without regard to our national ancestry.

And it is up to us—by mixing—to get to know the American, and simultaneously,

he will get to know us. In other words, a policy of contact—not isolation--is

the one which \vill guarantee to us that place in the American social order to

which our abilities entitle us. As far as the student is concerned, the policy

of isolation can only relegate him to the lowest economic strata from which, by

difficult degrees, our parents had to rise.
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Let me emphasize this point hy a sketch example from Canada. There Is one school
of thought among Ukrainians there which Is Isolationist In the extreme. The
group In control Is Interested, (as a matter of fact, for Its own existence) In
Ukrainian students living in the so-called Ukrainian Institutes. These institutes
Isolate the Ukrainian student almost completely from all but the most ephemeral
kind of contacts with Canadians; and they indoctrinate the students with a vicious
isolationist philosophy. The consequence is that the Ukrainian student, after
he has been at the Institute anywhere from 1 to 8 years, he comes out an absolute
stranger to Canadians. He is a species of "true" Ukrainian, I'll admit, but he is

totally unfit to take his place among Canadians. Unaccepted there, he turns

back to Ukrainians, becomes a virtual parasite, is embittered against Canadians,

and finds it expedient to continue propagandizing the isolationist policy of the

Institutes. And so the cycle of isolationism goes merrily on.

Let us never forget that those who advocate, explicitly or implicitly, a literal

following of the isolationist policy (which. I briefly set forth a while ago in

that monologue)^ are not personally disinterested. Some may advocate it because

of a deep sentimental attachment to the old world--only natural in the immigrant.
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Others advocate it because they live off the organizations which they beg us to
support and participate in. But whatever the motives are, the simple fact is, U
that they neither understand nor appreciate the problem of the Ukrainian—American. &
We have to take our choice between isolationism, and consequent relagation to -,'

bring hewers of wood and drawers of water for Americans; and, the policy of con- ^
tact in the widest sense, and consequent successful economic and social adjustment.
There are no other alternatives. Fanatic Ukrainians we may be~and remain a sort r:^

of a caste in this country; or, realists we may be--and take our place in American,^
social structure after the fashion of our abilities. The choice is yours. ^

Now—as to our orientation towards the problem of Ukrainian independence abroad.
We hear, you know, under the guise of this, a lot of unadulterated non-sense, and
it would take me beyond the scope of my address to detail this subject. The

central facts, however, as they appear to us are simply these. History illuminates
us sufficiently to make us feel absolutely certain that so long as the general
world social organization is what it is, no sizeable cultural group such as that
of the Ukrainians, can develop, can express itself as human in the fullest sense
of the word, so long as it is under the domination of a state (or states) ruled
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by a different nationality. In other words, the logic and the facts for Ukrainian
independence for a Ukrainian state based on Ukrainian culture, we accept from the

outset* Here is a mass of humanity, consisting of some forty five million souls
who, under foreign subjection have been, and are still being, reduced to a condition _

worse than that of serfdom* I need not elaborate on this. 4-.

"^^
.'.?

On purely humanitarian grounds, then, I would, to the limit of my ability and cir- j

cumstances, help in the struggle of this group for freedom* But we have an t
additional reason for being interested in the fate of these people: We are their ;1

descendants, our very fathers and mothers have experienced some of the bitter ^
taste of servility to foreign masters. Their fate, then, is of very close per- <
sonal emotional concern to us* If we do not help them, who else will, I would ^
say then, that we should be interested in, and should be ardent supporters of, the
struggle for Ukrainian independence abroad^ and should contribute to it in our
distinct ways—in whatever way we are best equipped to do so.

But our attitude to the Aorld Ukrainian situation cannot stop here—i. e. with the
mere support of any or every organization or party which allegedly seeks this
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independence of Ukraine. And here I am advocating nothing; I am merely asking
you to study the so-called programs and policies of the varied ITkrainian organ-
izations here which have a reference to the old world situation. And do not be
"dupe St "--pardon the expression— do not swallow without masticating what you hear
from the platform and in the press. Study the propaganda and the educational
aspect of these organizations. Vv'hy this, Simply because, though these organiza-
tions have one thing in common—desire for Ukrainian independence, i. e. the de-
sire for the establishment of Ukrainian state, they do differ, and at times

^

radically, as to the means whereby this independence is to be achieved; and secondly
"

of ( sic ) the social order which we are to have after having achieved independence. c

Now—remember—these two latter aspects of the situation are (as) important as ^
the first; but it here where there is almost illimitable scope for divergent Hi

policies. Those at the helm of these organizations in America know this very well; *r-

They know that it is easy to unite Ukrainians on the question of the desire for ^1;

Ukrainian Independence, but they also know that it is not as easy to secure the --

undivided support of Ukrainians for a particular mode of achieving this independ-

ence, or for a particular social organization which we shall presumably have after

we have established our state. And so—for their own success— some of these

organizations "soft-pedal" these two aspects in their propaganda; the
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consequence is that we are apt to get the notion that the only important aspect
about the situation is whether or not we want Ukrainian independence. .• .you should
study this for yourself, because, as I have said, these organizations, despite
their ignoring of these aspects in their propaganda, do have a fairly specific
philosophy as to how the Ukrainian state is to be achieved, and v/hat form it will
take. And these matters are importantl Granting the desire for Ukrainian in-
dependence, can we continue to hope and pray for some miracle to occur through
the tangled nets of European diplomacy, or must we rely, first and foremost, on S^

revolutionary techniques, I am not solving the question for you--I am merely '^

posing itl And secondly, whichever method we adopt to support, the price our 7^;

people will pay will be no small price~no mean sacrifice of lives, of property,

and of culture. It is well to reflect, then, that what we do achieve will be /J.

worth the price—to phrase it crudely— for we might have merely an exchange of J
masters with no essentially significant change in individual human liberation.

To put it concretely—without stateing my view—do we want the armageddon of r

fascism? Do we want half-baked parliamentary republicanism with capitalists as

the boys chuckling behind their grim visage?, do we want some nonentity as a
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monarch whose sole concern shall he to keep his crown, do we want some temblance
of socialism, or do we want undiluted socialism? All these—and other, possi-
bilities—are implicitly or explicitly, in the program of the parties which beckon
our support. And all I say is, that the differences do matter—and you, as students,

should acquaint yourselves with the facts, and not be ensnared into supporting
something which in your senses you would never dream of supporting. . .so much for
your orientation, as students, to the double-edged Ukrainian problem.

Now, as to the more specifically 4ni©rican orientation* If you continue to be stu- ^*^

dentSt according to my definition, whether or not you are being "schooled," you -^'

will find—if you have not yet— that this is a very anomalous (if not "crazy") §
sort of a world. You will see our so-called democracy fanatically attached to
so-called eduv'^ation; at the same time you will see each year thousands of grad-
uates of high school and college discovering that not only a good part of the

education which was supposed to enlighten them, has been absolutely "mum"— silent-
•on some of the greatest personal and social problems they shall have to face; but
also that this "education", which was supposed to be a sort of an entree into th'is
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job or thatt leaves them facing blind alleys... you will see young people wrecked
through inability to get a Job, and consequently inability to get married, etc...

you will see the country teeming with hoboes who can secure no attachment anywhere...

you will see our divorce mills going full blast—and many families being that but
in name ( sic)... you will witness anticrime campaingns, antivice crusades, and
temperance battles. . .you will see our rate of mental illnesses rising year by year;
you may even brand this a neurotic nation... you will see all sort of "social
aa.encies," annual "mobilizations for human needs." You will find sort of respect-
able men and women—largely financiers--supporting these social service s--which,
by the way, is fairly logical, since it is through their hold on our economic ^
system that these very human problems are created. ..you will see—yes—witness Jsl

strikes and walk— outs; "the big bosses" will not recognize the demands of labor; c^

labor strikes, and the city or state suffers a hundredfold the difference of the o
wage dispute in question. You will see three quarters of our population in of

wretched misery, barely existing. You will witness the anomaly of a government ^
drive for acreage reduction; you will see cotton plowed under or tomatoes dumped :^

in the ocean because, they say, "there is no one to buy these things"—yet the g
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larger proportion of our population is without reasonable necessities of life.

You will see, on the one side, million dollar heiresses cavorting with princes
and counts, and on the other, you will see a poor mother with half a dozen children
trying to live on six dollars a week. Honest, sincere attempts at partial reform
will be met by "grass rooters" euphemistically sounding the death—knell of the

fetish constitution. And if you look beyond the national horizon you will see

every nation spending the major portion of its annual budget in preparation for
carnal warfare..«you will hear talk of free speech, free press—yet you will find
that if you suggest honest critisism of anything in our order you will have real
difficulty in finding a newspaper in the country which would publish it.. .you

will continue to hear lip-service to ideals; love, justice, charity, brotherhood-
-all a mockery— for we pay but lip-service to these; doing but this, yet we de- {^'

lude ourselves that we have the reality of these ideals. And so on—and so on, ^
one could go without end enumerating or "castigating" the social problems that g
beset us. The fact is that all is not vrell with this world. And try as we may, ^
we cannot convince ourselves that these things are due to some visitation of '^^

divine wrath—although that may be the ultimate explanation—or to anything a ^
magical nature. The social problems that beset us have a social origin;

â.
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They can be studied much as physical disease is studied, and are equally—on their
level— " curable*"

Let me emphasize this point. The scientific method came to be applied seriously
to the study of the physical phenomena of the universe some centuries ago. We hadf
as a consequence the evolution of the sciences of physics, chemistry, biology,
astronomy, and their allies—and through these science and their application,

^t:

various inventions were made, various "problems" of the physical universe were S
" settled"--as it were. But there is evidently no limit to man's ingenuity, to his li-

ability to invent, and, at the same time, there appears to be no limit to the §
necessity for invention* For example, the biological sciences have unraveled the X
process of various diseases, but much yet remains in the field of the unknown* :zj

And so these scientists continue their investigations. As a partial consequence "^

of the varied inventions made as a result of the finding of the physical sciences,'^
the so-called "industrial revolution" was ushered in; it added to the social pro-

blems. But the outstanding fact is that scientific method in the physical realm
has given us a tremendously wide control over physical nature. In the realm of
human relations; i. e. society—the relations of humans to one another—we are still

largely helpless, '^e witness delinquency, marital discord, crime, mental illnesses,

poverty in the midst of planty, periodic depressions, and all the catastrophic
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effects associated with these, we witness human slaughter on a world-wide scale—
and we seem to be able to do little about all these social plagues of humanity.
Now, if we are ever to secure the control in the social realm which we have been
able to secure in the physical realm we must study society as we study germs,
atoms, molecules, friction, light, mechanics, etc. This is admitted; I need not
re-emphasize it. But there has been a long lag in the scientific study of society;

until about the end of the last century men, sat in cosy armchair and philosophized
about society. This has changed in a revolutionary manner. Students of society

today no longer build beautiful deductive systems about society; they have applied
the inductive method of the physical science to its study. And the results so far

have been as encouraging as can be expected. Science works by slow degrees; but o
already the social scientists have a good deal of authoritative scientific formu-

lations some light on our economic problems, on problems of personality, on our

political organization, etCf And this is one of the paths we must follow if we ^

are not to be engulfed by the armageddon of revolution or obliteration by war— if ;'

we are to forstall the annual toll of human wreckage which an archaic system ^

takes today.

You as students, then cannot put much stock in the vaporing of politicians; most of

:\-»

J
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them are~if I may use an anology--"hired donkeys" who must bray and act as their
master—usually the industrialist who contributes to their campaign funds—bids
them* They are no more free-- though they may think otherwise—than is the bird in
a cage* And so their platitudes about the constitution, about liberty, individual-
ism, etc#, are but a smoke screen to hide the facts. And you must get at the facts,

not assume that they can be "manufactured" for you, and served on a silver platter,

as it were, by those who are supposed to be our political leaders* In a word-
study society, in an unbiassed manner; if you have academic ambition, I might sug-
gest that you turn to the field of social sciences for that is where the greatest
discoveries are yet to be made, where the greatest contribution is possible. Under-

stand the society you live in* Let the varied problems that beset us, which cannot
escape your eyes, and which often have a personal reference to you yourselves* Let ^
them be to ycu a stimulus to study* For it is only by understand-ing the society in'-

which you live, that you can become intelligent co-operators in its reconstruction* --^^^

You have the advantage of some schooling, of some leisure—you can, therefore, ^
study; the unskilled laborer whose life centers around the factory must need look ^^

to you for guidance; whether you will it or not, yours is the leadership role;
whether you lead well or ill depends on how true you are to the ideal of the student
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Hold that banner high—for it is indispensable for a peaceful progressive ad-

justment of various social ferns to the funclar/.ental tecJjiologiceil and economic

changes which occur from time to tir:ie. Ija apathetic, lackadaisical attitude

will only find ycu sv.ept unknowingly into the caelstrom of worse ills than those

besetting the Americem society today.

c:;

0.
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V Ukraina ^ Vol*. IV, No. 34, Sept. 11, 1920.

leilGRATION, MIGRATION Al^D PASSPORTS

The most complicated problem aiaong the foreign citizens of the United
States is to distinguish betv/een emigration and immigration laws and
passport regulations. Many immigrants living in iunerica cairie here
from the middle and eastern parts of Europe, where the consequences
of the lar^e European war began incredible chemges in the states*

rights, which up to today are not settled and reflect disadvantageously
on the American immigrants who came from those countries. Many of them
would like to go back to the old country or bring their families to

America, but due to -the abnormal situation and the rapid changes in
the occupied territories by hostile nations, this is not easy to accom-
plish, because the American lawnakers adjust themselves to these abnor-
mal European situation v/hich is often changing, or are remedying the
emigration and immigration procedure and the passport regulations, lAhich

must be follov/ed along that line.

'^-..^

But a las I often the immigrants cannot speak the English language fluently
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enough to e:>q}ress themselves cleDTly. On this complicated question, and
as a result of it, many a cheating agent profits by it a great deal,

taking advantage of the immigrant to a point that is virtually impossible

This is oftentines found among the Ukrainian immigrants v/ho mostly come

from the Eastern Galicia, Bakuvinia and Carpathian Ukraine. A long time
ago these countries belonged to the Austrian monarchy, and now, with
the agreement of the Peace Conference at Paris, these Ukrainians were
partitioned: Eastern Galicia -was ceded to Poland; Bakuvinia to Roumania;
Carpathian Ukraine to Czechoslovakia* On account of this the Ularainian
immigrants have more difficulty in coDimunicating with the old country
than for instance, Italy, or some other country. Ylhen they are leaving
America they frequently do not know hov/ or to whom they should go for
a passport, and sometimes fall in the hand of merciless cheaters.

So, to remedy this and to protect the imiaigrant from exploitation, the
American Peed Cross opened a Foreign Language Bureau in New York, which
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gives actual advice to foreigners in the cases of various laws of the

United States, among then laws about coming to America and going to

Europe t From the first of Febri:iary, that is, from the tine since the
opening of the informaticn bureau to the 30th of June of this year,

667 people turned to this informaticn bureau for advice as to bring-
ing their families to America; 972 people turned to the information
bureau for advice on' leaving America; 652 persons wanted to have their
passports made out through it« It is understood that the information
bureau cannot issue passports, but gives advice in which vmy they can
be more easily obtained.

Durin[^ the tiifie of the existence of the information bureau for the
foreigners, vjhich was put up by the American Red Cross, (it) helped
and satisfied a few thousand people v;ho turned to them for advice.
Many of those are Ukrainians who number 750,000 in the United States
of America.
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The Foreign Information Bureau, in which there is a Ukrainian branch,
has its representative from Washington, who is well informed on the
goverrjuent organs, and notifies the Ukrainian branch of the information
bureai^ about all changes and improvements of the government laws con-
cerning foreign settlers in the United States*
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Ol\ El.^TERING km LEAVIi^jG THE UllITED STATES

In certain circles there are conflicting thoughts that the inxmlgrant^s
sojourn depends on his signing or failure to sign his intention to
return to this country.

In order to correct this disputed question, the State Department says

that all the rights and privileges of foreigners for coming in and
going out remain as formerly. On no occasion are the foreigners allowed
either to come into or leave the United States unless they abide by
these rules. It appears that these rules will be enforced until the
proclamation of v/orld peace, if no Ion- er.

No one has any right to make any plans for crossing the ocean or

accepting money as a down payment for ocean tickets with any promise,
clear or self-understood, nor to grant the right to leave the United
States. Only the goverrjnent officials, authorized by the State Departmeni?,
have the right to grant such permission, and even they can.rLot assure
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anyone beforehand that pemission will be granted* Those ivanting to

depart should make application in the proper department, the one
nearest to his city and not at the port from which he intends to
leave. The applicant should not leave his city until he receives
the department's permission to leave the United States.
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UKRAIiffi BEFORE, DURKG MD AF'I'T^R TEE WRLD MR
IriTEHESTIrIG SIDELIGHTS OIJ THE UKRAINIAIT QUESTION

In the last decades before the Vforld War, the Ukrainian question achieved
an importance in Eastern European politics "which added further tension
to the rocking structure of European peace • The war, and the peace that

followed, altered, but did not settle this question, which remains a ^
momentous issue in Europe

•

The extinction of the Ukrainian Cossack independence in the 17th and ^
18th centuries, and the Polonization and Russification of the Ukrainian cv

nobility left the spark of nationalism submerged and apparently extin- '^

guished in the mass of unlettered peasants* Due largely to the efforts o
of the church, the sparks remained alive, to be fanned into a considerable a.

flame when the winds of nationalism swept across Europe in the 19th can- ^
t\iry. The Guild of Saints Cyril and Methodius, fouuded in Kiev in 1846 ^
by a group of Ukrainiem writers to promote the movement, was suppressed «x

within a year by the government of Mcholas 1. From that time on the tsarist 3?

authorities treated the use of the Ukrainian language in literary or
historical publications as a dangerous. political activity, to be ruthlessly
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suppressed*

"The Ukrainian language," said Valujev, minister of interior in 1863,
"never has existed, does not exist, ai.d must not exist*" How any man
holding such a responsible position could make a statement such as
this, in which he contradicts hin elf, is beyond comprehension* First
he claimed that the Ukrainiem language never existed, and then he had
the audacity to turn right around and say that the Ukrainian language
must not exist. Anyone with common sense would say either that Valujev
did not know what he v/as talking about, or that he realized viho-t the
continuance of the Ukrainian language would mean to the peace of the
Russian Empire*

During the World Nar , the United States government was interested in
establishing order in the Ukraine* Charles J, Vopioka, United States 2

Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary to Rumania, Serbia
and Bulgaria, saw a chance for doing this. Over 200,000 Russian soldiers
and officers wanted to enlist in the American army for small pay,
Vopicka cabled the American government that a force of 200,000 fighting

CS!

(0(1
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Russians could be enlisted at the front to establish order in the Ukraine
and to effectually check the rising tide of Bolshevism* He begged for
immediate approval of this plan, and action to finance the organization,
but tlie approval came too late. The trilling Russians had already left
the front to return to their homes*

Had this plan been put into operation, this large army could have been
organized and thrown into the teeth of Bolshevism, and history would
have been spared the frightful record of subsequent events. Ukrainia
would have been saved*

~j:>
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UNITY - A NECESSITY

It has been fitting upon many occasions to celebrate the momentary
independence Twhich was gained for Ukraine. We are not to celebrate
the honor and glory of this independence gained; rather, to mourn
the honor and glory that was lost by the inability of leaders to
control -what they had gained .in the fatherland of our people*

We shall remember that Ukraine did at one time possess full independence
The question arises: what took place fiince?The answer is short but
plain, straightforward but true: We do not possess the love towards
our fellow men which is necessary to hold us together, and Unity is

the one thing which is lacking* ^CIS

The immortal American, President Lincoln, once stated: "A house divided
against itself cannot stajid*" That is exactly the case or the status
of the Ukrainian people, division in politics, division in state and
division in religion; division in every nook and corner of the country* >efC
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How do you e:xpect that country to live through all the terror and
cruelty of such division?

Then, what was the cause of the division? There is no general rule govern-

ing the causes, but a simple abstract of the principle of blind leadership
And by blind leadership, I mean the first speaking fool with any half-
education, who cares to corae before some group of people. It has become
a habit of the Ukrainian people and of Ukrainian descendants to follow
the crowd; but in most cases the smaller crowd with the most foolish
appearing leader.

Let us consider the case of the Ukrainian people here in the United States.
We have Greek Catholics who are members of the one true faith of our
Father, and which, I believe, was the first religion of the great Ukrainian
country. But what has become of the case of late years? There came about
a schism which separated the Ukrainian people into the first great
division. Next came the Baptists, another division took place; and the ;

Ukrainians have joined all sorts of protesting religions going into
./'
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classes of beliefs to which a Ukrainian person should never stop, al-
though his spirit and soul have long since been sacrificed at the
altar of the falsely called ecclesiastical freedom, or tlie freedom of
religion.

Unity, as I have already stated, is the thing which is lacking* Someone
will ask: *T?hat is unity?" Unity, therefore, is that quality of reason
which enables people to think alike, to plan alike, and to act alike and
together*

1/lfhen religion is absent there remains nothing which can be of moral
utility to a man flattered by egotism, and urged by evil desire to
snatch everything possible, which might be even of little or not use
to him, but which may be of use to his fellow man*

Another question arises in the mind: 1/lfhy bring religion into consideration <^;

of the subject? A reply readily forms itself, since religion is the basic 5
control on the morality of a people* Fear of fellow man, and fear of God, o^

will prevent any person from creating wrong*
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The Ukrainian people have had tragic experiences. It is time to take
note of this experience, and to make the best of it. We have also
learned through experience that unfit and untrained leadership has
caused the condition which now exists in that southeastern European
country, Ukraine. So why not renew our course and go about matters in
the proper way.

On the European unrest of the present day, there shall present itself
an opportunity; and to seize that opportunity will be the duty of men
capable of such a deed. Among the unrest and war cry of Eiirope there
will arise the opportu'iity to free that rich and fertile country which
our fathers are proud to call "Fatherland." T:

\ J
m

But to seize that opportunity and to free that fatherland will be the S
duty of men who shall have the courage, physical and moral, to act at ?
the proper time. Most men have the physical strength said energy; but
many do not possess the moral subsidence of energy which is most ;^;

urgently necessary. ^
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Many of you shall ask: What is this moral support of which you speak?

The great English writer, poet laureate of England, Alfred Lord Tenny-
son, once wrote: "Prayl For more things are wrought by prayer than
this world dreams of#" Prayer is a mighty weapon, mightier than sword
and fire, and through prayer shall be attained the independence irtiich

was lost through foolery and egotism. It is up to you people, especially
the younger people, to awaken to the fact that there still is an
Almighty God, Who is capable of subduing the whole world. And the
Almigjity God Himself once said: "Ask and it shall be given to you." ^:

%
So do not fail to ask. Ask for unity, for powerl And in asking, unite ^^
and be prepared to act. Secure for yourselves the unity in the Greek oc-

Catholic Religion, the religion of our forefathers. Secure for your- ^
selves the ability to lead and to act towards a peaceful, free, and ^
happy life. Secure for yourselves the blessings which are necessary
toward well being*
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Who knows, but that amongst you is listed a future leader of the Ukrai-
nian people* HVho knows , but that amongst you is one whose name shall

be remembered and revered through the ages for deeds splendid and
heroic* Who knows, but that amongst you is a future general, a promoter
of liberty and freedom in lands yet \infree, in states yet forlorn*

You are Americans, and by every right of reason, by every judgment of
intellect, you must be loyal to America* America today is doing more
for the poor people of the world than is all the rest of the world
put together*

It is not necessary to fight and kill in order to secure independence o
for the fatherland, but powerful leadership, direct statesmanship, and
honest generalship can do more today by speaking than can the armies
of the universe by fighting*

«rO

:?^

In order to have that power, that directness, that honesty, and that ^^
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ability, you must prepare yourselves. You must study, develop, and
instruct yourselves in the principles of unity, unity in state, unity
in religion and unity at all times, for divided we fall, and only
vinited we stand for liberty and for freedom to all.

CO

O
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"THE UKRAINIAN YOUTH'S FRCBLEM**

We know the fact exists that Ukraine is a country made up of almost 45,000,000
people. Ye, likewise, know that the Ukrainian ethnographical territory is
divided among four of Europe's shrev/ed, super-active political countries:
Russia, Poland, Chechoslovakia, and Roumania* '7e also should remember that
in the event of a sudden spread and bursting of an everlastingly burning
flame, that is, a realization of our ideals—a free and united Ukraine—we
Ukrainians must be prepared in one united mass, in order not to repeat our ^
past grave and unexplained errors, for the greedy eyes of other dominant c^
powers are always upon the Ukrainian land. o
"In union there is strength;" "united we stand, divided we fall."

Bearing these two well known slogans in mind, let us unite to spread this ^
burning flame, to destroy all tyrany, despotism and persecution found on $-

Ukrainian soil. With the one and only objective. "Freedom for all
Ukrainian Nationalism," we can spread this flame and have remarkable results
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in every part of Ukraine.

We Amerioan-'born young Ukrainians, ^^th the knowledge and understanding of
freedom, can readily see that our moral and material support is most val-
uable for the cauiie. ::y concentrating on and creating a united moral stand
for the Ukrainian cause, we would have a great asset, which in due time
would materialize into a reality-the liberation of Ukraine*

In the realization of our ideal-a free and united Ukraine, we young Ukrain-
ians should remember that (l) Ukraine is divided among four powers: And
(2) the Ukrainian people are constantly under pressure of Russification
and Polonization, being either converted to the enemies' point of view and
religion, compelled to adhere to the principles of Russia or Poland, or

else cruelly treated for remaining "Ukrainians".

Recalling bits of Ukrainian history, we meet up with incidents which prove

that history repeats itself. During the year 1638, Bogdan Khmelitzky and

the Cossacks started a march upon Poland to regain their homeland from the

Polish despots. On this march Khmelnitzky conquered town after town, city

5. si
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after city, until he reached a territory which he knew was definitely Ukrain-
ian. Fere he was astonished to find that under the influence of the Polish
despots, the Ukrainian people viere fighting against his own Cossacks. Not
wanting to harm his own people, he decided to investigate the cause of this
change. Khmelnitzky thus sent out his most reliable men to penetrate the
Polish lines and find why his people ivere fighting against him, these men
having instructions to spread propaganda so that the Polanized Ukrainians
would join his ranks.

^i
Upon making inquiries, these men found that Ukrainian religion was first of
all tampered with. The Ukrainian people were forced to attend the Roman Si

Catholic Church, and all Orthodox teachings were abolished. Besides, the
Ukrainieuis were forced to speeik Polish only. Gradually, Khmelnitzky • s men
spread a burning flame which reached the hearts of these Polonized Ukrain-
ians. They explained to them that they were at heart Ukrainians, and not e^

Poles. And that they should join Khmelnitzky to free their homeland. It

was apparent that due to the severe oppression of the Polish lords, after

patiently waiting for years for the liberation of Ukraine, these Ukrainian

peasants slowly forgot their true identity and gradually were intermarrying

-rC
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with the Poles. Nevertheless, a flame was lit in the hearts of the Ukrain-

ian people. They deserted the Polish ranks, joined Khmelnitzky and fought

with him until Ukraine again "became independent.

Let us young Ukrainian-Americans strive to achieve a similar result. Let us

go out into the world, meet the people who speak the language of the Ukrain-

ian people, find out where they originally came from and see if their section

l^elongs to any part of the Ukrainian ethnographical territory, and prove to

them that they are Ukrainians and nothing else. Let us learn to know our

Ukrainian geographical map and analize and study the various sections of

Ukraine... then we shall know that there are actually 45,000,000 Ukrainians

who can be united into one indivisible nation.

Unite and go out to spread this burning flame, so that others may also catch

its spiritt until with a realization of our ideals the flame throws these

words across the horizon of the world— "A free and united Ukraine.*"

rv5
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TO TeE UKRA.IIIIAN LEGIOIIAIPES Ii: CHICAGO Al^ Tffi: SUBURBS
»

We, the undersigned, hereby call all the Ukrainians that served in

the American aray, wliether or not they are connected Vwdth any legion

in Chiccigo and vicinity.

The purpose is to think over hov7 to organize one powerful Ukrainian

organization of military people.

Today we live through such times in our national Ukrainian affairs

that all the thinking Ukrainians should be duly organized, and

especially those tliat are devoted to the service of the people.

Scattered in all parts of Chicago, residing far from each other, the

military Ukrainians, such as the legionaires and the civilians as well,

should be all duly organized,

l\io one knows how soon the bell may sound that Ukraine is liberated
and made a free state.
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All understanding the value of this call are requested to write in
care of the Ulcrainia by addressing the envelope to the "Legionaire."

Very truly yours,

Jolin Vorobetz
John Sinuk
Theodore Dutkanich
John Dutkanich
L'-o Tiahnibyk
Stephen Protziuk
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LEAVIL'G FOR LEMBERG

The co-oditor of this weekly (Ukraina )^ engineer S« Kuropas, left for

Europe, going to Lemherg for the convention of the Ulorainian agrono-

mists*

On this occasion Mr* Kuropas will visit the Ukrainian associations and
societies in Paris, France; Prague, Czechoslovakia; and the other

places where the Ukrainian emigrants are livfhg, S« Kuropas intends

to cane back to Chicago by the end of September of this year*
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TEXT OF TH2 LETTER SEIJT TO TH.: liONOIUBLE ROYAL 3. COPELAI©,
m.'ITED STATES SEIiATOR, BY Hi: SI'TCH ORGAiaZnTION

Honorable Sir:

CoiTiDelled to live out of our country, we Ukrainians v/ere ieeoly touched by ^
your generous intervention in behalf of our native land by your bill, ^^^

introduced in the Senate of the United States of America, v/hich rec oinrnended P
the recognition by the Unii^ed States Government of an independent Ukraine.
This bill reflects the great importance of self-determination of nations,
a principle which actuated us in the year 1917-18 after the downfall of
the Russian Empire, and upon which the wish of the Ukrainian nation for
independence was based, as ;vas so strikingly manifested by the voice of our ^
people in 1917. Thus in 1917 the Ukraine became an independent country v;ith

a republican form of government, and later in 1918 it became a state under
the leadership of a hetman. These achievements were later nullified by the

violence of the Russian Bolsheviks, v;ho, having conquered and subjugated
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the country, merely granted it a fictitious independence under the nominal
title of ''Ukrainian Soviet Socialistic Republic", and the country became,
in fact, a colony for Bolsheviks and ^jvas held in a slave-like independence
\inder Bolshevik rule. Jith the country overrun and occupied by the LIoscow

Bolsheviks, the Ukrainian nation at once raised protests against this act
of violence. The repeated peasant uprisings, general armed resistance ^
against the oppressors, and lastly the flight of virtually the entire
Ukrainian cultured class to other European countries, as well as to America
and Asia, furnished proof of the Ukrainian protests against the Bolshevik
occupation.

Imbued with the lofty principle of independence, every Ukrainian abroad
put all his energies into the effort to influence public opinion regarding
the deplorable state of affciirs in his country under the Bolshevik yoke.
This is the reason your splendid action is of such predominant moral
importance and force to the Ukrainian cause, and why we hope that it may
be instrumental in bringing about important results in our struggle for

:s»
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the liberation of our country. ;/hile we are expressing our sincere grati-
tude to you, permit us at the same time to draw your attention to an
important fact which, it seems to us, you did not especially dwell upon
in your bill. Among the Ukrainians abroad, as well as aiaong those v/ho

live upon the Ukrainian territor:v'', there are two different political groups ^^
which, although each seeks to achieve an independent Ukraine, differ in ^
their views as to the ultimate political structure of that country. One ^
group strives for an independent Ukraine under a republican form of fZ

government, while the other, with which we ourselves are affiliated, hopes ^^

for an independent Ukraine under the leadership of a hetman, in accordance ^
with our historical and traditional form of government. This latter form
of government existed during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries and
was restored by Hetman Skoropadsky. In sympathizing with and welcoming
your action in behalf of the independent Ukraine, we believe that your
support of the cause as expressed by your bill did not embrace the idea of
any particular form of government for an independent Ukraine. However, we
are fully convinced that the form of government v/hich is most universally

CO
i
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approved, and which most nearly approaches our national principles and ideals,
will be and should be selected by the Ukrainian notion.

o
o
•-I
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UKRAINIAN NATIONAL CHOHUS W CHICAGO
V

As in other localities, so also in Chicago the American citizens of Ukrainian
descent welcomed very sincerely and acted as generous hosts to the Ukrainian
National Chorus.

On Monday, October 8, at 8 A.M* the delegates from all Ukrainian societies,
fraternities, etc., of Chicago were on hand at the La Salle Station, where the
Chorus was to arrive. All the delegates, some of them in national costumes

,

welcomed the guests with flowers. Among them all the local sitch District
Number Two (Chicago) was best represented. Besides the delegates there was a

great number of Ukrainian Chicagoans who came out personally to see and welcome

the world-famous Chorus.

The Chorus arrived at 9 A.M. and was instantly surrounded by newspaper reporters

After this ordeal the members formed a semicircle, and Dr. Mjrroslaw Siemens
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officially welcomed them in the name of the Ukrainian Chicagoans, and presented
Ur« A. Koshets, their conductor, with a grand bouquet of flowers* Mr* N« Motlink^
uttered a few words of welcome to the Chorus on behalf of the local Ukrainian 3S

students* -^^

Mr* Ebshets expressed in a few forceful words his appreciation of the welcome -v

which they had accorded to him and to his Chorus* He ended with the ezhorta- o
tion: ^

"Give full support to the National Chorus i** ^

Immediately after this the delegates took the Chorus to the Auditorium Hotel for
breakfast* This was followed by a tour through Chicago *s principal streets,
places, i)arks, and buildings of historic value.

On this same day in the evening the Chorus gave a concert in Symphony Orchestra
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Hall. This journal has not space enough to describe—and furthermore no words ^
could do it—all the feeling and the inspiration that filled the hearts of each 5
and every one present at the concert. It may be of importance to some to know "=^

that the hall, containing 3,000 chairs, was filled almost exclusively by r;

Ukrainians. The Ukrainians had anticipated the large attendance and had bou^t ^
their tickets ahead of time. Many of other nationalities, who did not expect 2
so enormous a crowd, were unable to secure tickets in advance and consequently ^
were included among the thousand and more who had to be turned away. For this ^
reason the announcement was made in the intermission that another concert would
be given on November 5 in the Medinah Temple, in a much more spacious hall.

The welcome committee, chosen from various societies, clubs, etc., provided
handsome bouquets for Mr. Koshets and the soloists. There were also numerous
bouquets from total strangers, as well as from many individual Ukrainians.

After the. concert a banquet was arranged at the Congress Hotel in honor of the
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Ukrainian National Chorus. At the banquet delegates were present from almost %
every society, club, fraternity, etc., and especially from the Chicago Sitch ^^
Organization District Number Two. p

At the banquet speech followed speech in honor of Mr. A. Koshets and his famous o
Chorus.

We must not omit to mention that the banquet was honored with the presence of
the Ukrainian Metropolitan Archbishop Count Andrey Sheptytsky.

The speakers were as follows: Dr* M. Siminovich, Dr. S. K. Hrynevetsky, chief
executive of the Sitch Organization, who fearlessly and openly spoke his mind as
to the difficult agreement between the Ukrainian National Chorus and their
impresario Mr. Rabinoff , Dr. Volodirair Siminovich, Dr. S. Yanovich, the

Reverend W. Stetsiuk, Metropolitan Archbishop Count Andrey Sheptytsky

,
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S. MUseychook, K. Skatchuk, H. Skehar, T. Levtiich, the Reverend L» Van, the

Reverend T. Hundiak, P# Novodvorsky, S. Kochy, R. Smook, T. Sawchuk, and others*
To all these speeches Professor A. Koshets replied, revealing himself not only
a genius of song but also a master of eloquence. The banquet was finished with p
the Ukrainian hymn sung with subdued voices, 'TJkrainia Still Lives**. ^

CD
Special thanks are due to Roman Smook, our young attorney, who worked the hardest^"
to make the welcome for the Chorus a success.

*̂^
cr

The Chorus remained in Chicago a whole week, and therefore Ukrainian Chicagoans
had a better chance to talk to its members individually and to learn many things
from our native nightingales about conditions in the old country*

On Tuesday the Chorus had a reception and a supper at the residence of the

Reverend W. Stetsiuk^ where Metropolitan Archbishop Count Sheptytsky resided
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during his stay in Chicago* The latter now had a chance to become better ^
acquainted with the conductor, Professor Alexander Koshets, and his Chorus. -o

Here the singers were more at liberty to express and to enjoy themselves • They p
sang a few church and national aongs ifeich will long remain in the memory of ^
the venerable old Archbishop and the rest who were present, o

*

The Reverend Wasyl Stetsiuk verily is an exceptionally generous person and a §
sincere performer of his duties; he never spares himself nor his money for a

good cause* He displayed these excellent traits of character particularly at the
funeral of the late Perehowsky, in the illness of Archbishop Sheptytsky, and in

the reception of the Chorus at his residence. Three cheers for him for that I

On Friday, November 3, the Ukrainian Orthodox people prepared a welcome supper
for the Chorus at 1944 West Erie Street, Chicago. Various speakers had a
chance to express themselves at this banquet, but they all unanimously had words

cr
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of cordial welcome and sincere gratitude for Professor Koshets and the entire ^
Chorus. Mr* Koshets thanked the speakers for their warm words of appreciation ^
as well as for the presents received. Here he described more at length the ^
Ukrainian National Chorus and its traveling mission all over the world. The ^
Chorus did its part and sang a few songs, which pleased those who were present g
better than anything else would have done. ^^

^^ " CO

ro
During the banquet John Barabash*s well-known orchestra played. Zr

On Sunday Professor Koshets and his assistant Professor Harry Tuchapsky attended
mass in St. Nicholas* Church, at the corner of Oakley Boulevard and Rice Street.
Dr. Joseph Nazaruk, special representative from Ukrainia, was also present.

On this same Sunday in the afternoon Professor Koshets was invited to a big
meeting called by Dr. Joseph Nazaruk. Requested to speak by the latter as well
as by the whole meeting committee. Professor Koshets made an exceptional
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impression upon the audience with his talk. He showed himself a master of
eloquence. ^

Immediately after the meeting the Ukrainians went to hear the Ukrainian National p
Chorus at the Medinah Temple. Since the Ukrainians had attended the mass meet- ^
ing in the afternoon, not many of them were present at the concert; nevertheless ^
the spacious hall was filled almost to capacity by the American public. "^

CO

The program of the concert was a novelty even to those who had regularly attended
all the concerts of the Chorus, and the public was much pleased, since these
numbers and the presentation of them were something entirely new to the audience.
Miss Nina Koshets sang some of the solos, such as •Oh, Mother, »• and •^Tra la lal'*
May I add that this hall is twice as large as that used for the other concert?

It is next to impossible to describe every singer of the Chorus individually or
every number separately. Let our hearts be the judges of ^at an impression
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these songs made on the audience. Self-praise gets no one anywhere; therefore ^g
let me cite what some of the local American newspapers had to say about the 5
Chorus

:

.-.

••Hail and sincere thanks to you, great Conductor A, Koshets, and to your Chorusl ^
You seem to us like your native nightingales*^ §

•

••Hail to youl By singing about the freedom of Ukrainia, you are strengthening S
her aims and endeavors •*• cr

••We salute you for your divinely melodious way of telling us i*o you are and what
your ancestry is.**

Sing, therefore, for us and for othersl Sing of the famous Sitch of the past
and of their dauntless heroes, who with their breasts for bulwarks defended not
only Ukrainia but also the whole Western civilization against the savage hordes
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of Turks and Tartars and other migrating Asiatic tribes for centuries. Tell 5
the world through the medium of song what XJkrainia is: that she is one of the ^
richest countries in the world; that her Cossacks have done far more than their C
share in the preservation of Western civilization and culture for many centuries. Ig

Through the medium of our song make the world recognize the immortal fame and £
glory of the Ukrainian Cossacks, saviors of European culture. ^

The Observer
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I C (Polish) BY A. NEZBIENKO, FEZ-MCROGCO
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Your Siege Organization should be particularly mindful of those things which
will lead to the liberation of Ukrainia.

I look upon this Organization as an eleraent which is actually a blossom of
our future happiness, I believe that the Siege Organization is the one that
will supply the main springs of our future Ukrainian State apparatus, without
which, the structure of our State cannot exist as such; nay, even the enlightened
mass, without such ranks cannot constitute a v.orthv/hile creative.povjer* Siege
organization appears to be this very foundation upon v»hich expert builders can
construct a charrdng palace that is beautiful to look at, be the observer near
or far.

The Ukrainians in Chicago and in the United States in general, particularly the
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I C (Russian) Siege organization, has done much for Ukrainian Both your
I G (Polish) material help and protests, history cannot and will not forget
I C nor slight. Yet, from you, who are real Ukrainians, not only
in name but also in deed, Ukrainia expects much more than that which you have
just done, because in iimerica no Polish blackjacks nor Russian detectives are
threatening you for your cultural activities. There you are free to organize,
free, in many respects; therefore, far more is expected of you. '^Your work
should be more productive,'* thus call to you those from beyond the grave who
fell gloriously for the cause of liberty; thus call to you the abundantly
productive wheat fields of Ukrainia.

Ukrainia twants you to help her at the approaching twelfth-hour decisive battle
for freedom, and to all of us it will mean to mend or end, to live a victorious
life, or go to a glorious death.

Yes, in such a critical hour, Ukrainia demands 3/ou to join the ranks of her army.
At that hour ukrainia will need more well-educated people for various official
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I C (Russian) positions in different branches and departments of her future
I C (Polish) State apparatus. I an sorry to say that in the past some of our
I C men holding responsible positions v;ere not trained enough for

their special offices, and this was one of the main reasons V7hy

Ukrainia v;as defeated. Due to this frequent incompetency of officeholders, the
shrewd enemies had a freer hand to enter the forbidden door which, when they once
entered they left but ruins therein. Thus the things that v.ere valiantly fought
for by our boys, everything worthwhile acquired by the Ukrainians, was destroyed
by the enemy.

Therefore, organize for the time of liberation is again very near. Have the rank
and file of v^ell-educated men and youth in various branches of learning prepared
and ready to answer the call of Ukrainia to fill successfully her administrative
offices* Therefore be readyl At the opportune time let every one be on the alert,
prepared and ready to fall in line and take the place where he is best fitted*
Be ready to drive avjay the enemy, the occupier of our native land, and stand
firmly on guard to prevent any hostile creature from poisoning our future peace-

ful inhabitants.
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I C (Russian) Remember ^ deer countrymen, should we fail to have enough
I C (Polish) intelligentsia of different ranks and in various fields of
I C learning, we may find ourselves again as if in the midst of

the raging ocean billows, and our boats and rafts filled with
treasures may find themselves at the bottom of the ocean.

Siege organization has but one aim to help create and prepare enough workers
to fill properly official State positions of the future State apparatus.
There, in the IMited States, you have the facilities to prepare those things,

and this is all the more reason why you should not let any party differences
cause any dissension among you.

Your full co-operation will not only help Ukrainia become independent once
more but will also help to place her on the same level with other cultured
nations.

There we|*e both leaders and masses, but there was not enough creative power,
especially in cities, which are the most sensitive parts of the nerves of the
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State, because cities are the brain of a nation or a country.
Therefore, let us consider cities as our strongholds, v;ell

protected by suitable and well-trained officials. Then I

am sure that no hostile vi-oer with its venomous teeth can

Therefore, all .who love ukrainia should join the Siege ranks and get prepared,
for the eleventh hour is at ::and!
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LETTER OF ^ITiAICIIS AND APPEAL ?HOi: UKEAlNIi\K SCHOOL, LE!£B3RG,

APKIL 12, 1922, TO CiilCAGO Brj^T^CII NO. 2 OF 'l!KI U-.ITED

UrlRAIIIIAI^-AI^SRICAr] V/OMEN ASSOCIATIONS

We received your letter of h'arch 10 v/ith the donation and v/ish to thank
you cordially for it.

May we appeal to you again thit you remeinber our Ukrainian Vernacular School
in the Old Country?

Durinf^ these ^rave moments v;hich our people have to live through, the im-

portant activity l-ft to us is to organize Ukrainian Vernacular Schools

everywhere possible on the Ukrainian occupied land. At present many
Ukrainians do not as yet fully understand the actual wei^;ht and importance

of such school activity and they thereby create obstacles. By and by

they also will get accustomed, will fall in line and contribute monthly

to the Vernacular School, for such is our lot under the enemy's occupation
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of this part of our couatry, i.e.. Eastern Galicia, Cholm, Podolia,
Volynia, Bukovinia* ne wish to stress that a General Ukrainian Congress,
regardless of parties, was called and it decided the following:

''V/hereas, the Ukrainian Vernacular Schools are entirely cultural, non-
partisan, and at the present time the most important institutions, they
must and will be supported by all Ukrainians, regardless of their in-
dividual political concepts.^

The budget of these private Ukrainian Vernacular Schools is 6,000,000
Polish marks per moath, but to have the schools conducted successfully
it is necessary to have 15,000,000 Polish marks per month.

;?e turn to you with this humble petition of ours, yes, to you, Ukrainian-
American women. Forward with us to spontaneous activity, to spread the
idea of the Ukrainian Vernacular Schools in the Old Country. Help our
countrymen beyond the seas to tax themselves voluntarily one per cent
on their monthly income.
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To facilitate this aim we are sending to you one hundred copies of the

jubilee pamphlet of the Ukrainian Pedagogical Society, which copies,
please distribute personally or by nail to well-known persons.

In anticipation that you will comply with our appeal and become an
active member of the Ukrainian Vernacular School, we in advance cordially
thank you.

Wishing you the very best of luck,

Very respectfully yours,

Ukrainian Pedagogical Association,
Department Vernal School

Lemberg, liynok 10, Second Floor

Anton Hladyshowsky, chairman; M. Halushchynsky, secretary.
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lett::r of reccgkt:ticn from vti:nna

To the Sitch Central Executive Office,
Attention: Dr. S, K. Hrynevetsky, Chief Executive,
Chicago, Illinois

Conforming with the request of our President of the Galician Republic ("Eastern

Ukrainia), Dr. iSugene Petrushevich, I wish to acknowledge receipt of your
letter dated B.Iar. 2, 1922.

Our Grovernment knows well the sincerely patriotic activity of your organization
among our emigrants in America to free our Fatherland from the claws of the
Polish barbarian occupiers.

Our Cxovernment also knows the moral and material help of your organization in
buying our Liberty Bonds there in the United States of America.

For this patriotic activity, kindly accept cordial and sincere thanks from our
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President and Grovernraent.

Oiir Government sees in your organization, one of the centers of our moral and
physical strength among the emigrants in America, which gives us assurance
that our native land can at any moment depend on the well-disciplined rank
and file of your organization. In unity, strengthl

With sincere greetings to your splendid Executive Staff and its Members,

Very respectfully,

Harry Myketey
Authorized Office of Foreign Affairs
Vienna, April 20, 1922.

(Seal)
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I G
I C (Russian) HOT LONG SIIAIX V/E B3 SERVANTS?
I C (Polish) An Appeal to Sitch Members

in Chicago and Abroad
by

John Dmytriw, Chicagoan

Three years have already passed and the wild Poles, with fire and sword

are still murdering our brothers and sisters, in penitentiaries and on
gibbets, pillaging and ruining everything Ukrainian, ruining villages, towns,
and cities, plundering our native land.

Hundreds of thousands of our people are dying under the Polish-Russian yoke:
they either die of starvation, or in jail, or are killed outright.

Hundreds of thousands of our youth have fallen in battles; hundreds of thou-
sands are crippled- because they went to fight for the freedom and independence
of Ukraine. Today the latter are dying of cold and starvation. In Eastern

S m. %
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I G
I C (Russian) Galicia and all over Ukraine we see utter poverty and starva-
I C (Polish) tion. In Eastern Oalicia as vjell as all over Ularaine nothing

but gloon, pauperism and starvation is to be found. V/ho is

to help them? V/eJ Other people v/ill not take care of our nation.

V/e Sitch members of Chicago ahd abroad, should take example from our fore-
fathers Zaporoztsi. By this tL^e vie should have already 100,000 Sitch
members right here in America, but alas, we are far belov/ this desired
number.

Ukrainian Cossacks Zaporoztsi advanced throue^h v/ater and fire, by land and
sea, in order to free their countrymen from Turkish and Tartaric slavery,
and what are v;e doing in a similar case? V/e must help our countr3rmen to
drive out the enemy from our native land. Othenvise, we shall not be worthy
of the naiae of followers of the f'uiious Cossacks as long as v/e do not do our

sacred duty to our brothers over there.
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I C (Russian) Our brothers and sisters are dying of starvation in the
I C (Polish) Polish prisons and under the Polish yoke. Shall we look at

these criminal perpetrations with indifference? If so, then
we are unworthy to even belong to the Sitch organization.

Ukraine is one of the richest countries, in many natural resources, in the
v/hole world. It is our sacred duty to take our ovm native country out of
the hands of the 'enemy and become ourselves masters in our homeland. To
accomplish this we must solidly unite into one unbroken chain with one aim
and slogan: Away x'jith the enemy from our country. Let us get to work.
Let us establish Sitch branches in every place where such as yet are not
existing. By being united in Sitch organizations it will give us strength
and prestige and help to drive av/ay the enemy. This v/e have to bring to a
successful end, and the sooner the better, because we do not intend to continue
dying in agony under the Polish yoke.

Look, brothers I Poland is sinking deeper and deeper every day and we are

^fU^DA^
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I G
I C (Russian) she will fall apart • All we have to ao at the present time is

I C (Polish) to give her a good swift kick, and in driving her away v/e must
taice our country into our ovm hands.

Let us first unite into one front and the rest shall be added unto us. There-

fore, let us unite and thus show the vx)rld that there is unit^^ and strength
in us, whereby they will sanction our aiia, and fully recognize our freedom
and indeoendence.

mi
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APPEAL OF THE CIi^JTRAL SIEGL ORGANIZATION IN CHICAGO
TO ALL MaiBI-IiS

/-

The highest and the most precious ideal, the most beautiful and the happiest
thought of an individual as well as that of a whole nation is freedom, that
is, independence and self-government of one^s nation on one's own land.

Yet, for how many years did our people fight, and are still fighting, for
this freedom'?* ^cr; many heroes died for it? How much blood was shed for it?

Day after day, year after year, our nation is fighting for freedom, and is

waiting for the moment of resurrection, the moment of freedoml

Many summers our forefathers, fathers and even our brothers toiled at the
sweat of their brows, the hottest days not excluded, on the manor fields that

were not, and are not their own; many winters they froze in unheated homes or

trcunped around without a place to lay their heads, they were all waiting and
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liYed with the sole hope that better days were yet to come^ the days of
national freedom* They were and are still v;aitingl Their bodies are freezing
with cold, while Polish bandits are beating them up, yet they suffer, and are
waiting for us here beyond Lhe seas, with their outstretched arms asking us
for help

I

But how can we help them? Is it with our tears, by weeping over their bitter
fate, without otherwise even turning a finger for a betterment of their lot,

wriile we continue to live comfortably here in America? We must help them with
something substantiall We must follow the appeal v^hich they send us through

the words of President Petrushevich and his envoysl We, one and all, should

buy a National Liberty Bond, and thus help to defend tl.e rights of Eastern
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I C

Galicia, i.e., V/estern Ukrainia. This is the only way in which we can help our
fathers and mothers, brothers and sisters, who are suffering today Qvee^t tortu-
res under I'olish bayonets.

We must support our Ukrainian governnient in its struggle for independence of
our Eastern Galicia, the detir lanci of our forefathers who shed so much blood
for it and the many, many who gave their lives for it.

Therefore, we appeal to you, all Siege members of both sexes: If there be
anybody who still has not bought a Liberty Bond to help free Eastern Galicia
from the Polish occupiers and their yoke, try to buy one for the smallest
sum of money. It is the last call

I

Be generous, Siege membersl Those few dollars that you have or will spend
for the Liberty Bond, they will be paid bacK to you or to your children by
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I C

Ukrainian wlien she is freed.

It is the duty of «very c3iege member to not only buy a bond, but also to help
sell some to others.

Christmas time is approaching. Try to recollect how you Siege members, enjoy-
ed immensely this Christmas holiday in Ukrainia. How lovely it is just to think
of it# How sweetly, how pleasantly, in a cozy home with the rest of the family
we celebrated it. But how bitter it is for the one who does not have any home
relatives, and sometimes not even a bite of stale bread on this great holiday*
fVhat an Uiiwelcome thought to think of those unfortunate ones, hungry and in
tatters, driven out of Ukrainia by the enemy, somewhere in Europe tramping
t:irough foreign lands, and reminding themselves on Christmas day of the grand
times we all once had in Ukrainia.
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Such poor tramps, hungry and ill-dressed, are our ov/n Siege sharpshooters in
Czechoslovakia ana other countries. These, our brothers, once sacrificed
their lives for their people, they still are more ready to fight for the
ideal of freedom for our land and people* They, hungry and cold, are just
av;aiting the momentum, when again they v;ill have a chance to fight for
vjhat is Uk3?ainian* It is our auty to help them. Let us show them materially
that ?'e ai*e uiiited v;ith them in spirit, and thereby we will inspire them
while i:hey are waiting for an opportune time to fightl

Therefore, on Christmas Day let us go from house to house to sing Christmas
carols and the money received for it let us send to cur brother fighter?.
Let none of the Ukrainian homes refuse Christmas carolers, for theirs is

a great purpose: to help our heroes who ^5tand in protest against the whole
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world for th^ freedom of Ukrainia.

Let every Siege Branch appoint a comniittee of Christnas carol singers, to go

from house to house, and the moiey thus collected let them send to Czecho-

slovakia for Ukrainian soldiers

•

Then every Sie^e Branch should give a list of ex^.ctly hov; much it collected

for that purpose and where the i-.ney was sent.

V/e anticipate that every Siege branch x^/ill answer the :ippeal and do his uuty

as v/e h^jve directed, thereby helping uur brother soldiers to get ready once

more to fight for Ukrainian freedom.
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M» Kotchuk, ass^t head conimander,

3. luuseychuk, rec. secretary,

N. Pashko, fin. secretary,
L. B. Jtachursky, colonel,
I. Shkraba, cashier.
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Y(? LETTER FROM DR. K. TRaOVSKY
^tliletic Olympiad at Prague^

Vienna, Austria, December 24, 1920. Greetings: I have just received a copy
of Sichovi Visty of August last, v;herein I notice that during the meeting of
June 27, the Sitch members of Chicago praised me and my work very highly by
standing up and singing the song, "V/hat Kind of Wind'*, in ray honor, luiany

thanks to P^ Novodvorsky, Chicago district colonel, and Stephen Musiychxik,

.

district secretary, for their initiative in the matter.

Unfortunately this news did not reach me until half a year later, but it

has moved me greatly. I have v/orked for our cause all my life, and especially
during the World War, yet hov/ much have I suffered even from ny own country-
men? Therefore, this kind of acknowledgment on the part of w Chicago over-
sea brothers, is real manna for ray greatly depressed soul.
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On tnis account, I am, my dear brothers, herewith expressing ny cordial
thanks for your appreciation of ny v;ork. At this moiaent I wish to add
that it makes me very happy to see you, beyond all expectations, as

stalwart Sitch members as you were in your native land. I know you are fur-
thering the Sitch activity in the same direction and spirit as it once floiir-

ished in the Eastern Ukraine,

I am building high hopes on your excellent Sitch organization, for I am sure
that it will be a blessing to America, and that it will have a considerable
bearing upon our national regeneration in tlie homeland

•

True enough, our land, at the present time, is flooded with eneiny regiments,
and our people are groaning under the feet of the Poles; therefore, all the
greater responsibility lies upon us as emigrants. We must do what our
brothers and sisters in the native land cannot. It is our duty to give them
both material and moral help, so that all may survive this critical periods
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It is the duty of all of us who are nov; living abroad to prepare all
those things ^ich are necessary for our Sitch activity, so that,

should we return hone, vw will be prepared and supplied with ainmun-

ition*

Toward the end of February, 1919, I established a main Sitch Coirmiittee in

Vinnitsa, in Great Ukraine, and at the end of April a similar committee in
the Carpathian Ukraine (formerly under Hungary).

There is an excellent opportunity for you, Ukrainian-Chicagoans, in the comb-

ing year, 1921, to make yo\irselves known to the entire civilised worlds
Next year, a grfeat convention of athletic societies and associations of the
laboring class will take place in Prague. It is the so-called "Athletic
Olympiad, •* a festival to which all the working-class athletic organizations
of the whole world are invited. This Olympiad will be under the auspices of
the United V/orkingmen*s G^ymnastic League, Prague, II, Navlickova, 5 B, whose
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honorary head is Masaryk himself, president of the Czechoslovak Repub-
lic. The Czechoslovak government, through ¥x. Benes, its minister of

\ / foreign affairs, has officially invited the v/hole vx)rld to take part
in this festival*

As a sacred duty you shoxild do everything in your power to see that your
Sitch organization in Chicago, as well as all the other Sitch organizations
in other countries all over the world, is well represented at this festival,
since it is classed also as a workingmen*s athletic organization. You,
Ukrainian-Chicagoans, should help, by your active participation in this
festival, to let the whole world hear about you and thus be reminded that
the Ukrainian nation lives, and together with working-men* s athletic organ-
izations of other nationalities fights for the betterment of humanity.

It is evident that our Ukrainian brigades in Czechoslovakia will not lag
behind. We are sure that they, especially those tvom the Carpathian Ukraine
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•

(autonomous state in Czechoslovakia) , will be very well represented
on this occasion.

You also, Ukrainian-Chicagoans, inust help us to show the world that Ukrainia
lives and is struggling in every field for her existence and betterment

•

Therefore, it is desirable that your Chicago Sitch, as well as the American
Sitch in general, take part in this athletic festival. It is self-evident
that you are unable to send out a large group, but you can send a small de-
tachment, including especially those members who have had something to do

with Europe in the past. The Ukrainian flag carried beside the splendid
American starry flag at the festival, will help us to gain friends among
the Czechs as v;ell as among other nations, and particularly among the American-
bom delegates, some of whom do not as yet know much about us Ukrainians, and
about o\ir Sitch organization in America.

Thanking you, Ukrainian-Chicagoans, members of the Sitch organization, from
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the bottom of my heart for your friendly acknowledgment of my work,
_.. . may I take this opportunity to command the attention of the whole

worthy Sitch organization in the United States of America, and cry
out with a thundering voice so that my brothers and sisters beyond the sea
may hear the words:

•The great mother of the Ukrainian Cossacks still lives!**

Sincerely,

Dr. Kyrilo Trilovsky, general head
of the United Sitch Organizations
in Eastern Ukraine; the speaker of
the Central Sitch Committee in Great
Ukraine; head of the Committee for
Carpathian Ukraine.
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THE REFRESE]:TATIVES CF the UKRAIiilAli HATICiiAL REPUBLIC
AI/IONG TliE UlCRAIIILWK IN CHICAGO

Sunday, Nov. 16, the ^''larainians in Chicago and vicinity had an \musual
honor, to v/elcorne ai^ion;^ themselves the representatives of the Ukrainian
National Republic, namely, Julian Bachynskj'', head of the Ukrainian
extraordinary diplomatic mission to the United States, and Ilr. Kozaki-
vich, his secretary.

The greeting of the detxr guests took place in the national hall at Oakley
Blvd. and Rice St., during the extraordinary meeting of the Ukrainian
delegates of all the Ulcrainian societies in Chicago and vicinity, vn.tnessed

by an audience of several hundred people.

Dr. Vladimir Siminovich ivas chairman of the meeting; 11. Ftomin and H.

Kisil vrere secretaries.
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At 2 P. IcI. Dr. Julian Bachyiisky and his secretary, lir. Kozakivich,
appeared at the meeting, being welcomed by a thundering ovation of

those present.

In the name of "tt-ie meeting and the whole Ukrainian colony in the city of

Chicago and vicinity. Dr. Siminovich cordially greeted the legation of

the Ukrainian Republic. To this Dr. Bachynski'- answered v/ith a speech^to
the meeting that was actually flowing from the heart.

Having explained to the meeting that the main object of the arrival of
Ukrainian diplomatic mission to America v/as to gain recognition of the
Ukrainian Independent Republic by the United States Government, Dr.

Bachynsky pointed^ out the manner and the v/ay whereby the Ukrainian im-

migration in the United States has the possibility and the duty to help
the Ukrainian state mission to attain their main object.
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"The Ukrainian imi:iigration in America," said Dr* Bachynsky, "is almost
in its entirety of a v/orkimj class character, v/iiich is a deciding factor
in its organizations, struggling;* for a decent living wages. This character*
istic of our iifiiiiigrants in /^.erica, once farmers and laborers in the old

country, v/ho are earning their daily bread vath their hands, is the reason
v/hy the Ukrainian immigration on this side of tlie ocean with such enthu-
siasm greeted the Ulzrainian iiuti onal Republic in the Ukrainian native
land; an independent state of the Ukrainian farmers and laborers in
particular.

"This almost uniform chc-.racteristic of the Ulorainian imiiigration in
America shows tliat all its groups are in their very essence alike, not
antagonistic, and as such should go in one direction, especially in the
affairs wherein the v/elfare and the future of the Ukrainian nation, of
the Ukrainian democratic state and its independence is concerned. The
leaders of the several independent groups ought to bear this v/ell in mind.
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tt rnThe Ukrainian State mission," continued Dr» Bachynsky, "does net meddle
nor does it intend to interfere -with the interior affairs of each group
among the Ukrainian imir:if;;ration.

"The mission treats all the groups alike as individuals v/orking for the
general v.^elfare of the Ulcrainian cause, and suggests only, and v/ishes

from its very heart that the scale of activity of every group be raised
to the utmost of its capacity in order to help the native nation and land
to realize its wishes, sincerity and zeal, vriLth which the Ukrainian im-
migrant is enthused for the common cause of ours.

"As in Ukrainia, all the loyal sons of hers, regardless of their political
tendency, joined one coiTimon front to defend and safeguard the liberty and
freedom of Ulcrainia, so also it is the duty of the Ulorainian immigration
on this side of the ocean, unanimously to stand together and vrith its

pov/er second the motion and thus support our brothers in the native land«
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"Contention and anbiticn of the individual groups can find its exprescion
only in the field of zealous activity for the good of the nation#"

Further, the speaker suggested the ivays by v/hich the beyond-the-sea im-

migration can assist Ukrainia.

In the first place this is a matter of a political activity and propaganda
of the Ukrainian immigrants in favor of the independence of the Ukrainian
national Republic.

Starting vrith shops and factories v/here the Ulcrainian v/orkingman meets
the Am.ericans , and going up to the highest legislative and executive
bodies of the American Federal institutions, the Ukrainian iiimiigrants

have the opportunity of carrying on a propaganda in favor of our most
justified Ukrainian cause.
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The American citizens, the /u-ierican public opinion, the decisive Ar-ierican

legislative, and other of ficici bodies must be iri'omed in every possible
v/ay by the in<:rainian iim-iigraticn in i^iiaerica about the just struggle of
the Ukrainian nation for its freedom and state independence^ and thus help
the free and independent Ukrainia to earn the approval and acknoivledgment

of the greatest rejuiblic in the v/orld, the United States of America.

Every judicious acti^dty on th3 part of the Ukrainian immigration aimed
in that direction will aid our endeavor considerably.

This work of the Ukrainiein immigration in America, in many instances, already
has taken up in that direction an organized form of activity with the assist-
ance of the Ulcrainian press and the informi^,tion bureaus.

It is understood, however, -that the activity of the official Ukrainian
mission in the United S'tateslhas entirely to travel I by independent roads.
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The second great duty of our beyond-the-sea inmigration is to help
materially the pillaged and destroyed native country during the ViTorld

V/ar, and especially that part o£ the country v^hich stiffered the most,
namely. Eastern Galicia*

In this field this imnigraticn can and ought to help very much the
native country^

Contributions and the sending out to the old country of suits of clothes,
linen, shoes, and other materials, and funds by the Ukrainian iimrdgrants

in America vnLll allevir.te the horrible misery eariong the relatives in our
nat ive country

•

The whole 'Jkrainian (Eastern) Galicia groans not only from starvation
and cold, but also from the dreadful epidemic diseases.
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For the money collected in America it will be possible to or2:anize nedical
help and hospital assistance; to buy medicine for the sick and bread for
the hungry,

A material help on the part of Uie beyond-the-sea emigration to the native
land is at the present tirje of the most vital importance

•

Therefore, Tvith greatest joy the sx^eaker did welconie the thought of establish-
ing a UI<rainian Relief Committee a#.on^ the immigrants of ours to help the
native land. This had been proposed already^ and unanimously decided upon
by the delegates of all the Ukrainian organizations in ilmerica that met
in HevT York to make this a reality as scon as possible.

y The aim of the activity of the Ukrainian Relief Committee is of an immense
importance^ and of common interest to all the Ukrainian immigrants. There-
fore, the proposed work of the Committee ought to reconcile to themselves
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the Ukrainian totality both in tiie United States and Canada. Only vdth
united energy and effort of all the United States citizens of Ulcrainian

descent, v/ho are the only source of help for our suffering brothers, the

old country can receive such material help as is necessary at the present
extraordinary critical moment to eliiln^te the heretofore unheard of

suffering, as much as possible.

The third point of Dr» Eachysky^s speech vras about preparing the emi-
grants to serve the native country as useful Ukrainian citizens in the
event they go back there.

Many emigrants in America and Canada vath tine v/ill return to the native
land. Ukrainia entertains high hopes of her sons living abroad. ^Icrainia

Trill welcome them "^rith sincere, open arms as experienced and well prepared
builders of the new Ukrainian Republic and of trie irjdeperdent Uloranian

national life.
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The sons of Ukrainia, who because of the long period of war, though
many of then wounded, in great sufferings and scarcity, lifted up the
risen Ulcrainia and defended her freedon and independence, but they are
too much exhausted to undertake the creative and reconstructive v/ork

by themselves. They need our help, our fresh unused energy. This supply
of new energy will come from our beyond-the-sea emigration.

For the Ukrainian emigrants abroad, in the first place the youth, awaits
a great task in the independent Ukrainia. They are to continue the life
in freedom through channels of creative v/ork.

'

Therefore, the Ukrainian youth abroad, of both sexes, ought to prepare
itself here accordingly for that one great task.

Should "Wiey return to Ukrainia, i±iey ought to be armed v/ith sincerity,
enlightenment, and stand as fearless defenders of tlie Ukrainian liberty.
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They ought to return i-vith the greatest possible resources of hiiman skill
and professional knowledge.

Thus, in the old country, they will beccme leaders and teachers of their
brothers, v^tio lived all their lives in their native land, in those things
v/hich they had a chance to learn in the vri.de world

Therefore, an organization of the Ukrainian youth among the beyond-the-
sea enigratit)n, v/hose concrete object is Icv-e of and attachment to the
independent Ulcrainia, to work for intellectual uplifting and professional
learning of the members, is exactly the best sign that the Ukrainian
immigrants of the United States and Canada understand well their futi^ire

duty tov/ard their ovm nation and their native land.

The speaker sincerely welcomes the Siege brotherhood in the United States
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T/Tho inscribed on its banner an uplifting, yet true, slogan "in union
,and learning lies the strength of the nation."

Under this slogan the sons of Ukrainia are shedding, their blood for the
freedom of Ukrainia. Under this slogan the Siege brothers from beyond-

• the-sea in an opportune time, vail stand shoulder to shoulder to active
work for common good.

A storm of a long-lasting ovation ^vas the rev/ard of the envoy, Julian
Bachynsky, for his speech.

With the speech of Dr. Bachynsky ended the official appearance of the
Ukrainian mission before the Ukrainian colony of Chicago.

Then followed a discussion of the delegates of the associ tions in the
presence of the envoys of the mission.
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The following took part irx the discussicns: Ii. Kysil, Iiovodvorskj^, Dr.
Siminovich, Moranets, Kr;:,^o^vr;'a z , Kev. i:. Strutynskjy^, Didyl:, Boychuk,
Dr. I!r;)^m.evetsl:y.

The discussion was carried nainly on the \my6 of organizing a speedy
material help to the native country.

As a consequence the meeting unanimously passed a resclution dejiianding
of all the central or ganizi tions, whose delegates took part in the conr:ion
conference in New York, under the leadership of the head of the Ukrainian
diplomatic mission, to introduce and establish as soon as possible a Re-
lief Committee for the purpose of helping the native country on the
basis that had been decided upon by the delegates of. the Ulcrainian organi-
zations at the New York conference.
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It was delegated also to the U-:rainian Red Cross in Chicago, as a local
branch of the future Relief Committee, to start out its activity in
Chicago and vicinity as soon as possible.

The treasurer of the Chicago Committee is Dr. Siininovich vrho, simultaneously
with the activity in Chicago and vj.cinity, undertook to organize another
Relief Committee in Canada, v;here he is invited by the Canadian Ukrainian
organizations and ivill leave for Canada in the nearest future.

Immediately after the meetin.- they started the relief collection, which
will be carried out systematically within all the societies, and at
every opportune time till the end of the relief collection campaign^

Dr. Bachynsk:/, the envoy, made a good start by contributing 'JlOO to the
relief fund.
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The collection anon^. the Oe^kley group v/as postponed till the next Sunday,
due to the fact that the meeting v/as coming to a close#

To begin v/ith $340*30 vras collected on the very first day.

Dr» V» Siminovich, in 1he name of all the Ulo^ainians present, tharjked
the envoys of the Ukrainian mission for their coming to Chicago. The
meeting ended with the national anthem, "Already Ukrainia has risen*^*
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THE AI.!ERICAN PEACE DELEGATE,POLK, HELPS POLAND TO SEIZE GALICIA

The Chicago Polish nev/spaper. National Daily, organ of the Polish banker
Smulslci, v/ho is a personal friend of Pade"re;TSki , usually has very good
information about all affairs concerning Poland, and about all the Polish
propaganda and its official politics both in Europe and America.

In the issue No. 266 of the above mentioned newspaper, of Nov. 12th, the
editorial, "It, and let it be so," there are important data vrhioh tlirow

light on the character of the Polish official circles headed by Paderew-
ski and the delegates for the Peace Conference in Paris, and particularly
on the character of Polk, the United States delegate with reference to
the Ukrainian (Eastern) Galicia«

The Poles make great endeavors to make the Peace Conference in Paris,
which has almost decided as to its taking the final step, to cede
definitely Ulirainian Galicia to the Polish state forever.

"HL.
1'JV-^ h
'

' -

.
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The Poles,' vjho in a criminal way, aggressively with the force of arms,
against the v^ill of all the Ukrainian nation, occupied Ukrainian
Galicia, are very much concejmed andvinant "ro induce the Peace Conference
in Paris to give them some title, v/hereby they could hold the Ukrainian
land in the rapacious claws of the Polish white eagle.

ISr^ Polk, a delegate to the Peace Conference in Paris, a representative
from this great American nation, waged war against the European auto-
cracy to insure all the enslaved nations who are deprived of freedom
and independence to give them justice; according to the Polish news-
paper, he acted very favorably tcvvard Poles in their robbirg aggresive-
ness with reference to foreign lands, and in the first place toward
Ukrainian (Eastern) Galioia»

Here is what the Nati onal Daily writes: "With reference to Eastern Galicia
Mr. Korab Kucharski in his last letter from Paris writes favorable news.

*'Our general opinion is tliat the P^^lish affairs have been pushed aside
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from the green table and our delegation, having folded their arms
indifferently, follows a development of affairs forei.-m to us. However,
to judge it to be so would be a mistake. President Paderewski told
me: * During the last t^iree weeks I signed more notes and made more
declar>xtions than before during the congress session,*

"As a matter of fact, within the last few days our delegation wr.ged

one of the most important, if not the heaviest fights at the congress.
It was about ceding Lemberg and Eastern Galicia to Poland. This affair
had been decided and buried in the mass of documents and memorials.

"The highest tribunal had decreed that Eastern Galicia will be ceded
to Poland for a stretch of fifteen years, and after that a plebiscite^
will take place as to where it is to belong.

To lose Eastern Galicia v/ould mean not only to lose the oil fields and
the fertile land, but would mean also tearing dovm one of the main
pillars of the Polish state.
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"This view was directed by the activity of our delegates, Paderewski and
Dmowski.

"Therefore, our representatives when they learned about the decision of
the Peace Conference with reference to Eastern Galicia, they did not
take it for granted.

"Paderewski succeeded, due to selected arguiaents and ceaseless activity
for several weeks, in the first at?:einpt to convince the congress.

"The matter is altofcether exceptional and extraordinary. The business
about Eastern Galicia, although already decided a few days previously,
was brought back before the highest tribunal.

"Our representatives succeeded in breaking through the congress routine
due to -the American plenipotential delegate, Mr. Polk, who was so taken
up with the arguments presented to him by them in their private conver-
sation, that he interrupted the discussion which was in progress before
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the highest tribunal euid brought up the question about Eastern Galicia.

"The French, Italian, and English delegates, on he^^ring this declaration
unanimously decided tliat Eastern Galicia should be ceded to Poland without
any further plebiscite. From now on we can consider that our endeavors are
won already."

Such information is given to the Americans tlorough the Polish-American
newspaper by the correspondent Korab-Kucharski, v/ho is one of the
noted Polish politicians in Paris. In the presence of the /imerican

Poles he handed in to Minister Polk a flattering acknowledgment of his
zeal in favor of Poland.

The American Poles ought to be thankful to Minister Polk for what he

has done for Poland.

Yet, for the Americans and the Ukrainians who stand for truth and justice.
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the ardent undertaking by the American delegate, Mr. Polk, of the business
about Eastern Galicia which was ratified later by the Paris conference
(before Ivlr. Polk was there), was again sent back before the highest
tribunal with this aim, that it be done in favor of the Poles, only
because Ivlr. Polk was taken up in private conversation i^irith the Polish
representatives, appears to us at least queer, if nothing else.
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TO Pi.TRIOTS FOi: COISIDEHATICN WPA (Itl.) PROj.SO^/i

(In Chicago and all over the United States)

"Ah, nobody is as happy as the young cossack is."

Indeed these Tev/ i^Tords can be applied to the present circiunstances,

in which almost the whole Ulcrainian motion finds itself • A tramp alone
is expected not to make anything out of it; his heart will surely not

be bleeding over the dovmfall of the general all-Ukrainian affairs of
the Ukrainians in America. ViThy is it so? Jiecause a tramp is loafing,
v/alkinf: aimlessly from place to place, and therefore does not look
deep into the hearts of z\\e Ukrainian "politicians" who are tools in
the hands of our "loaders."

At one time there appeared all 'sorts of articles published that called
upon the n.tion'to unity. Uov/ one, nov/ another political party "imnted
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us to join their ranks. Each one of thera promised everj'i^hing possible
to help us to attain the independence of * IHcrainia; to give help to

cur poor enslaved brothers and sisters in the old country. The slogans
of one or the other party did not fall like the grain on the stone,
but fell on sensitive hearts, and everyone tried to contribute as

much as he possibly could.

But there v/as nothing vo'ong in it. Soon the offerings vrere directed
to purposes to v/hich the people assigied. I shall not enlarge on . .

that v/hcther or not the offerings went to their destined place.
I have in mind to divul;:e the consequences which are being* felt due
to not sufficiently enlightened and ratine r blind partisans.

A good nuiaber of people, to vfaom the good of the Mother Ularainia is

not only at heart, but they almost can not imagine Ulcrainia as an
enslaved state, so they group themselves, hold meetii^gs, and think
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time and arjain and plan on what v/ould be the most expg^eHtiT|^ctc>>^/*i^iii

^^roup together all the Ularainians under one banner, uSSter^one slc^ran:

"Help the native country. ^^ Afber having; made definite plans, they
call together a lrvrg:er nuriiber of people, they reveal their thoughts,
and all of then like one agree on the proposition.

To this group cones and joins another group, etd. , until all of them
are of the sazie nind* [iOYjc^ier, it ivould be better b./ far, if the
partisan mi sunders candin^.^ w^ould be entirely and once for all discarded
and all of then took to "vvork for com::ion good, and no Ularainian should
decline to act in that direction, especially to give laoral and a

material assistance to the native country.

The heart leaped for joy in every Ulcrainian, vhen he sav/ hovi all
of them together, regardless of religious or political persuasion,
attended meetings and gatherings, took part in discussions and exclianged

their ideas and e:<pcriences : they united themselves in order to expand
the ^vork of good v/ill. It seemed that fror.i nov/ on there peace v/ill
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be established anong us agairust which no hostile' force shall prevail^
And indeed no hostile force could shatter us in pcrfonaing our deter-
mined v/ork. This incident vrill be present in our nind till our very
death, and v/e shall, glibly entertain thoughts about it and hand them .

over to our children, as if it were a miracle, that all the Ul:rc--inians

in Chicngo and in the United States, full-heartedly bended tox^/ard the
one aim.

Yet, hov; lon^ did it last? After several months a fev; politic-sil bifiots,

v/ho could not see further than their r^rty, started their irrational
movement. Seeing that the people v;ere gladly contributing, and that
thr sum v/a*s sv^relling considerably, they \mnted to distribute that
money, nob among their enslaved brothers and sisters Vviio beg for
help, but to send it over to their rarty, so that the party v/ould

promulgate the names of the bigots in heavy typ-e - for they want to

be shown hov; big they are - and could shovr to the public that they
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are the holders of the receipt from the money. And as to their brothers
and sisters liviii^ in the old country - v;hat of it - lot ther.i die of

cold and st;:.rvaticn, let them cry for help as much as they v/ant to,

they (the bigots) do not hear the cry from across the ocean.

Do not v.Torry, hov/ever, dear brothers and sisters I l.'ot all the people
of ours are of this typel Before lonf^: those ambitious criers will stop
their bi otry; their fo^gy heads r/i] 1 clear out and they vrill come

back to themselves and see their grave m.istake. Deep within their
hearts they are as generous and as good as the rest of the Ulcrainians,

and therefore they vd.ll soon understand that we could rather stand
the decline of our irjstitutions in the United 3t:.tes tlis.n trie downfall
of our L'lotherland.

When our I.other Ulrrainia becomes a free and independent state, she
Tvil] not forget us in our needs, provided v^e help her now, provided
we support her now. She does not . eed our pecuniary help for political
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pui'poses, either at hone or abroad "but she needs and e?:pe'cts of us
her sons and daughters a raoral and material support for reconstruct-
in^;; purposes.

The finest noral support v:e can ofi'er to our Ilother Ukrainia is when
v/e all ^roup ourselves together, and leave out once for all all sorts
of misurjderstandings, ncg^.tive criticisms, axid uissensions, and stand
shoulder to shoulder to fight the eneitiy. Thereby \7e shall ^iye a living
example to our brothers and sisters in the old country and thus shovr

them vrhat they have to do to v;in liberty, freedom and independence
for Ukrainia.

.Ye shall help Mother Ukrainia tlien, vrhen v:e hurry to dispa.tch not
only money, but also clothes and food. Theravith we shall strengthen
their spirits, which are weakened in them .throuj,h sufi'erings of cold
and starvation.
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Let us leave the political field to diplomatic mssions v/ho are exist-
ing in all countries* Let us help then by sending o\)r protests and
urgent requests to state cfxicials; ev'-ery^vliere let us arrange local
protesting nanifesbations, protesting meetings, and let us promulgate
this among the Americans and other nations

•

lYe "think that our diplomatic mission does not need any money from us,
but in case they would require of us what Ulcrainian v/culd th^re be
but v/ould contribute for the purpose.

In unity there is strength. Therefore, let us do everythin^^ v/ith a

united front; le 'c us net permit any dissension to creep in; let us
not look around asking i-vliat does the majority y/ant or v-iriat the
minority does not vr^int, but let us act in such a v/ay that ull unani-
mously v/Duld agree upon our propositions, i^nd v;lien vre act- thus, do
not v;orry, Ukrainial I'o hostile pov/er in this vrorld can sweep thee
f^vmy; no enemy shall prevail thee, :^rn. the Ulxanian nc^tion is

assured of coming up to the very top in Europe.

Yaroslav; .^urlachenlco.
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TO LIEiBERS OF HIE SIEGE OR.-Al^IZATION OF THE UKRAINIAI.^S Ih TrIE U. S. A,

Dear Siege Lleiabers:

The eyes of all the Ukrainian nation are turned on you* For your waits
your dear native sister; for you waits your gray-haired father, hungry,
almost completely naked and barefooted, vd.th a sc^d^he in his hands, and
your mother and sister vdth a sickle. They fight against the bloody ene-
my, the Poles, vfao eagerly and relentlessly want to take away froia us
Ukrainians that v.hat is dearest to any man: his freedoml

Everybody longs for freedom. Cage a bird and give him to eat and drink
all he wants, yet he v^ill ever try to dash out for freedom* IVhy does he
not want to stay in the cage? Because the cage is a jail for him, some-
thing similar to death itself. Therefore, regardless of how well you
will feed him there, he will alv/ays long for freedom. So also it is Virith

a nation.

You know that every nation itself fought for. and won its own freedom. Let
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us take Geor^re Vfashington* He fought to liberate the .teerican nation, to

liberabe its land, vhere we American citizens of Ulcrainian descent presently
live. He loved his country so much that he shov7ered upon it his very sweat
of blood. V'ith a strong faith in his heart ho v^nt forward to fight for
the golden freedom.

Vfe Siege members have e:q)frienced serfdom already. 'Je Siege members are
remembering the Polish, Au3trian, and Fmssian jails, gibbets, tortures,
and all sorts of countless abuses on our ftithers and the v/hclo Ukrainian
nation. But v/e also /mov/ v/hat means freedon, liberty, independencell lYe

Siege members love and will love freedom. George 'Washington taught us how
to love freedom, hoAv to fight for itl And for this reason, we, the Siege
members, are loyal to the free land of Washington. Vfe, the citizens of
the United States of ilmerica, vdsh for nothing more than that v/hat George
Washington wished for America.

Therefore, '.ve believe that the A-iierican government, elected by the Anerioan
citizens, T/ill extend its helpin- hand to7mrd our native country, Llother
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Ukrainia, in her struggle, fitting for her freedom and independence.

We American Siege members swear upon the spirit of our dead heroes, v;ho

gave their lives for freedom, before the vj^iole civilized world, that

our native country Ulcrainia shall be freol

We, the American Siege members, vdll follow the footsteps of George
Washingtonl Washington was restless until he vron freedom for the American
nation. So also ^ve will not rest until our country, Ukrainia, earns her
freedom.

Our enemies, the Poles and the Russians, have plans in their heads and
outwardly they try to deceive us. They try to ignore our manifestations
and endeavor to make the v/hole v/orld do the seiae. But it v/'onH be longl..

The time is not far off when the Siege members will show the greedy big-
bellied Poles the way back to 'Warsaw and Kracowi
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Dear Siege Members I kt the last Siege convention vre have all sworn that
we shall be restless till the Siege organization in America reaches

60,000 members, who v/ill be ready to lay dovm their lives for freedom
and the independence of Ukrainia. Therefore, fonmrd to work, members'.

Bring. in ne;v members; establish nev/ Siege branches: this is the only
medium v/hich v^-ill van freedom for Ukrainia.

Join the Siege ranks all who love the Ukrainian nation. Those who belong
to Siege give a proof th^t they are ready to defend their father and mother,
brother and sister, their wives and children.

Do you vmnt to be an enemy of those that are nearest and dearest to you?
ITol and I am sure of the answer. Therefore, join one and all the ranks
of the fighters for freedom and independence of Mother Ul<:rainia; join
the membership of the Siege organization in the United States.

Yours sincerely,
John Boyko, Head Commander S. 0. U»
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REPORT Oi^ T:nL I2ETING AT THE SOUTH SIDE OF CHICAGO

Amon^ the Hlcrainio.n vrorknen in i^ie South Side of Chicago the Polish agents
started a movement, recruiting as great a number of Ulcrainians as they
possibly could for the purpose of inducing them to talce out Polish pass-
ports at their consulate, and leave for the old country. To counteract the
evil, vre v/ish to explain to our people at this meeting v/hat danger each
one of them runs into.

At that meeting of October 12, 1919, there v/ere about 250 present, in-
c-luding men and v/omen. It was opened by I.ir. ?• Kavatsiv<r. In a fe?/ v/ords

he explained to those bhat were gathered the purpose of the meeting, and
asked them to nominate a candidate for chairman of the meeting.

Mr. II, LiOranets vns unanimously elected the chairman, and Ivlr. Yaroslav/-

Skrotslcy, secretary.

The former thanked those that v/ere present for the election, and once more
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told them of the purpose of the meeting. He expressed a deep sympathy
for the Ukrainian brothers and sisters badly maltreated by the Poles in

the old country, and denounced those fev? -viio do not consider the Polish
yoke and atrocities as an ulcer in the very heart of every Ukrainian,
who are bein^^ extremely heavily taxed even to the last penny that is

verily earned v/ith the sweat of their brows.

Further, he requested of all to break off every association v/ith the
Poles, oiu* treacherous enemies, and never listen to their advice, for
their a in is to injure and not to help us.

Tvlr. Peter Didyk v/as the next spealcer. In his fiery>and emotional speech
he picturesquely portrayed the unbearable living conditions of our
brothers and sisters in our depressed fatherland. The Ulcrainians over
there are ready any minute to lay dovm their lives for the defense of
our fatherland. Yet, we, instead of helping them in their honest efforts,
go to any Polack, our cursed enemy to take advice from him on ho?;* to
counteract their destructive activity. Nov/ reason this out mth me: ^' Could
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there be any greater crime a Ukrainian could coirmiit than to go to the
Polish consul, take out a passport there, and swear that he is ready
every minute to join their legion, ^,nd thus go and murder the enemies of
mother Poland? liurder his brothers and sisters, naj, even his very father
and mother, should they still be living in the wilaerness "".vithout a place
to lay their heads

•

"Brother," continued Ivlr. Didyk, "your father and mother are living there
in caves • Y/ho has driven them in there but the Polish knout? Have you
enough conscience to give av/ay your money, earned vdth the sweat of your
broav, to the Pole, and thus provide for him the means to procure a stronger
laiout vdth vdiich he will drive your father and mother deeper into the cave,
vjhence they shall never be able to see God's v/orld, and themselves occupy
their cozy homes, making theiaselves coiafortable in their feather-quill
beds?

You send clothing and footrvear through the Polish agents who, instead of
sending them to your ivife, children or prirents, are distributing them among

those Polish bums vfao stand with knouts at the entrance of the caves in
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which yoiir most beloved dv/ell, lest perchance they may show their heads
out of the cave, their unavoidable grave, and thus in the raeantiiae other
nations may notice the horrible Polish culture*"

Then the speaker v/as trying to inspire one and all to join the Siege
ranks, and if need be to be ready to stand shoulder to shoulder, and
rdth their ov/n lives rrotecb and defend the Ula:ainian land against the
Polish captivity*

Once more he called all to unity and unanimity, and to knoiv and under-
stand the hostile vrorlc of the Polish agents against us* A thundering
ovation irns given him at the end of his speech*

Mr* Peter Xavatsiw v/as the next speaker* In his speech he pictured the
life of the forefathers of Ulorainia, and compared it with the present
captivity in which our Ulcrainian brothers suffer under the Polish and
Russian governments*
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Nov/ !.Ir. YaroslavyT Skrotsl':;^" read and explained to those present all sorts

of information mth reference to sending out money and parcels to the

old country. This information ivas issued by the Ulcrainian Exchange Bureau
of Chicago, "^Therein those Ukrainians are enployed 7;ho are ivell kno-ivn for
their merits and \7ork in the national field.

Lastly Mrs. Ivfe.ry Bilyk spoke on "behalf of the Ukrainian Red Cross. She
moved all those present to tears, v/ho contributed $86.30 for ividov/s and

theorphans in the eld country. She also invibed those gathered for
follovj'ing Sunday, Nov. 19, for a special meeting of the Ukrainian Red
Cross.

As before, so on November 19, there was a great numbor of men and women
present. After hearing the speeches of Mrs. Mary Bilyk, Harry Kryvovyaz,
and Yaroslaiv Slcrotsky, they understood better the object of the Ukrainian
Red Cross, and vd-thout any encuuragement on the part of the spealcers,

they contributed ^22. 55, which makes with the former collection |108.85.
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The chairman thanked those present for listening attentively and for
supporting the Ukrainian cause.

The meeting ended ivith the national anthems, "Ulcrainia is already arisen,"
and "We, Knights."

f
All left the hall v;ith a resolution to contribute materially to the cause
and fight even to ih e gi-vlng up of one's life, if need be, until that
time v;hen the Ukraine shall be a free and independent state.

Yarosla^v Skotslcy

Secretary of the Meeting.
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lEi-i THOUSAND UKRAIiilAliS FEOTSST AGAIIBT TIE FCLES
FOR TAKING UERAIKLMJ TERRITORY

'^
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To the inanifestationl To the manifestationl Let us protest against the

Poles for talcing our Ukrainian soil I Let us gain freedom and the liberty
of our dear Ul-crainial

These and si::.ilar Calls were heard in Chicago ajid suburbs within the past
few weeks, liot a small group of people, but thousands of men, v/omen and
children hastened to answer this call, so that with their presence the
holiday of the Chicago Ukrainians could be exalted.

Ever so often news comes from the suburbs that the Ulcrainians are preparing
themselves for this holiday, calling meetings among themselves, collecting
money for the expense and wherever possible they rehearse parading in
their localities so as to come already prepared to the gathering place.
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The manifestation parade began at Oakley and Rice Streets, ty the St,
IJlcholas Ukrainian Catholic church. Our young Ukrainian men, v.iio served
in the United States Army, v/ere put at the head of the parade where, vdth
their presence, they reminded the Poles that they are not afraid of their
Haller army anymore than they feared the Germans should the time come for
this. After them followed the Siege from Chic^igo and suburbs, numbering
nearly a thousand. Siege banners, alongside the American flag, which
glittered in the rays of the sun, reminded everyone of the value of our
holiday, and added to the spirit of those standing in the ranks of fighters
v/ho, though here in America, have their spirits there in Ukrainia and (are
ready) to defend the rights of the Fatherland, for v/hich the Ukrainians
sacrificed their lives under the azure and gold banner.
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HOW TO AID THE UKRAINIAN MISSION IN AMERICA.

There is no "better time than the present for unitin^s all the national elements,
.since the Ukrainian deler^rtion carae to America. If we all stand united for the
ssjne cause, namely, to v/in full rights for Ukrainia, then the delegation also will
be in position to give the answer to the question, what the Ukrainians are' fightir^g

for all over the world. Our enemies tried to show our fight for liberation of

Ukralnia as Bolshevistic, TThen we are all united then the horrible falsehoods of
the enemies will come to light. It will prove that only a few dozen of Ukrainian
people are Bolsheviks, are half^-wits and are not fit to think for themselves.
The Jewish and the Russian comrades think for them and the red guardians only parrot
the phases ;7hich they learned from them.
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YOU SHALL EEIGN FATHER AS LONG AS
PEOPLE LIVE.

The first issue of Ukrainia is dedicated to the Honorable Dr* Vladimir Siemenovich*
Could it be otherwise?

The history of the Ukrainian colony in our city, is so ti^tly and so finely hound
with the life of Dr. Vladimir Siemenovich, and his sympathetic and eminent person
Is 80 well known to all Chicagoans, that if, "by some accident, he should be
absent from any of our general national holidays, or if he were not seen at

some important community affair then we should look around and expectantly ask:

•nihy is not Dr. V* Siemenovich here? Perhaps the poor man is sick, or maybe
he is only detained and will yet come....'' There was a time when the Honorable
Dr. wax never late, but always put himself at the head of every national work,
and always he was the last to leave it, even when his home and professional
fcfcligations were heavy. So when he is recently sometimes late this, folks, you
will please pardon him today.
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When Chicago and all the cultured world, will celebrate the tTorld's Fair in our
city (1933) we, the Chicago Ukrainian group, and it may be the entire Ukrainian
people, on this continent as well as in Europe, ivill celebrate the forty year
jubilee of the permanent, effective and uninterrupted work of the Hon. Dr.
Vladimir Siemenovich in our city. This will be our Ukrainian holiday, and we
do not doubt that it will turn out on a grand scale.

Dr. Vladimir Siemenovich was bom in Galicia, from an old priestly family, which
gave out a great n\xmber of both secular and clerical marvels, very well known in
the history of the Lithuanian-Ukrainian state, hundredajof years before our time*
After completing his gymnasium studies and severaj years of law in the University
of Lviv, young Vladimir bade farewell to his native country and started over the
ocean. The heavy yoke over Galicia, ruled by the Austrian-Polish nobility,
which he felt more than the average man, causedthe young IHcrainian law student
to stand on American soil on March 11, 1887. The Galician-Ukrainian Bibliography
published by the late John Levitsky in the very same year received its first
batch of American news from Dr. V. Siemenovich, for the Lviv Dilo; from then

even until this day the Venerable Doctor has not let the pen out of his very busy
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hand, since month after month, year after year, persistently does he help the
Ukrainian publications both in his native land and here, without any pretension
and always with excellent articles on various subjects.

At the time of his stay in the East our young immigrant took an active part in the
national work, besides attending a University where he finished the course of
medicine. In 1893, as a young Doctor, he undertook a permanent stay in Chicago
smd since then has never abandoned us.

Little and hardly evident was the Ukrainian colony in Chicago, not quite forty
years ago. Many of us were not yet then living. ..As a young doctor, he won
the love and admiration of his peoole. From this time on there was not one
national event, not one useful comminity work in which Dr. V. Sieinenovich did
not take active part. Along with this the modest but hospitable home of
Madam and Dr. Siemenovich, both guardian angels, wise and active hosts and
leaders, became a place of shelter, of moral consolation and of material help
for everybody. It is no wonder then, that all who in anyway possible profited
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by the good hearted and generous hand of Dr. V, Siemenovich, are legion. It is
pitiful that there were found among them some that paid him for their "bread and
lodging with great ingratitude, and that some boldly threw mud and rocks at their
benefactor. Yet this never lessened the charitable optimism of the honorable
doctor, and never has it ousted from his Christian heart this great guiding
watchword of his life» The purpose of a noble soul is to work restlessly and
create noble deeds for the good of hiimanity without looking for acknowledgement
and thankfulness, without regard for the aggression and abuse of cxinning and
mean people, whose base profession is like the dog's barking, 39 that noble
souls may keep up their endless work for the benefit of everybody - until deathl

In the above mentioned motto in the life of Dr. V. Siemenovich, there appears
before our eyes all the beauty and splendor of a human being. It is evident that
there are all kinds of people. Our late, prematurely dead poet, Alexander
Kozlovsky, used to s^^y occasionally without any sarcasm during Ukrainian meetings,
"Do I not see enougji Ukrainian-Huthenians? Only I do not see real men among them".
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So our venerable Dr. Vladimir was a real man, both when with coft^mpt he ran away
from the hard bondage of the Austrian-Polish nobility, and when in America he
became a doctor. He was a real man, a human being who at every opportunity
knew well how to see the good in everyone else. That is what ancient Romans
called the "Salus Rei Publlcae", and it is exactly applicable to our honorable
Dr. Vladimir through all his ?ife, and the characteristic will remain with him
until his end comes. Thus we all must perceive, love and honor the beauty and
splendor of his noble soul.

Cultured Americans and, generally, all the cultured Anglo-Saxons, the Germans
and the French have learned during long ages to respect and to esteem the human
soul and man*^ brains above all the treasures of the world. "You may destroy
all our machines and all our factories" - the Americans say - "yet we shall not
bewail for our educational geniuses will build them again even more perfectly.
But if our scholars were annihilated then our great nation would be imnediately
reduced to powder; for it is impossible to make ud for the loss of genial human
brains even with mountains of educational human trash."
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We, too, do respect and esteem the ideal and the genius of Ukrainian magnanimity
in the honorable person of our most beloved and eminent Doctor Siemenovich, as
well as his Ukrainian kindness, benevolence, hospitality, personal modesty, self-
sacrifice, public munificence, ceaseless labor and his ready understanding of human
weakness.

We bow our head before hin to the very ground as before a Socrates, a promoter
of learning and science, but, above fidl, do we salute Dr. Vladimir Siemenovich
as an ideal man, Ecce Homo! - Behold the man!

Dear Ukrainian youth, and all you Ukrainians who are dispersed all over God's
creation like so many aut\imnal leaves! Behold an example for all and everyone
of us - for all the young and the old, for the learned and those untutored,
for the rich and the poor - a rare pattern indeed - uncommon, pure as a crystal,
an exemplary type of an ideal human being to be fully initiated!

Behold him as one that always has been, is now and shall remain forever in his
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\Aolesome seed that he so prollfically sowed into his iincultivated national soil;
l)ehold him as the invigorating salt of the earth; behold him as the shining
luminary dispersing the darkness; here is a man who throughout his life has
sacrificed his ego on the altar of his Ukrainian people and Fatherlands

Thou shalt reign
Oh little father.
Long as people do exist
Until sun will cease to glitter
Thou shalt be remembered!
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V A 1 Dr. Yladimir Sieminovich vms born on January 4, 1862 in Hon-
I C astersky (county of Buczacz /Tn the Ukrain^), the son of a

I E priest. His father's name was Leo, and the maiden name of his
I K mother, Domicelia, v/as Turkevich. The mother of Dr. Siemino-

vich is still living; she is ninety-five years of age. Dr.
Sieminovich received his early schooling in Buczacz, Berezan, Stanis-
lawow and Lwow. University studies included at first law (two years) at
Lwow, and later medicine at the John Hopkins University in Baltimore,
Maryland; and after that, one year of medicine at Prague, a year at
Vienna, a course at Cracow, one at Berlin, and one in Paris at the
Sorbonne. These are the best universities of the world.

Dr. Sieminovich has lived in America for the past thirty-nine years.
At first, he lived in Shenandoah, Pennsylvania, v;here he edited the
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first Ukrainian newspaper in America, the weekly America . He worked
there one year and a half. Then he went to Europe as delegate to Car-
dinal S. Sembratovich in Lwow, to obtain Ukrainian priests for the
Ukrainians of America. He brought back Father Andruchovich. Dr.
Sieminovich organized, or helped to organize, many Ukrainian churches
in the United States. The first parish in Chicago was organized in a
hall above a saloon at Robey and Homer Streets, twenty years ago. Dr.
Sieminovich has worked in Chicago for the last thirty-two years. When
he first came, there were no Ukrainians here from Galicia, except for
a few Lemkos and Carpathian Ukrainians. The first mass in Chicago was
celebrated by the Rev. Father G. Tsmaylo Kulchytsky in the hall under the
St. Stanislaus Kostka Church, at Noble and Blanche Streets. Dr. Siemin-
ovich took active part in the organizing of the oldest Ukrainian society
in Chicago, the Society of George Solomeychuk (later changed to Society of
St. Nicholas). This is Branch 106 of the Ukrainian National Association.

The first Ukrainian church in Chicago was situated at Bickerdike and
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Superior Streets, and was purchased from the Swedes for $5,750 • Dr.

Sieminovich, along with the late Attorney Yanovich, signed notes for
this amount. The above-mentioned amount also included the purchase
of a parish house. The same group sold all this property and bought
a large tract at Oakley and Rice Streets for the sum of $16,000. This
tract included sixteen lots at one thouscmd dollars per lot, and is the
site where the large Ukrainian Church now stands. Before the parish
took possession of the property, quarrels began because part of the
people wanted the Orthodox Church. Dr. Sieminovich stood for the Catho-
lic Church, whereupon, upon his recommendation, the bank loaned the money
without the signature of Mr. Fetzura, who was unwilling to sign because
he wanted the Orthodox Church. Dr. Sieminovich vouched for the loan
with his own securities and the bank issued the money.

The first newspaper in Chicago was Ukraine which lasted for a few years.
It began during the war. In the first issue of Ukraine , Dr. Sieminovich
published the following proclamation: Organize a Ukrainian legion here
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under the guidance of Roosevelt. The first to oppose this were the
socialists from the 'Federation'*, even though Dr. Sieminovich was their
head. Hr. Semeshko, especially, voiced his opinion against the creation
of the legion; he is now some commissar in Russia. He came here from
Siberia.

Besides the Ukraine , the Ranna Zorya (Morning Star) appeared for about
a year. It was the organ of the Ukrainian Women's Alliance, which was
organized on the same principles as the Ukrainian National Association.
The administration was carried out wonderfully by a woman idio came from
Lwow, and mAlo was the wife f a Croatian, Mr. Zubsich. This paper
collapsed because of local misunderstandings. Dr. Sieminovich was also
the editor of this paper. Dr. Sieminovich was co-editor for many
Ukrainian newspapers in the old coimtry, such as Dilo (Action) and
Ukrainske Slovo (The Ukrainian Voice). In America, he wrote for the
Svoboda (Liberty), America, and the Narodna Yola (National Will).
Twice he visited the Ukrainian colonies in Canada, where he organized
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the Ukrainian Red Cross.

Dr. Sleiainovich has a great knowledge of life. One of the basic
featinres of his character is the value which he attributes to women.
He says that women are as important to any cause as the soil is to
the feeding of people. When we turn due attention on our women, we
will find that the idea of our freedom was originated by them genera-
tions ago.

Therefore, we turn our Sitch organ over to the gxiidance of the worker
mentioned above. The Chief Ataman ^etmanl and the Sitch Central
Committee could not have made a better selection; they sent to Dr.
Sieminovicli tho deputation to^whfch he pledged his best efforts. Re
will "certainly exert all of his Imposing energy and all his knowledge
of life, for he has seen many things on this earth and has been through
a great deal.
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A BIOGRAPHY OF JOHN 3ARABASH AMERICAN VETERAN OF THE V/ORLD WAR

John Barabash, son of Eiigenia and Gabriel Barabash, was born in the village
of Zarudia, Ternopil County, Ukrainia. After finishing grammar school, he
left Ukrainia for Hanover, CJermany, where he had a good opportunity to hear
different sorts of good music. Tliere he received his first inspiration, and
determined to give himself to the study of music#

In December, 1912, he arrived in New York, and then went on to Chicago, where
his two brothers, Martin and Ilioraas were living. Soon he Joined the Chicago
Ukrainian, under the name of Taras Shevchenko Band, and later on he played
a trombone in the Chicago City Band. On the side, however, it was his
ambition to reorganize and better the Ukrainian band. This he succeeded in
doing, and made great progress with it.

In 1917 he Joined the American army, 131st Infantry. Later, as a first-

class musician, he was transferred to the 44th regiment, and from there
sent to the military band school. After finishing this he became a conductor
of a military band and had thirty-five musicians to supervise. In a short
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time he made such a good shaving with the band that he recieved high official
praise, which was published in the Chicago Daily Tribune

«

and he became a

candidate for first lieutenant at the time the Armistice was signed.

Upon his return, he left the army and obtained a position as a player in three
Chicago theatres.

«

At this time he studied hermony of music at the Chicago Musical College, and
attended Harrison Hi^^h School, where he had obtained a position as conductor
of the Harrison Technical High School Band. As conductor there he made
wonderful progress. Besides all this work, he did everyiihing possible to

change Ukrainian am'^teurs into re^l musicians.

One of his best dualities was that when he was appointed conductor of the
array band, he attracted the attention of not only American admirers of music
but also Ukrainians, end other nationalities, who all v^ondered at the skill
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and deftness of the talented young conductor. Everyvjhere in the city airion^

inusicians as v;ell is lovers of music, one could hear admirers of John Barabash
predict a great career for him.

The Ukrainians of Chicago cherish high hopes for John Barabash; it is a

commonly anticipated belief that he will b^come'the best band conductor
among the Ukrainians in the v/hole United States, and thus he will help to
spread the f^me of the glorious Ukrainian songs throughout America.

2^e prophesy of the people about him was correct, and the proof of it is
that in about 1935 the Harrison Technical High School Band, under the
leadership of Captain John Barabash won first prize in the United States.

The secret of his success is strict discipline v:ith himself and .vith his
students, as well as untiring hard v;ork coupled with determination and a
strong will. Trans1^
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IN MEMORIiSM

Hie angel of death tliat visits Chicago did not forget to pay a visit
to a Ukrainian family#

On October 4, at 7 A»M«9 this unmerciful angel of death came unexpect-
edly to the home of our beloved Father Osyp Kuzma and took his immaculate
soul to eternity, leaving a remembrance after his frightful visit: to
his dearest wife, to all his co-nationalists, friends and acquaintances,

to members of the Ukrainian National Church of the Blessed Trinity on

Erie near Robey Street, to friends by calling, the Ukrainian National
priests and to all the Ukrainian National Churches of -^^nerica, as well
as to our dear Ukrainia of which the deceased was a true son and an
honorable and a loyal worker.

^e late Father Osyp was born on the 16th of November, 1889, in Zolochiv,
Ukrainian Galicia, under an old black peasant roof*
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The parents of the deceased were Daniel and Catherine, who though being
poor, decided to give everything they had in order that their son Osjrp

might receive a higher education. So, on completing the fourth grade
in the national school, his parents sent Osyp to a gyiimasium school,
where the deceased was an outstanding student almost every year. It
was thus until he reached seventh grade. Being a student in the seventh
grade, the late Father Osyp very well understood the maltreatment of the

Ukrainian people by the Poles, which he witnessed vi/ith his ov;n eyes ^nd
then he began to help them morally, tn every occasion he went to the

neighboring villages, to the libraries, where he gave lectures, en-
couraging the youth to work aiaong themselves. At times the late Father
Osyp traveled with' Ukrainin lectures, mostly before elections, and
agitated in favor of the bkrainian candidates for the senate. To add to

the misfortune, evil was threatening. Surprising news began to seep .

through the school officials against Father Osj^; accusing: him of being
a "haydamak," (robber). Following this news began the investigations
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of the Polish professors and even of our own; and hence a command to cease

his activity. Having an inborn love for liberty and truth, the future
Father Osyp, with his parents* consent, gave ud his gymnasium .studies, and

bade farewell to his native home and his aearesi:, countrymen, departing for the

world beyond the wide sea, America, where he Icnew, was liberty, in which
the deceased expected to find internal contentment.

A poor man is always poor, ,says our watchword. This proverb particularly
concerned the late Father csyp. Cn coming to ^jnerica, i^'ather Osyp found
himself abandoned, like a boat on the wild sea. l^o faiaily nor friends
nor acquaintances. In tiue he became acquainted with some of our
intelligent people. Mostly the priests turned from the deceased without
much faith, saying that he was an exile, loving none not even hiraself.

iV/'-t

So "keep away from hi.., people J"

He was refused by his own.
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Yet other people who recognized the usefulnes . of Father Csyp interested
themselves in hi:'i and tried to give hin sone v;ork wherever possible.

-rtfter learning the -einglish Ian uage a little, the late J^atlier Osyp en-
rolled in a business college at Wilkes Barre, Pa., striving one way or
another to add to his knowledge, thus naliing his meager livelihood.

In 1915 Father Osyp cane to Milwaukee, iVis., where he got a job in a
store. In the evenings he beg-n to attend Larquette University.

Through the good will of influential persons, the late Father Csyp
began teaching in the Hanover otreet public school and^besideo this,
he taught in the preparatory class for the citizens* papers. The
deceased worked hard, without coMplaining against the bitter lot, being
modest in self praise of his ;vork.

wv
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He only desired that his v;ork should benefit others and only others, and
that at the sa-rie time it should bring to him some livelihood. But he is
a Ukrainian, he must Vwork for the Ukrainian people, for the honest .comn.unity,

v/ith firo in his soul, he devoted himself to studying the occupations
and positions of our people in iimerica in every walk of life, iheir
Father Osyp studied the situation of the Ukrainians in iimerica, and
noticed a neu trend, this being the movement for the national church.

V;fhen he becai:ie -a priest, Father Osyp (Joseph) was the happiest person
in the world. "I could draw the whole world to my heart now, together
with my friends and enemies," he said after he was ordained. "Granted
health and strength, I believe tiat I will be able to do most everything
for my dear Llcrainia and her children. I do not fear the enemies.
'J3iey are not frightful to me, because I believe in the victory of light
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over darkness. I believe in triuiaph of the blessed truth over tne^ cursed

lie. I believe in the resurrection of the Ukrainian people from their
dark tomb, into which the enemies gradually pushed our people, i, e.

,

into spiritual darkness, ignorance and the national unconsciousness sown
among them for centuries, which helped and even ooday helps to torture
our dear Ukrainia/*

This is the thought the closed lips of iJ'ather Osyp utters today, while in
his eyes one could see the fire burning for the love and willingness of
his young life to becone an offering on the altar of our dear Ukrainia
and of all her oppressed Ukrainian people.

As a priest, Father Osyp (Joseph) believed he could do a great deal of
good for his people here in America, t^^'ithin a few months i?ather Osyp
made acquaintance with the most influential Americans, who honored and

valued hi.T. even though he v/as young. Father Osyp was the first Ukrainian
in Chicago who really knew how to interest Americans in the Ukrainians,
before whom he oftentimes spoke in the iinglish language. Father Osyp
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would announce the Ukrainian name wherever he could, and would represent
our people as the nicest in the world, lie worked the best he could and
as a reward for his work in the national cause, he gathered sneers and
reproaches fro^ii jealous enemies and blind fanatics, vyho today rejoice
at the opportunity of his death, unappreciative to the late Father Osyp's
true patriotism and work in the Ukrainian National Church field.

Rejoice, Oh enemies! but Icnovv you that the dirt you throw at Father Osyp
does not fall on hix-a, but on yourselves. There will come the time when
you will become conscious of yourselves and become ashamed of yourselves.

And you, dear friend, brother and Father Csyp, may you rest in peace.
May this free -^^merican soil that yc i loved so much as first after dear
Ukrainia, be as light -is a feather, and a reme;:ibrance unto you. May
his memory among the Ukrainian people live from year to year evermore.
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CHICAGO YOUTH ACQUAINTS PUBLIC WITH UKKaINIAN FOLK TRSASUnES .

The Chicago youth prec>ented a glimpse of Ukrainian folklore on ripril 2nd in con-
junction with the Chicago Tours. Semen Gzuoa's chorus stan^ several Ukrainian
selections, while Hiss Anastasia Oleskow gave a generaiizea lecture on Ukrain-
ian history, culture, traditions and people. T'jvo girls dancea the various mooas
of the Ukrainian Ballet, who were recalled for encores.

Miss Helen Bahry demonstrated how a Ukrainian Eeister Egg is aesigned, which cap-
tivated the auaience's interest, ikliss Oleskow then explaired the various articles
that v^tre exhibited— costume, eracroidery, woou carvirgs, oooks, and answerea mssmy

Queries without hesitation.

^»^

5^
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SKCOND UKRAINIAN AIRPLANE '*LVIV'^TO 3E BLESSx^D TQD.^Y ,

The second Ukrainian Airplane "Lviv" will oe olesoed today (Sunday September 30,

1934) at the Ukrainian St. Nicholas Picnic Grove. '^Ukraine" will also arrive

from Detroit in ti.ne for the oles^lng.

The program for the day will as follows:

,

Program:

1. The blessing of the airplane ••Lviv*'

.

2. Interesting speeches oy Doth our speakers and our guests.

3. V/elcorae tiddresses.

4. Church Choir "Lysenko^* under the airecti.n of D. Atamanec.

5. Dancing to ^aokopny's Orchestra. Adaed to this program will be m^iny other

surprising features.

With this program and a chance to both see and ride (at an exceptionally low
price) in ooth Ukrainian airplanes "Lviv*' and **Ukraine'\ I am sure everyone
will come out.

The United Hetman organization, Co. 1, wiii also take ^jart in this great

L -

car
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will be the United Hetman Organization and the Ukrainian Red Cross frora ail
parts of the United States of America.

Admission: The price of admission for this great aff-i^ir will only be twenty
five cents (250)

•

r


